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The new Mark Levinson No.39 CD player combines the performance and functionality found in the highly acclaimed
No.36 Digital Processor and the No.37 CD Transport. The No.39 represents value unheard of in a single box
CD player of this calibre. From the elegant Madr;igal designed loading mechanism and Closed Loop Jitter Reduction'"
circuitry employed by the No.37 to the dual differenti:al 20- bit digital to analog conversion derived from the No.36
Digital Processor, the No.39 enjoys atechnological heritage unequalled in its class. Add HDCD decoding capability,
a high quality digital output, two auxiliary digital inputs, fully balanced analog volume control and remote capability,
and it is readily apparent that true versatility and value can co-exist in one remarkable component.
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Steve Harris
Editor

Despite many
vinyl users'
conti wing
enthLsiasm,
the LP is dead
and turied as
far as the
mainstream
recoil industry
is concerned.
But here's now
just a chance
we might see a
few new all analogue
class cal titles
from name
artists

E-MAIL
You can
contact us via
e-mail on
101574.223w
compasteve.com

specify
'Hi- F' News' in
the subject field
of :vow messag,e
Please

yyoung nephew, about to
take his
11-plus, was
intrigued by the new
turntable his parents had just
acquired, in order to play all those old
records they hadn't had time to listen
to since the kids came along.
Ishowed David how to lower the
stylus on to the record and warned
him not to let it drag across the
surface. Ishowed him how to find a
track by putting the stylus down
halfway across. ' Does it play different
music when you put it down there?'
he asked, beginning to grasp the crude
principle of the rotating disc. He knew
how to work the CD player and tape,
but had hardly seen a record deck
before. The generation growing up
now doesn't really even remember
analogue LP sound.
But the old technology just won't
lie down and die. Looking back a
little, it even seems surprising that, in
the early 1990s, this magazine could
go for months without publishing a
single review of an analogue product
test. There simply weren't any new
ones to write about. (Isuppose we
might have celebrated Linn's 21st
anniversary, but I'm not sure we were
on actually on speaking terms with
them at the time!)
At that period, we would have
thought very hard before putting a
turntable on the cover; something we
have done this month, without a
qualm, for the second time in three
issues.
Things
have
changed,
inasmuch as it now seems natural and
correct to devote quite alot of review
space to analogue products. Of course,
the enthusiasts' tiny island of analogue
audio is still insigificant in the great
world of consumer electronics, and
nobody seems to be able to come up
with any figures to proved that there
really is an analogue revival. Perhaps,
as someone said to me, analogue sales
are just asmall, unchanging rock in
the tidal sea of mass-market digital
audio. It just looks bigger when the
surrounding waters recede.
Be that as it may, one recent
development will excite existing
analogue enthusiasts and create new
ones. It is possible that we may be in
for some new state-of-the-art,
absolutely all- analogue classical
recordings from major artists.
The idea comes from an unexpected quarter. Tony Faulkner, who
made his name as an independent
classical recording specialist, has
recently taken over as head of
Whitfield Street Recording Studios in
central London. Wryly describing
himself as ' acloset audiophile', who
still appreciates the LP, he's already

rewired the control room completely
with audiophile-grade cables for better
sound. With the recent closure of, for
example, Decca's recording centre in
Kilburn, Whitfield Street (which used
to be CBS, and is now owned by
Sony Music Entertainment, but run
as an independent studio), becomes
just about the only one-stop shop for
other companies who want to do
classical recording and post-production
in London.
As far as the mainstream record
industry is concerned, of course, the
LP is dead and buried. Any company
spending the ,C50,000-upwards that it
costs to take aaname orchestra and
conductor into arecording studio is
going to look at you rather strangely
if you start talking about putting out
the results on vinyl. But Faulkner's
idea is that it is perfectly feasible to
record an analogue master in parallel
with the digital one. The session
would then be licensed on aroyalty
basis to an audiophile company, which
could press alimited edition on vinyl
for the audiophile market.
Analogue masters, using today's
best recorder and best I/2in tape at 30
inches per second, can give many dBs
better signal-to-noise ratio than the
best machinery of the ' golden age',
and of course Faulkner would be
using his trade-mark valve mics and
avalve mixer. And the result would
be genuinely all-analogue — unlike
many analogue issues put out by
modern studios, where the music has
in fact gone through an A/D converter
to get the preview signal for the
control room, and then been
converted back to analogue again!
While the main digital master
would be edited in astate-of-the-art
hard-disk editing suite, the analogue
tape could be edited afterwards by the
traditional razor-blade cut-and-splice
technique (which Tony says he hasn't
forgotten).
This would be made relatively easy
by referring to the print-out from the
digital editing system, giving the exact
time location of every edit. And so,
to those who happily shell out £20 or
£25 for classical recordings reissued
from brittle, 40 year-old-tapes with
the oxide falling off: just wait, says
Tony, until you hear what we can do
now.

HFN/RR ON THE NET
For the benefit of those equipped to
surf, but who have yet to discover
http://www.linlchouse.co.uki, this site
offers information on other Link
House titles as well as HiFi News &
Record Review.
Steve Harris
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The Krell Playback System KPS 20i sets atotally new standard in digital
playback.The KPS 20i is the reference standard integrated transport/digital
processor that beats the performance of separates. With balanced DACs, fully
discrete output stages and atrue high- end
line level stage, the 20i brings the
highest degree of musical
integrity to CD playback.
The Krell Playback

Angels

System is also available in
transport only
(KPS 20t) and full
remote control
integrated
transport/processor
versions (
KPS 20i/1).
Requiring no preamplifier,
the KPS 20i/I can be
partnered with just aKrell power amplifier
for the ultimate in high-end performance.The KPS 3W high-quality integrated CD
transport and convertor is che latest addition to the Playback System.
Krell amplifiers are known the world over as the very finest solid-state designs.The

prize possessions

new range of Full Power Balanced designs looks set to re-write
history. First implemented in the KRC-3 preamp, current mode gain
design has lead to the Full Power Balanced amplifiers. Unique in the
audio industry, current mode gain is afaster, more linear method of
amplification achieved by designing gain stages that operate in the
current and not the voltage domain.With fully regulated outputs, pure
Class A operation, true balanced configuration for acleaner, more

secure relationship between the loudspeaker and the amplifier's driving force, Sustained

AAHEA Golden Note Awards '96

Plateau Bias II, direct coupled signal paths and full complementary circuits the FPB

Krell Reference 64— Best digital

amplifiers stand at the very edge of musical technology.Available in 600,300 and 200-

converter design

watt outputs each power amplifier (
FPB-600, FPB-300 and FPB-200) uses output

Krell KPS 2011— Best digital

devices manufactured exclusively for Krell by Motorola.The result is an unprecedented

source design

level of speed, current drive and musical accuracy, in other words the FPB amps are
musical, fast and incredibly strong. Martin Colloms, reviewing the FPB-300 in Hi Fi
News (
Dec 1996) said it '
must be regarded as areference, regardless of considerations of
price and power'. He concluded that Krell's zero feedback design carries with it 'greater
neutrality and musicality' yet making no concessions to the '
traditional amplifier Ortues of
blockbuster bass, huge power and adverse load driving muscle'.
The natural partner for the FPB range is the Krell KRC-HR High Resolution
Remote Controlled Preamplifier which offers uncompromised audiophile sound

Krell KAV-300i— Winner EISA

with ease of operation. Digital logic circuits operate gold- contact relays for positive

European High-End

switching with absolute signal integrity. Power supply and gain stages are

Audio '96—'97

refinements of classic Krell Class A complimentary circuits with extraordinary levels
of transparency and resolution.
Supporting Krell's outstanding AV Cinema System Controller (
Dolby ProLogic,THX,AC-3) are Krell AV amplifiers — arange of 100 watt per channel
multi- channel amplifiers (the KAV-500/3, /4 and /
5), the 2, 3and 4- channel

Krell KAV-300i — Best amplifier
under £5000
News & Record Review
Awards

HUI

NEWS
RECOREVIEW

amplifiers can be extended with an optional add-on channel (the KAV-500 Rail).
The KAV-300i an integrated two-channel 150 watt amplifier — Krell's first
integrated — was launched alongside the AV power amps and has been wildly
received, cleaning up awards around the world.This fully discrete, wide- bandwidth,
low-feedback design features full Class A dual mono output stage. Its supplied
remote control give access to the basic functions of Krell CD players. In fact, a
matching CD player is shortly to be launched.The KAV-300cd (
hoped to retail at
E3499) features aTeac CMK-4 drawer loading mechanism, HDCD, 2 x 20 bit BurrBrowns DACs, with Class A direct coupled output stages feeding balanced and
single ended outputs.
A stand alone power amplifier the KAV-250a will be available April/May ' 97 offering
250 watt with at aprojected price of £ 3290.A matching preamplifier, designated
KAV-250p, will be available at the same time at the fantastic price of E1990.The
KAV 250p features one balanced input, three single ended inputs and one tape loop.
One single ended input can be configured as atheatre throughput for use in
surround sound applications. Single ended and
balanced outputs are offered.
To discover where Krell
components can work for
you—contact

'14:441:‘

Absolute Sounds
58 Durham Road
London SW20 ODE
Tel 0181-947 5047
Fax 0181-879 7962
Email 73064,1710@compuserve.com

ue 1Colour 3/97

Absolute Sounds.
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Why has
Ken Kessler
failed to
point out
that tie
1972 LP12
tested
produced
stead ly
lower scores
as the
comp arisons
proceeded,
whilst the
1997
version
produced
steadnly
higher
scores?'

SHOOT MISFIRES
Dear Sir, In the October
`Anniversary Shoot-Out', why
compare (and wish to compare) a
1972 Linn Sondek with a1997
version, both fitted with a1997 arm,.
cartridge and phono stage? Why not
compare, instead, the best version
which could be bought in 1972 with
the best version which can be
bought now? And why not compare
them using Linn amplification and
loudspeakers, eg, the active Keltiks?
And afinal 'why?'. Why has Ken
Kessler failed to notice — or, if he
did, why did he fail to point out —
the following:
1) The 1972 version tested
produced steadily lower scores as
the comparisons proceeded.
2) The 1997 version, on the
contrary, produced steadily higher
scores, and consequently
3) As the tests proceeded the
differential first reversed, then
steadily widened in favour of the
1997 version (from -0.2 to + 1.47).
Thus, the comparisons did prove
at least one thing, namely the
wisdom of extended listening before
reaching, and publishing, verdicts.
What scores might a1997
Sondek with Linn amplification and
speakers have achieved an extended
listening?
Finally, what is/are the reference
source(s) which score 10 out of 10
for each of the six criteria tested
through the amplifier and speakers
used in your test? Does one source
score 10 on all of them? And., if it
does, how close does its sound come
to the real thing compared with a
1997 Sondek in ' full fig' through
Linn amplification and Keltiks?
Richard Smith, Bromley
Ken Kessler replies
Point by point, here's the reasoning
behind the Linn Shoot-Out:
1)In 1972, Linn didn't make arms
and cartridges; their turntables were
usually fitted with GracelSupex pairings,
so the first LP12s didn't carry Linnmade arms and cartridges. The choice of
arms and cartridges would have been

HUI NEWS 8, RECORD REVIEW
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infinite, so we opted for the best current
arm and cartridge. But that's only one
reason we chose not to use what you
describe as `the best version which could
be bought in 1972 with the best version
which can be bought now'. As it took
three hours to explain to Linn's Brian
Morris, the product on which Linn built
its reputation was the LP12 turntable,
not its arms or cartridges. And this is the
LP12's 25th anniversary, not the Ittok's
or the Asak's. Hence LP12 vs. LP12,
with identical arms and cartridges. As all
turntable shoot-outs should be conducted.
2) Because Icouldn't sit in aroom for
four hours with Linn amps and speakers.
And the review system had nothing to do
with the test, so long as both turntables
were fed into identical inputs. We could
have used NAD 3020s, valve amps,
Quad ESLs or, as Linn once advised, a
ghenoblaster — it simply doesn't matter.
3) a) b): As this is reflected in the
results — ie, the new LPI2 `won' by ever
increasing margins — it should simply
serve as further proof that the new LP12
is better than the older. And if this is the
case, as asked in 3c), then even our
condensed session, which was truncated
because Linn turned up so late, proved in
under three hours that, yes, extended
listening is better. So what would you
prefer? A 24-hour test? Would it
necessarily widen the gap between the old
LP12 and the new? For the hundredth
time, we simply set out to see which was
better, old or new, and we weren't
worried by 'how much'. Quite clearly,
the panel preferred the latest incarnation,
and Idon't think that any further
listening, or achange of system would
alter their conclusions.
4) See No 2.
5) The seemingly arbitrary scores were
based on the responses of apanel of
highly capable listeners who have,
between them, in excess of 150 years'
experience. You'd be lucky to find better.
And as Linn's entire philosophy was, in
the days of the LP12's rule, based
entirely on subjectivity, Idon't find this
anniversary revisit methodology so
puzzling or contrary. What Ido find odd
is Mr Smith's failure to accept that we
were reviewing only the decks, and that
the new LP12 clearly won. What point is
he belabouring? As Mr Smith is so
obviously aLinnie with afull system, he
should be happy that the test confirmed
the wisdom of his purchase. Why the
insistence on using Linn's highlycoloured, poorly imaging amps and
speakers to make the panel's job more
difficult, Ijust can't imagine.
LOVED THE SHOW...
Dear Sir, Iam sure this will be
merely one of many letters
congratulating everyone concerned
at HFNIRR for the really excellent
show, again, this year. As usual, I
attended in eager anticipation and,
as usual, was not disappointed.

If the number of exhibitors was
anything to go by, the health of the
hi-fi industry is in very good hands.
Not too many years ago the thought
of mounting such alarge show
would have been almost beyond the
realms of possibility. HFNIRR
deserves the highest credit for
maintaining faith, and virtually
single-handedly raising the profile
of hi-fi in this country. Irecall the
letters and comments of certain
manufacturers in the early show
years, who clearly felt that to play
their part in supporting the event
was somehow beneath them. It was
gratifying to see them at the show,
yet again.
So, once again, my
congratulations. Roll on 1998!
Barry Revell, Ramsgate
...HATED THE MUSIC
Dear Sir, Ifeel compelled to write
to you, the editor of arespected hifi magazine and to the organisers of
The HiFi Show 1997, concerning
an observation Imade on my visit
to the show. The point Iwant to
make is: why were so many
exhibitors playing what Ican only
describe as the type of music heard
in hotel lifts and at boring dinner
parties?
While Ibelieve that there are
people who enjoy this type of
music, Ifeel that Ican't be alone in
wishing for music with some drive,
rhythm, timing, dynamics — all the
good things that the designers of
these products appear to bleat on
about! But when we got to The HiFi Show, the music sounded
horribly unappealing and we felt
conned.
The HiFi Show is supposed to
sell you product 'psychologically',
so that you can believe the hype
and understand that not all
reviewers are either deaf or plain
Grade-A bullshitters.
Idid not take my CDs along this
year, because last year Iwas
embarassed by the man in the
Copland room who played acouple
of bars of my UB40 disc and then
flatly refused to play any more on
the grounds that ' this type of stuff
does not do the system any justice.'
Indeed? More like the other way
round, mister. Iam looking for a
brave exhibitor who will let me
select the music for their next show
— Ibet things will change for them.
Jai Rooprah, Southall
...THOUGHT THEY GOT IT WRONG
Dear Sir, At the grand old age of 50,
Ihave just attended my first and
probably last hi-fi show.
Ihave always been interested to
see what went on and how
companies would cope with what I
7

B&W P`5
"Boasting (lout and finesse
in equal measures, the
P5s are speakers with
championship credentials
indeed — they plumb depths ;;
few true hi-fi speakers dare
to reach — the P5s ore little
short of perfect"
What HiFi? — July '96 .

swith championship crecl>
i bah'

B&W's patented method of
using Kevlor's unique woven
fibres for loudspeaker
cones has been amajor _
factor in reducing unwonted
standing waves.
-For more information contact
B&W Loudspeakers ( UK) Ltd ;
on. +44 (0)1903 750 750
http://www.bwspeakers.com
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We reserve the
right to edit or
shorten letters for
publication,
which should be
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Editor and must
contain no other
material or
enquiries. Letters
seeking advice
will be answered,
resources
permitting, at our
discretion, but we
regret that we are
unable to answer
questions on
buying specific
items of hi-fi. We
cannot answer
queries over the
telephone.
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have always assumed would be
disastrous acoustics and thin walls.
Iwas particularly struck by two
things. Firstly, how boring and
unimaginative most design is.
Where different finishes had been
applied, the actual design was still
the same old stuff. Is this the
punters' fault or just that
manufacturers won't take the risk?
Perhaps they should look at Ford,
who have always assumed that ' safe'
was the way to our hearts. They
have now discovered what most of
us have always known: give us
innovative design and we'll buy it. (
I
suppose Rogers did try, thanks to
Mr Stevens of McLaren.)
The second and more disastrous
thing was that Ionly heard two
things which tempted me, all day.
One was in the Ruark room where a
tiny speaker was doing great things
(admittedly driven by amammoth
Mark Levinson amp). Its huge new
brother however, left me cold, due
to its nasty midrange honk — maybe
it was the room. The second was, I
regret to admit, an unknown make
of valve amp and loudspeaker! Iwas
too busy rushing to buy valves
before the show closed to note the
brands, but they were playing great
blues and it sounded like areal man
playing real music. They looked like
Audions, but Icould be wrong.
Almost everyone else seemed to
be aiming at the A/V audience.
Tremendously impressive stuff,
played at huge volumes. Particularly
disappointing were Absolute Sounds
and Meridian. The latter sounded
like digital cats being tortured —
OK I'm avalve man. Absolute
Sounds had Krell, Wilson etc. The
films were pretty good, but they
made the mistake of playing amusic
track first. At least, it was intended as
music, but it didn't sound like the
real thing either to me or my
nephew, whose ears are somewhat
younger. But Imake musical
instruments, so Ido know what they
sound like!
If the show had any effect, it was
to confirm that what Ihave at home
is OK, ta very much (for the record
my system comprises Leak Stereo
20, Garrard 301/ Sumiko Blue Point
and Quad ELS — not exactly the
latest technology).
Even allowing for the poor
acoustics, why is it that so few
companies managed to get the
balance right? Clearly my hi-fi could
be improved upon, but it is for
listening to music first and foremost.
Perhaps the industry should now
split into two. It seems that they are
unable to offer the power and
impact seemingly required for AV
while retaining musicality.
Gordon Steadman, Wimbledon,.
RECENSER 1991

HOORAY FOR HENRYS
Dear Sir, Ben Duncan should be
given apeerage for his work on
RFI; Iam sure everyone is
suffering from some form of it. To
say Iwas amazed is putting it
mildly. Five minutes after inserting
the ' Pure Henry' into my speaker
leads Icould hardly believe my
ears. The sound quality was
incredible: after years of what was a
veil on the sound (which has now
gone), it was like opening a
window. The articulation and
clarity which Ihave been trying for
years to obtain off CDs is now
hearable, and how!
Every home should have apair,
and Ihope you will be selling
thousands per week. Iwon't be
able to resist the temptation to
experiment with another pair in the
negative leads.
R JSmith, Worthing

PURE JOY
Dear Sir, Ithought you might like
some ` feedback' concerning the
Pure Henry inductors.
For some time Ihad felt that
once the initial 'newness' of each
upgrade had worn off, there was
still something that was not quite
right with my system. Icouldn't
put my finger on it, but it was as if
the sound was being sat-on and
lacked some sparkle. It didn't
happen all of the time — Ihave
some recordings which sound very
fine indeed.
In view of my age ( 52), I
reluctantly conceded that it was my
hearing that was at fault, as the
addition of aMusical Fidelity XTone helped with some boost at
15kHz. While not knowingly
plagued by RFI, Iwas interested by
the HFN/RR P̀ure Henry' article,
and in how the unscreened speaker
cables could, courtesy of negative
feedback, introduce RF into the
amp and muddy the sound, thereby
affecting the sonic capabilities of
the amp.
Once the Pure Henries were
wired in, Iplayed aCD, not quite
knowing what to expect. To my
amazement and surprise, what
assaulted my ears was pure joy! A
veil had been removed, the sound
was more natural and life-like, and
recordings exhibited more ' depth'.
Bass detail was enhanced and,
much to my surprise, the dynamic
performance of the amps was
improved, particularly on widerange recordings. The X-Tone has
now become redundant.
All in all, avery worthwhile
'upgrade' and while Idon't profess
to know what they're doing, they're
certainly doing it with style!
T Byford, Birmingham
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SPECTRA 1-.1 r_;.!_-)

PANELS

Dynamics

The simplest and most cost effective way
to upgrade your existing system
You need at least 2
Defies panels for a
pair of small bookshelf
speakers, 4panels for
apair of Tannoy 6's,
and at least 6 panels
for larger cabinets
Once you have
gained access to the
inside of the cabinet.
remove foam and/or
wool damping from
the inside of the
speaker (if fitted)

Place the flexible Defies
panel thru' the speaker cutout and stick to the inside
of the cabinet using the
recommended adhesive

Now sit back and listen
to the extra detail in
sound, and far less

distortion when

`-

played loud

Whet
.
amarked
the experts
improvementhave
was obvious
to from
the first few bars of REM's
Automatic for the people album..."

HI-FI News &Record Review - Marring«
"...Deflex panels seemed to give greater
tightness and control, improved internal
clarity, and pitch definition - all without
deadening the sound in any way..."

Audiophile - January 1994

"...But one things for sure • the Defies panels
are no gimmick. They work..."

Audio Video - December 1994
"...the result was

sharper imaging, wider
dynamics and amore natural sound..."

HI-Pi Choice - January 1994
CHOICE VERDICT

ammium

Sound Quality
Value for money

Standard Panel £7.95

(
28cm x21cm)

Medium Panel

£6.95 ( 28cm x 18cm)

Small Panel

£ 5.95 ( 24cm x 13cm)

Sub- Woofer Panel £ 14.95 ( 34cm diameter)

Adhesive £3.50

Delivery £5.00

Spectra Dynamics make arange of products to
suit the connoisseur and DIY enthusiast.
Products Include ISOLATION FEET, DAMPING
SHEET, SEAUNG STRIP, GASKETS, etc.
For aFREE information pack &
details of other products from
SPECTRA nvNIAMICS
Fax

(
01745) 360070
(
01745) 360086

1.11111 H

I 1- 13775731J 71133.

Tel

rrortsia 1-313110V11311,

Rhyl, Denbighshire LL18 2YR
ACCESS • VISA • C.O.D
Sealing Strip
(can be used to make large gaskets)
10 mmx 3mm
section
-.ROE

0137/11141/7014• 1917141.1331135
U.K. 7•1 01455 204403 • Fez 01445
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Tube Technology is making waves with their new FULCRUM CD replay system and the
SYRINX Stereo 45/Mono 90-Watt power amplifier.
The FULCRUM Digital to Analogue Converter combines the latest developments in digital
design with exotic thermionic tube circuitry, resulting in aperfect balance between digital
and analogue. Utilising advanced dual phase locked loops, data jitter is virtually
eliminated. Converted into analogue by a 128 times oversampling 24- bit interpolation
filter followed by an enhanced technology delta-sigma converter, this architecture ensures
avery high insensitivity to clock jitter. Providing 20 Bit resolution, detail retrieval is
amazing and the analogue signal interface, which is asuper linear dual mono class A
double triode thermionic amplifier, allows the digital recording to breathe with
astonishing reality.
The SYRINX is acompact slimline all tube power amplifier offering asingle variable input.
The amplifier is switchable from stereo 45 watts to mono 90 watts offering the enthusiast a
versatile upgrade path. The Syrinx can be stacked so additional units can be easily
accommodated. Superb multi- section output transformers dominate the internals
allowing wide bandwidth and low distortion. With minimal case work this tube amplifier
is as affordable aproduct could be without compromising sound quality, allowing music
lovers of all tastes to experience awe inspiring performances.
the r

ettellence
Tube Technology Technology House 214 Station Road Addlestone Surrey KT15 2PH UK
Tel:01932 821111 Fax:01932 821182 Email:TUBE TECHNOLOGY@compuserve.com
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EPOS EXTRACTS MORE ' CLOUT'
A NEW, floorstanding,
flagship
loudspeaker
from Epos is designed
to give extra clout while

design with

retaining the marque's
established hallmarks of

at 1m. Encouraging a
responsive
bass,
the
extensively braced gas-

rhythm,

pace

6dB/octave

filter rates. Rated power
handling is 300W, and
sensitivity spec is 88dB/W

and

flow- ported cabinet is
made from 32mm MDF

timing.
The tri-wirable, threeway ES30 is fitted with

(front and back) and a
25mm

drive- units developed for
high power handling. Both
the new PVC bass unit,

particle

board

wrap, wood veneered in
Rosewood or Walnut.
Measuring 900 x 233 x
344mm (hwd), the ES30

and the injection-moulded
polypropylene- coned mid
driver are fitted with hightemperature voice- coils,

is

supplied

with

high-

torque spike inserts to
ensure rigid speaker- to-

while the new 25mm
aluminium dome tweeter

floor coupling. Retail price
is £2385 per pair. Further

has avented voice-coil and
magnetic liquid cooling.
Crossover is of minimalist

details

from

Epos

Acoustics, 01705 407722.

ENTER THE 'GRAND' WAZOO
A KEY new model from the exotic Bow

Its circuit topology is based on Bow's

Technologies stable is named in homage to

established ZZ-Series electronics.
Five line level inputs, one of which is fully

Frank Zappa's 1972 album The Grand
Wazoo. Arch-minimalist in design, the
£1795 Wazoo is a 50W per channel

balanced, are fitted, and the optional
remote control volume is retro-fittable by

integrated amplifier containing only seven
active components.

DENON'S FAST CD
FOR FIRST-TIMERS

dealers if required. Further details from UK
distributor Path Premier on 01494 441736.

I

DENON promises fast, dynamic
sound from its new DCD-635
entry level front- loading CD
player (£ 180), an up-to-the-minute

appreciate the display dimmer and

design featuring a central CD drawer,
20-bit 8- times oversampling LAMBDA

upgraded laser servo control for fast
response and accurate tracking.

filters and 18-bit Burr- Brown DACs.

Further details from UK distributor

Audiophiles on a tight budget will also

Hayden Laboratories, 01753 880109.

AUDIO RESEARCH FLEX THEIR MUSCLES
AUDIO RESEARCH is flexing its solid-state muscle. The new Model 100.2
stereo power amplifier (£3495) is rated at 100W per channel, and is said to
deliver up to 360W into 2ohms. The amplifier's promised finesse derives
from apatented phase linear 6dB feedback loop circuit, constant currentsource topology for gain stage isolation from the power supply, and adirect
coupled MET (Multiple Emitter Transistor) output stage. Single-ended and
balanced inputs are provided. Further details from UK distributor Absolute
Sounds Ltd., 0181 947 5047.

BUILD YOUR OWN RADFORD
own

monoblock

Radford amplifier? Now that
Woodside produces replacement

derivatives.
This autumn,

transformers for all ' Radford'
products, you can do just that.
Woodside can supply drawings for
the creation of the standard chassis

Woodside Sound Engineering plans
to extend the valve amp range with
the launch of the SETIO, a class A,

style metalwork, a Series 3 update

Svetlana SV811-10 power triode.
Retail price is £ 2,200.

FANCY

building

your

kit, and a set of ' Radford'
transformers,
allowing
home
construction of the STA15 and
STA25 Series 3 amps, and their
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single ended amplifier based on the

Further details from Woodside
Sound Engineering. Tel: 01994
448271.

MINIDISC SET
TO BOOM?
SONY will welcome anew piece of
industry market research by Strategy
Analytics suggesting that the
MiniDisc market is set to expand.
According to the survey, MD is
expected to reach 25% of homes in
Europe and USA by the year 2005,
even though market penetration
currently stands at less than 1%.
Strategy Analytics predicts that once
the anticipated growth in MD
record/playback hardware
materialises, demand for
prerecorded MD will be inevitable.
The new survey says that 1997
shipments of hardware will be
140% up, and extrapolates that 4
million players and/or recorders will
have been sold across Europe
compared with 2million in the USA
by the year 2000.
'We said, five years ago, when
MD was originally launched, that
we didn't think this was the right
time. Now that tape is dead in
parts of the world, and assuming
the music industry still supports a
two- carrier strategy, the prospects
for MD do look healthier', said
David Mercer of Strategy
Analytics. 'Our feeling is that it
will be two to three years before
DVD Audio emerges in the
consumer market, and in any
case it's likely to be more of an
evolutionary step from CD,
primarily for audio enthusiasts'.
Mercer added that he saw MD as
an entirely different technology for
the mass market — the 21st
century successor to tape. Strategy
Analytics, 01582 405678.
• See Technology page 19.

EVENTS EVENTS EVENTS EVENTS EVENTS
16 NOVEMBER Herts & N London
tmaiims
Tr rE
Audio/Record Fair, Grundy Park Leisure
Centre, Cheshunt, 10.30am 4.30pm,
SHOW
admission £2. Contact 01992 620905.
30 NOVEMBER Northern Audio/Record
gel
Fair, Imperial Crown Hotel, Halifax ( 2mins
from station), 10.30am-4.30pm, admission £2. Contact
01992 620905.
8-11 JANUARY 1998 Winter Consumer Electronics
Show, Las Vegas, Nevada, USA. Contact + 1703 907
7600.
7-8 FEB WARY 1998 The Northern Hi Fi Show,
Britannia Hotel, Manchester. Sponsored by HFN/RR.
Contact Janet Belton, 0181 686 2599
21-24 MAY 1998 High End ' 98 Hotel Kempinski,
Frankfurt, Germany. Contact +49 202 70 2022
10-14 RP« 1998 The Home Theatre & Specialty
Audio Show Los Angeles Airport Hotel. Contact + 1914
476 3157
17-20 SEPTEMBER 1998 The Hi Fi Show, at the
Excelsior and Ramada Hotels, Heathrow, London (Trade
only 17- 18th). Sponsored by HFN/RR. Contact Janet
Belton, 01Eti 686 2599

HUI
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PATH PICKS UP REVEL
REVEL, the California-based nocompromise loudspeaker maker,
has appointed Path Premier as
its UK distributor. Revel was
formed last year by Dr Sidney
Harman, founder of HarmanKardon, Sandy Berlin, founder
of Madrigal Audio Laboratories,
and well-known US loudspeaker
designer Kevin Voecks.
The Revel speaker system comprises
Ultima Gem stereo speakers and the
Ultima
Sub-15/LE-1
powered
subwoofer. The Gem stand-mount
loudspeaker was developed using
computer modelling and laser
interferometry for the highest quality
performance in the widest possible
range of environments. Paralleled,
long throw, high-power-handling,
bass/mid transducers cover the 50Hz
to 21cHz frequency band. A pair of
tweeters, one forward-facing, one
mounted on the rear-baffle, are used
for even in-room, power response.
The Sub- 15 subwoofer features a
15in Kevlar/ Kapoc-impregnated,
cellulose pulp coned drive unit and
matching, configurable external
electronics which are capable of up

BOULDER
POWERS ON

BOULDER'S assault on the
high- end amplifier market is
spearheaded by the new 2060
stereo and 2050 monoblock
class A power amplifiers.
Rated output is 600W per
channel and lkW
respectively. Wide bandwidth
and ultra low distortion are
said to accrue from split
voltage and current stages. A
new buffered input,
switchable gain and stable
output into loads lower than 1
ohm give the amps extra
pulling power. Prices are
£19,000 for the 2060 and
£35,000 for a pair of 2050s.
Further details are available
from importer Sound Image
UK Ltd, 0181 255 6868.
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to no less than lkW output. A range
of wood and high gloss finishes is
available, the most affordable option
is Black Ash. In this guise, and
inclusive of stands and side panels,
the complete Revel loudspeaker
system retails at £9829. Further
information available from Path
Premier, 01494 441736.

ROTEL PRE
HELPS
BI-AMPERS

CARBONFIBRE
CONES
FROM TDL
CARBON FIBRE
cones feature in
three ' radical' new
loudspeakers from
UK manufacturer
TDL. Retaining a
piston action
throughout their
working range, the
carbon fibre cones
are said to provide an exceptionally smooth
frequency response, while their high strength-toweight ratio maintains efficiency. The CF100
Chiltern is a no-compromise, two-way, ported,
compact loudspeaker for stand or bookshelf use,
while the larger CF200 Cotswold and CF300
Cheviot are fioorstanding models using TDL's
'reflex transmission line' principle, already
established with the company's RTL series
models. All have metal dome tweeters and
audiophile-quality crossover components. The
CF models are available in real wood Cherry,
Mahogany or Oak veneers, or, at a premium,
rosewood. Prices (per pair of loudspeakers) are
as follows: CF100 Chiltern, £449.95 (in rosewood,
£499.95); CF200 Cotswold, £649.95. Further
details from TDL Electronics, 01628 850111.

racrrEa_

ROTEL'S new remote controlled RC972 preamplifier (£225) comes fitted with dual outputs
for bi-amping and is full of purpose-designed
technology. This includes apower transformer
manufactured in-house; astring of audiophile
components for signal processing; independent

dual op-amp tone controls, discrete regulator
circuits; and relay operated muting. There's a
tone defeat switch and tape monitor are provided.
For phono use, Rotel suggests its own RQ970
phono equaliser. Details From UK distributor
Gamepath Ltd, 01908 317707.

CHANTRY TURNTABLE MODS
CHANTRY AUDIO, the Notts hi-fi dealer, has
developed a string of upgrades for classic midmarket
Rega, NAD and Akai turntables. The end result is a
new turntable christened, The QT. Although these
mods are not authorised by the ' original source'
turntable manufacturers, Chantry Audio's Nigel Brown
says, `We aren't just re-badging someone else's product
or trying to mislead anyone'. A five-tier menu of
changes for the Rega Planar 2 or 3 comprises
replacement of original parts with i) a new acrylic
platter and bearing oil change; ii) solid hardwood
plinth, digital power supply,
sprung suspension and motor
isolation; iii) arm-rewiring, the
fitting of detachable cable and
new counterweight; iv) high
mass diamond polished granite
base; and v) new turntable top
plate and high mass platter.
Price for level ii), the most
comprehensive modification, is
£705.
For further details
contact Chantry Audio Ltd,
01777 870372.

SEN NHEISER'S
CORDLESS PHONES

IF you're on the lookout for stylish
cordless headphones, try the new
Sennheiser IS380. Alightweight
headset is supplied with low profile
infra-red transmitter which connects to
the normal headphone jack socket of
audio equipment. Transmitting at 2.3
and 2.8MHz, the system operates on
rechargeable batteries. Wide-angle
sensors on the headset allows users to
move freely within the listening room.
An active mute circuit eliminates noise
in the absence of asignal. Full
compatibility is assured. The complete
package is priced at £55. Sennheiser
UK Ltd, 01494 551 531.
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TANNOY TAKES NEW ANGLE
TANNOY'S new Precision loudspeaker range relies
on discrete drive units (rather than Dual
Concentrics) mounted on an angled front baffle to
give precise time alignment.
The compact P10 stand-mounted two-way (£300/pair)
is complemented by three floorstanders, the P20, P30
and P40 (at £400, £ 500 and £700 respectively). The
flagship P40 incorporates a subwoofer with side-firing,
8in twin bass drivers. Common to all Precision models
are aglass-fibre-stiffened polypropylene, bass/mid driver
and a 'very light and stiff, anodized aluminium, dome
tweeter whose response is said to extend to 381cHz. Time
alignment and placement of the acoustic centres of the
main drivers as close as possible is said to maintain
Tannoy's traditional objective of precise stereo. With high
power handling for a wide dynamic range, the Precision
range is aimed at both hi-fi and home cinema markets.
Further details from Tannoy Ltd, 01236 420199.

SANYO'S BIGGER
BUFFER

SANYO'S new Hyper Digital Antishock CDP900
personal CD player (£200) shows how lar
buffer memory technology has now come. In
1993 Sanyo introduced the world's first threesecond memory. The CDP900 contains Sanyo's
exclusive new 40-second buffer. Equipped with a22-track programmable
memory, repeat and random play, athree mode equalisation system, inner
ear headphones and an AC adaptor for non-battery use, the CDP900 allows
eight hours of uninterrupted music when using the rechargeable batteries and
built-in charger. An extra hour is possible when the buffer memory is
switched off. Further details from Sanyo UK Sales Ltd, 01923 477296.

DAB PROMISES: AFTER BERLIN...
IFA ' 97, the massive consumer
electronics show held in Berlin at the
beginning of September, had for two
years been targeted as the consumer
launch for DAB. All available receivers
were indeed shown on aDAB platform.
'DAB has really arrived' said David
Witherow, President of the World DAB
Forum, at areception called to celebrate
the consumer launch of DAB and 'mark
amoment in broadcasting history'. `It's
agreat day' said Glyn Jones, the BBC's
DAB Project Director. But most of the
15 DAB radios gathered together by the
DAB Forum turned out to be
prototypes, with the car units built in
two boxes, like CD changers, connected
to small dashboard control units.
Panasonic had atable-top receiver, but
no price or delivery date; likewise for
two-box car units. Technisat promises
a PC card, and Sharp and B&O have
prototype rack systems. Bosch was
showing asingle box unit for dashboard
mounting — albeit in alarge slot.
'Where and when can Ibuy one,
and for how much?' Iasked several
Bosch personnel, but got only evasive
replies. However, Julie Unsworth, who
is the co-ordinator of the World DAB
Forum, is a whole lot more realistic
than the Forum figureheads have been:
`Bosch promised to be ready for IFA,
and now promise October. We hoped
for aprice of 1000DM. Now they talk
about 1700DM, and that probably
means 2000DM'.
Unsworth agrees that mixed signals
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are coming out of the manufacturers. It
even depends on who you talk to inside
acompany. ' Some are overly positive
— some unduly negative' she admits.
'Someone from Bosch may tell you they
are ready tomorrow, while someone
from Philips will tell you never. Talk to
someone else from the same company
and they will say the opposite. What we
at the Forum want is aclear message'.
DAB was a lot less noticeable on
individual manufacturers' stands, with
company spokesmen cagey over plans
for the high street. Sony could give no
price. `Next year', said Philips. Others
thought the next IFA, in 1999, might
be the real launchpad for the mass
market.
The message is muddled because
some manuacturers and marketing
managers see DAB as arisk to sales of
RDS, which offers self- tuning and
traffic-announcement on analogue
radios and now puts only around $3
on the manufacturing cost of a car
radio; others see RDS as a feature
which no longer commands a
worthwhile price premium. like teletext
on a TV set, and is ripe for
replacement.
Whatever the reasons, the fact
remains that two years after the BBC's
clumsy 'launch' of aDAB service, there
are still no DAB radios for consumers
to buy.
Barry Fox
• John Nelson comments en some DAB
listening experiences on page 79.

CLEAN MAINS FOR LESS
CASH?

CLEAN up your
mains without
cleaning yourself
out of cash. That's
the latest message
from RATA (Russ
Andrews Turntable
Accessories), promoting its new Yell° power cable
range. Based on Kimber Powerkord cable technology,
Ye110 is claimed to reduce mains pollution and RF
interference with benefits for portable audio, hi-fi and
even televisions. We're promised 'better picture quality'
as well as better sound. One metre of Yell° cable is sold
with either figure-of-eight or IEC type connector
termination at one end, and athree-pin UK mains plug
at the other. An alternative two metre cable is also
produced with the same terminations. Prices for these
options are £ 19.95 and £29.95 respectively. Further
details from RATA, 01539 823247.
• For the ultimate in mains hygiene, look out for Ben
Duncan's Pure Power supply in next month's issue - Ed.

METAL DRIVES AE FORWARD
ACOUSTIC ENERGY, apioneer of
metal cone drive units, has developed a
new generation of speakers aiming to
bring the benefits of this technology to
awider audience. Based on anewly
developed, 130mm metal-alloy coned
main driver chassis and adamped,
25mm, alloy dome tweeter, the Four
200 Series loudspeakers range in price from £300 to £650
Featuring mass-loaded, braced,18mm MDF cabinets, these
bass- reflex (ported) speakers are finished in Black Ash or
Rosewood vinyl veneer. The stand-mounted AE200 and three
slim-line floorstanders, AE205, AE209 and the AE220
flagship are all lined up for aretail launch in November.
Further details from Acoustic Energy, 01285 654432.

BRIEFING BRIEFING BRIEFING
AKO celebrates its 50th anniversary this year with
the K240 Monitor Limited Anniversary Edition, a
special-livery replica of the successful K240 model,
with abooklet detailing AKG's history.
IBM and Bose have created a custom-engineered
'TrueSpace' sound system for the new Aptiva S series
PCs, which include DVD ROM and MPEG-2 video
technology.

KLIPSCH (USA) has re-entered the professional
loudspeaker market, focusing initially on commercial
theatre systems. Call + 1 317 581 3185.

LINN Records has moved to 257 Drakemire Drive,
Castlemilk, Glasgow G45 9SZ. Tel: 0141 303 5189.
LOZENOER shelves ( pictured),
ideally sized to house CDs, are new
designs by Spaced Out. Models
shown, from top to bottom, are priced
at £50, £60 and £ 150, plus post and
packing. Call 0171 833 9236.
MSC's new Designer Bracket,
developed with HDS industrial design
consultants, support mini/midi hi-fi systems, surround
sound televisions and speakers weighing up to 5kg,
and is available from Dixons, Currys and a number
of other multiple retailers, priced £ 14.99.

PNAZE AUDIO (USA) has launched an in-car
hybrid valve amplifier, the Tube Drive 475, rated at
75W into 4 ohms for 12V. Call + 1 602 461 9559.
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The most important development
in sound reproduction for years.

The Faraday ring may look insignificant. But it's this tiny component that gives the A Series its huge dynamic range.
By counteracting rising impedance in the voice coil, it allows more power into the tweeter. And with
more power going in, you get more power out.
Even the highest frequencies sing out loud and clear, making the A Series the ideal speakers for
the faithful reproduction of today's digital music arid film recordings.
The Faraday ring is just one of many small, but vitally important components that make 1111
the new A Series so special. And there's only one place good enough for it. The beautiful box
we put it in.

Celestion Consumer Division, Dept HFN14, Eccleston Road, Toyil, Maidstone, Kent, ME15 EIOP FREEPHONE 0800 731 3410.
Celestion Industries Inc.. 89 Doug Brown Way, Holliston, MA 01476, USA. Tel: 508 429 6706. Fax: 508 429 2426.
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A pair of Audio-Valve amplifiers worth

'Possibly the ultimate valve monoblocks'

A

mong the many makers of
1 1
tube amplifiers today, AudioI
I
I I
Valve of Germany stands
out as acompany that never
does things by halves. For a
start, all Audio-Valve models
are designed to combine
the best aspects of valve
sound with good
performance at the
frequency extremes,
even into 'difficult'
speaker loads. To
achieve this, parallel
push-pull operation is
used, with many
advanced design
features to ensure
optimum performance,
trouble-free operation and
long valve fife. Add to this
Audio-Valve's superb build quality and striking
aesthetics and it's not surprising that this company's
products stand out from the crowd. But the newest and most
stunning of Audio-Valve's creations is the massive Baldur manoblock
design, offering no less than 140W channel . Thanks to Audio-Valve and UK
distributor Wollaton Audio, we're delighted to be able offer apair of these
amazing amplifiers as our prize in this free-entry competition.
Operating in Pure Class A, each Baldur amplifiers use eight 6AS7:2 power
triode valves (atotal of 16 for the two channels) in afully symmetrical
crosscoupled-parallel configuration. The tubes are controlled by Audio-Valve's
automatic bias regulation circuits; with this system, matching the dynamic
characteristics is not critical, so tubes do not need to be precisely matched.
This makes running alarge valve amplifier far more economical in the long
run, since if an individual tube does fail, it can simply be replaced without
having to change the whole set. Power output is specified as 140Wich for 1%
distortion. Damping factor is ultra-high (for valves) at 200 for an 8ohm load,
the output impedance being 40milliohms, and power bandwidth is quoted as
5Hz-1301tHz. When measured at 50W output, lkHz and 10kHz, distortion is
kept to alow 0.2%. Power consumption from the mains is 400W, and each

THE QUESTIONS
I.Which type of output stage is used in the AudioValve Baldur?
a) single-ended triode
b) ultra- linear
c) push-pull triode
d) single-ended pentode
2. What is the rated power output of the Baldur (
p,»
.-hannel)?
a) 100 b) 140
c) 50
d) 40

unit measures 430x430x300mm. Just imagine them driving your speakers...
HOW TO ENTER: To win this superb prize, just answer the simple questions
below and send to Audio-Valve competition, Hi Fi News & Record Review
Editorial, Link House, Dingwall Avenue, Croydon, Surrey CR9 2TA, to arrive
befar the closing date of Friday 16 January, 1998.

3. Good control of the speaker's bass output is
provided by a high damping factor. The Baldur' ,
damping factor is:
a) 140

UK

RULES: 1) This competition is open to
readers only.
Photocopies of enay form are acceptable, trzt only one form per

Audio- Valve Competition

reader is allowed. No other correspondence -should be enclosed
with the entry (orm. 2) There will be no canh or other
alternatives to theinizes offered. The winners will be the first

I.

decision will be final and binding. No correspondence will be
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d) loo

Name
Address

enter. 4) Entries must be received by first post on Friday, lei
January 1998, when judging will bc carried out. The Editor's
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e) 40 milliohms

THE ANSWERS

correct entries opened. 3) Employees of Litit House Magazines
and Wollaton Attie, and their agents will me be elieble to

entered into regtuffing the competitton. 5) The prizewinners will
be notified by poet, and the results will be jeiblished in the
February 1998 Ht Fi Nan & Record Review_ 6) Entry forms
received become the property of le. kIhe, Magazine, Lid.

b) 200

2.1

1

3.

Postcode

If you would pmfer NOT to reuive foetbr aireet mail, please tick this box _I Daytime tel no:
I
— ...................
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MONITOR

long been the Holy Grail of

wider listening area than is possible

S•E•R•i•E•S

loudspeaker design. Ever since the

with any conventional speaker.

The acoustic ' point source' has

immaculate stereo image over afar

early days of high fidelity,

To the listener, the

audio engineers have

difference is phenomenal.

sought this elusive ideal.

Off-axis response is

Some have come close,

superb - and undesirable

but none have succeeded.

crossover effects are

Except for KEF - and

virtually eliminated.

KEF alone. UK patent

Progressively refined by

2236929 and US patent

Reference Series engineers,

5,548,657 are the proof.

KEF's patented Uni Q

KEF's revolutionary

technology is what makes

Uni-Q drive unit configuration is

the new Monitor Series the ideal

acknowledged as one of the great

solution for studio professionals and

breakthroughs of modern highend

serious audiophiles alike.

loudspeaker design.
The single coincident point source
is achieved by placing the tweeter at

After more than 50
years the perfect point
source has arrived.
The experience

the exact acoustic centre of the mid-

of sound

range cone. With identical directivity
and dispersion characteristics, this
unique configuration creates an

MODELS SHOWN ARE THE KIWI pew AND R1131444 KEF AND UN1.0 ARE. REG S- ERED TRADEMARKS UNI 0 IS PROTECTED UNPER GS PATENT 2236529 AND AS PAT. NO. 5.548.657. WORLDWICE PATENTS PENDING.
FOR DETAILS UN THE KEF 1A0N1 - 311 SERIS

11 LEASE

WRrE TO: KEF AUDIO ( UK) LIMITED, DEPT FIF6114 FREEPOST MA 1332, EGGLESTON ROAD. TOVIL. MAIDSTONE.

Kee ME15 613R.

FREEPIIONE 1101 7315620. WEBSITE hIleAwdreketcom

technology

It was déjà
vu at IFA
in Be lin.
Although
Ph lips and
Sony work
together
on CD, DVD
and DVDRAM (the
recordable
version of
DVD), they
are doing
badle again
on lime
digital audio
recording

S

ony's Mini Disc is sucessful in
Japan, and Sony is still trying
to make the format fly in the
USA and Europe. Philips has
abandoned DCC and is now
promoting recordable CD. The war
of words erupted in the run-up
to IFA, and flared through the
show at the beginning of
September.
Kei Kodera, President of
Sony's Consumer Group in
Europe, says he expects to sell 1
million MD recorders and players
in Europe this year, and 6.3
million worldwide. In October,
Philips will launch aCD recorder
for under £500. Blank 74 minute
write-once discs, which will play
back on any of the 500 million
Red Book CD players already
sold around the wold, will cost
£3. Re-writable (erasable) discs
will cost £ 18 and play back only
on a CD Recorder or new
generation CD player with
modified Automatic Gain Control
to let the laser read the lowerreflectivity surface. MD erasable
blanks cost around £7but Philips
reminds that they are wholly
incompatible with CDs.
'This year another 175 million
CD audio and ROM drives will be
sold', says Jan Oosterveldt, Philips'
Senior Director for Corporate
Strategy. 'By the year 2000 they will
be selling at arate of 250 million a
year, of which 25m will be DVD
drives which are capable of playing
CDs.'
Sony is countering by comparing
sales of MD now with sales of CD
at acomparable stage of the market.
Kodera claims that MD is two years
ahead of CD, meaning that worldwide sales of MD now (in 1997, five
years after the MD launch in 1992)
match CD sales in 1990 (seven years
after the CD launch in 1982/3).
Steve Dowdle, Sony's Deputy MD,
claims that world MD sales are
'already three times that of CD at
the comparative stage of launch' —
in other words, 1988. But Sony has
so far been unable ta give hard
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arranged press conference. Organised
by the movie industry, who clearly
knew or cared nothing about the
way IFA runs, the DVD event
clashed roughshod with other events.
For two hours a succession of 14
speakers hyped DVD as a concept
— but never once referred to the key
issue of the sound standard.
Confirmation of the commitment
to MPEG-2 was only extracted, like
blood from a stone, during a
question and answer session which
Warren Lieberfarb of Warner Home
Video tried to curtail, blaming
shortage of time.
Speaking
soon
after
the
announcement, Ray Dolby said he
was ` convinced' that the Dolby
Digital AC-3 system would be used
for PAL. Dolby's engineers are
already promoting the idea of discs
with two sound tracks, one in
MPEG-2 and one in AC- 3.
Philips, Panasonic and Sony have
all promised players which can
decode either sound system. And
no-one could define what they
meant by ` Spring'.
Joe Tsujimoto, President of
Panasonic in Germany, reminded
that his company had been selling
DVD players in Europe since
February. These can connect only
to an AC- 3 decoder, and the
DVD discs which Panasonic has
produced for Europe, Twelve
Monkeys and Queen's Flix, use
AC-3for multichannel surround.
Tsujimoto left before answering
the inevitable question: what
happens when early adopters, who
have bought Panasonic DVD
players to use with multichannel
home cinema systems, find the
Sony's MiniDisc, originally promoted as a
discs sold in 1998 have the
pre-recorded music format, now faces a new
incompatible MPEG-2 system?
battle with Philips' CD recorder
Thomson's customers are in the
same boat because Thomson's DVD
At IFA Pioneer was already
promoting its CD-Recorder as a players are made by Panasonic, and
can also connect only to an AC- 3
'CD Copier' and dropping the price
decoder.
Thierry
Flajiolet,
to match Philips. The initial artifical
restriction on blank length, to an
Thomson's Vice President of
Marketing, initially sat silent when
unfriendly 60 minutes, has been
asked for a comment but finally
dropped. Blank consumer discs now
responded: ` That's an interesting
run for afull 74 minutes.
Maranta will of course also sell a issue. Customers will have to be kept
happy'.
CD-R recorder. Ken Ishiwata shares
Philips' view that the compact
Later Panasonic issued a `Standby
Statement' which advised that
analogue cassette will survive until
owners of A100 players should get
it is replaced by solid-state recording
surround from MPEG-2 audio discs
early in the next century. Analogue
by using the stereo output to feed a
cassette hardware still sells at arate
Pro Logic decoder. This is not why
of 275 million machines ayear.
early
adopters
have
bought
DVD SOUND CONFUSION
Panasonic or Thomson DVD
The deal on DVD, to consolidate a players, and it will not please those
who buy the A100 players which will
pan-European launch in Spring
remain in the retail pipeline until
1998, with MPEG-2 the standard
they are sold. Early adopters are
for multichannel sound in PAL
those most likely to know that they
countries instead of Dolby Digital
want digital multichannel, not matrix
AC- 3, as used elsewhere in the
Pro Logic.
Barry Fox
world, was announced at ahastily

figures of actual sales of CD and
MD to back these claims. Dowdle
can say only that European and UK
sales are up 400% each year.
Sony plans to spend £ 7 million
this year on advertising MD. The
TV advertisements will show
futuristic characters runing, jumping
and driving while listening to an MD
portable. But there is no clear
message that MD's main use is to
dub from LPs or CDs. Dowdle
claims 2500 pre-recorded software
titles are now available. But few
shops in the West seem to stock
them.
However, Philips says it will put
the contentious dub message clearly
in its advertisements for CD-R. The
recorder has an inbuilt 48kHz44.1kHz standards converter which
will let it make digital CD dubs
direct from DAT or DAB.
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With around 150 exhibitors occupying
the Excelsior and Ramada hotels,
this year's Show was easily the biggest
ever. Part One of the full report...
by KEN KESSLER

T

ime
for
some
selfcongratulation: this year, the
Hi-fi Show was awesome. OK,
so every show-sponsor in history
has made claims which don't
resemble reality, but unlike others,
we don't have to triple the
attendance figures, nor list as an
exhibitor every drink in the bar.
The HiFi Show needed two hotels,
and visitors required at least three
days out of four to cover it in
depth. We're talking about genuine
attendance of close to 10,000 trade
and public, nearly 200 rooms and a
ludicrous number of brands. Which
creates a problem with a show
report, especially when — as the
organisers — we're really obligedto
name- checking everyone, even
those who had nothing new. Aah,
what the hell: there's always quasialphabetical order... as best as I
can manage from the 12in high pile
of brochures in front of me.
Aanvil Audio has the good
sense to import one of the critics'
20

Sony's latest
Miniclisc recorder for
home hi-fi systems,
the JA3OES

faves, a speaker which Malcolm
Hawksford showed can ' do 3-D'
like a sonovagun. Alongside
Meracus and Yamamura Churchill,
Aanvil unveiled the new Audio
Physic Tempo 2 speaker and Luna
active subwoofer, fed by the
Meracus Tanto CD player, Intrare
integrated amplifier, and Millenium
3000 series cables and accessories
from Yamamura Churchill. The

Tempo should by now be familiar
to showgoers, this speaker being
partly responsible for the trend
toward sloped enclosures. The
secret of its appeal? It's a
floorstander with the expected
amounts of bass, yet it images like a
point- source
mini- monitor.
Meracus' Intrare represents the
brand's entry-level, but without any
compromise.
This
60W/ch
integrated is remote- controllable
and offers seven inputs, with phono
as an option.
Absolute Analogue, importer of
Helios, Audioplan, VP! and
Rockport Technologies, showed the
legendary
50,000
Rockport
Technologies Sirius III turntable
and the company's new ' budget'
turntable, the Capella II. The
Sirius, is of course, the turntable for
American reviewers on a $ 5perword pay rate. The new flagship
speaker from Audioplan is the
Konzert, with a decoupled HF
cabinet, a Scanspeak silk dome
DECEMBER 1997
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Arcam, said
Ito be the
lbest-selling
brand of
amplifier in
the UK,
Ilauncled
products to
compliement
the existing
Alpha range

tweeter and two 170mm Aerogel
woofers. Also from Absolute
Analogue is the complete line-up of
VPI turntables ( from £ 500 to
£5500), and a new range of
upgradable CD players from
Helios. Absolute Analogue lives up
to its name by producing its own
audiophile-grade vinyl pressings of
classic LPs.
Absolute Sounds, this year with
five rooms at the Ramada and the
award- winning home theatre
display at the Excelsior, managed to
demonstrate goodies from Audio
Research, Copland, DavidsonRoth, Dwin, Jadis, Krell, Martin
Logan, Siltech, Sonus Faber, Theta
Digital, Transparent, Vidikron,
Wilson Audio and others, but there
were stand- outs amidst this
plethora of riches.
Neil Sinclair of Theta arrived to
launch the Jade CD transport
(£2599) and oversee the amazing
Casablanca home theatre control
centre, while Audio Research was
represented by the sublime new
VT50 stereo valve amp ( 50W/ch
and with balanced inputs). Jadis
launched its entry-level system,
starting with the Orchestra tube
integrated amp for £ 1099, to be
followed by a CD player and a
speaker. Sonus Faber gave visitors
the first glimpse of the new Electa
Amator II before the Italians got to
see it two weeks later in Milan.
Krell? The public got to hear the
symmetrically- cased FPB250m
monoblocks, already dubbed
`classics' by Krellsters in the know.
Over in the home theatre room,
DTS's David DelGrosso provided
entertaining
demos
of
his
company's 5.1 channel digital
surround system, with Vidikron's
latest projectors providing the
images.
Acoustic Energy has never been
so prolific. Alongside its awardwinning 100 series loudspeakers
and the recently-launched AE120
flagship floorstander (£ 500) were
the new ' all- metal' 200 series
speakers, the AE200 (£ 300) and
the AE209 (£480). Also glimpsed
was the forthcoming 500 Series,
consisting of three floorstanding
models with metal woofers and
tweeters and real wood veneered
cabinets. And at the Excelsior, the
company launched its long-awaited
150W AE108S active subwoofer
(£300), to complete the 100 Series'
home cinema capability.
Acoustic Solutions' neat Model
Eight is a kick- ass two-way in an
enclosure measuring a tidy
300x250x200mm with a soft-dome
tweeter and 'traditional' sensitivity
of 86dB/1W. The drivers are placed
as close together as possible,
HI.FI NEWS 8‘ RECORD REVIEW
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Clearaudio's acrylic
masterpiece (above)
comes with the
ClearaudiolSouther
parallel-tracking
arm. Arcam's new
models include the
Alpha 10 integrated
amplifier (right)

Marantz (below)
showed two DVD
players the DVD730
and champagnefinish DVD-17, seen
here with the brandnew DR 700 CDR1CD-RW compact
disc recorder on top

contributing to the speaker's
precise
imaging
capability.
Impedance is 4 ohms and power
handling I0OW.
Alchemist's new Kraken range
improves the aesthetics of those
ugly but adorable little spuds, while
increasing power output without
wreaking havoc on the affordable
price tags. The company's flagship
Forseti Signature series — as
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Introducing
COR
CD-RW

to

beautiful as the Kraken is homely
— now includes the drop- dead
gorgeous APD33A 'transport and
APD34A converter, the latter
featuring two 20-bit Sigma-Delta
processors per channel for 21-bit
resolution. Just as pretty but less
costly is the Nexus APD32A singlebox player, asleek front-loader.
ALR/Jordan has an extensive
range of speakers, but the focus of
their room at the Ramada was the
stunning Factor 2. Though
designed and made in Germany,
there's a British teel: ALR's new
metal cone technology is based on
the reference set by Ted Jordan,
with engineering by Karl- Heinz
Fink. The Factor 2 is notable for
having its tweeter perched on top of
the enclosure, in acarefully shaped
moulding. The sound is characterised by precise imaging and
incredible transient response, and I
couldn't help but notice that living
legend Ken Ishiwata is good
buddies with Karl-Heinz...
Arcam, said to be the bestselling brand of amplifier in the
UK,. launched
products
to
complement the existing Alpha
range. Among the debuts were the
Alpha MCD, a single-chassis CD
player with a Sony transport and
swoopy looks, the Alpha 10
Modular Integrated Amplifier with
21

the best hi-fi ahome cinema

deserves —)

the best service
• Authorised main dealer for over
100 leading manufacturers.
• 4 branches covering the M25.
• Twelve demonstration lounges single speaker dems and Multi
room aspeciality.
• Qualified information
and advice.
• Dedicated design and

Musical Images
173 Station Road,
Edgware,
Middlesex HA8 7JX
Tel: 0181 952 5535
Musical Images
45 High Street,
Houes ow,
Middlesex TW3 1RH
Tel 01 ,31 569 5802

•

installation service.
• Interest free credit facilitiest
• Open 7 days aweek

all

around the
•

• ' London's Premier AV place'
Home Entertainment Magazine on

M25

Musical Images, Covent Garden.

Covent Garden Branch
Musical Imager
18 Monmouth Street.
Covent Garden,
London WC2H 9HB
Tel: C171 497 1346

LiA.1.3"

•
Beckenham Branch
Musical Images
126 High Street,
Beckenham,
Kent BR3 SED
Tel: 0181 663 3777

Open Sundays

CEDIA

e—mail: sales@musical—images.co.uk

Musical Images C. an authorised main dealer for over loo leading manufacturers
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SHOW REPORT

Tim de Paravicini's
amazing V20 amp
uses paralleled
ECC83s as ouput
devices

Audiofreaks
celebrated
its 10th
Anniversary
by adding
such new
brands as
Avalon
Acoustics,
maker of
highly
acclaimed
dynamic
loudspeakers,
and Bel Canto
Design

Right: Angus
McKenzie MBE (on
right) enjoys a
demonstration of the
latest Sony digital
equipment while his
guide dog Simon
waits patiently!
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100W/ch output and expansion
capability, the Alpha 10P power
amplifier with 100W/ch output and
upgradability to three channels for
home cinema use and the matching
Alpha 9C remote control preamplifier, with functions similar to
the Alpha 10 integrated. The
company also imports AudioQuest
cables, and we were honoured to
see that AQ's Bill Low and Andy
Regan flew over from California
especially for the show.
Art Audio launched anew range
of
single- ended
amplifiers,
including the Diavolo, which can
be fitted with either a 300B or the
controversial Vaic 32B, and a
single- ended parallel amplifier
using 811-3 valves from Svetlana.
All of Art Audio's power amps
feature a unique auto-bias system
to take away the strain.
ATC, though it demonstrated
the studio-grade Active SCM50A
and Active and Passive monitors
with the SCA2 pre- amplifier and
SPAS 150 power amplifier, broke
with tradition by offering something
for the entry-level consumer. At
last, there are now affordable
ATCs, including the A range's
bookshelf model, the A7, and the
A7T
floorstander.
The
A7
measures 330x175x220mm and
weighs 7.5kg, and it needs aserious
power amplifier, given its 83dB
sensitivity. But it's a pukka ATC,
and good for 103dB at 1m. The
A7T measures 920x175x220mm
and sports the same ATC-made
drivers, including woofers with
3.5kg magnets. Prices are £699 and
£999 per pair respectively_
ATD showed three new ranges
of drive units, including the Ariacell
Series,
with
Sin
and
7in
mid/woofers which use the new
Ariacell membrane. Its cellular
acrylic matrix contains small
`bubbles' of air in closed cells to
achieve low density. The sandwich
is completed with a 10m layer of
titanium. The Hypergraph Sin and
7in woofer midranges use graphite
fibres to blend the sonic advantages
DECEMBER 1997

of classic paper cones with those of
modern composites. The Ode 5in
and 7in ranges are optimised for
use with valve amplifiers, especially
triodes, using paper for the cone
material. But the real eyecatcher in
the ATD room wasn't a driver:
along with AudioCarpet, the
company has created a line of
fabric-covered enclosures to match
the Missoni fabrics found in the
AudioCarpets. Why this hasn't
been thought of before is anybody's
guess, but it sure does offer an
alternative to domestic warfare.
Audioclub showed aload of new
products from a number of
companies, including the new
NAD 2.2 Digital Room Correction
System which you could regard as
the Final Tweak: correcting room
anomalies. Onkyo's new micro and
mini/micro products include the
new 185 series with MiniDisc
player, while the higher-end Integra
series has been relaunched. Danishbuilt Dali loudspeakers were
demonstrated alongside NAD
electronics.
Audiareaks celebrated its 10th
Anniversary by adding such new
brands as Avalon Acoustics,
maker of highly acclaimed dynamic
loudspeakers, and Bel Canto
Design, which produces gorgeous
high power, class A, single-ended
valve amplifiers. Back in the UK
are the affordable Audiostatic range
of electrostatic loudspeakers, while
the room's reference system
included the ART pre- amplifier
from Conrad-Johnson, Avalon's
Radian HC loudspeakers and the
latest digital products from Muse
Electronics. Seen here for the first
time
was
the
Clearaudio
Reference turntable and the
Clearaudio/Souther Improved
linear tracking tonearm with
cartridges from Benz- Micro and
Clearaudio. The good news about
the Clearaudio LP spinner is that
it's completely upgradable, from
entry-level to state-of-the-art, in
cost-effective steps. Heard driving
the sub-£ 2500 Audiostatic DC1
electrostatic loudspeakers was the
Golden Tube Audio SI -50 amp
[reviewed
last
month]
our

The affair...
Iapproached
with asense of
foreboding...

VAEM
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With our large selection of valve pre and power amplifiers we can tune
asystem to provide you with exactly the sound you wish, within your budget.
We install all purchases to ensure you achieve the best sound it is capable of
in your home. Our aftersales policy is second to none.

Tube Technology Seer
Line pre- amplifier £935
Tube Technology Unisis Signature
power amplifier 35wpc £ 1900
Heart Rhythm 300B
stereo ampliier £ 1500

Unison-Research Simply 845
The lates: integrated amplifier from
Unison-Research.Very 3-dimensional sound
imaging with tremendous looks £2950

conrad-johnson PV IOA
pre-amplifier with phono stage £ 1295
conrad-johnson MASS
power-amplifier £ 1995

Top Right: Golden Tube SI-.50
New integrated amplifier with full
remote control 50wpc £999
Bottom Right: Progressive Audio
System as featured in Audio Quarterly
Holfi Xara CD player £995
Unison-Research Mystery One
pre-amplifier £ 1750
Graff GM200 OTL amplifier £8000
Resolution Epic loudspeakers £ 1900
Top Left: Audio Analogue
Remarkable new solid state amplification
from Italy with amost valve like sound.
Exceptional value and all include phono
stages for MM and MC.
Puccini SE integrated amplifier
50wpc £595
Bellini pre-amplifier £475
Donizetti dua mono amplifier
60wpc £575
Bottom Left: Nottingham Analogue
Hyperspace with Paragon linear
tracking arm.
This model in custom antique gold
crackle finish. Mostly available in black!
Analogue Replay

Amplification

Nottingham Analogue
Turntables
Paragon Linear
Tracking Arrrs
Analogue Trace- Cartridges
Benz Micro Cartridges
Clearaudio Cartridges

A- tA..c10
Audio Analogue
Cary Audio
conrad-johnson PV1OA
& MV55 amplifier
Gamma Acoustics
Golden Tube Audio

Graaf
Heart
Tube Technology
Unison Research

Demonstrations by appointment only 0171 380 0866

Digital Replay

Speakers

Accessories

Cary
DPA
Holfi
Monno
Marantz KI Signature
Trichord

Analysis Ribbons
Bravura Horns
Cabasse
Diapason Acoustics
Klipsch
Opera
Resolution
Tannoy

Argenta custom
silver cables
Black Diamond Racing
Shelves & Cones
Petros granite isolating
platforms.
V-Damp Isolating System

CAMDEN TOWN, NW1

FAX:

0171 383 5028

EMAIL:

101650,2424gcompuserve.com

SHOW REPORT

Wiban Benesch
Circle turntable, seen
here with platter
removed to reveal the
carbon fibre rods of
the chastà

Johnsoi's
Conn
CAV-5C valve
integrated
amplifie and
DV-2h valve CD
player were
bolh 31 the
shew ter their
European
launch

of Cary Audio Design, who
delivered their own unique brand of
single-ended philosophising. They
brought with them the latest
version of the trend-setting CAD
805 amplifier, the 805C (£ 8495)
now with 845 tubes ( my fave!),
heard with the top- of- the range
SLP-98 pre- amp, available in a
number of configurations starting at
only £ 2295. Also heard in the
Audiophile Club room were
Apertura
speakers
France,
including the new Tanagra
Signature floorstander (£ 2395 per
pair) with a tube- amp- friendly
sensitivity of 91dB/1W. The
familiar OTL headphone amp, the
Earmax,
now
comes
in
a
remodelled housing so it doesn't
look home-made.
Audio Synthesis, like Audion,
was
celebrating
its
10th
anniversary, so it was appropriate
November issue, and Conradthat the company launched a new
Johnson's CAV-50 valve integrated
range under the name of Decade.
amplifier and DV- 2b valve CD
The DAX Decade pre- amplifier
player, both at the show for their
features digital attenuation in ldB
European launch.
Audio Illusion helped DVD to
steps to -40dB, five inputs, polarity
inversion, balance adjustment over
invade the UK with the premiere of
a 40dB range in 0.3dB steps and
EAD's DVD1000. A true high-end
remote control; owners of the
machine, it offers component video
DAX2 can have their units updated
outputs and is said to be the only
to Decade level. The Desire
player able to offer simultaneous
Decade is the company's new
composite, component, S- video
flagship stereo power amplifier,
and RGB. From Mirage, known
rated at 200W/ch.
for bipolar dynamic speakers, came
Danish brand Audiovector's
the BPS- 400 Subwoofers, with
'M' series is said to be the only
power courtesy of Classe Audio
series of upgradable speakers on the
amplification. Audio Illusion also
market. Available in Standard,
showed the Kora valve amplification from France and hosted the
Super, Signature and Active
versions, all feature Scandinavian
return to these shores of Aragon's
finish and build quality, and
affordable line. Acurus.
Audion's family now shares a custom made Scan- speak and
Audiovector drivers. Prices range
comprehensive ' look',
the
from 250 to 6000.
company's single- ended power
Audusa now imports the wild
amps and integrated amps housed
new Sunfire products from the
in stepped, low- profile chassis.
ever- inventive Bob Carver, the
Particularly
yummy
is
the
latest innovation being asubwoofer
company's break from that
said to contain a 2700W amplifier,
goddamned 300B, the 845 Quattro
good down to 18Hz and capable of
SE, a four- chassis monoblock
110dB
SPLs
from
an
system using one 845 per channel
275x275x275mm enclosure. (Did
for 28W Class A into 8 ohms. As
someone mention The Cube?) The
the company is celebrating its 10th
Sunfire stereo power amp is rated
Anniversary, Audion is able to offer
at 300W/ch into 8ohms, or 2400W
a special wooden trim option and
into 1 ohm, while the 5- channel
Signature-grade assembly to mark
Cinema Grand amp provides
the occasion.
200W/ch into 8oluns and 80A peak
Audio Note, which didn't look
to peak.
like it was gonna make it to the
Avantgarde Acoustic, manushow owing to a company
facturer of some of Germany's
reorganisation, turned up with the
'nearly production' version of the
most famous spherical- type horn
long- overdue CD2. This is a speaker systems, demonstrated the
Duo, to show that 106dB sensitivity
handsome single- box CD player
with an 18-bit, 8-times DAC, third
is something to crow about.
AVI announced a new budget
order passive analogue filtering with
silver coils, and atube output stage
CD player to sell for £ 899 and a
seven- band broadcast receiver
using ECC82s.
The Audiophile Club brought
(RDS FM/MW/LW and four SW
bands); but the good news for
over Dennis Had and Billy Wright
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...the sight that first
greeted me did little
to aliay my fear...
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13ravura's
top-of-therange Virtuoso
Reference is
atrue horn
speaker
graced with
,
what the
Imanufacturer
calls 'the
finest drive
unit yet
lroduced
'n Lowther,
the DX3

Technics attracted
visitors with this
inviting entrance to
its display in the
Excelsior Hotel
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patient AVI fans is the release of a
speaker. The Positron tower
speaker [reviewed in this issue by
Pig is is a ` miniature floorstanding
monitor' which measures just
740x175x245mm ( hwd), and
containing a 127mm long-throw,
doped paper- cone woofer and a
28mm hand- made doped fabric
diaphragm tweeter. Naturally,
they're
optimised
for
AVI
electronics.
AVS arrived from Italy to
demonstrate
its
brand-new
surround technology, said to create
a virtual reality soundstage. In use
was an all-new system created in
collaboration with Shinpy, Claravox
and Volta, consisting of a preamplifier, the necessary Perspective
Correlator for the rear channels, a
4-channel power amplifier good for
300W/ch, and four AVS small twoway monitors, delivering a
frequency response of 40-20kHz.
BHC Aerovox Ltd's stand
showed a range of capacitors,
designed in conjunction with Denis
Morecroft of DNM.
Blueprint Hi -Fi is a new
company producing ' reference
quality' loudspeakers which feature
unique enclosure architecture,
consisting of a separate driver
enclosure fitted to a main chassis,
with such details as angled baffles
for time alignment, 3- point
stabilising feet, heavy internal
bracing, 25nun rear-firing tweeters,
28mm forward firing tweeters and
17cm woofers. The difference
between the Point 1 two-way
floorstander and the Point 2 can be
seen down below: the Point 2wears
an extra side-mounted 20cm long
throw woofer.
Border Patrol exhibited some
fascinating goodies for tube crazies,
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including the wooden-chassis'd
DB300B SE power amplifier with
external power supply and a
(probably) unique offering, the
Border Patrol PSU. This is a
separate
power
supply
for
upgrading other makes of amplifier,
with vintage Leak and current
Audio Note and Art Audio
amplifiers mentioned. Among the
versions available are those for
Class A/AB push-pull or SET amps
using EL34s, 6L6s and 5881s, one
for SETs using 2A3s, another for
300B-based amps and more.
Bravura's top- of- the- range
Virtuoso Reference is a true horn
speaker graced with what the
manufacturer calls `the finest drive
unit yet produced by Lowther, the
DX3.' The enclosure size is
336x1045x672mm (whd), nominal
impedance is 8 ohms, and you can
bet that the unstated sensitivity is
way high. Price is £3995 per pair.
Bravura's first amp is the
Obbligato, a 7W stereo amp using
on EL34 tubes in single- ended
triode mode.
B&W, now Britain's largest
loudspeaker brand, showed a vast
range of speakers, including the
new floorstanding Signature 30,
specially designed to mark the
company's 30th anniversary. The
CM7 is the latest floorstander in
the CDM range, a ported 3-way
system containing a 165mm Cobex
woofer, a 165mm Kevlar mid/bass
driver and a 25mm alloy dome
tweeter mounted on top of the
cabinet in its own `module'. The Pseries, DM range and the Solid
Solutions home cinema models
were heard with Aura electronics.
Cabasse, always vying for
France's No 1 spot with JM Lab,
released the elegant Catalane 500, a
three-way floorstanding model
housing the company's BC12
coaxial midrange tweeter and two
newly-designed 21cm woofers. Also
launched were the Fregate 300, a
two-way bookshelf with a brandnew 13cm woofer and the DOM30
midrange tweeter, and the tiny Zef
300 speaker for A/V and multiroom applications.
Cambridge Audio continues to
concentrate on value- for- money
products, the latest addition to the
catalogue being the Al Mk3 SE
integrated amplifier. This baby
delivers 30W/ch, contains a hefty
toroidal transformer, features shortcircuit and overload protection,
high-current speaker binding posts,
four line inputs and a tape loop.
Welcome back the killer 30-watter?
Castle Acoustics continued to
exploit the carbon- fibre cone
technology used in the successful
Avon; it's now incorporated into an

...witil Ilealised
we shared the
same
The AE Reference Series an affair worth havirg.
For a brochure and ycur
nearest exclusive AE Deéler,
telephone 01285 654432 or
Web: www.acousticenergy.co_uk

d
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ACOUSTIC ENERGY
¡he ultimate sound exrerience
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updated version of the Severn
compact floorstander called the
Severn 2, in the form of a 150mm
mid/bass driver. It sells for £ 579.90
or £669.90 depending on which of
the nine real wood veneers pushes
your buttons. As Castle's Sales
Director, Fred Clayton, put it:
'20% more speaker for only 12%
more money'.
Celestion showed the three
acclaimed A Series models, now
joined by three brand-new A Series
A/V models. The A4c is the series'
centre- channel model, and it
contains two 6in woofers, a 4in
midrange and a lin titanium dome
tweeter; it's voiced to work with the
Al, A2 and A3, and comes in the
kind of grey which allows it to
blend into the top of a TV. The
A6S is the range's shielded,
powered subwoofer, good for bass
down to 29Hz and 116dB, from a
pair of 10in paper coned drivers.
Lastly there's the ASR, which looks
like an upside-down truncated
pyramid. This model gives bipolar
below
200Hz
and
dipole
performance above, ideal for
surround application.
Chantry Audio/HIQ Sound
introduced the Q Series, a
comprehensive line-up consisting of
the SM108 Monitor, in passive
form, or activated with the new
MCM monoblock, which must be a
real mutha' if the company doesn't
feel the need to state its power
output. Other models in the line-up
include the MCL2 line level preamp, the MCB2 balanced phono
stage, alow-noise, regulated power
supply and — for the vinyl
enthusiast — a new turntable, the
QT. Best news of all? It's available
fully built or in kit form, with prices
starting at £ 115 plus a ' donor'
turntable in need of refurbishment.
China National ElectronicsValve Audio launched anew tube,
the
VA
400B,
featuring
improvements based on the classic
300B. Among the details are a
graphite anode, lower anode
tension, and higher output power...
allegedly up to 25W single-ended.
The company also produces arange
of amps, including direct-heated
triodemodels, and a pre-amp with
phono stage.
Chord Electronics demonstrated two new, advanced 24-bit
digital-to-analogue converters, the
DSC1500 (£ 3850) and the
DSC1100 (2575). Both are ready
for 512-times oversampling and 24bit, 96kHz processing, and both
feature dual- mono construction.
The new ' third generation'
SPM1200C Power Amp is rated at
315 watts into 8 ohms, while the
high
current
SPM1400B
28

Once again, CR
Developments made
abig impact with
spectacular room
decor (left).

Meridian offered
both hi-fi and home
cinema
demonstrations and
unveiled the
Meridian 800
Reference CD
Machine and 861
Reference Digital
Surround Processor
(below)

Monoblock is said to be capable of
delivering more than 600 watts into
four ohms, and 'have the ability to
drive any known loudspeaker'.
Chord's CPA 1800 and CPA 2200
pre- and power amps have both
been ' enhanced', and offer full
remote control with comprehensive
front panel displays.
As for Chord's range of speakers,
the new kid on the block is the
floorstanding CEL202, with inroom response of 25-22kHz.
CR Developments launched an
all- tube integrated amplifier with
tube phono input option called the
Athena, as well as Tantalus, aClass
A, 300B-based power amplifier. CR
Develpments is now the UK
distributor for Einstein of
Germany, manufacturer of off-thewall solid-state electronics, and the
drop- dead- sexy,
yacht- grade
wooden Odeon horn speakers.
These range in price from £ 1300 to
£7000, and sport sensitiviiy of
88dB to 99dB to match even the
weediest of SET amps. CR also
announced that it has taken on the
distribution of Esoteric Audio
cables from the USA.
Cymbal Electronics
Ltd
appeared with a fully- developed
line of sensibly- priced, cleanly
styled electronics. The ranges starts
with the CA1 40W/ch integrated
amplifier (£499), followed by the
CA2 50W/ch remote controlled
integrated
amp (£ 799).
Complementing this are the
CDP12 HDCD-equipped CD
player (£ 1299), the more affordable
16-bit CDP6 CD player (£ 849)
and the CT1 FM tuner with

Denon went to
town with new
technology,
including the
company's
own fivechannel
DVD/Dolby
Digital Music
classical
recordings,
played on the
new DVD-2000
DVD player.
More titles are
planned for
monthly
release

remote control and RDS (£ 649).
Also available is the CPA2 power
amplifier delivering 50W/ch
(£649).
Denon went to town with new
technology,
including
the
company's own five- channel
DVD/Dolby
Digital
Music
recordings, played on the new
DVD-2000 DVD player. The first
title features Beethoven's Egmont
Overture, the Eroica and a Chopin
piano concerto, and more titles are
planned for monthly release.
Denon has akiller rep for mini and
micro systems, including the new
D-M7 ' Micro Separates' systems,
which mates nicely with the new
Denon MiniDisc Recorder, the
DMD-1300, reinforcing belief that
that format ain't dead yet. In a
room packed full of goodies,
though, my eye was caught by what
could be an astonishing bargain: a
pair of monoblocks selling for
under £ 1000...
DNM Design provided the first
UK showing of the PA3S power
amplifiers and the 3CS preamplifier. At £5050, the DNM3CS
is the company's flagship, using
field effect technology, star earthing
and dedicated power supply feeds
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This man can't
believe what he's
hearing...

to each and every stage. The PA3S
power amplifier (£ 3750) is a
regulated version of the PA and it
features the new T- network
capacitor also seen on the BHCAerovox stand. Rated at 23W/ch,
it's intended for use with high
sensitivity designs, like the
Rehdekos which DNM imports.
DPA showed its Pulse Array
Modulation chipset, featuring a
new DIA conversion process
designed and developed by DPA's
semiconductor division Merlin
Semiconductors, along with three
new DACs containing the chips.
Pulse array modulation combines
the benefits of multibit and
bitstream DACs without any of the
attendant problems. The new
DACs are the SX 128 (£2000) with
eight digital inputs, the SX 256
(£4000)
with
nine
inputs
(including one balanced) and the
top-of-the-range SX 512 (£8000),
which even features adjustable
dither
levels.
Not
to
be
overshadowed by the DACs were
the remote control Enlightenment
pre- amp (£ 795) with eight line
level inputs and the 100W/ch
Enlightenment power amplifier
(£995), good for 400W in mono
mode.
EAR/Yoshino's complete range
of valve amplifiers was on
demonstration, but the star was the
new V-20, dubbed 'Mickey Mouse'
because the tube covers give it a
frontal aspect not unlike that of
Disney's rodent's head. This little
beauty features Tim de Paravicini's
Enhanced Triode mode and uses
10 ECC83s per channel in parallel
push-pull mode to deliver 20W/ch.
The V-20 has five line inputs and
can drive loads of 4-16 ohms. Best
of all, it looks so cool that you'll
want one even if you hate tubes.
Also launched was the MC3 threeway m-cstep-up transformer.
Epos Acoustics gave the British
public its first experience of the
ES30 launched in New York last
June. This floorstander measures

30

Technics' home cinema package includes the ,C599 DVD-100 player. Big-screen TV set seen here costs £1699.95

EAR/Yoshino's
complete
range of valve
amplifiers was
demonstrated,
but the star
was the new V20. Its output
stage features
Tim de
Paravicini's
Enhanced
Triode mode
and uses 10
ECC83s per
channel in
parallel pushpull mode to
deliver 20W/ch

Pioneer's DVD
machine with
96kHdz 20-bit HiBit Legato Link
Conversion

900x233x344mm (hwd) and uses
the company's 200mm PVC cone
woofer, 150mm polymer cone
midrange
and
the
25mm
aluminium dome tweeter originally
designed for the ESI2. Price is
£2385 in the UK.
Expolinear Elektroakustik's
T-120 is a bookshelf measuring
500x180x260mm and featuring a
sandwich cone woofer and
electrodynamic ribbon tweeter; a
distinguishing feature of the whole
range is the use of marble slabs for
the sides of the enclosures.
Expolinear also demonstrated the
Plinius SA-50, 100 and 250 Class
A amplifiers ( with 50, 100 and
250W pure class A output), the
new Mod 16 pre-amp with remote
control, and the new Mod 14
phono stage. Expolinear imports
Spark amplifiers from China and
revealed that three new integrated
models had just been released.
Exposure Electronics' big news
was the company's first CD player,
which uses aPhilips CDM12 laser.
Selling for £ 1050, it's a remotecontrolled front-loader with clean
styling and sound that's reckoned
to be sweet enough to entice the
most vehement of digiphobes.
Fi: The Magazine of Music &
Sound chose the Hi-fi Show for its
first official appearance at a show
outside of the USA. The magazine
cared enough to send over four of
its personnel — Jerry Gladstein,
Larry Kay, Andrew Keen and
Anthony Chiarella — and they
managed to attend most of the
show's key events. Fi shared a
booth with Chad Kassem's
Acoustic Sounds, one of the
largest supplier of audiophile
recordings in the world and
proprietors of their own award-

winning
label,
Analogue
Productions,
with
its
own
'AcousTech Mastering' facility.
The company introduced a Ron
Sutherland- designed
phono preamplifier called the AcousTech
Electronics PH- 1.
FTM Marketing Ltd announced
that it would be importing the
Polish- made B&S Sound Craft
Model 1 zero- feedback triode
amplifier. It accepts asingle linelevel input, produces 35W per
channel and features aheavy, sandcast alloy chassis which is milled
smooth after casting. Glassware is
Russki, including four of those
beefy 6C33Cs for output duties.
Total weight is 40kg, and the
company believes that the valves
should not need replacement for up
to ten years.
Gamma Acoustics had the
usual room full of glassware, most
of it re- styled and looking good.
Amidst a plethora of amps
representing all sorts of variations
on the single-ended theme were the
Rhythm Reference 211 line- level
integrated Silver wired 18W Single
Ended amplifier at £ 3499, the
Aeon Reference 211 Silver Single
Ended Mono power amps ( solid
copper construction) £ 14,999, the
Gemini MK2 811A Single Ended
line- level integrated amp for
£1499, the 845-based 35W Single
Ended Silver and solid copper
construction, line-level integrated at
£11,999, the ERA Reference silver
line-level pre-amplifier for £ 2499,
the ERA phono stage with movingmagnet and moving-coil for £2499
and the Epoch Reference Five
loudspeakers £ 2999. Confused?
That makes two of us.
Glass Audio Tube Engineering Ltd (
or GATE), showed its
DEMMER 1117
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...But it's true.
Peter JComeau is no ordinary reviewer As designer of the only product to win
the coveted What Hi-fi Best Loudspeaker Award three times in succession,
he's generally regarded as the guru of small speakers. With 30 years'
experience as a specialist hi-fi retailer CC
co-founder of a highly respected UK
hi-fi manufacturer and one of the
'terrible

three'

who

pioneered

subjective reviewing in the staid hi-fi
press of the 1970s, his opinion carries
formidable weight.

Percussion is firm

and practically
floor shaking in its
intensity - just afew
bars and you are
already reaching for

Seasoned hi-fi critics are notoriously hard to impress.
So how come we weren't surprised when Peter JComeau

"...The 12i marks
the baseline
performance
above which all
other speakers
should rise.
But do they?
Do they hell!

your wallet.

enthused so fulsomely about our new 12i?
"They sound like agrand's worth of exotic compact," he wrote in October's Hi-Fi News.
"If Celestion can achieve this sort of performance for amiserly figure, why are most of the
speakers that arrive on the market so poor in comparison?"
Well, we can't speak for anyone else - but we know what makes the 12i such a
remarkable performer.
The smooth, natural-sounding vocals? Celestion's 19mm tweeter, whose neodymium magnet
is ferrofluid-cooled for improved power handling.
The phenomenal bass response?
130mm long throw bass drivers,
which allow the cone extended
movement without removing the
HF coil from the magnetic gap
where energy is most concentrated.
The acoustic purity and lack
of distortion? The use of laser
interferometry to tune out the
response peaks of conventional
speakers. Celestion crossovers
to ensure seamlessly smooth
transitions. Mounting the drivers
and reflex port in adense
one-piece composite baffle to
minimise resonance. Cabinets
computer-designed to eliminate
box coloration.
In the words of the HiFi News
lab report, " the horizontal off-axis
trace is brilliantly managed." To the
listener, that means the same
seductive audio experience
wherever you sit in the room.
No wonder the 12i reproduces the most demanding material with such accuracy >
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complete range of all- valve
amplifiers, including the TR201A
300B triode power amplifier, the
UL501A 50W Tetrode power
amplifier and the PRIO1A preamplifier in both wood and granite
livery, the latter a special edition.
The latest addition to the family is
the SET16, a single-ended triode
amplifier delivering 15W.
Chelmer Valve Company
displayed the new Western Electric
300B and the KT88 Gold Lion,
which is said to be made in Europe
exclusively for Chelmer and is
described as being very close to the
original GEC Gold Lion valve.
GLL, which was once known as
Goodman's, in case you need proof
that this company can boast 70
years as a manufacturer, launched
the new Imagio ' I' series, which
endows the Imagio with MDF
cabinetry and new drive unit
suspension. Also on show was the
Arena system for home cinema use,
including a new Arena centre
channel and the Le Bass active
subwoofer.
Goldring Products again
featured the complete range of
Grado headphones, with John
Grado attending once more, this
time to introduce Grado's least
expensive high-end headphone, the
SR40. Pope Music and Chesky
(Yo! Sal!) displayed their complete
catalogues.
Gryphon Audio Designs and
Hi -Fi Analyse shared a room,
forming a Danish contingent of
sorts. Tabu is Gryphon's entry-level
range, launched with a hot
integrated amp, now comprising

Seen at The HiFi
Show, but actually
photographed by ICK
at the CEDL4 Expo
in Atlanta the week
before, this is the
prototype of an
exciting new CD
player from Linn

the Tabu I100W/ch Integrated and
the Tabu AT 80W/ch integrated,
both with remote control, the Tabu
PRE1 balanced pre-amplifier with
remote control, the Tabu 2100
bridgeable, balanced 100W/ch
power amp and its sister, the 3100
three- channel amp for home
cinema, the Tabu DAI multi-bit
DIA converter and the Tabu PS 1
stand-alone phono section. Prices
are only at the UK estimate stage at
present, but so far all have been
kept within £2O80-£3150. For my
money, this is one of the classiest
looking line-ups in this category.
The HiFi Analyse speaker seen in
the same room is called the Reflux
Solo, asmart two-way design with a
sloped baffle, dedicated stand, an

CABLES CABLES CABLES CABLES CABLES CABLES
One of the best things about ahi-fi show is the opportunity it presents
for seeing all of the available hi-fi furniture under one roof, while
also allowing you to chat with just about every cable vendor going.
As these are 'necessories' rather than mere 'accessories', it's agood
thing that so many make the effort to reach the consumer directly; I
for one wouldn't want to stand there and try to make arake of cables
seem interesting.
On the wire Front, QED displayed the QNECT 2and 4
interconnects using 99.999% oxygen-free copper and
aluminium/mylar screeing foil; the plugs look pretty serious, too. If
such athing as acable collector exists — and I'd not bet against it —
then he, she or it should move last to acquire aset of QED's silverplated OFC Qudos wires specially prepared to mark the company's
25th Anniversary. QED's Qudos Install and Micro Install cables are
4-core designs conceived for wiring multi-room systems. Jenving's
Supra Cable catalogue now runs to 20 pages and it now features a
selection of BFA-inspired, CEapproved connectors. LFD's line-up
concentrates as much on mains connections as it does signal transfer,
and the company's overkill 6-way 13A distribution socket looks like
just the ticket for my new listening room: gold-plated sockets, 30A
PTFE wire, 125A inrush current switch.
Cable Talk launched the new, improved version of their popular
'Monitor 2' interconnect. Sonic Link, already adored by the costconscious for the Sonic Link AST 200x2 Bi Wire cable selling at
under £10 ametre and Silver Pink and Vermilion interconnect
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88dB/IW rating for sensitivity and
— no surprises here, of course —
Danish drive units.
GT Audio showed the novel
Tron amplifiers, probably named
after that daft Disney flick. They
boldly carry the company's name in
perforations in the top of the cases,
the first products being a tube
phono amp, m- m with m- c an
option, and a line level pre- amp
with five inputs and controls which
look to be laboratory grade.
Scrawled in my awful handwriting
across the back of the leaflet are the
words, Troto SET 2x2 11-12W/ch
Class A — 1071b!' Hope Iwasn't
imagining it.
Heart from Rik Stoet again
showed its range of 300B single-

CABLES CABLES

cables, launched acouple of new interconnects: Violet Export, at
£125 for alm stereo pair, and anew Bi Wire cable, the Silver Aero
S135x2 in aflexible silicone rubber insulation selling for £20.00/m.
But the company also has atouch of the Kimbers: also announced is
the Sonic Link Black Rhodium for £995.00 for alm stereo pair, with
loudspeaker cable at £ 1,000 per metre.
Van den Hul continues to mine the carbon fibre cable sector, the
speaker wire range now topped by the Third — made from pure
Linear Structured Carbon and selling for aheady £450 per metre.
Nordost remains the pre-eminent manufacturer of flat wires, but the
company's hat new product wasn't acable but acable treatment:
ECO 3. You wipe it on your cabes; I'm planning ashowdown
between ECO 3and Music Plus. The Chord Company was busy —
three new interconnects graced their stand including an uprated
version of the popular Chameleon 2, the new Cobra 2and the 'dear'
Chorus reference-grade cable using silver-plated copper, Teflon
insulation and asilver/copper shield. Acompany spokesperson told
me they were, matter-of-factly,
gawesome'. So there.
WBT still leads the pack for awesome connectors. For
loudspeakers, there's the new safety- pin banana WBT 0645 and
corresponding safety pole terminal WBT-0745, new designs created
by WBT to meet those absurd CE regs. WBT also launched the
coolest new piece of executive jewellery in all of hi-fi: the precision
Dynakey WB1-0481 screwdriver, with aselection of 'heads'. It's
almost too pretty to use... amust for all tool enthusiasts.
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CC Nothing prepares you for the

and emotional depth.
"The coherence is extraordinary,"
Peter JComeau remarks. "That each
note is so well defined is remarkable
for aspeaker of this class."
Peter concludes "When you
close your eyes, they ( the artists)
might just as well be in the room

sound of this new model. Ask
listeners to guess the price,
Iguarantee an answer closer to
£500 than the spare change you
have to sprinkle on the counter

with you."

to own apair

That's the ultimate accolade for
any speaker, irrespective of price.
At only £ 119, no wonder he

couldn't believe his ears.

couldn't believe his ears.
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You recognise performance. We create it.
Every effort towards supreme success
comes from concentration on the goal.
Endless scrutiny of components, methods,
processes, achievement, away of life at
Naim. Where we cannot buy performance
components we have them made for us.
When we cannot have them made for us we
manufacture them ourselves, building our
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own facilities to do so. We think hard and
long about what you need. Hand and mind
for performance. When you audition you
will hear the results.
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SHOW REPORT
ended designs with circulatory
names, this year's additions being
the Full Rhythm integrated stereo
amplifier (£ 1595) and the Pulse
DAC with valve output stage
(£2195). Full Rhythm features
three relay- switched inputs and
volume control, with awarm 9W/ch
output, while the Pulse converts
digits to music with a 20-bit BurrBrown chipset and a tube output
stage.
Top of the line remains the Heart
Attack, a pair of mono amplifiers
delivering 25W from a 300B driven
by a 2A3. Heart Control is the
company's new passive pre- amp
with five relay switched inputs and
remote control for volume. As ever,
this stuff looks incredible, so why
don't we hear more about it? 1998,
by the way, will mark 70 years of
the Heart company's experience in
constructing output transformers.
HNE Systems showed, in
addition to arange of stands, a 16litre granite studio loudspeaker, the
cabinet
manufactured
from
diamond cut, drilled and polished
granite and ' natural laurvikite' from
Norway. Available in ebony and
blue or ebony and green pearl, the
HNE speaker weighs 28kg, with a
stand weighing 22kg, and the

TABLES

TABLES

drivers consist of the highly
regarded Dynaudio Esotec D260
tweeter and LQ woofers.
Hey, Iknow this is supposed to
be fairly alphabetical, but Ijust had
to make special mention of acouple
of analogue supporters, just in case
this all was getting too digital.
Loricraft Audio was as good as
its word. Of all the new launches,
the most fun just had to be the rebirth of the Garrard name, and on a
product worth the honour: the
Garrard 501. Loricraft has the
rights to call it such, following
negotiations with Gradiente of
Brazil (don't ask...), and former
Garrard employess have been
involved in this bit of resuscitation.
It looks amazing, it sounds terrific,
and it should relieve alarge number
of audiophiles unable to get their
hands on a mint 301 or 401. A
review has been planned...
And special mention goes to Van
den Hul UK, which, in addition to
its cables, demonstrated abrand new
m- c cartridge, the Black Beauty,
which features matched crystal gold
coils and is said to be, believe it or
not, an improved version of The
Grasshopper IV. But the most
amusing and memorable demo was
of the Frog cartridge. This was heard

TABLES

TABLES

For furniture sl-oppers, the selection was overwhelming. GM Accessori
was seen supporting Italian equipment in the UKD room, the exquisite

glass and perspex constructs still the most impressive equipment
supports I've ever seen. For the most complex, it's gotta be Max
Townshend's Seismic Sink Stand, which consists of frames within
frames acting as a 'double pendulum'. Isolation from the planet
should prove fairly complete. Do be warned, however, that the wavy
motion it adopts if you touch it can induce seasickness.
Elemental Audio showed some of the wildest stands I've seen,
distinctive for their massive construction, huge spikes and the wide
selection of colours. The tubular chassis supports marble aggregate
shelving, and here's damping at each connection. Frameworks opted
for elegant lOmm thick toughened glass shelves, and the company's
H500 and H700 modules are stackable, so they grow with your
installation. Audiotable from Italy also used glass shelves, but
supported by three wooden uprights, and with curved or straight
edges. As you'd expect of the Milanese, these stands are eyewatering... as far removed from steel tubing as it gets. Not that the
British can't do it, too. Alphason's latest, the elegant GR series, also
features glass shelves and wood supports, but then the scope of the
range is such that you can pretty much match any decor.
Lovan's approach is one of the most sensible, its racks built up
entirely from modules so you buy exactly what you need and can add
more ashelf at atime. So, too, the Base system from Audiophile
Furniture Ltd, the racks made up alevel at atime on athree-pillar
arrangement and using shelves shaped as aback-to-front '
Y'. Kudos
Audio Products makes both single pillar speaker stands and asingle
pillar equipment rack. The Sound Organisation has come along way
from manufacturing that ugly, nasty little turntable table — the one
which made furniture 'political' — and the catalogue boasts a
comprehensive range of positively elegant stands, racks and CD
storage systems. CD storage? From the Sound Organisation? And yet
surely, as Iremember it, they were the absolute worst of the anti digital brigade! Am Igetting old...
Projekt/QLN manufactures some gorgeous, Scandinavian- styled
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Max Townshend
with the ultimate
development of his
Seismic Sink
equipment support:
the Townshend
Seismic Sink Stand

TABLES

via aclassic Technics direct drive (an
SL10, I think) playing 78s —
fantastic! AJ van den Hal attributed
the clean sound to the fact that a
modern profile stylus will play the
unworn parts of the groove. The bass
extension and the treble transients
were something to behold.
And Icouldn't help but thinking
that maybe Steve Harris has been
right all along...
• Next month: in Part 2, the rest cij*
the alphabet!
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solid cherry rack systems which should tempt the 1970s revival crowd,
while Ash Design also prefers the uitra-clean minimalist look of what
used to be called Danish Modern. The latter can offer wooden or
metallic front sections; ¡ ust released is asingle pillar rock called the
Monostem, with four shelves. Quadrospire's play on the look is
veneered MDF shelves with black rods doing the supporting; the
tables can grow through the addition of spacers. Target's new LR
range —available with glass or black ash-look shelves— is also a
dream for the perennial upgrader: its shelves can be adjusted in
40mm increments. The stands themselves are available in piano black
or 'plum'.
Optimum International 2000's range favours the stout metal
pillar/glass shelf look, again able to grow with the user; the company
is one of the few catering specifically to owners of midi- systems as
well as full size components. Apollo's Aria range is amodular
concept as well, with tubular legs and rigid X-bracing under each
shelf. Stands Unique offers awood/glass mix, again customisable to
virtually every need, including the support of amassive TV set above
one's hi-fi. Vantage Point Product Corporation presented the
Contours and Euroseries Modular Audio/Video Furnishings which
feature real wood veneers, and the Neo Look, o 'wire management'
system developed for the Countours and Euroseries racks.
Partington celebrated its 25th Anniversary with the A4and A7
Super Stands, easily tunable and ideal for my hive speakers:
LS3/5As. Another new addition was baby Jack, proving that Peter
Partington still has lead in his pencil as well as his stands Atacama
launched the new Europa equipment rack, along with aglimpse of a
new high end speaker stand available later this year. HNE Systems
showed their Cableway speaker stands which consist of 'fine grained
dense granite', finished to an absolutely mouthwatering degree But
the stands which had me dazzled the most came From DownUnder:
Sculptured Shelves CD storage systems and equipment racks carved
from timber and looking more like works of art than storage devices.
Practical? So-so; anyone with alarge CD collection would soon be
after something more conventional. But gorgeous? I'm lost for words.
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CD PLAYERS

H

aving completed our harvest
of the best £ 300-£500 CD
players in the October issue,
the broad £ 1000 sector seemed the
next logical target for aspot of digital
fruit-picking. In the event, however,
it turns out that this part of the
market has now fragmented, with a
distinct group of products toughing
it out around £ 00 and an entirely
separate faction attempting to hold
their own around the £ 1300 mark.
We plan to explore this latter
territory in acouple of months time,
but in the meantime, you'll find that
the more accessible a00-£1000
region has been thoroughly charted
in the next eight pages.
This price area is already
populated by machines like the
Denon DCD-3000, Quad 77 and
Linn Mimik, which were covered in
the Dec ' 96 issue of HFNIRR. These
established models are joined by six
newer players, including the
upgraded dAD3Q from Mission and
the Acurus ACD-11, imported from
the USA by Audio Illusion. The

ON
Acurus ACD II
Mission Cyrus dAD3Q
Roksan Caspian

TEST
Exposure CD Player
Naim CD3.5
TEAC VRDS-10SE

You can expect these six
CD players show just what
can be done for around £1000.
We test and compare
the pick of this season's
new models

by PAUL MILLER

GR

DESIGNS

Exposure CD player and Naim
CD3.5 are very hot off the
production lines indeed, and face
their first in-depth technical reviews
in this issue. The Roksan Caspian
and TEAC VRDS-10SE have both
been around for alittle longer, but
this could be the first time they've
been pitched against such tough
competition in agroup test.
Moreover, these players now
need to look behind as well as
askance, for there are a raft of
`high- end' musical assassins
slipping in at lower cost. Sony,
Pioneer, Rotel, Arcam, Marantz
and Kenwood can all lay claim to
these Ninja of the digital realm —
players conceived as exercises in
brand- building rather than
reaping a decent profit.
Naturally, other makers
continue to ward off such
attacks by ensuring that their
own £900-£1000 models are
emboldened by chunky alloy
casework. Extra resources are
ploughed into improving the
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quality ( and quantity) of internal
power supplies, clock circuitry, board
layout, analogue filter and output
stages and even the selection of
passive components. The goal, as
ever, to provide as transparent a
window
on
to
the
musical
performance as possible.
Inventive marketing may also play
a role, though this should come as
no surprise. After all, these luxury
players are unlikely to offer any
significant advantage in flexibility or
convenience compared with far
cheaper models which already play
host to full remote control, direct
track access, various programming
and repeat modes plus index search,
intro scan, peak search, CD/tape
editing options, fader, auto-cueing
and random play operations.
Indeed, on the contrary, many
manufacturers will try to win extra
kudos by deliberately minimising the
numbers of controls on the player
itself, preferring, instead, to defer all
but the primary track skip, play,
pause and stop facilities onto a
matching remote control. Clearly, the
six £900-plus players in this group
have atough time ahead. Surely, not
all will possess the stamina to brave
an unsighted listening test while
being exposed to the glare of a
penetrating Lab report and then
reach the conclusion page unscathed.
But it'll be fun finding out!

LISTENING TESTS
Each of these CD players was
thoroughly ' warmed-up' and then
auditioned over aperiod of two days
under strict, blind conditions and at
a precisely matched listening level.
This way the slightly high 2.28V
output of TEAC's beefy VRDS10SE or the 2.15V of Naim's CD3.5
could not secure them any possible
advantage over the remaining four
players which, incidentally, are all set
at spot-on 2V. (Could this be amove
against artificially boosted CD
outputs? Icertainly hope so!)
A broad repertoire of vocal, folk,
pop and classical CD's were
auditioned before the collective
impression of the two panels
(amounting to six individuals) was
entered directly into acomputer.
Material chosen included Linda
Ronstadt's For Sentimental Reasons
[Asylum 7559-60474-2]; Christy
Moore's Live at the Point [
GraCD
203]; a George Gershwin disc,
Orchestral Works [
Belart 4500622]; and Count Basie and his
Orchestra with 88 Basie Street
[OJC CD 808-2]. The
listening system included
DPA-100S pre and power
amplifiers plus Audio Note
AN- E ( main) and REL
Stentor (sub) loudspeakers.
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LAB REPORT

Coincidence
notwithstanding,
the technical
performance of the
ACD-I 1bears
very strong links
indeed with
earlier, budget
players using the
MN6627 13 `CDplayer-on-a-chip'.
The 63.5dB
stopband rejection
(1), the slightly
raised ultrasonic
requantisation
noise (2) and,
particularly, the
spray of mild
harmonic
distortions
skimming its
surface (3) are all
characteristic of
the MN6627I3, if
not arelated IC.
It's also possible to
see this noise
beginning to lee at the top of
the audio band
itself (4), helping
to 'bury' those
low-level distortion
harmonics (5) not
already swept-up
by digital dither.
Furthermore,
distortion at
0.013-0.03% (re.
-30dB) is entirely
typical for this sort
of MASHIPWM
device as is the
just-about- 16-bit
96dB signal-tonoise ratio and
errors of + 1.01
2.0dB in
linearity over a
100dB range (the
sudden dip of
around -2dB at
-100dB is a
particular
hallmark). The
jitter pattern is
simple, highly
typical but
potentially
damning, its
1142psec total

Audio Illusion,
23 Langley
Broom, Langley,
Slough, Berks
SL3 8NB.
Tel: 0753
542761

Fig la. Acurus ACD-I I: total jitter SPear14111

ACURUS ACDI
I
M

Fig lb. Acurus AGI)-!!: spurious output
resulting from 0-22kHz sweep at -30dB

Fig lc. Acuno ACD-I l effect of dither, IkHz
tone at - 70dB

comprising
870psec of
fundamental
PSUinduced
sidebands (6) and
710psec of
fundamental datainduced jitter (7).
Experience shows
Test results

that strong
fundamental datainduced patterns of
this ilk are often
detected in players
that lack what
might otherwise be
described as
'musical colour'.
Acurus AC0-111

20Fiz
IkHz
20kHz
Channel balance ( dB) 0.1
0.1
0.2
Channel separation (d(3)80
66
57
Frequency response (dB) D
Distortion (THD vs level, dB):
At OdB
-89
-77
-86
-70
At -30dB
-7D
-78
At -60dB
-36
-46
-47
At -80dB
-12
-28
-21
-14
At -90dB (dithered)
-10
-22
At -100dB (dithered)
-11
At -110dB (dithered)
-6
Resolution (linearity mor, dB):
Error at -60dB
—
+0.1
0
Error at -80dB
+0.2
-0.1
Error at -90dB
+1 -0.5
Error at -100dB
+1
-2
Peak output level L/R
2.017/1.996V
Relative output level ref 2V (dB)
±0
Output impedance L/R
71 ohms
intermodulation, CUR, Od8 (dB)
-101
Stopband image suppression (dB)
63.5
1Hz noise modulation (dB)
+2.3
Signal-to-noise (A-wtd, dB
With emphasis, OLSB
96.4
Without emphasis, OLSB/11..SB
96/96
Total correlated jitter
1142ps
Metal output
optical and coax
Crystal clock accuracy +16ppm
Track access time (to track 99)
2 seconds
Typical price ( Inc VAT)
£899

anufacture of the Acurus
ACD-11 CD player is one
of the responsibilities of
Mondial designs of New York,
which is also behind the Aragon
range of audio electronics. The
ACD-11 benefits from a sparkling
mix of solid packaging and
inventive marketing.
Among the controls located on its
thick alloy fascia are track skip, play
and pause. Beneath the back-lit LC
display, there's a banner declaring
'Air Constrained Dampening'.
Mondial's literature sheds light on
the subject: a newly- developed
microcellular elastomer dampens
vibration by deflecting energy... the
entire chassis is suspended on a
cushion of air...'. This is an
elaborate way of describing the
sheets of absorbent polymer stuck
to the underside of the player's feet
and between the steel chassis base
and the underside of the lineartracking laser assembly.
What of the player's digital heart?
By all accounts, Mondial has
lavished a deal of attention on the
ACD-11's analogue output stage
which has independent regulation,
dual op-amps and high-quality decoupling capacitors. Mondial does
not divulge the exact nature of its
`bitstream' DAC, though my
measurements suggest a MASH/
PWM-style converter, probably in a
highly integrated form like the
MN662713, last used in budget
players like the Yamaha CDX-480
and, before that, the Technics SLPG460A. This type of device
contains servo and digital signal
processing, oversampling, noiseshaping and D/A conversion on a
single
substrate.
A
busy
environment and not without
compromise.

SOUND QUALITY
Unlike the Exposure player, for
example, the Acurus emphasises the
technical aspects of sounds —
particularly in respect of bass and
dynamic shading — rather than the

natural ebb and flow or musical
expressiveness of artists. While
Christy Moore's 12- string guitar
leapt from the speakers with afiery
presence, his voice appeared mildly
singed, sounding just a little too
hard — where was the characteristic
gruffness? By the same token, live
ambience was subtly muted.
Instead of presenting the gentle and
seductive sounds revealed by the
Roksan's Caspian, the ACDII
tended to 'compartmentalise' the
contrasting areas of performance.
Gershwin's ' An American in
Paris' took on a slightly more
frenetic style than we usually
anticipate, the focus firmly on each
individual performer's enthusiasm
rather than an orchestral blend.
With the Acurus, the sound
appeared to suggest a competitive
edge between musicians, rather
than making for relaxed listening.
The other side of the coin is that
the player's hard-working approach
to the swinging sound of Count
Basic's ' Contractor's Blues' left the
muted trumpet sounding tightly
focused, but never hard or pinched,
while the tenor sax romped busily
onward. This player really does
seem to pick-up the tempo of the
music at hand, aroller-coaster ride
that seems set to appeal to the thrill
seekers.

CONCLUSION
Inevitably,
by
dint
of its
importation from the US, the
Acurus ACD-11 is immediately
placed at some fiscal disadvantage
against the cream of the UK's
home-grown crop. Even taking this
into account, however, the appeal
of
its
attention- grabbing
performance will, inevitably,
depend upon both the system at
hand and the musical tastes of
Listeners. Our panel was not terribly
appreciative of its collective
attention being seized in so
forthright a manner. Not a player
for the faint-hearted, by all
accounts!
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lthough not previously
recognised for its interest,
in, let alone development,
of digital audio, Exposure's first
CD player seems destined for great
success. Members of the design
team have also been responsible for
Orelle's players, including the CD100E, which uses the same donor
Philips board
and
CDM12
transport. The donor PCB plays
host to transport servos, decoder
and a Philips' TDA1545A 16-bit
Continuous- Calibration DAC. This
DAC's output is derived from 32
calibrated current sources which
define the five MSBs (most significant bits) and a 2048-transistor
current- divider that defines the
remaining 11 LSBs, making 16-bits
in total.
Like Orelle, Exposure adds its
own power supply, off-board crystal
clock and discrete Class-A analogue
I- to-V and filter stages. The big
difference, however, is in the choice

percussive transients in perfect
harmony with the rustic character
of his voice. Even the slight
dynamic variations in the voice
caused by his moving to and from
the microphone position were now
clearly audible, while the rattle of
applause sounded less like someone
trampling on a packet of Rice
Krispies and more like an authentic
show of appreciation. These are
subtle but very important ambient
clues regularly overlooked by
competing
players,
mere
suggestions that give this player a
real edge in recreating a genuinely
believable performance.
Gershwin's ' An American in
Paris' was tackled with great relish,
giving the impression that either the
orchestra was enjoying itself or the
player was having equal fun in
demonstrating just how effortless
good music can sound. Its sheer
easy-going character found our
listening extending past each of the

EXPOSURE
CD PLAYER
of these partnering electronics, for
Exposure's analogue filter stage is
actually a derivative of the proven
Class-A tape buffer used in its own
amps. Hence the decently low sub5ohm output impedance, making
this player resilient to choice, and
length, of interconnect cable. It will
also drive low- input impedance
amplifiers (like Musical Fidelity and
Arcam) without difficulty.
Features include random, repeat
and program play modes, peak
search and track skip with scan,
digital volume and direct access
supplied by remote control.
Standard, but essential equipment
for players at all prices these days.

selected tracks. On the Basie CD,
the languid-sounding trumpet was
described as ' sweet as a nut' while
the grumbling weight of Basic's
piano and the breathy muted
trumpet now revealed a concord
not readily appreciated until this
point. A sentiment that was echoed
long into the evening.

CONCLUSION

Easy, unforced and uncoloured, the
Exposure gently massages the ears
with wonderful amounts of detail
but
without
the
annoying,
mechanical precision of players
which appear obsessed with the
music's technical aspect. This
player seemingly has the ability to
anticipate the genre of the disc,
SOUND QUALITY
the
flavour
and
This struck our listeners as a very judging
natural- sounding player, one
temperament of the recording to
capable of recreating a grand capture its mood perfectly. ' This
acoustic while its music retained a player should be on stage',
genuinely human touch. Christy remarked one listener. ' Wrap it
Moore now had his 12-string under up...", concluded another, ' I'll take
control, the powerful, almost adozen.'
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EXPOSURE CD PLAYER
LAB REPORT
There is no intrinsic
link between the
inherent frequency
accuracy of aclock
(and Imean
frequency, net
stability) and
overall levels of
jitter. Both the
Naim and
Exposure players
are practical
examples of this.
Despite the latter's
exceptionally poor
clock accuracy of
+729ppm, resulting
in a + 14.6Hz shift
at 20kHz, it suffers
just 129psec-worth
of data-induced
jitter (1). Indeed,
623psec of the
783psec total is
accounted for by
hum and PSUinduced patterns
(2) which are not
clock-related but
do, in the correct
dose, encourage the
sort of warm and
effusive sound
enjoyed by our
panel. Fortuitous
coincidence,
perhaps, but it
works. Incidentally,
if this technique is
'over-cooked' it can
result in alush but
slightly over-blown
colour - see
Musical Fidelity's
E601 (HFNIRR
Dec 96, pp41).
Inter-track and
digital silence
muting is
accomplished via a
relay, yielding a
false' SIN of
I22.7dB.
Disabling this
function reveals a
real SIN ratio of
95.1dB with some
+5.7dB of noise
modulation. This is
visible in its slightly
reduced dynamic

Exposure

Electronics,
The Works,
59 North Street,
Portslade,
East Sussex
BN41 IDH
Tel: 01273
423877

Fig 2a. Exposure CD Player: total jitter
spectrum

Fig 2b. Exposure CD Player: spurious output
from 0-22kHz sweep at -30dB

Fig 2c. Exposure CD Player: effect of dither,
lkHz tone at - 70dB

range (lighter green
noise floor) (3) that
can serve to disguise
harsher-sounding
distortions.
Distortion is a
modest 0.0220.045% at -30dB
and predominantly
Test results

4th-order in origin
(4), switching to
odd-orders at lower
levels (5). The
modest 29dB
suppression of digital
images is also
readily apparent
(6).
Exposure CD Player

20Hz
lkHz
20kHz
Channel balance ( dB)
0
Channel separation ( d0)97
88
78
Frequency response (dB)-0.2
0
0.4
Distortion (
THD vs level, dB):
-86
At OdB
-80 -72
At -30dB
-73
-70 -67
At -60dB
-45
-45
-35
At -60dB
-18
-24
-15
At -90dB (dithered) -5
-12 -5
At -100dB (dithered)
At -110dB (dithered)
Resolution (
linearity error, dB):
Error at -60dB
-0.2 -0.2
Error at -80dB
-1.1 -0.5
Error at -90dB
-5.3
-1
Error at -100dB - +3.7 +5.4
Peak output level LIP
2.051/2.052V
Relative output level ref 2V (dB) +0.2
Output impedance L/R
<5 ohms
Intermodulation, CCIR. OdB ( dB)
-79
Stopband image suppression (dB)
29.4
1Hz noise modulation ( dB)
+5.7
Signal-to-noise (
A-wtd, dB)
With emphasis, OLSB
122.7
Without emphasis, OLSB/lLSB
122.9/95.1
Total correlated Jitter
783 picoseconds
Digital output
optical and coax
Crystal clock accuracy +729ppm
Track access time (
to track 99)
2.5 seconds
Typical price (
inc VAT)
£1050
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Meridian Digital Theatre, the real thing.
Adding extra speakers to your audio system
will never give you real home theatre and
could spoil your music.
Meridian Theatre systems based around our
award winning 565 7.1 and 541 Surround
sound controllers have been designed from
the start :o provide the best music and a
real home theatre experience.
Starting from our 541 analogue controller
you can build towards a Meridian Digital
Theatre system, now recognised as the
finest in the world.
All Meridian products from our CD players
and FM Tuner to the new 586 DVD player
work as amatched system controlled from
one handset using our own software so you
can always be sure to keep pace with new
formats as they appear.

DOLBY
DIGITAL

dts

BOOTH ROVE) STUART

j14ERIDIAN
Meridian Audio Limited
Stonehill, Stukeley Meadows, Huntingdon, PE18 6ED
Tel ( 0) 1480 434334 Fax ( 0) 1480 432948

http://www.meridian-audio.com

CD PLAYERS

LAB REPORT
The fundamental
change from
Philips' BCC
DAC to Analog
Devices' multi-bit
AD1861
converters has a
profound influence
on the dAD3Q's
technical
'signature', not
least because the
ADI861's require
the services on an
external 8-times
oversampling
filter. The excellent
SM5813 filter is
entirely devoid of
the rippled
uperficially, the dAD3Q is a insurmountable problems for hi-fi,
stopband images
dead ringer for the original yet the almost protective way the
seen with the
dAD3 reviewed in HFNIRR daD3Q reproduced her voice was
TDAI305 [see
Dec ' 96, the only external clue to readily apparent: ' almost as if she
HFNIRR Dec
its revised status being a ' Q' logo were being chaperoned through the
'96, pp401 though
that now appears on the player's performance', one listener said.
the 'leaky'
This ' cautiousness' extended to
back-lit LC display. Once again, the
44.1kHz sample
Christy Moore's live performance,
player's inverted, die-cast chassis
tone (I) still slips
makes a discrete stylistic statement as if the recording had been made
and is the perfect complement to in the controlled environment of a through the net.
Ultrasonic noise
studio and not the open and
other Cyrus separates. Even the
(2) is very low
•latest PSX-R outboard power ambient acoustic of the real venue.
and the improved
supply, available to upgrade both The sound took on ' an uncommon
dynamic range is
the dAD3 and dAD3Q, is housed darkness'. Basie's simpler, spot- lit
reflected in the
'Contractor's Blues' lost less of its
in the same, midi-sized enclosure.
wide 105dB SIN
Importantly, the dAD3Q may be natural ambience as the individual
ratio and darkerbought separately or attained by sounds of trumpet, alto sax and
green background
means of astraightforward upgrade piano were both solidly positioned
(3), Figs 2and 3.
from a pre-existing dAD3. This is in the mix, reiaining adecent sense
Distortion is
of dynamic contrast. The player
achieved using Mission's so-called
voy kw at
'Q- Module', a plug-in PCB that alsoproved better suited to the
0.0013-0.008%
takes a feed from the player's on- orchestral Gershwin, revealing the
(peak level) but
board SAA7345 decoder. The Q- rasp of the trombone, the fleeting
increases to 0.01module includes an extra stage of woodwind and the rustle of
0.06% at -30dB
supply regulation, a separate NPC percussion of this busy performance
where aspray of
SM5813 8x oversampling filter and with impressive agility. While the
odd-order
dAD3Q lacked the wholesome
two 18- bit AD1861 DAC's,
harmonics,
previously used to great effect in the euphony of the best players in this
including 3rd/5th
dAD7. This combination effectively test, it still succeeded in pulling-out
(4) and even 9th
bypasses the TDA1305 hybrid subtle and varied detail without
(5) dominate the
DAC used in the 'basic' dAD3 and, sounding tiring or frenetic.
spectrum.
as befits the change in technology,
Typically, this is
CONCLUSION
includes high-speed J-FET op-amps
to be expected
for I-to-V conversion together with This is a very composed and tidyfrom amulti-bit
an entirely revised analogue filter sounding player with the ability to
and output circuit. So the dAD3Q extract disparate elements from a converter, as is the
residual low-level
may look just like the dAD3, but recording without necessarily
distortion (6) not
underneath the covers, it's an revealing their full depth and
entirely banished
ambient character. It's a trade off
entirely different kettle of chips.
by digital dither.
between, on the one hand, never
Most importantly,
falling foul of the brightest or
SOUND QUALITY
however, extensive
Composure rather than blistering aggressive of recordings, and on the
star-grounding on
dynamics is the name of the game other, perhaps not always being
here, for the dAD3Q takes a very prepared to give the music its head.
calm and considered look at its Possibly, given Mission's experience
SUPPLIER
Mission
music, refusing to be rushed but in the field, this is aconscious move
Electronics,
keeping its head through the most towards a more mature and
Stonehill,
universally- compatible type of
demanding of musical trials.
Huntingdon
Composure rather than blistering performance. Restraint versus
PE18 6ED.
Tel: 01480
dynamics is the name of the game unbridled musical expression? The
451777
here. Linda Ronstadt hardly poses choice is yours.
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Fig 3a. Mission Cyrus dAD3Q: total jitter
spectrwr
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Fig 3b. Mission Cynis dAD3Q: spurious
output resulting from 0-22kHz sweep at -30dB

Fig 3c. Mission Cynss dAD3Q: effect of dither,
1kHz tone at -70dB

this Q-Module has
reduced the hum
and PSUrelated
components seen
on the original
dAD3 from
>600psec to
around 50psec,
leaving atrace of
Test results

data-induced (7)
and `unknown'
jitter (8) to deliver
aweighted total of
just 210psec. This
undoubtedly has a
bearing on the
player's subjective
'tidiness'.
Mission Cyrus dAD3Q

20Hz
1kHz
20kHz
Channel balance ( dB) 0.1
0.1
0.1
Channel separation (dB)128
119
117
Frequency response (dB) 0
0 0.16
Distortion (THD vs level, dB):
At OdB
-98 -95 -82
At -30dB
-79 -77 -64
At -60dB
-51 -51 -33
At -80dB
-26 -28 -13
At -90dB (dithered) -15 -21 -6
At -100dB ( dithered) -17
At - 110dB (dithered) -10
Resolution (linearity emir, dB):
Error at -60dB
0.1
0
Error at -80dB
+0.2 +0.2
Error at -90dB
+0.3 +0.9
Error at - 100dB - +1.5 -1.5
Peak output level L/R
2.077/2.061V
Relative output level ref 2V (dB) +0.3
Output Impedance L/R
49 ohms
Intermodulation, CCIR, OdB (dB)
-100
Stopband image suppression (dB)
94.8
1Hz noise modulation (
dB)
+6.2
Signal-to-noise (
A-wtd, dB)
With emphasis, OLSB
107.3
Without emphasis. OLSB/1LSB
107.1/105.3
Total correlated jitter
210 picoseconds
Digital output
Toslink optical
Crystal clock accuracy +23ppm
Track access time (
to track 99)
3.2 seconds
Typical price (
inc VAT)
£898
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CD PLAYERS
NAIM CD3.5
LAB REPORT
.95
OM 1ER AUDIO
RESEAPPI
Previously, we've
100
seen TDA 1305
105
BCC (Bitstream I
e' 110
Continuous
r7.1
"s 115
Calibration)
120
DACs in Rotel's
RCD-970BX
-125
[HFNIRR Nov
.3000 -2000 .1000
0 1000 2000 3000
'96] and in
JITTER FREQUENCY in H
z
Mission's dAD3
Fig
4a.
Nairn
CD3.
5:
total
jitter
sped
non
[HFNIRR Dec
'96]. Naim's
implementation
bears comparison
with facets of both
players. The
minimal +O. 310.5dB errors in
low-level linearity
and low 0.0060.018% distortion
at -30dB (3) are
Fig 4b. Naim CD3.5: spurious output resulting
above average for
from 0-22kHz sweep at -30dB
the breed but its
wide 106dB SIN
ratio is closer to
Rotel's machine
just as the lower
(though hardly
'low') + 11dB
noise modulation
correlates with
Mission's earlier
dAD3.
Naim has
Fig 4c. Naim CD3.5: effect of dither, »Hz
circumvented the
tone at -70dB
SAA7376's
internal dock with
output plot clearly
above 50kHz or so
one of its own
demonstrates the
(5). Incidentally,
design, reducing
effectiveness of
the poor crystal
jitter to alow
Naim's proprietary
selection apparent
290psec which is
7-pole analogue
on the review
accounted for by a filter which eatssample, amounting
single series of
away at the
to a13.4Hz clock
related sidebands
familiar, rippled
error in this
(2) that radiate
stopband images
instance, has been
out from +648Hz
(4) to leave aclear
corrected in all
(1). This pattern,
ultrasonic spectrum
production samples
characteristic of the Test results
Nairn CD3.5
TDAI305
20Hz
1kHz
20kHz
Channel balance (dB)
0
0
0
[compare with
Channel separation (dB)125
117
92
p40, Dec '96
Frequency response (dB)-0.1
0 -0.85
Distortion (
THD vs level, dB):
issue], in
At OdB
-98 -96
77
conjunction with
At -30dB
-82 -75
-85
At
-60dB
-57
-52
-64
the high noise
At -80dB
-28 -31 -38
modulation, seems At -90dB idithered) - 19 -22
-28
At -100dB (dithered) -18
responsible for this
At -110dB (dithered)
-12
technology's often
Resolution (
linearity error, dB):
Error at -60dB
0
0
slightly aggressive
Error at -80dB
-0.1 -0.1
Error at -90dB
-0.5
-0.4
or forthright
Error at -100dB
-0.4 +0.3
balance.
Peak output level LIP
2.154/2.144V
The 3D spurious Relative output level ref 2V ( dB) +0.6

111111111111111M
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Nail', Audio,
Southampton
Road,
Salisbury,
Wilts
SPI 2LN.
Tel: 01722
332266

Output impedance LIP
1 ohm
Intermodulation, CCIR, OdB (dB)
-96
Stopband image suppression (
dB)
62.7
1Hz noise modulation (
dB)
+ 11.4
Signal-to-noise (
A-wtd. dB)
With emphasis, OLSB
105.7
Without emphasis, OLSB/lLSB
105.8/106.4
Total correlated Jitter
290 picoseconds
Digital output
none
Crystal clock accuracy
+669ppm
Track access time (
to track 99)
2.5 seconds
Typical price ( inc VAT)
£1000

A

s supplies of Philips'
venerable 16- bit chipset
have finally dwindled, the
adherents of this technology
(notably, Naim and Orelle) have
been obliged to seek out viable
alternatives. Hence Naim's CD3.5,
a player outwardly identical to the
CD3, with the same on-board track
skip, stop and play controls, and
that unforgettable, manually
operated, hinged disc-loading tray.
As before, DIN connections at the
rear provide for audio output and
for future connection of, for
example, Naim's Flatcap external
power supply by way of upgrade to
the internal analogue circuitry.
Under the wrap-around bonnet,
however, Naim has made two
fundamental changes. First, the
CD3's combination of Philips
SAA7310 decoder, SAA7220
oversampling filter and TDA1541
DAC have been replaced by the
Philips CD7 package, consisting of
SAA7376 decoder and hybrid
TDA1305 converter. Secondly, the
old swing-arm CDM9 mechanism
has been replaced by aderivative of
Philips' linear- tracking CDM12,

overall perspective, than the
competing players in this group,
even after making careful level
adjustment.
Linda
Ronstadt
sounded particularly animated,
within a grand and brightly- lit
acoustic that exposed her backing
harmonies to great effect. A suitably
'live' sounding Christy Moore gave
a truly energetic performance,
partly undermined only by what
was described as ' aslightly frazzled'
though undoubtedly powerfulsounding guitar.
This, to adegree, is the tightrope
the CD3.5 walks. Typically
sounding very spacious, very alive
and vibrant, it introduced a slight
loss of treble purity. Listening to
Gershwin's 'An American in Paris',
the exuberant, enthusiasm of the
brass, as portrayed by the CD3.5,
overwhelmed the strings. All very
rousing and arguably true to the
spirit of the music, but perhaps too
mercurial for all tastes. Count
Basie's muted trumpet also
sounded very potent, and though
the accompanying bass lacked the
weight and drive that we had heard
with other players, the music still

NAIM CD3.5
now featuring a low- noise HallEffect motor. The method of discloading, including the lightweight,
magnetic disc clamp, remains
unchanged, as do the choice of
direct track access, program, repeat
and display mode options available
on its matching remote control. As
ever, there is no digital output to
allow an alternative choice of
outboard D/A converter.

SOUND QUALITY
Right from the outset, the
energetic, tactile and wholesome
sound of the CD3.5 attracted praise
from our panel of listeners. While
the bass proved very slightly
lightweight, the excellent low-level
resolution helped this player to
sound sharp and incisive.
This player's emphasis on
midband detail made it sound
louder, with a more immediate

'hung together' very convincingly as
it continued to trip along with a
spring in its step.

CONCLUSION
In a lighter moment during the
auditioning, members of our
listening panel held up impromptu
score cards, awarding the player
9/10 for artistic impression but 6/10
for technical presentation. Although
meant in jest, and to be taken in
this spirit, their observation does
ring very true in practice.
Since
the
player
sounds
inherently ' loud', and its articulate
midband is not appropriately
tempered by awarm or heavy bass,
it certainly does not invite listening
at very high levels. Whatever else
might be said, the Naim CD3.5
certainly guarantees a performance
that's live and kicking, without the
need for excessive decibels.
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WHAT HI-FI MAGAZINE
HAS GIVEN ITS TOP
AWARDS TO SONY FOR THREE
YEARS IN A ROW.
(THIS IS NOT A QUESTION.)

In fact, it's an answer. An answer to the ' What make of
separates do Ibuy?' question. Sony have been given
five stars for their sets of separates by W HAT

Fil -Fl?

year in, year out and year in again. That includes the
1997 ' Best Buy' for their MDS-JE510 Mini- Disc and ' Best
Buy' for their ST-SE500 tuner. So, which one do you buy
first? ( This is a question.)
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five stars Qty.. kolDS.)E510. Oct'97, TA.F248E. Sept'97. TCKE•400S, Dec'96,
SS- 17666, Sept'96, ST.SE700, Mar'97, CDP-5E510. SePt'97
http,vreey. sony-europe tom

Sony, MiniDist and Walkman are registered trademarks of the Sony Corporatton, Japan
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CD PLAYERS
ROKSAN CASPIAN
LAB REPORT
Due to the

complexity of
Roksan's
implementation or,
more correctly
perhaps, the
component boards
sourced for the
Roksan Caspian,
the technical
'fingerprint' of the
TDAI305
filter/DAC is at
least partially
obscured. The
107dB signal-tonoise ratio is at the
top end of its range
while, in this
version,
modulation noise
has been reduced
from + 17dB to
+13dB.
Low-level
linearity is held to
within the expected
+0.31-0.7dB
tolerances over a
100dB range while
peaklevel
distortion is lower
than anticipated at
0.0016-0.0025%.
A degree of
'untidiness' is
evident at lower
levels, however,
where the player's
response to digital
dither is not
complete, leaving
residual 3rd and
5th harmonics (1)
that were
effectively buried
by Naim's CD3.5.
Since the latter
uses the same
TDA1305 DAC
it's interesting to
compare their jitter
spectra. The
DAC's inherent
jitter pattern is
depicted in both
the Naim and
Roksan spectra
(2), though the
Caspian's higher
661psec total is
evidently toppedS «Lid ER
Roksan/Verity
Group plc,
Stone&I
I,
Huntingdon
PEI8 6ED.
Tel: 01480
451777
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Fig 5a. Roluan

Caspian:

total jitter spectrum

Fig 5b. Roksan Caspian: spurious output
resulting from 0-22kHz sweep at -.?0c1B

Fig Sc. Roksan Caspian: effect of dither, 1kHz
tone at - 70dB

up by asequence of
transport-related
phenomena (3).
Circulating
interference (4) is
also higher than
expected though
the audioband (5)
is essentially free of
high-order digital
Test results

IM patterns that
might otherwise
have contributed to
arougher sound.
Although the
Caspian has been
improved, further
improvement
would not go
amiss.

O

ur first review of Roksan's
Caspian
CD
player
[HFNIRR, Sept 97] ended
with the promise of a reprise,
following the uncertain jitter
performance of the earliest
examples. Further investigation led
to the remarkable discovery that the
Caspian's
performance
was
demonstrably affected by the
tightness of the bolts used to mate
the ground plane of its two
principal PCBs with that of the
chassis. Now that this is being
optimised during manufacture, the
Caspian player should reliably
achieve the technical and subjective
performance indicated in this
review.
Otherwise,
the
distinctive
appearance
and
functional
operation of the Caspian remains
unaffected. A broad range of
facilities is available on the remote
control, while on the fascia, trios of
buttons flank the main display, the
play/pause control being duplicated
on either side for aesthetic reasons.
The display itself is mounted within
a spring- loaded front-piece, which
drops down to allow the CD
loading-tray access to the outside
world. Fans of Thunderbirds
should find an immediate affinity
with the Caspian.
Roksan's use of established
technology, including the Sanyo

touch, Linda Ronstadt sounding
very alluring indeed, more fragile
and seductive than usual, and even
subjectively quieter, even though
output level was precisely matched
to that of the other players. The
sheer
warmth
and
gentle
expressiveness of its music, made
listening to the Caspian akin to
`sitting by an open hearth filled with
glowing coals' rather than the 'gasfired central heating' effect
provided by rougher-sounding CD
players.
The somewhat cautious outlook
of the Caspian inevitably impacted
on
Christy
Moore's
live
performance. While the raw edge
of his voice was apparent, the
vibrant acoustic of the venue was
gently dampened. ' Sounds like it's
been recorded in a village hall
rather than " Live at the Point";
one panellist suggested, in response
to the snug, cosy sound. Arguably,
the performance was subjectively
restricted in its dynamics, though it
was never thickened or confused as
aresult.
In truth, there is a hint that the
player becomes alittle stressed and
occasionally ragged when the going
gets really tough. Otherwise, the
brighter and livelier sound of
Gershwin's ' American in Paris'
brought the Caspian out of its
reverie to deliver a transparent and

ROKSAN CASPIAN

Roksan Caspian

20Hz
1kHz
20kHz
Channel balance (dB)
0
0
0
Channel separation (dB)125
110
84
Frequency response (dB)-0.1
0
-1
Distortion (
THD vs level, dB):
-95
-92
-96
At OdB
At -30dB
-83
-79
-78
At -60dB
-55
-52
-62
At -80dB
-27 -28
-48
At -90dB (dithered) - 14 -18 -32
At - 100dB (dithered)
-17
At - 110dB (dithered)
-8
Resolution (
linearity error, dB):
Error at -60dB
0
0
Error at -80OB
+0.3
-0.4
Error at -90cB
+0.2
-0.7
Error at - 100dB
- -1-0.2 -0.5
Peak output level L/R
2.105/2.009V
Relative output level ref 2V (
dB)
+0.2
Output impedance L/R
135 ohms
lntermodulation, CCIR, OdB ( dB)
-99
Stopband image suppression :,dB)
62.8
1Hz noise modulation (
dB)
+ 13.1
Signal-to-noise ( A-wtd, dB)
With emphasis. OLSB
0
Without emphasis. OLSB/lLSB
107.2/11077.4
3
Total correlated jitter
661 picoseconds
Digital output
coaxial ( BNC)
Crystal clock accuracy +2ppm
Track access time (
to track 99)
4 seconds
Typical price ( Inc VAT)
£895

CD transport and Philips' hybrid
'IDA1305 DAC, is supplemented
by the application of two entirely
separate power supplies, with
multiple on-board regulation and
comprehensive mains filtering. I
would argue, however, that the
design ends up being a little too
complicated for its own good (see
Lab Report).

SOUND QUALITY
Described variously as ' fruity' and
'cuddly', this iteration of the
Caspian proved to be a mild and
gentle sounding player, almost the
antithesis of Naim's CD3.5. It
provides a very intimate and
charming sound. Never threatening,
it handles vocals with a velvet

sparkling picture of the horns and
strings in gleeful counterpoint.

CONCLUSION
Like a large American car with
slightly soft suspension, the Caspian
almost always provides a very easy
and compliant ride, a silky-smooth
performance that brings new
meaning to the phrase ` liquid
engineering'. While the Caspian
may tend to over- steer into the
sharpest of musical corners,
temporarily ruffling the occupants,
it never strays across those
imaginary, double white lines. This
stylish player is destined to appeal
to enthusiasts who have an eye and
ear for hi-fi equipment with
untypical flair.
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WHAT HI-F1's 5- star ratings
make buying a CD player

ef,

less complicated. Choose from the
CDP-XE310, CDP-XE 510,
CDP-XE900E or CDP-XA2OES.

It's not that difficult to remember the names of
these five star CD players. They're all preceded by
the same four letters. S.O.N.Y.
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CD PLAYERS

TEAC VRDS- 1OSE

TEAC VRDS- 10 SE
LAB REPORT
In all normal
respects, TEAC has
extracted astate-ofthe-art performance
from this familiar
DAC7 chipset,
Very low 0.00050.003% THD,
minute +0.2dBI
-0.4dB errors in
low-level linearity
and wide 107 w
108dB signal-wnoise ratios were
found. The oddorder quantisation
distortions (I)
associated with very
low-level signals are
efficiently quelled by
dither (2) while a
modest 407psec of
low-rate supply (3)
and data-induced
jitter (4) are
unlikely to be
troublesome.
Conventional
harmonic
distortions are not
the problem,
however, as
TEAC's
implementation of
Philips' SAA7350
noise-shapers suffers
from asadly
familiar crisscrossing of highorder sampling
patterns (5), a
`digital' distortion
seen in earlier
players including
Kenwood's DP7060, TEAC's own
CD-5and the
Sherwood Tema
CD- I. Compare
the latter's
performance and
test results, reported
in HFNIRR Dec
'96, pp45.
The picture is
complicated here by
the rippled stopband
images released by
the SM5840
oversampling filter
SUPPLIER
TEAC UK Ltd,
5Marlin House,
The Croxley
Centre,
Watford, Hens
WD I8YA.
Tel: 01923
819630

Fig 6a. TEAC VRDS-10SE: total jitter
spectrum

I

Fig 6b. TEAC VRDS-10SE: spurious output
resulting from 0-22kHz sweep at -30dB

Fig 6e. TFAC VRDS-10SE: effect of dither,
IkHz tone at - 70dB

(6). Nevertheless,
there's no escaping
the fact that these
entirely enharmonic
products do creep
directly into the top
of the audio band
(7). Considering
this result along
Test results

with the
thoughtlessly high
1.2k ohm output
impedance, atiny
question mark has
to be raised over the
broader
compatibility of the
VRDS-10SE.
TEAC VRDS-10SE

20Hz
1kHz
20kHz
Channel balance dB)
0
0
0
Channel separation ( 11E1)151
140
124
Frequency response ( d8)-0.1
+0.4
Distortion THD vs level, dB):
At OdB
- 106 - 103
-91
-78
At -30d8
-89 -79
At -60dB
-55 -47
-57
At -80dB
-28 -32
-38
At -90d8 (dithered) -18 -23 -26
At - 100d8 (dithered)
. -20
At - 110d8 (dithered)
8
Resolution (
linearity error, dB):
Error at -60dB
Error at -80d8
0 +0.1
Error at -90dB
-0.4 -0.2
Error at - 100dB - -0.2 +0.2
Peak output level L/R
2.276/2.276V
Relative output level ref 2V (dB) + 1.1
Output impedance L/R
663 ohms
Intermodulation. CCIR, OdB (dB)
-106
Stopband image suppression (
dB)
60.7
1Hz noise modulation (
dB)
+ 7.6
Signal-to-noise (A-wtd, dB)
With emphasis, OLSB
118.2
Without emphasis, OLSB/USE1
118.6/107.6
Total correlated Jitter
407 picoseconds
Digital output
optical and coax
Crystal clock accuracy
+5ppm
Track access time (
to track 99)
2.8 seconds
Typical price ( inc VAT)
£850

fthe players in this test were
judged on the basis of sheer
heavyweight engineering, then
TEAC's VRDS-10SE would win
hands down. The milled alloy fascia
supports the bare essential range of
controls,
an
orange- filtered
fluorescent display and agold sliver
of metal indicating the VRDS
mechanism within.
The ' 10SE player employs the
CMK-3 version of this established
`Vibration-free Rigid Disc-clamping
System': a lightly dished and
inverted turntable, cast from alloy,
and supported by an overhead yoke
moulded from a fibreglass and
ceramic-loaded polymer.
The CD turntable is driven from
above by a brushiess, Hall- Effect
motor, the CD itself pressed into
position by a clamp, preventing its
edges from ' flapping' at high rates
of rotation, which in traditional,
unsupported CD mechanisms,
contributes considerably to jitter in
the RF eye-pattern recovered by the
laser assembly. TEAC's ' over-thetop' engineering extends to the
player's digital core where an NPC
SM5840 oversampling filter feeds
no less than two Philips' SAA7350
noise- shapers and DAC7 bitconverters
in
a dual- mono
configuration. By comparison, the
analogue filter and output stage is
of basic, but serviceable quality.

SOUND QUALITY
Weighty, bold and inherently
realistic, the sound of TEAC's
VRDS-10 impressed our listeners.
with its intimate handling of Linda
Ronstadt's breathy vocals, although
the image of her voice appeared a
foot or so back from its customary
position in the mix. One panellist
suggested that, via the TEAC,
Ronstadt sounded a little more like
Karen Carpenter; but in all other
respects, the compelling and
expressive sound delivered by the

player on this track was amatch for
the very best in this test. Bass notes
combined detail with a satisfyingly
rounded weight, while the treble
seemed expertly balanced and
extended, maintaining a realistic
sense of airiness and anticipation.
Talking of which, Christy
Moore's metal- stringed guitar
attacked the room with a great
presence, the sheer power of his
voice countering any tendency on
the part of the CD player to
suppress his natural colour and
gusto. Sure enough, the subtle
inflections in his voice caused by his
movement to-and-fro from the mic
were mildly exaggerated, but not to
the detriment of the spirit of the
performance.
Gershwin's
orchestra
now
sounded ' back together' following
the slightly discordant renditions
which had been heard from a
couple of the other players in this
test. Alongside the restored sense of
space, there was a refreshing sense
of fun to the sound. Strings, brass
and woodwind were heard to work
together in unison rather than
struggle against one another; an
important distinction, but one
readily
apparent
during
a
considered listening test. This was a
glorious sound from a worthy
player, auditioned, quite possibly,
with a fortuitously sympathetic
amplifier.

CONCLUSION
'A right belter*, suggested one
listener, indicating his appreciation
of the player's sense of scale, poise
and proportion, a natural ease
achieved without artifice or
exaggeration — in the test system,
at least. Clearly, this VRDS model
represents one of the high points in
afamily tree of mixed fortunes and,
with the proviso that it needs to be
auditioned with your own amplifier,
comes heartily recommended.
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Cl) PLAYERS
GROUP CONCLUSION
If my introduction raised any doubt over
the potential of these players to justify
their position in the binary pecking order,
then the musical thrills and spills enjoyed
throughout our listening tests succeeded,
fortunately, in demonstrating otherwise.
The best models from this test most
certainly are a little further up the
ecological ladder than the sub-£ 500
players that graced these pages just two
months ago. Sure enough, these players
are twice the price and, ostensibly, are no
more flexible. They do, however, bring
you that little bit closer to the spirit, the
passion and basic humanity of your
favourite CDs. The best of these players
are simply that much more listenable than
any of the cheaper models tested in
October.
Even the Acurus ACD-11, with the
financial handicap of importation, turns
out to be a potentially powerful and
dynamic- sounding player. Its overall
musical performance is not necessarily

greater than the sum of its parts, but is
still well worth auditioning in systems
with an archetypal 'big' American sound.
The Naim CD3.5 and Mission dAD3Q
may both be home-grown but could never
be mistaken for musical twins. Naim's
player sounds bright and fresh, its music
both articulate and highly animated, a
stance that contrasts with the sense of
musical order relished by the dAD3Q
which trades spirit for a subtle
composure. If Mission's dAD3 player has
already found a home in your system,
then the ' Q module' upgrade is unlikely
to disappoint.
Indeed, if the dAD3Q has a kindred
spirit then this is Roksan's Caspian,
another player that errs in favour of a
warm, expressive but mildly cautious
performance that only occasionally, very
occasionally trips- up with the busiest
material. With a little further technical
refinement, the Caspian could surely sing
all the sweeter. Which brings us smartly
on to TEAC's VRDS-10SE, a busy-

sounding but compelling player whose
wholesome and boisterously jolly sound
prompted a row of nodding heads from
the panel. My lab report suggests the
player might not realise such an emotive
response in all systems, but the potential
has been clearly and ably established here.
Iam considerably more confident of
the consistency of Exposure's first CD
player. Subjectively, there's nothing veiled
or confused about its perspective: its bass
is firm, tactile and solidly projected
without obscuring the fragile detail
contained within the mid and treble
octaves. All the while, the fabric of the
music remains reliably intact regardless of
its genre. All of which demonstrates that
it's not necessarily the choice of
technology that counts, but its
implementation. Or, more correctly, its
manipulation.
In all these respects, the Exposure
player, like Audio Research with its CD1,
provides an object lesson that others
would do well to follow.

ABOUT THE LAB TESTS: UNDERSTANDING THE COLOUR PLOTS
Since last year's major CD player group tests,
the graphic presentation of the test results has
been enhanced considerably. The following
explanation describes the meaning of the
results which are shown graphically in this
group test feature via the the author's latest,
full-colour plots. The plots on this page are
examples which give an indication of what to
look for when you are comparing the actual
results from the various players on test.

plot may suffer audible consequences.
Low-rate jitter [ 3], seen close- in to the main
peak, is often caused by power- supply ripple
and diode-switching noise. In sufficient
quantity, this may influence the stability and
focus of stereo images. Jitter caused by
interaction with the data itself, or from other
repetitive processes within the player, are
represented by more widely- spaced
sidebands [
4] and may be linked to muddling

obvious on the example plot given here,
which also reveals the rippling pattern which
can be caused by the mathematics of a
player's digital filter. Also, look out for an
accumulation of ultrasonic noise [ 8] beyond
the audio band (that is, above 20kHz). This
phenomenon is aby-product of some
bitstream converters, whose noise- shapers
are used to re-distribute huge levels of requantisation noise. Traditional multi-bit
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TOTAL JITTER SPECTRUM

This sophisticated test probes fluctuations in
the timing of digital signals during digital-toanalogue, conversion, variations caused by
interference from the player's own power
supply, interference from adjacent clocks and
even cross-modulation via the data itself.
Ideally, the plot would show asharp,
central peak [ 1] rising from as little
background noise [ 2] as possible. In practice
we find jitter represented as sidebands
alongside this central peak, which are
analysed using the Jitter Measurement Suite
v3.2.1 computer program. The analysis yields
aweighted figure in picoseconds for the
accumulated total jitter. On this test, the very
best CD players register avalue around 100140 picoseconds; any players, however, that
show peaks running into the 'red zone' on the
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or harshness, particularly where the music
contains sustained treble detail.
SPURIOUS OUTPUT AT 30dB
Distortion and sampling images are most

graphically illustrated in this revealing 3D
plot, which employs an audio frequency
sweep from 0Hz-22.05kHz [5] at - 30dB
relative to peak level (that is, right in the thick
of the music) to reveal continuous changes in
performance rather than at one frequency. In
this graphic presentation, distortion
harmonics [
6] may be seen radiating out
towards us, and the lower the distortion, the
less obvious such harmonics will appear.
In addition, sampling or stopband images
are represented as whole or partial V-shaped
patterns [ 7] centred on multiples of the
44.1kHz sample rate. These are especially

converters produce less of this noise — as in
this example — and, as aresult, may
perform more consistently when partnered
with different amplifiers.
lkHz AT - 70dB, UNDITHERED
AND DITHERED

Dither is alow-level noise ( triangular in
distribution) used to randomise the
predictable quantisation errors that cause
unwanted harmonic distortion, typically with
low-level signals. The signal in this case is a
lkHz tone at - 70dB, seen at [ 9]. Ideally, with
the use of dither, the distortion harmonics
[10] are thus traded for aslight increase in
(inaudible) hiss [ 11], although in practice
some DACs are clearly more proficient at this
than others. The plot shows the effect of
different levels of dither.
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couple of Linn employees to set up
an LP12.) And when he came to
collect it, he quickly dismantled it,
and stuck it in the
footwell of his car.
Another Wilson Benesch
bon mot is '
Just add mains!',
which is pretty much all that's
required of the end- user. Forget
bounce tests, set-up jigs and the like.
By avoiding the use of a sprung
suspension, the Circle emulates such
other elegantly simple dependables as
the Rega Planars 2 and 3 in being
entirely predictable and generally
stable, rarely, if ever, requiring
periodic, pain- in- ass tune-ups. But
some isolation is necessary, whatever
you might be told by designers who
argue that mere rubber feet are
sufficient.., when we know that their
main purpose is to cut costs.
In the case of the Circle, a
modicum of isolation is achieved by
the combination of various materials
and abasic structure which requires
absolutely no adjusting at all. You
simply assemble the various parts,

IN TI TE
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The minimalist, upgradable Full
Circle turntable/arm package cuts the
cost of Wilson Benesch ownership

by KEN KESSLER

N

o puns about ' squaring the
circle', ' Will the Circle Be
Unbroken?', ' circle jerks' or
any of that stuff: the most obviouslynamed turntable since the Revolver is
exactly the dream Wilson Benesch
watchers hoped it would be. Its
shape, its simplicity, its performance
and, yes, its name say more than any
witty header. After tormenting the
poor for years with its carbon-fibrebased turntable and ACT One arms,
with price tags of the mid-to-high,
four-figure variety, WB has come up
with a front-end so populist in its
pricing, packaging and presentation
that, apparently, over 100 visitors
placed orders at The HiFi Show.
It's that seductive. There have
been round-chassis'd turntables
before, decks which look `plinthless'
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It's alow
mass, stiff,
yet highlydamped
assembly
achieved
without the
use of
the advanced
composite
structures
found in
the Wilson
Benesch
Turntable

and are therefore so compact and so
boldly utilitarian as to exile any
thoughts of gilding said lilies. But the
Circle has an added extra and that's
Wilson Benesch's track record (yup,
two LP- related puns in one
phrase...).
Admittedly,
WB's
reputation rests on its high- end
achievements, and audio is notorious
for fostering the belief that high-end
brands can down-size/down-grade
with ease... only to fail. The question
begged, then, must be: Is the Circle a
proper Wilson Benesch design?
As the company states in its pitch,
the Circle is simple, solid and highly
functional.' Unlike its dearer,
suspended sub-chassis sibling, the
Circle is designed to be cretin-proof.
And as the company is no stranger to
alternative materials and the
applications thereof, it's no surprise
that the user- friendliness and
modular construction relate directly
to both the physical design and the
materials
chosen,
without
compromising either. I'm not kidding
about the simplicity: Craig Milnes
from Wilson Benesch had the
package up and running in less than
30 minutes, including the fitting of
the arm and cartridge. ( Compare that

the sub-chassis which contains the
bearing, arm-board and everything
else resting directly on top of the
base-plate which holds the motor and
on-off switch. It's that simple, and
the
company probably
isn't
exaggerating when it says that, not
counting the arm and ca midge, the
record set-up time for aCircle is less
than five minutes. ( OK, OK, so a
Planar 2is quicker...) Where you get
to play hair-shirt audiophile is with
your choice of equipment rack or
shelf. Iused awell-loaded stand with
MDF shelves, which made the Circle

immune to all but my son jumping
about on the suspended floor.
Wilson Benesch's knowledge and
experience with the original carbonfibre-laden Turntable and arms have
led to decidedly clever use of amix of
metals, polymers. What are described
as ' advanced composite unidirectional carbon fibre rods' are
visible underneath as the struts which
locate the aluminium outrigger pillars
relative to the central bearing
housing. The cylindrical metalwork is
precision- machined in-house to a
deliriously high standard using CNC
equipment, enabling WB to meet
tolerances which suggest that aCircle
sells for more than it does.
MDF is used for the two large
black chassis sections, the material
chosen for its stability and low cost.
Frankly, it's one of those materials
which, if finished properly, doesn't
betray its humble origins. Best of all,
as speaker designers looking for costeffective baffles have learned, MDF
is dense and dead and its way of
dealing with unwanted energy
enables the motor to be isolated from
to the three hours required by a the upper chassis section without the
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TURNTABLES
use of springs. In common with the
big bucks Wilson Benesch Turntable,
the Circle uses tool steel and
phosphor bronze for the bearing.
Cost considerations prevented the
use of a mixed-material platter, so
WB opted for a polycarbonate
platter, looking decidedly Pink
Triangle-like, which can be used au
naturel or with the supplied ( and
recommended) felt mat.

that drop-dead gorgeous carbon-fibre
arm tube, the sleek machined pivot
housing and enough of ataste of the
flagship front end to make you feel
like it's the wisest investment this
side of apair of Sennheiser HD414s.
So, to answer that question: is the
Circle a ' proper' Wilson Benesch
turntable? I'm afraid that the answer
is not gonna please Craig and the
boys. The Circle is too good for the
price. Yes, the Wilson Benesch
Turntable will see off a Circle, but
then I'm of the school that any
suspended deck ( or, if suspensionless, the sort blessed with herniainducing mass) will see off everything
else. But then you look at the prices.
A Circle sans arm costs an exquisitely
low £ 795, hence my belief that it's
too good for its own good. The ACT
0.5? A positive steal, again at £795.
And WB's all- in ' Full Circle'
package, comprising Circle, ACT 0.5
arm and Ply cartridge ( a slightly
modified Matrix) sells at £ 1995.

foundation for all but the most
ponderous of material. Still, it had far
more mass and slam than might be
expected of a budget deck; Iwas
reminded of the impact which
accompanies bass derived from a
Townshend Rock. Treble was
smooth and detailed, with enough

'air' to remind us why absolute
transparency is aworthy goal.
Then you focus on the midband,
on vocals so vivid that you'd swear
you could feel the warmth, if not
AIRPAX MOTOR
quite smell adrink on Dino's breath.
Papst's high performance motor and
Given that a £795 turntable is likely
the OTT power supply, as used in
to be paired with asystem made up
WBs dearer Turntable, have been
of natural 'filters' — ie small speakers
replaced in The Circle with an
— the mild limitations down below
Airpax design; there's the possibility,
will not negate the meritorious mid
however, that a superior, retroand treble. The set-up does favour
fittable motor option may be made
pristine discs and isn't as clever at
available at alater date. Given WB's
dealing with surface noise as the toppenchant for creating products which
of-the range Turntable, but it simply
evolve without leaving the owner in
makes you want to hear what aCircle
the lurch, it's asafe bet that aSuper
with acarbon-fibre plinth might do.
Circle will one day be areality. And
If you feel we're drifting away
given, too, the huge price differential
(Dobie Gray, 1973) from the realms
between a Circle and the Wilson
of affordability, then think CircleBenesch Turntable, there's plenty of LISTENING
Listening involved the complete plus-Rega RB300-plus-a good
scope for step-by-step upgrading.
£1995 package, feeding at various budget m- c cartridge or one of
Already mooted are an outboard
power supply, an economy phono times the Roksan Caspian integrated Grado's little gems. Now we're on
amp,
Audio
Analogue the right side of agrand.
stage and a ' turbo' version of the
Without venturing into the world
Circle wherein all of the MDF will be Bellini/Donizetti and Krell KAVof vintage turntables and possible
250p/250a pre-power combinations,
replaced by carbon fibre. Remember:
all will be easily retrofittable, so don't EAR's 834P phono stage, the bargains at boot fairs, such as the
apocryphal Garrard 301 for a
use these future options as excuses to Musical Fidelity X-LP phono stage
and Quad 77-10L, Tandy LX-Pro 5 tenner, Icannot currently
put off apurchase.
name anything that comes
Little details show that the Circle and Opera Platea loudspeakers.
is alot more than abasic motor and Source material ranged from some within spitting distance of
not- even- remotely- mint
mono the Circle as asource of
bearing housing bolted to a board.
The motor's case incorporates a Capitol recordings recently acquired sub-£ 1000 analogue
polymer sandwich to reduce the at record fairs to brand-new 180gm ecstasy. And those
100 visitors to The
chance of resonant energy from the pressings from DCC and Classic.
Yes, there is an audible noise floor Hi -Fi Show have
motor drive reaching the base. The
bearing and arm board structures are with the Circle, just as there is with already shown their
similar in design and are linked by any suspensionless deck not unanimous
the aforementioned 13mm solid benefiting from a Slate Audio-type agreement. Ithink
carbon fibre rods. The result is alow plinth. But it was actually lower than I've just spotted
mass, stiff, yet highly- damped that of my refurbished idler drive one of next year's
assembly achieved without the use of units and it stayed buried once the Award Winners...4the advanced composite structures music started. Then, whoosh! The
found in the Wilson Benesch sound opened up like Spielbergian
Turntable. It attenuates the low clouds, billowing out from even the
frequency energy from footfalls (less teensy Tandy speakers. The Circle
violent than an energetic seven-year- creates awide and deep stage which
old's, that is) as well as the 60Hz extends smoothly and consistently in
motor noise, from working up into all directions, not unlike a DTSderived soundstage observed from
the mid-band.
the back of the circle of speakers.
Then there are the looks. Iswear:
everyone who's seen the Circle has Even mono discs enjoyed a dose of
been impressed, doubly so when the spatial steroids, the sound filling the
price is mentioned. (At the show, one space between the speakers. This was
visitor said to Craig, ' Idon't know particularly evident with the insane
your brand — are you Italian?' To klezemer breaks in the middle of
which he replied, ` Ee, ba gum, I Mickey Katz songs, averitable/virtual
don't think so.') It simply looks party in one's lounge, with each
'right'. There's afeel of quality and musician enjoying a much less
craftsmanship, without asingle whiff obstructed shot at your ears.
Bass wasn't so extended or
of cost-cutting. And the new ACT
0.5 Tonearm — wow! It shaves a controlled as to make owners of the
couple of hundred quid off the WB Turntable think again, but it was
regular arm by virtue of alesser cable more then enough to provide a
and captive leads. But you still get convincing rather than overwhelming
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Bass had
far more mass
and slam
than might be
expected of
a budget deck;
Iwas reminded
of the
impact which
accompanies
Jass derived
'rom a
Townshend
Roc k
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ased in Cary, Indiana, Cary
Audio Design is probably
best known for its singleended triode power amplifiers, the
300SE and the 805. But in fact,
Cary's range of valve amp models
runs from the ultra-purist, lowoutput 300SE ( 12W, just under
£4000) to a zero-feedback, pushpull triode power amp at £ 12,500,
producing aclaimed 260W/ch.
At the lower end of the price
scale are the models tested here: the
SLP74 pre-amplifier and a 30W/ch
push-pull stereo power amplifier,
the SLA70 II. Each is priced at
£1500, while various finish options
are available, including chrome
chassis. These
two products
appeared in a subjective review
[HFNIRR, August], where some of

the results were interesting enough
to suggest further and more detailed
investigation.

Gary's sweet-sounding
SLP74 pre- and SLA70 II
pre-Ipower combination
are revisited in this full
technical review

by MARTIN COLLOMS

GARY'S

The current version of the SLP74
valve pre-amp has three line inputs,
plus amoving-magnet phono input
(use astep-up for moving-coil), and
a full tape-monitor loop. Controls
include separate volume and
balance, while the power switch has
operate and standby settings to give
longer valve life and a quick startup. Input impedance is high, while
the output impedance is rated low
enough to drive valve or solid-state
power amplifiers. All inputs and
outputs are good- quality, goldplated, for normal unbalanced
connection only. Two main outputs
are provided, for use with dual
power amplifiers if required.
Unusually, this pre-amplifier also
provides a headphone output,
suitable for more sensitive, higherimpedance types. Operate the
headphone switch, and the main
outputs are muted. The power
supply is remote, avoiding any hum
problems for the phono stage, and
is fitted with a main power switch
and a detachable IEC power card.
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The matching SLA70 II power
amplifier is rated at 30W/ch pushpull, with a very low 4dB of loop
negative feedback. Its output
impedance is bound to be fairly
high, and serious consideration
needs to be given to speaker

polypropylene film capacitors.
Input switching is electrically
remote, using relays placed locally
to the inputs. Relays are also used
for delayed output muting and

C=1=1"»

LAB REPORT
For the line
amplifier, the
response was
power supply start-up.
generally wide
Interestingly, in this valve design
and flat, though
compatibility. During this review I the headphone buffer amplifiers are
below 50Hz there
tried the same importer's Apertura low- power IC op amps, type
was mild bass lift
Tanagra amongst others, with LM386, fed by the pre- amp
extending to 5Hz,
section. You need sensitive, highpromising results.
not the best idea
Inputs are gold plated phonos, impedance cans here, the louder
for infrasonic
while the outputs use 19mm-spaced Sennheisers but not Grados, for
noise feed with
five-way binding post/4mm sockets, example. Even so, only moderate
regard to the
despite the CE labelling (via self- levels are possible.
power amplifier.
Two double-triodes are used per
certification). Certainly, at this low
For the movingpower level, there is no user danger line amplifying channel, direct
magnet disc input
coupled at the input, Kimber
from voltage at these terminals.
stage, the RIAA
There's a power on/off rocker on capacitor-coupled to the output by
equalisation was
the front, while mains power is via just 2µF, bypassed by AEON
excellent, almost
0.22µF. A high impedance (> 75k
an IEC detachable power cord.
perfectly tracking
ohm) power amp input will be
the line response
needed for the full bass extension.
TECHNICAL STORY
[Fig 1].
Inside the Cary pre-amplifier, the High quality Noble potentiometers
Distortion was
signal path begins at the phono are fitted for balance and volume.
very low at a
Build quality is fairly good, for
input stage, comprising one
0.5V IHF
selected ECC 83 double triode per example, the alloy case has
reference level, for
channel. Additional reservoir vibration damping but a few
example typically
components
were
not
properly
capacity helps decouple this section
-70dB, 0.03%,
from the common supply. High- secured, suggesting late changes to
lifting to 0.01%
quality components are used, the design. The output stage is a midband.
Spectrum atelysis
including polystyrene and Kimber cathode follower buffer.
[Fig 2] showed
The SLA70 II power amplifier is
only second
a neatly presented unit, designed
harmonic. For
for clean clipping and a natural
high frequency
sound, rather than the highest rated
intermodulation,
power. The Tesla E34L output
the result was fine
valves are operated in pure Class
if not outstanding
A 'pentode-tetrode' mode, with
at 0.1%, -60dB.
only 4dB of negative feedback.
Driving the disc
Generous power supplies
input at 50mV
are provided here, with a with 19kHzI
20kHz mixed
high- regulation
power
tones, the
transformer. Full wave valve
rectification comes from a resulting spectrum
was clean enough
pair of 544G tubes. Each
[Fig 3] with no
channel has only one other
higher order
valve, a double triode type
sidebands.
6SL7, a direct- coupled
Reading by direct
input amplifier leading to
measurement this
intermodulation
a
phase
splitter.
result was -55dB,
Protection
is
via
0.36%.
accessible
fuse
Input noise via
holders.
the disc input was
SOUND QUALITY
satisfactory, but
Taking the power
lower output
moving-coils are
amplifier first, this
not suitable. Hum
compact
stereo
was well
chassis would play
suppressed via the
surprisingly loud,
line inputs, with a
with a ' soft' low-feedback clipping
-94dB residual
characteristic, barely noticeable if
noise figure, and
not pushed too hard. Once warmed
aCD-equivalent
up, it was obvious that here was an
signal-to-noise of
amplifier of considerable character,
better than 96d13.
not all of it good, however.
SUPPLIER
Input overload
Rhythmically, it wasn't very quick
The Audiophile
levels were
and there was a seemingly shifted
Club, PO Box
satisfactory, and
transient attack between mid and
6477, London
in practice they
upper treble,
this partially
N13 4AY.
Tel: 0181 882
dependent on the choice of speaker.
gave no trouble
2822
And the bass was soft and heavy. I with aLinn K9
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Fig 1. Cary SLP74. pre-ampl fier frequency

responses, line

input and (dashed) disc input

Fg 2. Cary SLP74: distortion

spectrum,

0.5V, 1Hz, line input

Fig 3.

Cary SLP74. frequency response,
(
upper) and active (lower)

passive

m-m cartridge.
Stereo separation
fell as low as 36dB
at high frequencies
via the disc input,
but was typically
60dB midband,
which wasn't
considered
prejudicial.
Channel
balance was fine at
0.5dB via disc,
and still better via
line. Volume
tracking over a
60dB range was
excellent. The
avaialble
maximum output
level, for 1%
Test results

clipping, wasn't
huge at 3.6V,
sourced from alow
200 ohms
impedance.
Reasonably
sensitive power
amplifiers are
indicated.
Line gain was
around 15dB,
while about
200mV input will
take the matching
power amplifier w
full level. A total
gain of 67dB is
available via disc,
giving an overall
sensitivity of
around 3to 4mV.
Cary SLP74

Distortion (
dB)
THD, at 0.5V output, aux -68 -80 -72
Intermodulation distortion (
dB)
19/20kHz 0.5V output, aux input) -60
19/20kHz 0.5V output, m-m disc input -55
Signal-to-noise ratio, full gain ( dB)
Disc m-m input ( IHF, CCIR weighted)
68
Aux/CD input ( IHF, CCIR weighted)
88
Residual unweighted (vol control at min)
94
Input overload (
dB)
Disc m-m input > 15 > 15 *
Aux/CD input > 26 > 26 > 26
DC output offset L/R (mV)
N/A
Stereo separation (
dB)
Disc m-m input
75
59
36
Aux/CD input
105
74
55
Channel balance, disc, lkHz (dB)
0.5
Input sensitivity (
disc)
1.25mV, 47k ohms
Input sensitivity (
aux/CD)
85mV, 50k ohms
Volume/balance tracking
OdB -20dB -60dB
Aux (dB)
+0.3
0 -0.5
Frequency response
see text
Dimensions (
hwd, mm)
43 0x76x255
Typical price (
inc VAT)
£ 1500.00
'dependent on distortion limit specified
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A-100 Integrated Amplifier
• 100 WPC
into 8 Ohms

New

Improved
Optimised
MK2 Design

• 180 WPC
into 4 Ohms
A

Integrated/ Pre/
Power Amp/ AV mode
R.R.P. f950
Factory Direct Price

ONLY f600

P-150 Power Amplifier
A

150 WPC
into 8 Ohms

• 300 WPC
into 4 Ohms

Deal Direct with the manufacturer

Improved
Optimised
MK2 Design

• 450 WPC
Bridged into 8 ohms
R.R.P. f950
Factory Direct Price

ONLY £ 600
d
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New

Factory
Direct
and enjoy factory direct savings
•SAVE 30/50% • NO DEALER MARGINS
•28 DAY MONEYBACK GUARANTEE'

Superior Performance

• Stereo Power

Superior Value & Service

• Bi-Ampable

Superior Products

• Bridgeable
as monoblocks
A

A

Ultra Fast

Distortion
Ultra Low

Quantity Discounts
Audition Prime Design in the comfort of your own home for 28 days, with your
music, and no hovering salesman. If you're not absolutely delighted, then simply
return the goods for a refund. All products come with our 12 month,
fully comprehensive warranty, covering parts & labour.
Buy with complete peace of mind and deal direct with the manufacturer.

Al

• Complimentary
• Expandable
• Future proof

0

value for money that cannot be ignored. Prime Design's
philosophies are simple - we believe in being honest to our customers.
We spare absolutely no costs, and offer truly superior performance and value to
you, in whatever we do. That's it plain and simple ! The end result is clear - we
out perform our competitors by aconsiderable distance. Just take a look inside

• Modular Concept

A

We believe in simplicity, elegance and superior performance, combined with

their amplifiers and you'll see exactly what we mean. We are able to give you so
much more for your money, because you're not going through a middle man,
(who is adding his mark up).

Integrate for
Hi Fi or NV

• Suitable for

We over engineer and refine our designs, in order to bring about a lucid,
accurate and tonally correct presentation, that is highly detailed yet easy to
listen to.

Daisy chaining
• Built to out
perform the
competition
A-100 Construction
▪ 500 W Power
Supply
▪ 80,000 uf
Capacitance
▪ Hand Matched
30 Mhz Devices
• Frequency Response
16 - 37,500 Hz
/1. Audiophile Grade
Components
117 2 Line Outs for
External Devices
li. Optional Phono
stage available

Prime Design amplifiers utilise our own proprietary circuitry, which employ
massive power supplies (for lots of clean power), banks of capacitors ( for a
tighter bass), hand matched ultra fast output devices (for exceptionally low
distortion), and huge heatsinks ( enabling safe high power delivery, and stable
operation). This allows a completely linear frequency response.
We offer you atruly superior sounding component, with logical expansion, and
upgradeability already designed in. We also believe that music should be
enjoyed over a lifetime, and that is why we build our products to last that long.
By dealing direct with the manufacturer, we are pleased to offer you a level of
service that others merely envy. Our optional five year warranty includes
collection and delivery, should anything go wrong.
All you need to do is call us, and we'll take care of everything.
These new improved Mk 2versions have taken the export market by storm, and
are available to you factory direct at agreat saving. We are so confident that
our amplifiers will out perform the competition, that we'll even back it up with
our exclusive moneyback guarantee. Call us and order now, as you've got
nothing to lose, but everything to gain.
Optional Upgrades Available - Very Heavy Duty Monster Mains cable

10. Full Electrical
Protection

-Special Opti speaker cables
-Optional Gold Warranty available

P-150 Construction
"7 625 W Power
Supply
▪ 120,000 uf
Capacitance
• Hand Matched
30 Mhz Devices
107 Frequency Response
16 - 37,500 Hz
lib• Audiophile Grade
Components
▪ Suitable for Bi/
Tri/ Quad Amping
▪ Full Electrical
Protection

-Additional Extended Warranties available upto 5years
Please enquire when ordering for additional options
Package deals available on several amps ordered at the same time.
Please call us with your exact requirements for the best deal
For colour leaflets, specifications, etc - please call Prime Design
We accept Access/Visa/Switch/Delta/Mastercard

28 Day Moneyback Guarantee
•Damaged Goods are not refundable in full ( Discretionary)
•Carriage costs are not refundable

PRIMEAr
'DESIGN

There can be only one ..
Designed & Manufactured by

PRIME DESIGN, UNITS 2/6, 170 DEANS LANE,
TELEPHONE 0181 906 0181

EDGWARE, MIDDX, HA8 9NT.
FACSIMILE 0181 959 5008

AMPLIFIERS
got some relief by from this by
pulling the speakers well clear of the
wall behind and shifting my seat to
get a better balance. With the
Wilson WITTs, Iput an open-cell
foam block about 2in deep in each
refex port.
In the case of smaller speakers
with a less extended bass, this was
not so much of a problem. But do
watch out when you have this
amplifier
demonstrated
and
investigate what may be possible.
The SLA70 II does, however,
have two great strengths. One is a
remarkable transparency, an ability
to convey ambience and a sense of
the recorded space which many
products at three times the price fail
to achieve. The second is a
beautiful tonal balance in the mid,
which allowed real voices and
musical instruments to sound more
like themselves, leaving much of the
competition sounding threadbare
and squeaky. If a sweet tonal
neutrality matters to you, then this
speaker has it in spades. In addition
this quality allows for particularly
convincing sound stages, palpably
'present' yet very well layered.
Perspectives were consistently
true to life. While the pace was not
upbeat, the overall sound had avery
relaxed quality, wholly free from
fatigue. High levels of detail were
recovered, making this amplifier an
interesting and rewarding listen.
While this was not a ' zero
feedback SE sound', it had a
creamy 'valve quality', of akind I've
not heard from its nearest UK
equivalents, such as the Radford
STA-25 for example.
It proved to be well matched to the
pre-amplifier, whose line stage was
similarly relaxed and transparent,
allied to a highly natural, truthfully
rich tonal balance. Bass
definition was about
average, rhythm and
dynamics a little
above average.
Next, via the
moving- magnet
phono input, I
used a Linn K9
and a Koetsu, the
latter via a good
step up. Once
again that Cary
sonic flavour was
evident, consistent

right through this group. It was
always notably euphonic, nicely
transparent and holding on well to
low-level detail as well a recorded
ambience. On my usual listeningtest scale, Irated the disc input at
15 points overall, though on
naturalness alone you could go
higher. Via line input, the score
improved alittle to 16.5. If it had a
little more of the pace and
dynamics of the more costly SLP98
TKD series, Ifelt, it would have
fared better.
It was very hard to give an overall
rating for the SLA70 II power
amplifier. On ' technical' hi-fi
grounds, it would get just 16 points,
yet Ican't deny the low-feedback
sweetness and naturalness. If these
are given more weight in the balance,
as part of awell matched system the
'70 11 could well get to 24 marks.
It's at this point Ihave to leave it to
the reader's own sensitivities.

CONCLUSION
Concluding this analysis is
problematical. If viewed insensitively, then on the basis of
performance alone, subjective and
objective, £ 3000 for the ensemble
looks pricey. Yet these audio
components have their special own
qualities which force me to
reconsider. How do you value tonal
purity, fine transparency and
resolution, plus an almost total lack
of hardness, grain, and aural
fatigue? Here the SLA70 II/SLP74
system reaches far into audiophile
territory. In the lab it tested well
enough where it needed to. It is not
perhaps for everyone, but for some
jaded ears it may be just what
they're looking for, a Vermeer
rather than a Lichtenstein. Go
listen for yourself.

THE SYSTEM
FOR this review, Iused Spendor SP2-2, Wilson WITT and Quad ESL63
loudspeakers, the last named giving acreamy sound, if not abeing asuper
load combination. Reference units on hand for comparison included the
Conrad-Johnson PV10a pre- and MV55 power amp , XTC PRE, Krell KAV 300i
integrated and FPB-600 power amp. Analogue disc was sourced by aLinn
LP12 Lingo/Naim ARO, with CD From XTC CD and Krell KPS 20i/I players.
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CARY SLA70 II POWER AMP
LAB REPORT
Swapping over a
E34L output valve
cured a1.3dB
channel imbalance
and aminor power
shortfall on that
channel. Rated at
30W, 14.8dBW,
the amp could just
raise 15. IdBW
midband, for a
softly-clipped 3%
of distortion. Full
power was not
available at all at
20Hz and 20kHz.
It didn't like 4
ohm loads either,
with acurrent
limit of +3.5 amps
suiting it to the
higher impedances
of nominally-8
ohm speakers. The
high output
impedance of 3
ohms (damping
factor 2.7!)
imposed too much
loss into a4ohm
load. Clearly, care
must be taken to
choose speakers
whose bass
alignment suits the
characteristics of
the '70. Relax the
power bandwidth
criterion to amore
realistic
programme-related
50Hz to 10kHz
range, and the
amp will happily
punch out 27W
and 15W
respectively.
The '70's 150k
ohm input
impedance makes
it easy to drive;
330mV raised a
(IHF) watt. But a
fairly high 2.3V
input is required
for full power, too
much to ask of a
CD player and
passive control.
Taking IOW as
the power outpu
criterion, the 20Hz
distortion figure is
unprintable. I
kHz
gave -45dB,
0.5%; 20kHz, 36dB or 1.5%.
But as Peter
Walker was wont
to say, and with
justification, 'you
can't hear the
distortion
harmonics of
20kHz!' At 1
watt, a 'music
cruising' level, the

Fg 4. Cary SLA70 II: distortion

spectrum,

IkHz at IW output

Fig 5. Cary SLP74: high frequency
intermodulation, I9kHz120kHz tones

results were fine,
reaching as low as
0.1% midband.
The spectrum for
this [Fig 41 showed
dominant second
harmonic with an
essentially
monotonic rolloff,
just atwinge of
seventh and ninth
telling the pentode
story. The low-level
high frequency
intermodulation
result [Fig 5] was
also respectable at
-65dB, and if
pushed to rated
output level it just
scraped below the
1% mark. With
such aketo feedback
design, it's hard to
interpret the aural
consequences of
results like these.
Hiss levels were
low, - 96dB relative
to fitll level, but
there was some
Test results

hum, for example
-62dB for OdBW
level (that is, I
watt) and in my
view this will be
audible in quiet
moms with speakers
of greater than
91dBIP7 sensitivity.
Channel balance
was accurate while
frequency response
extended to very
low frequencies at
moderate powers, to
below 5Hz. The
high frequencies
were slightly but
audibly dulled, 0.5dB by 11
kHz,
with the -3dB
point at 31Hz, and
-1.3dB at 20kHz.
The squarewave
result was excellent,
showing first class
stability into any
conceivable reactive
load, another
consequence of the
minimal feedback.
Cary SLA70 II

Power output
Rated power, 8ohms (makers spec) 30W ( 14.8BW.)
20Hz lkHz 20kHz
One channel 8ohm bad (dBW) 1.0 15.14
104
Both channels 4ohms
N/A 8.54
N/A
Burst 10ms, 8ohms
17
Burst 10ms, 4ohms
12
Burst 10ms, 2ohms
N/A
Distortion (
dB)
THD, at 10W, 8ohms -N/A -46 -36
THD, at OdBW 8ohms -27.3 -60 -48
intermodulation distortion (
dB)
(19/20kHz rated power, aux input)
-65
(19/20kHz rated power, at OdBW) -41
signaito-noise ratio, full gain ( dB)
22Hz-22kHz ( rel OdBW)
-62
22Hz-22kHz ( rel full level rated) - 78
'A' wtd ( rel OdBW)
-81
'A' wtd ( rel full level rated)
-96
DC output offset L/R (
mV)
N/A
Stereo separation (dB)
88
88
66
Channel balance
0.1
Input impedance (
ohms)
150k
Output impedance (
ohms)
3
3
3
Frequency response
-0.5dB, < 5-11kHz
-3dB, < 3-31kHz
Typical price (
inc VAT)
£1500.00
'where OdBW =2.83V, or 1W/8 ohms
§for 3% distortion
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O

nce, seriously cool specialist
hi-fi looked like a dog's
breakfast, with badly fitting
panels, sharp edges and wobbly
controls. It also looked like a rat's
nest inside, and was horrendously
unreliable. All this was of course a
point of honour, and if you didn't
like it you bought Japanese or
Levinson. Or Cartier. How things
have changed! The list of products
that are well presented, reasonably
priced and also work well, grows
longer by the year. Now you can add
Primare to the list.
Founded in 1986 in Denmark to
showcase the designs of one Bent
Nielsen, the company did OK, then
went through a fallow period, and
was acquired about a year ago by
Xena Audio, the company that
builds Copland at its base in Växjö
in Sweden. Primare is now reestablishing itself in its old markets,
thanks in large part to the 20 series
tested here, which is about as close
to entry level as Primare has ever
stooped. For dedicated followers of
Primare, the 20 series is based on
the costly 300 series but with a
simplified chassis, with the balanced
outputs deleted and remote control
added, plus various other changes,
most of which Iunderstand to be
simplifications.
Ifirst saw what Ithink were some
old 300 series components in

Primare
is now reestablishing
*self in its
old markets,
thanks in large
part to the
20 series
tested here,
whicli is
about as close
to entry level
as Primare
has ever
stooped

stripped-down form in aquiet corner
of the Copland factory about ayear
ago, and remember being astonished
by their mechanical excellence. The
first production versions of the 20
series, definitely chips off the old
blocks in this respect, left the factory
as recently as this summer. An inline
phono stage, loudspeakers, a tuner
and other components are set to
follow.
Common to both 20 series
products is casework made from
heavy gauge 2mm interlocking steel
U sections, fitted with well made
isolating feet. A double front panel
allows the display circuitry to be
mounted externally, helping
protect the audio circuits e,
from stray RF. Cleverly 4" 0'
showcased, this double ;,0Z
front is Primare's most ON
distinctive styling feature.
The front panels are
brushed black, anodised
alloybuild
out,
extrusions.
and finish
Inside
are atand
least as
good as the cool, elegant styling
suggests.

TECHNICAL STORY
In the absence of mechanical
switches or potentiometers, all
switching and controls are logic
buffered. Discreet displays show the
usual CD track and time data, the
amplifier displaying a marker above

Primare launches
its coolly, elegantly
styled series 20
integrated amplifier
and CD player

the selected input and avolume level
on ascale of 0-79, representing ldB
steps. In both cases, operation is
available from a remote control,
which in addition to the standard
volume, source select and CD
transport functions, also includes a
display on/off switch, labelled ` dim'.
(Someone had the wrong dictionary
out that day.)
The two units have power
switching under one side, aposition
that is easily accessible if not
immediately
obvious,
with
standby/on switching on the front
panel. The idea is to leave the units
in standby — in the case of the
power amplifier,
this
7.2% obviates the two-day
-111•N
warm-up time required
by J-FETs used in the
input differential stage.
The amp is said to
continue to improve
over aperiod of about two
weeks. Standby power
consumption is less than 15 watts
per product, so Icannot recommend
too highly that these components are
left in this mode when not in use.
Facilities are limited to basics.
The amplifier has four line inputs,
which is perhaps over- restrictive,
plus atape-out feed, but there is no
tape monitor facility, whose absence
makes it difficult ( though not
impossible) to add an AV processor.
However there is apre-amp output
taken from downstream of the
volume control, which will be
exploitable in due course in a biamplified system using a matching
power amplifier promised for the not
too distant future. The CD player
limits itself to sequential track
selection, repeat and alternate
display readouts using the front
panel control, to which the remote
control adds memory and A—B (or
phrase) repeat keys.
Both products have distinctive
points of design interest. The
amplifier, for example, is built
around an impulse generator with 79
ldB steps ( as previously noted),
each with a channel balance
accuracy of about 0.1dB, which
among other things means no
balance shifts at low volume. All the
more pity, then, that a headphone
socket hasn't been included. The

•
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AMPLIFIER/CD PLAYER

volume control itself is alow geared
multi- turn device, of high output
impedance, dictating the use of aJFET in the subsequent stage. The
amplifier is of dual mono,
complementary bipolar construction
with about 10dB negative feedback
around the output stage. Two
120VA toroids are the dominant
internal components, surface mount
(an in-house operation, by the way)
devices used for signal processing.
SMD makes for compact circuits
and short signal paths, so the whole
amplifier board takes up barely a
quarter of the internal room, and is
close to the input and output
sockets. A protection circuit
monitors DC offset.
The CD player is based on anew
Delta- Sigma
D/A
converter
originally designed for DVD use
with a capability of operating at 24
bit
resolution
with
96kHz
oversampling, though amore sedate
20 bit resolution is used here, with
128 times oversampling and a24 bit,
8- times digital filter. Dedicated
transformers are used in the
analogue and digital stages. The
mechanism is the Philips CDM12.4
used with custom-designed control
software and narrow bandwidth
servo circuits to improve tracking
and reduce noise build-up in the
analogue section and elsewhere,

is less fussy about how it is used,
without obvious sacrifice to sound
quality.

SOUND QUALITY

Useful reference was made to a
recent Roksan Caspian amplifier and
CD player which set ahigh standard
at acomparable price level. They're
also logical competitors to the
Primare models in terms of styling,
and musical ambitions. As it turned
out, the Caspian and Primare
equipment traded points with each
other throughout the listening tests.
Iroped in a Meridian 508 CD
player ( recent HFN1RR Awards
Winner), a couple of Meridian and
other amps, mostly Definitive
Technology BP8 and BP2002
loudspeakers, but also the Mission
750 Limited Edition [
see page 67].
Apart from this last, which caused
the Primare its worst moments
thanks to its low (86dB) sensitivity,
these are all floor-standing speakers.
Chamber music, with its high
peak to mean volume levels, suffered
especially at the hands of this
combination. Big symphonic works
and rock music caused less of a
problem. I'm beginning to think a
set of Beethoven's string quartets is
all Ireally need to test hi-fi to its
limits!
In this case it was but Mozart that
provided the real clue to the
especially benefiting fault-free disc
capabilities of both amplifier and
performance.
CD player, courtesy of aparticularly
The acknowledged trade-off is
fine Tony Faulkner recording of the
reduced immunity to mechanical
Wind Serenade, K361 (
BBC Music
shock, which is addressed instead by
Magazine's cover mount, Oct ' 97).
massive casework and damped
The disc sounded marvellous
isolation feet, and Primare's
through both systems, but there was
recommendation of very stable, inert
almost palpable excitement in the air
isolation platform. Iused Mana
when it was played thorough the
Acoustics and Quadraspire stands in
Roksan amplifier. It just had abetter
this test, which make a key
handle on the dynamic nuances of
contribution to the eventual sound
the piece. The Primare offers deep
quality of this unit. It has to be said
however that the (costlier) Meridian
insights into the music, and perhaps
508, which appears to share a better control and focus, but its cool,
slightly detached view occasionally
broadly similar conversion topology,
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Where the
Caspian player
took on a
slightly
cluttered,
aggressive
tone, the
Primare
remained
completely
open and
transparent,
with more of a
sense of a
complex sound
stage, never
allowing the
quicksilver
changes and
fine, low level
detail to be

obscured

SUPPLIER
The Musical
Design
Company,
PO Box 13,
London E18
lEG.
Tel: 01992
5730?0

seemed to filter out some of the
warmth and grace that's such an
obvious strength of this recording.
Tellingly, the Primare worked
wonderfully with some of the bleaker
music of Sibelius and Nielsen,
though the more dramatic, and even
bleaker vistas of Britten's War
Requiem were more Roksan territory.
In the end, Ifound the Primare
amplifier works optimally in avery
specific kind of system. It found
what it needed in the Definitive
Technology
speakers.
These
speakers are relatively sensitive, and
when driven by some amplifiers they
can sound sharp and lean, treble
seeming slightly glassy. By contrast,
the Primare is acalming influence. It
helps make the most of what's
available from these classy speakers.
Partnering the Missions, the Primare
ultimately lacked muscle.
The CD player's charms are
rather different. And Ithink my
preference leans towards the Primare
rather more than the Caspian.
Subtle yet telling differences were
apparent in the way these players
dealt with the Mozart, especially
during the louder passages. Where
the Caspian took on a slightly
cluttered, aggressive tone, the
Primare remained completely open
and transparent, with more of a
sense of a complex sound stage,
never allowing the quicksilver
changes and fine, low level detail to
be obscured.
At £799 each, here are two great
products in the making. The
Primare CD player is, in my
opinion, a little closer to the end
game than the amplifier, but both
represent acuriously winning mix of
lifestyle and the hairshirt. There's
certainly some fussiness — the
amplifier especially must be kept
semi-permanently under power, and
the CD player likes expensive, sturdy
legs. The amplifier's cerebral charms
work well when appropriate speakers
are selected, but they won't be
everyone's cup of tea.
Further improvements in the areas
indicated may be anticipated. As
things stand, these products hint at
authentic high end virtues which,
given their price and fabulous looks,
must make them much more than
routinely attractive.
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YBA's 'blue laser' player
apparently sets out to imbue CD
sound with the supposed virtues of
analogue. But does it succeed?
by KEN KESSLER

vBA's CD3A
CL)Z

B

lame
the
end
of the
Millennium, the coming of
DVD, the arrival of HDCD/
20- bit remastering/XRCD, whathave-you. All Iknow is that we're
experiencing a flood of deliberately
off-the-wall CD players, and if this is
anti-digital backlash, then it's over a
decade too late. What was once a
race to make CD sound like analogue
has turned into amovement which
attempts to redefine analogue in
digital terms, when most of us liked
analogue just as it was.
This 'redefinition' results in asort
of faux analogue which exaggerates
what we know to be the virtues of
analogue until they become somehow
detrimental to the sound. It reminds
me of Bob Carver claiming he could
dial in the sound of any amp, making
his product sound like tubes or
transistors depending on your
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The CD3a
looks like
the ' 1and '2,
sharing the
YBA philosophy
which states
that asingle
chassis
player betters
separate
transporVDAC
set-ups
because
there is
less jitter

preference. You know the drill: crank
up the third-order harmonics, soften
up the bass, ad modum. But a
facsimile is afacsimile, and we're way
beyond such cop-outs as ' euphonic
coloration' and gimmicks like CDs
recorded with the sound of astylus in
agroove preceding the music. What
these CD players do, these CDplayers-which- are- ashamed-to-beCD- players, is succumb to an
extreme form of denial, that of
transference, like a tabloid editor
calling a paparazzo a ` sleazebag'.
They deny over adecade's worth of
fine-tuning and
honing and
reassessing, aperiod which created
not an analogue surrogate, but a
more acceptable form of digital.
We've learned to listen in 70 minute
spells rather than in 20 minute
snatches. We've grown accustomed
to the absence of noise. We've taught

ourselves to compensate for CD's
finite frequency response. In other
words, we've grown up and learned
to live with CD, while keeping
analogue close to our hearts — but in
context. And we've teamed to stop
fighting the inevitable. But not YBA,
it would appear.
YBA's CD3a, blue light or not (see
Paul Miller's panel), is aplayer which
errs on the side of audiophilic
attraction, betraying political as
much as sonic motives. What at first
seems like an only slightly odd player
soon emerges as a machine imbued
with a kind of hobbyist mythos not
seen since the heyday of Peter Belt.
While Iadhered to the instructions
regarding mains cable selection,
polarity, positioning, lid open versus
closed, Idid so not so much out of
any slavish adherence to nor belief in
such concerns, but to pre-empt any
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flak from the supplier. Polarity, cable
quality and the like are now an
intuitive part of audiophile practice;
labouring these issues could be a
smokescreen. Ialso tried the player
with a flimsy rack, with the AC
polarity inverted and with crap AC
cables, yet the primary characteristics
remained unchanged.
The CD3a looks like the ' 1and
'2, sharing the YBA philosophy
which states that asingle chassis
player betters separate transport/
DAC set-ups because there is
less jitter; the two primary
stages are directly linked, a
(digital) cable connection is
removed and there's no
chance of mismatches. You
won't hear me arguing
against YBA's position, based
as it is on clear logic. Equally
persuasive arguments can be
made for separates, though, so
Iwon't side exclusively with
either. But this, along with
over-specified power supplies, is
part of the YBA CD experience,
so it bears mentioning, in case you
want to know why there are singlechassis CD players like this, at aprice
which would pay for separates: a
sobering £2250.
As with other YBA models, the
Gallic touches include a clever
central logo/badge which acts as the
power- on
button,
there
are
beautifully weighted toggles with
decidedly luxurious action to access
the various transport operations, and
YBA continues to employ aseries of
combinations which double up the
functions. Yes, the player still has to
'initialise' adisc, which adds aslight
delay and can confuse the machine if
you perform steps out of order, all of
which makes the CD3a not entirely
user-friendly: you actually have to
push the play switch up twice to get
things rolling. In other words, you
must read the instruction manual if
you're to avoid frustration. The
display, however, is conventional, the
infra-red remote control handles all
the basic operations while adding a
few niceties like numerical track
entry and scrolling through the
display options.
Then there's the business with the
lid. Like any top-loading CD player,
the YBA employs apuck to keep the
disc from doing afrisbee impression.
YBA argues that the sound is better
with the lid open, but I'm growing
more hypochondriacal in my old age,
and Iwant my eyes to be the last
thing to go. PM tells me that the
laser in a CD player can do a real
number on one's eyes, so be careful:
the laser remains active when the lid
is open. But did Ihear adifference?
Not as much as Idid when Ikept the
lid closed, but used different pucks
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Close-up with casing
removed, to show the
CD3a 'stranspon
mechanism

Then there's
the business
with the lid.
Lke any toploading CD
player, the YBA
employs apuck
to keep the
disc from doing
afrisbee
impression.
YBA argues
that the sound
is better with
the lid open

and mats. Which tells you that, in
accordance with YBA's image, yes,
this is aplayer highly susceptible to
tweaking. So despite my doubts, I
respected every one of the manual's
commands, and Ididn't even bother
with testing the most amusing
contradiction of all: the CD3a has
digital outputs, despite YBA arguing
that a single- box player beats
separates. (Curiosity did force me to
connect these momentarily to an XSeries X-DAC and Theta's Chroma,
but you know what I'm going to say,
so let's give YBA abreak.)
Unlike the Rega, the YBA was
consistent from pre-amp to pre-amp,
so Iused it with packages consisting
of the Audio Analogue Bellini/
Donizetti pre-/power, the Roksan
Caspian or the Unison Research
Simply 845, with Quad ESL63s,
Quad 77-10L and Opera Platea
speakers. God bless Yves Bernard
André: the CD3a's character was
undimmed from system to system.
But the music sure was. Whatever
claims cif transparency are made for
this player, Ifound its sound to be
accompanied by a slight bot
perceptible haze which Iandd only
describe — wry smile intact — as a
freakish attempt at making the music

sound like an old LP. Oh, it worked
all right, and the performance was
smooth and relaxing and somewhat
distant, but the bloom of an LP was
missing, the warmth hadn't been
retained. Still, Ican imagine this
charming the hell out of a certain
kind of listener, whatever my own
reservations.
Let's be perfectly clear about this,
especially as Ihave gone on record
more than once defending cranky
valve amps which err on the side of
softness, warmth and smoothness.
But never have
I favoured
compromising transparency. There is
adifference, and all you have to do to
illustrate the two approaches is to
A/B the YBA with atube CD player
or tube DAC, or anormal CD player
with aMusical Fidelity X- 10D. You
will, in effect, hear two different
methods of 'de-digitising' the sound
of CD for those who can't cope with
its de-nuding effect on music.
While the difference between tube
and solid-state output stages on
digital hardware seems to be a ' defatiguing' effect, a removal of
aggressive artefacts, the net result (in
the finest example of the genre)
includes retention of details, clarity
and spatial coherence. The YBA
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SIMPLY..In aclass of their own

Simply Two

Simply Four

When Unison Research introduced the Simply Two and Simply Four, they set new standards.
For sheer musical enjoyment For impeccable style and build quality. And real value for money.
Simply Two and Four gave you the magical single-ended valve sound, rich in grace, space and clarity. With enough
power to drive all but the most difficult loudspeakers. No wonder the reviewers raved. Hi Fi News called the Simply
Two "Simply Stunning". Hi Fi World gave the Simply Four top-star rating with the words "Aclassic". And today the
Simply Two and Four are still leaders of their class, unmatched for musical enjoyment.

Simply 845

Now, Unison Research have exceeded even their own high standards. Enter the Simply 845. With its supremely
elegant styling it demands to be seen as well as heard. And the quality of construction is quite literally in aclass of its
own, leaving the competition far behind. 24 watts of pure single-ended triode power give enough driving ability for
virtually any loudspeaker, whilst the sound it provides is everything you could wish for from avalve amplifier - natural,
spacious and totally convincing. We believe the Simply 845 is one of the most enjoyable sounding integrated amplifiers
money can buy*. If you're serious about listening to your music, you owe it to yourself to audition the Simply 845.
We promise, you won't be disappointed.
For more information and the name of your nearest Unison Research stockist contact:

U.K.D.

23 RICH1NGS WAY
IVER, SLO 9DA, BUCKS. ENGLAND
TEL: 01753-652669 FAX: 01753-654531
*Simply 845 costs £2.995. Simply Two £ 95. Simply Four P £ 1,555

CD PLAYERS
YBA UPGRADE PATH
CD3a up to CD2a: a400 VA separate power supply

dedicated to the analogue part of the CD player, giving
the player two power supplies. More power supply
capacitors which improve performance. A higher quality
quartz lens is used. Improved DIA converter. Mechanical
damping is improved.
CD2a to CD1a: aseparate 800 VA oversized power
supply for the analogue stage. Its physical size is identical
to the CD player itself. It allows compte separate of the
AC section. The D/A converter and capacitors in the
output stage are improved. Mechanical damping is
improved and the finish on the laser rails is improved. The
power supply's capacitors are specialy damped. Special
wiring of the digital stage to eliminate parasitic ground
currents. A switch to turn off the display for the best
performance. The YBA CD1a also has aphase inverter
switch to optimise performance disc by disc.

SUPPLIER
Distriant:ior,
35 Fcedc.ugit
Road,
Newtnilk,
Dungettmo,
N Irettrui
BT7 I4DL...
Tel 01868
74863,2
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seems to bury the small clues which
provide detail and an impression of
dimensional verities. This is the price
paid for areduction in transparency.
But, again, Ican understand how
some would find it appealing,
especially owners of systems with
bellicose solid si ate amplifiers or
shouty, in-your-face speakers.
The YBA pulls in the reins. Mono
recordings appeared to emanate from
aline behind the speakers (actually a
desirable effect in small rooms),
while
wide
stereo
appeared
congested. Vocalists gave the
impression that they had stepped
back from the microphone. It's as if
an extra stage had been inserted in
the chain. Conversely, the YBA
exhibited sharp transients at both
ends of the spectrum, bass had a
pleasing wallop and Icouldn't fault
the way that decaying notes had a
smooth transition into silence.
It would be easy for me to
succumb to Francophobia (I've lived
in the UK way too long...) and write
this off as an aberration like the 2CV,
escargot or that stupid pyramid in
front of the Louvre. But that's a
cheap shot. Instead, as with the
Rega, I'll display largesse by
recognising that one man's meatloaf
is another's steak tartare. And the
only thing Ieat raw is vegetables. #
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YBA CD3a
LAB REPORT
Triumphal hype is
an anathema to
any right-minded
enthusiast, so I
shall simply present
the facts and leave
the reality of
YBA 'sclaims to
your imagination.
All the quotations
that follow here are
taken from the
YBA CD3a's
instruction
manual. Firstly:
`digital information
is read by a
traditional red laser
and by a
(patented) blue
laser, permitting
better extraction of
information...
simply more
faithful to the
original'. In
practice, examining
the review sample,
Idiscovered ablue
LED cemented to
one side of alineartracking laser pickup, whose lens
included an
additional black
plastic ring,
possibly acting as
some sort of
collimator
(comparable,
perhaps, with the
device fitted to
Theta's original
Data Basic
transport).
'Optimum
musicality is
obtained by leaving
the door open
during play'. This
is an odd notion,
bearing in mind
that illuminating
the CD surface via
the blue LED is
best accomplished
by closing the hatch
to eliminate stray
light. Moreover,
the hatch is not
linked to the
player's logic,
causing it to retain
the previous disc's
TOC (Table of
Contents) in
memory even when
anew disc has been
loaded. Neither is
the de-emphasis
flag recognised,
causing all preemphasised CD's
to suffer a +4.5dB
boost at 5kHz and
+9dB at 16kHz.
'Canadian
magazine Ultra

High Fidelity has
written that YBA
CD players have the
lowest jitter of any
units they have
tested'. In this
instance, the YBA
CD-3a looks to be
based on aFar
Eastern kit with
YBA 'sown power
supply and
proprietary
capacitors.
Certainly, any
PSUinduced jitter
(1) is reduced to a
low 80picoseconds,
but this is swamped
by 1590ps of almost
purely data-induced
jitter (2) linked, in
all probability, to
the design, digital
components and
layout of the
original
motherboard.
Ordinarily, such
ajitter pattern
would exert an
adverse influence of
its own, though, in
this instance, high
levels of harmonic
and IM distortions
will swamp the
picture.
Between 10dB
and peak output,
the player suffers
between 0.2-1.5%
THD while at
-30dB, distortion
remains >0.1% and
its spectrum crossed
with bold stopband
images (3). At
lower levels still, the
action of dither has
little or no effect on
the substantial oddorder distortions
(5). KK's subjective
review criticises a
'mock analogue'
character to the
sound, which may
stem from the
infiltration of very
high-order digital
IM patterns right
through the audio
range (4).
Furthermore, once
the digital mute is
disengaged, ahuge
+20.5dB noise
modulation figure is
revealed, caused
largely by aseries of
fluctuating idlepattern tones that
bring the player's
practical range in at
around the 8590dB level (14-15
bits) — which could
relate to KK's
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Fig 1. YBA CD3a: total jitter
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spectrum

Fig 2. YBA CD3a: spunde associated with
0-22kHz sweep at -30dB

Fig 3. YBA CD3a: effects of dither

observation that the
sound lacked
transparency. Add
to this aweakening
stereo separation of
46dB at 20kHz, a
low 1.3V peak
output (an output of
20Vpp is quoted in
Test results

YBA's manual,
along with a0.07%
THD) and abelow average - 171ppm
clock accuracy and
in my view the CD3a behaves like a
'high-end player' in
price only.
YBA CD3a

20Hz
1kHz
20kHz
Channel balance (dB)
0
Stereo separation ( dB) 85
73
46
Frequency response (dB)0.1
-0 -0.8
Distortion (
T1ID vs level, dB):
0 -0.8
At OdB
-0.1
At -30dB
-37
-37 -38
At -60dB
-23
-41 -29
-17 - 10
At -80c18
+2
-14 + 1
At -90de (dithered) +4
At - 100dB ( dithered)
-10
no signal
Resolution (
linearity, dB):
Error at -60dB
-0.5 -0.5
Error at -80dB
0 +0.5
Error at -90dB
+0.9 +2.5
Error at -100dB
+0.6 - 1.4
Peak output level L/R
1.276/1.272V
Relative output level ref 2V (dB)
-3.9
Output Impedance LIA
136 ohms
Intermodulation, CCIR, OdB ( dB)
-44
Stopband Image suppression (
dB)
-19.2
1Hz noise modulation (
dB)
20.5
Signal-to-noise (
A-wtd, dB)
-104.4
With emphasis, OLS8
-104.4
Without emphasis, OLSB
- 104.5
Without emphasis. 1LSB
Total correlated jitter
1594picoseconds
Digital output(s)
coaxial and optical
Crystal clock accuracy
-171ppm
Track access (
to track 99)
3.5s
Typical price (
Inc VAT)
£2250
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Langley, Berkshire SL3 8NB
TEL: (01753) 542761 FAX: (01753) 772532

makes music gold!"

Silver Renaissance Blue Standard
Silver Renaissance Blue (SRB) Standard cables converts both technical and visual
design into art. The delightfully transparent appearance, underlines the ability to
create aclear and detailed, but highly neutral and spacious soundstage. The Teflon
insulated solid core silver conductors are like our Signature models surrounded by
viscosity oil to prevent microphony. The Standard family is terminated with WBT.
Neutrik plugs and superb quality spades.
1. SRB Standard Interconnect is arevelation for those who want to experience the
emotions in music. The glacier blue fluid contributes to achieve the magical
combination of extreme clarity, and aquiet black background. Another outstanding
virtue is the precise and well defined dynamic contrasts. The SRB Standard
Interconnect is ahigh resolution unshielded cable.
2. SRB Standard Digital Cable is not available at the present time. The picture shows
aproto-type that will be released later this year. It will have almost the same technical
design as our Silver Renaissance Clear Digital Cable, and in addition it will utilize the
good experience obtained from our other viscosity oil-filled cables.
3. SRB Standard Speaker Cable is an eye-catching and literally aliquid sounding
companion, with an unusual sense of musical communication. Its pure solid core silver
strands really shine in avery spiritual, but most coherent way. The fluid syndrome, the
magical combination of extreme clarity, and aquiet black background are present also
in this Speaker Cable

FOR FURTHER INFORMATION OR YOUR NEAREST STOCKIST PLEASE CONTACT

AUDIO ILLUSION

Radlett Audio z
Radlett Audio Consultants
9 Holywell Hill, St. Albans,
Hertfordshire All lEU

01727 8577
We stock fine equipment from:AVALON * ATC * AUDIO ALCHEMY
AVI * APOGEE * AUDIOLAB * AURA
AE * BOW * B+W * CABLE TALK
CASTLE * CHARIO * COPLAND
DENON * EAR * GENESIS
GROOVE TUBE * HARBETH * HEYBROOK
HARMAN-KARDON * IXOS * JBL
KLIPSCH * KONTAK * LFD * LYRA
MADRIGAL * MARANTZ
MARK LEVINSON * MICHELL
MIT * MICROMEGA * MUSICAL
TECHNOLOGY * MYRYAD
NOTTS ANALOGUE * KLIPSCH
NAKAMICHI * ORTOFON
PRIMARE * PROAC * PROCEED * QUAD
REL * ROTEL * REVOLVER
RUARK * SD ACOUSTICS * SME
SONUS FABER * SPENDOR
STAX * SUMIKO * TARGET
TEAC * THETA * TRICHORD
TUBE TECHNOLOGY * WBT * XL0
MOST III:NIS AVAILABLE
MAIL ORDER CARR' ‘ CE FREE
TAX FREE EXPORT FAST & EFFICIENT

SO GOOD FRANK ZAPPA WROTE A
SONG ABOUT IT

THE
"WAZOO"
FROM BOW TECHNOLOGY

LOUDSPEAKERS

W

i aftl does it take to make
a oorstanding speaker
n the £ 400 to £ 600
price range? Well, the cabinet cost
swallows up a large part of the
design budget, but there is room
here for stronger construction
compared with the flimsily-panelled
budget floorstanders, though
perhaps not the quality of finish and
flourish of furniture expected in
models at twice this price. Similarly,
drive- unit quality should have
moved up a notch up compared
with budget models, but one cannot
expect anything sophisticated either
in terms of magnet size or cone
quality.
For this sort of money, then, you
cannot expect leaps in technology
or build quality. What is hoped for
is that lucky marriage of drive units,
crossover and cabinet which will
give a middle-range design an edge
in performance over its cheaper
siblings. Sometimes, it will be
fortuitous that the drive units have
that subjective quality which brings
music to life, and at other times it
lies within the skill of the designer
to make a silk purse out of a sow's
ear. But nearly always the result
has to be a compromise between

What we
are hoping
for is that
lucky marriage
of drive units,
crossover
and cabinet
that will give a
middle-range
design an
edge in
performance
over its
cheaper
siblings

neutrality and nicety, coloration and
clarity. For this group test we have
chosen three strong contenders
which show just how different those
compromises can be.

ACOUSTIC ENERGY AE120
A tall wood- grain vinyl finished
tower sitting on ablack plinth, with
optional floor spikes, the AE120
utilises three of the ' 100 series
120mm plastic coned bass/
midrange units sitting below the
ubiquitous 25mm plastic dome
treble unit. This is actually athreeway speaker, as can be seen from
the three pairs of terminals on the
crossover block at the rear. Ideally,
the AE120 is destined for triwiring
back to the amplifier, and Acoustic
Energy has a special speaker cable
to enable this, worth considering as
an addition to the cost of the
speaker, as it does pay sonic
dividends in clarity and attack.
Inside,
the
cabinet
is
compartmentalised by a multitude
of vertical and horizontal braces.
Starting at the bottom there is a
base section ready-filled with mass
loading, then a reflex chamber for
two of the 120mm units with a
flared port exiting at the rear. At the

STANDING

Three floorstanding speakers
at moderate cost:Acoustic Energy's
AE120, Ruark Templar II and
TDL's newly-revised RTL3
by PETER .1 COMEAU
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ACOUSTIC ENERGY AE120
LAB REPORT
On axis with the
treble unit the
response is very
well integrated,
falling within
2dB limits
between 100Hz
and 18kHz. A
low seating
position, however,
should be avoided
as the three way
character of the
speaker here
becomes more
apparent (see
third trace on the
response graph).
Off axis with the
treble unit the
response retains
its integrity — the
grille has a
marginal effect in
the treble area
only.
There is more
indication of the
subjective bass
emphasis in the
Room Average
Response which
shows an area of
4-6dB increase in
low frequency
energy between 75
and 150Hz.
Judging by the
impedance
response, which
falls to 4ohms at
I25Hz, this level
is likely to be
amplifier
dependent.
Similarly peaks
in impedance in

Fig

la. Acoustic Energy

AE120: response

family at 1metre: onaxis (top trace); 15°
below vertical axis (second trace); 15° above
vertical axis (third trace); 30° horizontal offaxis (bottom trace)

top lies the midrange chamber,
again reflex-tuned but here via twin
forward facing ports. Each is
optimally damped using BAF fibre,
and the overall enclosure is ultrastiff with very low levels of panel
resonance thanks to the extensive
bracing.
The crossover is built from highpower ferrite-cored coils for the bass
in conjunction with bi-polar
electrolytic capacitors, while
polypropylene capacitors and an aircored coil are used for the midrange
and treble sections. It is a little
disappointing, though, to find driveunit connections being made by
push-on connectors. A cloth grille
on a moulded frame forms the
minimally-obstructive cover to the
drive units. Unusually, these drivers
are magnetically shielded, allowing
the ' 120s to be used for AV as well
as music transducers.

Fig Ib. Acoustic Energy AE120: MLSSA
waterfall of delayed resonance

Fig lc. Acoustic Energy AE120: Room
Averaged Response (top trace); impedance, 4
ohms per division (bottom trace)

the upper
midrange,
accompanied by
sharp changes in
electrical phase,
will give some
budget amplifiers
atough time.
MLSSA's
Waterfall trace of
delayed energy
also shows the
level of bass
energy followed
by arelatively
clean midrange

and atreble
performance
troubled by afew
spikes. It is the
RA R, however,
that gives the best
clue to the
subjective results,
with agently
falling response
from the bass
range through to
asmoothly
integrated
midrange and
treble.

SUPPLIER
Acoustic acre ,Ltd,
16 Bridge Road,
Cirencester,
Gloucestershire,
GL7 ¡ PO.
01285 654 432
Test results

Acoustic Energy AE120

Dimensions ( hwd, mm)
950x230x320
Recommended amplifier power
per channel
50-150W
Recommended placement
free space
Response consistency
good
Bass frequency rolioff
I3dB point in room)
35Hz
Voltage sensitivity
(for 2.83V. or 1W, 8 ohms. at 1m)
89d13
Impedance minimum/typical
4/6 ohms
Ease of drive
moderate
Typical price per pair ( inc VAT)
f499

SOUND QUALITY
The AE120 is characterised by an
essentially neutral midrange, with
well-integrated treble performance;
initial response is that it is unlikely
to stand out from the crowd in a
comparative demonstration. This
illustrates only too well the reason
that many designers deliberately aim
for aforward projection in products
in this price area. In amongst abank
of other loudspeakers, the most
efficient, forward and brightest
sound is going to be the one that
attracts the attention of the buyer.
But those of discerning taste will
recognise the qualities of the AE120
immediately, and its refreshing
accuracy is likely to keep them
listening when the colorations of
those 'brighter' competing products
have produced ameasure of fatigue.
Classical listeners can be thankful
that AE has dropped its usual hardhitting characteristics for this
model, reverting instead to a more
neutral and tonally-correct balance
to better reflect the AE120's more
upmarket image. Strings are a
delight, with no undue emphasis on
upper harmonics, allowing them to
blend beautifully into the orchestral
mix. Baroque performances show a
delightful touch to instrumentation,
The King's Consort in Handel's
Water Music [
Hyperion CDA
66967] sounding toe-tappingly busy
with harpsichord flourishes rising
naturally above the fiddles, the
whole appearing graceful and
spaciously arrayed behind the
speakers.
If there is a flaw in the
performance of the AE120, it lies in
the bass. If anything this part of the
spectrum is rather too richly
endowed, the upper bass wallowing
in an excess of warmth that shows

up not just on full orchestral
passages but also some solo
instruments whose fundamentals
stray into this area. In particular,
piano is rather leaden-footed here,
and surprisingly one could often
wish for atouch of brightness to lift
it above the apparent gloom into
which left-hand chords seem to
sink.
Contrast the Telemann Water
Music from the same disc as the
Handel: again, a delightful mix of
harpsichord, upper strings and
woodwind, but now the lower string
section and bassoons make too
much of themselves, proving alittle
overbearing in nature.
For rock aficionados, the
outcome is a laid-back approach to
vocals and guitar, backed up, of
course, with that pounding bass —
something many listeners may
enjoy. Unusually, this bass quality is
hardly affected by positioning. No
matter how far the AE120s were
removed from the rear wall — and
they do perform at their best spaced
away from walls and corners — it
seemed impossible to shake off the
excess warmth.
Still, let us not harp too long on
this singular aspect of the AEs; it is
time to remark on the plus points.
Performers appear between and
behind the speakers, not with any
huge depth but arrayed in an
acoustic that puts them into context
with the recording venue. You will
find that a wide range of discs
become playable on the AE120s,
their smooth performance providing
an enjoyable result from both studio
and natural acoustic sources. The
narrow baffle and unobstructive
grilles also provide awide listening
area and good stereo soundstage for
those sitting off- axis. And finally,
the dynamic performance is very
good, the speakers maintaining their
natural sound at both low and high
listening levels.

RUARK TEMPLAR II
At the top of the price range for this
group, the Templar II has been
designed on a somewhat less
restrictive than the other speakers
here, and this shows in the cabinet
design and finish. Though the
enclosure is small for afloorstander,
with atotal height (including spikefitted plinth) of only 780mm, the
front baffle is sloped backwards to
direct the listening axis gently
upwards and perhaps provide a
measure of time alignment between
the drive units.
The top of the Templar's cabinet
has a short flat surface which then
gives way to an angled section
before dropping away vertically at
the rear, all finished in asemi-gloss
DECEMBER 1997
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charcoal colour. As avisual contrast
the cabinet sides are elegantly
veneered with rounded edges, as is
a small section at the base of the
front baffle, and given a distinctive
crescent edge. Final touch of luxury
is the drive unit fixing, of goldplated high- tensile screws which
manage to glint through the black
cloth grille.
Drive units are atouch above the
normal, too; the bass/midrange is a
SEAS unit with doped paper cone
and rubber roll surround built on a
magnesium cast basket. At the
centre of the cone is a phase plug
that helps the acoustic crossover to
the 25mm doped-fabric dome, set
within aflared front plate.
Two pairs of gold-plated heavyduty terminals at the rear are wired
with thick OFC cable to the hardwired crossover; this is placed below
the bass unit to keep it away from
the driver's magnetic influence. Aircored coils and polypropylene
capacitors are used for both bass
and treble sections, plus one large
value bi-polar capacitor in the bass.
Interior damping consists of BAF
wadding over all internal surfaces,
and there is a strategically placed
vertical brace to tie together the side
and top panels and reduce panel
resonance.

SOUND QUALITY
Here is an odd mixture of
characteristics, but one that does
manage to gel with awide range of
music and can therefore be
considered a good compromise.
First impressions are of amarginally
forward midband. with plenty of
warmth endowing orchestral strings
and male voice with good power
and force. Detail shines here too,
but .not through the often-abused
technique of lifting the level of the
upper midrange. As a result, the
musical detail appears natural and
relaxed, the overall smoothness
coming as a welcome relief
compared to the brightness of tone
experienced with many of the
Templar's competitors.
If anything, the upper mid is too
dry in comparison with the lower
octaves, the contrast appearing
almost dull as the right hand takes
over on the piano keyboard. As an
example sample the Adagio of
Grieg's Piano Concerto [Ohlsson/
Marriner: Hánssler CD 98 128];
the muted horn in the introduction
sounds too soft, while the speaker's
portrayal of the piano entry misses
out on the initial brilliance of touch,
the ' tinkle' of the upper harmonics
being laid on top of awarm melodic
phrasing.
The bass exhibits an attractive
fullness to the lower octaves without
HI-FI NEWS & RECORD REVIEW
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ever losing control, but begins to
weaken in the upper bass, again
bringing a measure of restraint to
this area before the midrange takes
over. There could be astrong input
from room interaction here — the
lower bass is over- heavy when
placed near a rear wall, but the
upper bass benefits from some
reinforcement here. Listeners
should experiment with distance
from the rear wall in order to
achieve the best balance here.
Neither of these effects appear
too obvious on rock music, but the
dry, analytical character points
towards a heady appraisal of the
music rather than an immediate
physical response. Emotionally, it
seems that the Templars hold back
alittle, as if to say 'don't get carried
away
yet,
listen
to
the
instrumentation here first'; but
there is plenty of musical detail to
delight the ear and keep you
listening.

TDL RTL3 SPECIAL EDITION
Plenty of value for money here: not
only do you get splendidly finished
cabinets in your choice of Cherry,
Rosewood or Black ` woodgrain'
vinyl, but the interior of the cabinet
is subdivided by cross braces which
add stiffness to the large chipboard
panels, and turn the reflex tuning
into asemi-transmission line.
Traditionally, a transmission line
is along duct behind the bass unit,
with agraded fill of long hair wool
that acts as an absorbent for the
rear output of the driver. The very
lowest frequencies are allowed to
leak from the end of the line, with
phase reversal as they exit to free air
bringing them into alignment with
the forward output of the drive
unit, to embellish the bass
performance. In the RTL series, the
line is severely shortened and acts
as a hybrid ' Reflex Transmission
Line', with characteristics closer
to a ported speaker. BAF
wadding is used as the acoustic
absorbent, covering all internal
surfaces.
Two 160mm bass units, with
plastic
cones
and
PVC
surrounds, act in parallel to
provide low and mid frequency
output, with the 25mm fabric
dome treble unit placed between
them
in
a conventional
D'Appolito
arrangement.
Crossover components are
mounted on a PCB behind the
two pairs of gold plated
terminals and include mediumpower ferrite coils with abi-polar
electrolytic capacitor for the
third-order bass section, and a
polypropylene capacitor for the
first-order treble section filter.

=EMI»
LAB REPORT
Looking at the
general trend of
the on-axis
response traces for
the Templar II
one could be
forgiven for
assuming that the
speaker has been
treated to an
excess of treble
energy. However,
this ignores two
aspects of the
design — the
effect of the grille
and the sloping
baffle. Of
relatively low
height the best
listening axis
turns out to be
above the treble
unit, and the
order of traces on
the graph of
responses has been
altered to take
this into account.
Similarly the
dotted line here
indicates the
response without
the grille, so the
smoothest
performance is
with the grille
fitted, and
sensibly the 30°
off-axis
horizontal trace
shows little trace
of grille
interference.
A better
indication of the
subjective

Fig 2a. Ruark Templar II: response family at
Imetre: on-axis (top trace); 15° below
vertical axis (second trace); 15° above vertical
axis (third trace); 30° horizontal off-axis
(bottom trace)

Fig 2b. Ruark Templar II: MLSSA waterfall
of delayed resonance

Fig 2c. Ruark Templar II: Room Averaged
Response (top trace); impedance, 4ohms per
division (bottom trace)

performance is
given by the Room
Average Response:
commendably
smooth and evenly
balanced, though
the upper
midrange is
depressed overall
compared to the
bass and treble
energy levels.
Impedance shows
atrue 8ohms
result with asingle
peak for the bass
unit fundamental
resonance at
60Hz, describing
the in-room bass
extension which is
-3dB at this point
exactly according
Test results

to aclassic closed
box alignment.
The quality of
drive units and
cabinet is
indicated by the
Waterfall trace of
delayed resonance
with just atouch
of possible
coloration around
¡kHz the only
ripple in an
otherwise clean
result.
SUPPLIER
Ruark
Acoustics Ltd,
59 Tailors Court,
Templar Farm
hid. Est,
Southend-on-, 1,
Essex SS2 5711
Tel: 01702
601 410
Ruark Templar

Dimensions (
hwd, mm)
770x213x272
Recommended amplifier power
per channel
50-120W
Recommended placement
free space
Response consistency
good
Bass frequency runoff
(-3dB point in room)
60Hz
Voltage sensitivity
(for 2.83V. or 1W, 8ohms, at 1m)
87dB
Impedance minimum/typical
6.4/8 ohms
Ease of drive
good
Typical price per pair ( inc VAT) £599
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To hear the true abilities ofyour system, your audio and
power cables come from Audiofreaks.
If ever there was an individual among high- end audio
creators who never thought of anything else but music,
George CARDAS must be the one.
An ancient mathematical principle called "Golden
Section" is applied in all CARDAS cables as "Golden Section
Stranding." This has suddenly allowed interconnect,
loudspeaker, digital and power cables to improve the sound of
any audio system in a natural and harmonically correct manner.
e beeCARDAS cables for all applications and systems will bring
the music back to you.
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ALIIDIOPREAKS

Distributors of Fine Audio & Home Theatre Equipment
15, Link Way, Ham, Surrey TVV10 7QT. Tel 0181. 948 4153 Fax 0181. 948 4250. email info@audiofreaks.i way.co.uk www.audiofreaks.i way.co.uk
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Recently, he has decided to apply this wealth of knowledge and design experience to developing a
range of extremely high quality products designed for the discerning audiophile. We are therefore
very proud to present his inaugural product, the LBPA-5 pre-amplifier which offers both single-ended
and balanced inputs and outputs. Apart from the naturally superb audio quality which utilises studio
grade components including an accurately calibrated, channel matched ultra low noise stereo level control, fully regulated, short circuit proof power supply and state of the art circuitry, you will be interested to note afew operational features that set it apart from conventional pre-amps. Firstly, there is the
ability to select more than one source at atime, making it possible to mix the signal from say two tape decks. Very useful when using the pre-amp's comprehensive record facilities. Secondly, there is awealth of additional monitoring features such as individual mutes for the left and right channels, an overall
mute, left and right channel swap, aleft/right 180'phase reverse, a20dB dim and amono button. These extra monitor features are passive and involve no
electronics to degrade the signal, they just bring professional facilities within the reach of the audio enthusiast and deliver superb sound quality. We suggest
you audition aToil Audio LBPA-5 as soon as possible and listen to awhole new audio experience at aprice that will also be music to your ears. £1,395.
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For nearly thirty years, Malcom loft has been designing and building multi-track recording consoles
that have been used around the world to record artists from David Bowie to Luciano Pavarotti. He
started his career as arecording engineer and has worked on albums by (among others), David
Bowie, 1-Rex, James Taylor, Joe Cocker and the Beatles. Malcom therefore knows athing or two about
very high audio fidelity.
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202 Findon Road, Worthing, West Sussex BN14 OEJ England.
Tel: (+44)01903 872288 Fax: (+44)01903 872234 e.mail:heatherdale@hifi-stereo.com web page: http://www.hifi-stereo.com

MARTIN LOGAN

ACOUSTIC RESEARCH

SONUS FABER

KRELL

LOUDSPEAKERS
SOUND QUALITY
Lively, occasionally bright and with
good
projection
are
the
characteristics that spring to mind
on first listening to the RTL3. For
the most part the tonal qualities are
beautifully balanced, with fine
integration between the drive units,
a stable stereo image over a wide
listening area,
and a bass
performance that is quite coherent
with the smooth midband and
treble.
TDL has clearly worked hard at
the transmission line principle,
delivering a warm, but wellcontrolled bass that extends
downwards without making too
much of itself. The lowest octaves
are generous enough to suit organ
enthusiasts,
though
the
fundamental of a 32ft pipe is
swamped by its second harmonic
content, and the upper bass shows
none of the lean ` dip' in output that
has characterised some transmission
line designs in the past.
Most
music
is
notably
underpinned by asolid bass output,
and this might become overbearing
were it not matched by a forward
and bright midrange. Brightness, in
this context, is not a metaphor for
an edgy, metallic sound, but is more
akin to the slightly hardened result
that one will hear in alively concert
hall. For the most part it is not
exaggerated by heavily- equalised
discs, and the RTL3 survives both
classical and pop material of
doubtful recording quality without
objecting, but there are occasional
moments of ' spotlighting' which
show up the compromise in
balance.
Female vocals are the most
certain to catch the RTLs out. Try
the majestic voice of Vesselina
Kasarova in Mozart's Don Giovanni
[RCA 09026 68661 2], for the most
part sonorous, full of body, solidly
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presented,
along
with
the
Staatskapelle Dresden orchestra, in
a reverberant
acoustic
of
magnificent size and depth. But
when she moves to the higher range
of her voice, there is the occasional
touch of brittleness — a strident
edge that starts to interfere with the
purity of the intonation.
Rhythmically, the RTL3 works
well, proving fast enough to let you
groove to Sting's hard- to- fathom
drum and bass interchange on
'Love is Stronger than Justice' [AM
540 075-2]. On rock generally, the
TDLs drive onwards with hardhitting transients, and bass that
really moves air splendidly. Chris
Rea's ' Daytona' is a tour de force
here. On classical works, there are
touches of unexpected delicacy in
amongst the power of orchestral
bass and forceful string sections —
moments of beauty interspersed
with the grandeur of the speaker's
sonority.

GROUP CONCLUSION
It really is asking too much to
expect floorstanding models in this
price range to do everything well, or
even suit all types of music equally.
There are plus and minus points for
each model, and as always it will be
personality traits that guide you to
the purchase of one or the other. As
the characteristics can also be
altered by choice of partnering
equipment, the decision between
them can is unlikely to be clear-cut.
Here we have to make a choice
between the warm and almost laidback neutrality of the Acoustic
Energy AE120 (an excellent model
for the classical listener while the
rock and jazz aficionados could look
at AE's other, harder- hitting
models), the dry and analytical
Ruark Templar, which resolves
musical detail superbly and keeps
everything tight and on an even
keel, and the big
sounding, generously
empowered
and
brightly- lit
TDL
RTL3.
In many ways it is
the TDLs which
capture the spirit of
the
music
best,
proving enervating
where rhythm and
percussion explodes
out of the recording
and
uplifting
whenever
the
emotional content
reaches great heights
— a clear case of
good points outweighing the poorer
aspects of the design,
but do listen for yourself. 4-

TDL RTL3
LAB REPORT
On axis the
response traces do
not look too
promising, adip
in output at
900Hz being
apparent on all
traces. Due to the
arrangement of
two large bass
cones which also
provide the
midrange output
up to the treble
crossover in
between them, it
is not too
surprising that
such interference
nodes are
measured. Ignore
the traces below
2kHz and you
can start to make
sense of the
performance
which gives the
best result above
the treble axis —
again do not
adopt alow
seating position.
Similarly the 30°
horizontal off-axis
performance is
reasonably
balanced, and the
grille is not
disruptive.
Out at two
metres the dips at
1and 2kHz are
still present — a
result of the
compromise in
drive unit
arrangement and
crossover design
where the
preference is for
simplicity rather
than complexity.
Dips are not as
audibly obvious
as peaks in
output, so these
will not be as
subjectively as
damning as the
measurement
suggests. Even so
it does give aclue
to the inconsistent
results on vocals.
Impedance is a
nominal 6ohms,
not too difficult to
drive, but the
increase in bass
energy indicated

Fig 3a. TDL

RTL3: response family at I
(
top trace); 15° below vertical

metre: on axis

axis (second trace); 15° above vertical axis
(third trace); 30° horizontal off-axis (bottom
trace)

Fig 3b. TDL RTL3: MLSSA waterfall of
delayed resonance

Fig 3c. TDL RTL3: Room Averaged
Response

(
top trace);

impedance, 4 ohms

per

division (bottom trace)

on the RAR will
need good amplifier
control if it is not to
become
overbearing. The
cabinet tuning is
interesting,
resulting in abroad
reinforcement of
low frequency
output down to
30Hz below the
bass unit resonance
of 66Hz.

TDL
Electronics Lui,
Chiltern House,
Knaves Beech
Business Centre,
Loudwater,
High Wycombe,
Bucks
HP10 9QR.
Tel: 01628
850 111
Test results

TDL RTL3

Dimensions ( hwd. mm)
890x238x412
Recommended amplifier power
40-100W
per channel
Recommended placement
free space
fair
Response consistency
Bass frequency rolloff
(.3c1B point in room)
50Hz
Voltage sensitivity
(tor 2,83V. or 1W, 8 ohms. at 1m)
89d8
Impedance minimum/typical
5.6/6 ohms
Ease of drive
fair I
Typical price per pair ( inc VAT)
f449
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AcousticArts
FOR STATE OF THE ART HI-FI

AUDIO RESEARCH LS9

Our Passion
is absolute
perfection.

AUDIO RESEARCH D130

COME ALONG AND LISTEN TO THE STUNNING NEW AUDIO RESEARCH
LS9 AND D130 COMBINATION WITH THE AUDIO RESEARCH CD2

1
YOU OWE IT OF
YOURSELF TO HEAR
THE STUNNING NEW
CDM7 BY B&W

The Passion 8passive preamp. Redefining the boundaries of sound reproduction.

THE BEAUTIFUL,
AWARD WINNING
CASTLE SEVERN 2
ON PERMANENT
DEMO

THE KRELL KAV 300 CD PLAYER

B&W SIGNATURE 30 SPEAKER

THIS OUTSTANDING

THE TALK OF THE SHOW.

NEW CD PLAYER FROM KRELL

THE ABSOLUTELY

MAKES AN IMPRESSIVE

FABULOUS B&W 30

PARTNER FOR THE

SIGNATURE SPEAKER

INTEGRATED AMP

ARE HERE ON DEMO.

CHRISTMAS OPENING HOURS
PLEASE NOTE WE SHALL BE CLOSED FROM
3PM 24TH DECEMBER RE- OPENING 10AM 29TH

CHRISTMAS SALE
COMMENCES 29TH DECEMBER 10AM
from Audiolab through to Wilson Audio, all our usual ex display
and second nand clearance bargains! PLUS 12.5% discount off
new items from our usual product range.

Inspired by the unrivalled success of our original
Passion and its undeniable reference performance,
the new Passion 8 passive preamp redefines the
boundaries of tonal neutrality, transparency and
sound reproduction.
With our unique " intelligent"
remote control, operating two 35
step switchless mono attenuators,
the Passion 8now becomes the new
benchmark in hi-end performance.
Like all Audio Synthesis products,
the Passion 8is hand built using only
the finest audiophile components
including
high
purity
Teflon
insulated silver wiring, bulk foil
Vishay resistors and WBT connectors.
Our dedicatee
The Passion 8uses only solid silver
remote gives you
armchair convenience.
contacts.
Ask about our Passion 8customisation, including gain and/or impedance modification,
our new buffer option, Active 8 and integral silver
cables.
To find out more about the Passion 8and our complete
range of products, including the Desire power amplifier,
DAX-2 digital to analogue converter and Transcend
CD transport, write or fax us for free brochures and
price list.

•INTEREST FREE CREDIT UP TO 24 MONTHS
•4 DEMONSTRATION ROOMS
•MAIL ORDER FACILITY
•EX DEM AND P/EX LIST AVAILABLE
Agencies include:
APOGEE, AUDIOLAB, AUDIO RESEARCH, AUDIOGRAM, BM, BEYER, BOSE, CASTLE,
CELESTION, CHORD, COPLAND, DENON, DENSEN, JADIS, KEF, KOETSU, KRELL, LUMLEY,
MARANTZ, MARTIN LOGAN. MICHELL, MICROMEGA, ORELLE, P.S. AUDIO,
PROFESSIONAL MONITOR, REL, ROGERS, RUARK, SONUS FABER, THETA, WILSON AUDIO
We stock awide range of accessories, cables, headphones and equipment supports from:
AUDIO-TECHNICA, APOLLO, GRADO, HARMONIX, IXOS, ORTOFON, SENNHEISER,
SOUND FYLE, TARGET. TRANSPARENT AUDIO, FLATLINE, SILTECH, QED AND MANY OTHERS
==> •

Tel: 01923 245250 Fax: 01923 230798
101 St Albans Road, Watford WD1 1RD
100 yards from Watford Junction Station
New opening hours 10am - 5.30pm Tues Sat
LATE NIGHT BY APPOINTMENT

DEDICATED TO THE JOYS OF LISTENING.
PO Box 50, Nottingham, NG9 1DZ. Tel: 0115 922 4138. Fax: 0115 922 9701.

!!!!NEW PRODUCTS - STOP PRESS!!!!
DAX DECADE, a state of the art dia converter with digital
attenuation and full remote control facilities.
DESIRE DECADE, areference quality ultra-transparent stereo
power amplifier with high gain. Do call for further details!
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hat do you understand to
be the quintessential
Mission house sound? If
asked, I'd refer back to the original
753 ( the quintessential latter-day
Mission speaker), and describe it as
highly detailed, rather in-your-face,
and with a bright, even glassy top
end, if the wind happened to be
blowing from Sagittarius.
So now, how about a Mission
speaker that doesn't understand
stereotypes? The £248 Mission 750
Limited Edition (designed by Robin
Marshall, perhaps best known as the
founder of Epos) is it. Ispent along
time running-in this pint-size (well,
5.5 litre) speaker just to make sure
that first impressions were right; and
Ican now confirm that this is the
smoothest, sweetest, least in-yourface Mission speaker since, oh, ever.
The new dome tweeter in particular
is awonder: it is responsible for a
treble so sweet and smooth, yet so
informative and transparent it could
be made of silk. As indeed it is.
And then there's the bass/mid
unit. Aerogel is a comparatively
recent introduction to the expanding
roll-call of cone materials. It's stiff,
light, gel-like, and is incidentally one
of the keys to the Kelly KT3's
remarkable 95dB sensitivity.
So how has Mission managed to
reduce the figure to 86dB? Well, the
750LE uses only one Aerogel unit
instead of two in parallel in their own
enclosures, and is in any case amuch
smaller speaker; this naturally
translates to lower sensitivity if any
real bass is to be squeezed from the
system (there is a straight trade-off
between bass and sensitivity laid
down by Mother Nature herself); but
to my ears the 750LE's bass doesn't
really put itself about.
In simple terms, the 750 Limited
Edition needs a hell of a lot of
driving before it comes alive. This is
asmall speaker, and not an especially
expensive one, so Inaively assumed
that the 60W Primare amplifier Iwas
also testing this month [page 46]
might be all right. Ihave to tell you I
spent most of that evening just
winding up the multi-turn volume
control, and just when acomfortable
volume level was within sight, the
sound started to break up. It took a
thrash with a pair of Meridian's
650W bridged 557 master-amps to

demonstrate that it was the Primare
that had crashed out, and that the
Missions can go quite loud after all.
But not very loud.
Casting my mind back to other
possibilities, Ican't think of abetter
qualified amplifier ball-breaker than
the 750 Limited Edition. Bear this in
mind when you're planning asystem,
unless you have very limited room
and modest tastes in air- waving
power. In their defence, Mission
points out that the comparably-sized
(but less deep) LS3/5a is 10dB less
sensitive and has the same bass
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Smooth as silk, sweet as a nut,
the 750 Limited Edition speaker
does need plenty of power
by ALVIN GOLD

'.

comer in its response; my response is
this: at least respectable dynamics
can be had if the 750LE is driven
with a good, powerful, inevitably
expensive amplifier, and used on
suitable tall, solid, and inevitably
expensive, pedestal stands.
There are no such quarrels with
the mid-range, which takes its cue
from the tweeter. Ihave heard loose
talk about the sound of Aerogel, but
this speaker banished any such
notion. The 750 makes superb,
crisply defined stereo images that
remain in focus to alarmingly large
incident angles. (Mission says it is
the bass driver's fixed pole-piece that
is responsible for the phase
relationships that make this possible
— that and the inverted driver
configuration. But hey, who gives a
damn when the speaker speaks so
eloquently for itself?) Midrange
quality itself is equally pure and
detailed, with anatural layering and
sense of detachment from the boxes,
and the transition to the treble is
effectively imperceptible.
I've neglected to mention the 750's
most singular feature: apair of the
most gorgeous sculpted enclosures
you will clap eyes on this side of
£250, or even £ 500. This is Sonus
Faber territory, almost. The picture
tells much of the story; what you
can't see is that the 30mm MDF
enclosure is wrapped in real wdod
veneers, the low diffraction sculpted
MDF baffle is amarvel, the terminals
are bi-wire, and the box is made rigid
by constructing it from two
interlocking U-sections, each made
from two verticals and one horizontal
panel. Another first: inside this
beautiful box, high tech CNC
reamers at Mission HQ have hacked
out swirling grooves to break up
standing waves in the space inside.
One final thought. That Limited
Edition bit in the product title, what
.
qii. can it mean? Being of cynical
..... ?, 'N\ mind, Ifigured it meant one
of two things: limited to the

)

number they can build, or
limited to the number they
can sell. Well Iput it to
Mission on the phone, and
they started banging on
about how they were going to
continue to make them forever, but
without the signed Limited Edition
plaque on the back...So Ihung up.
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Oxford Audio Consultants
HI-FI SPECIALISTS
•111,11.

Opal designs Ltd
hi-fi & home theatre consultants
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evinson©

THE ULTIMATE IN
SOUND ADVICE

Our superb service is the same,

It's no wonder why many audio & music enthusiasts

regardless of price.

around the world regard Mark Levinson equipment as

NOW DEMONSTRATING

the final step in the pursuit of audio excellence.

KRELL KPS25 CD PLAYER - THE NEW REFERENCE - MUST BE HEARD
KRELL KAV 3001 INTEGRATED AMPLIFIER!! - now joined by the 300CD/250P
PREAMP AND 250A POWER AMP - incredible value for money - just ask for adem
AUDIO RESEARCH - WATCH THIS SPACE - AHOST OF NEW PRODUCTS FROM THIS
DYNAMIC COMPANY
SONUS FABER ELECTA AMATOR 2 - astartling improvement on aclassic design
PROAC RESPONSE FIVES - just out and very special
NEW MINI SYSTEMS FROM TEAC, DENON AND PIONEER - & GOOD SOUND
THETA PEARL TRANSPORT & MILES CD PLAYER - SUPERB VALUE FOR MONEY
STOP PRESS: NEW PRODUCTS FROM PINK TRIANGLE INCL LITAURAL CD PLAYER &
TARATELLA TURNTABLE
CABLES & ACCESSORIES from TRANSPARENT, SILTECH, CABLE TALK, SHAKTI,
GM AUDIO, SHUN MOOK, HARMONIX, SOUNDSTYLE, TARGET, KONTAK
KRELL FBP600 - we now have this awesome powerhouse on permanent demonstration
AUDIO ANALOGUE PUCCINI/DONIZETTI/BELLINI AMPLIFIERS - staggering build quality
and unrivalled sound
GM AUDIO EQUIPMENT TABLES - THE ELITE - NOW EVEN BETTER VALUE
0%
WILSON AUDIO CUBS - an astonishing new baby from this top class company
INTEREST
FREE CREDIT
MARTIN LOGAN SL3 - still very very good and value for money

Technically...it's perfect...
Musically...it's everything you've ever wanted...

digital
No.39

integrated cd player

£5,995.00

No.37

cd transport

£3,995.00

No.36

digital processor

£3,995.00

COPLAND CD266 CD PLAYER - abudget priced cd player from this hugely impressive company

No.36s

digital processor

£6,495.00

UNISON RESEARCH SMART 845 MONO BLOCKS - ITALIAN design at its best
with sound to match the looks

No.30.5 Reference digital processor.

L.INSED CRUM

***** MAIL ORDER INTEREST FREE CREDIT NOW AVAILABLE *****

BRO,R5

No.31.5 Reference cd transport.

£9,295.00
£15,950.00

MUSICAL FIDELITY XSERIES - awhole range of products incl dacs, phono stage, headphone
amp, preamp, monoblock power amps - AVAILABLE ON SALE OR RETURN OF COURSE

EX DEM
MERIDIAN 208 CD PLAYER
£695
MERIDIAN 204 TUNER
£295
AUDIOLAB 8000A
£395
AUDIOLAB 8000P POWER AMPLIFIER
£495
KEF 105.3 WALNUT
£895
RUARK CRUSADERS MK2
£895
CASTLE HARLECHS MAHOGANY
£595
CONRAD JOHNSON PV10A PHONO
£750
MAGNEPLANAR 2.5R SPEAKERS MINT
£995
PIERRE LURNE AUDIOMECA DAMNATION CD TRANSPORT £650
VARIOUS SILTECH CABLES
EXPOSURE XI/XII/SUPER 8
£895
MICROMEGA 2.1 CD TRANSPORT
£995
ORELLE DA188 DAC
£
250
KRELL MDA300 MONOBLOCK POWER AMPS
£3995
NAIM 62/90
£495
NAIM 32.5 PREAMP MM BOARDS
£ 195
QUAD 33 PREAMP
£ 100
SPENDOR SP7 SPEAKERS CHERRY
£ 1495
SD ACOUSTICS SD3 SPEAKERS
£ 175
MICROMEGA STAGE ONE
£250
B&W THX SPEAKER SYSTEM
£2750
£3995
RCF PROJECTOR WIDESCREEN
AUDIO RESEARCH VTM120 SE PRIVATE SALE £3750
AUDIO SYNTHESIS PASSION
£850
CYRUS 1AMPLIFIER
£ 125
AUDIO RESEARCH LS5 MK 1
£ 1495
B&W SILVER SIGNATURES inc stands
£2750
TUBE TECHNOLOGY UNISYS AMPLIFIER £995
AUDIO RESEARCH LS2B MK 2
£ 1995
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XD
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XD

TAX-FREE EXPORT SERVICE
MAIL-ORDER AVAILABLE 0^1 MANY ITEMS.

Agencies include: Air Tangent, Audio Alchemy, Audio Analogue, Audio Gram,

Audio Research, Aura, B&W, Bose, Cable Talk, Castle, Copland, Denon, Exposure,
GM Audio Tables, Goldring, Harmonix, Heybrook, Jadis, Koetsu, Krell, Lyra, Marantz,
Martin Logan, Michell, Micromega, Moth, Musical Fidelity, NAD, Onkyo, Orelle,
Ortofon, Pink Triangle, Pioneer, Proac, Proceed, QUAD, REL Subwoofers, RCF,
Rogers, Rotel, Royd, Ruark, Sennheiser, SME, Sonus Faber, Spendor, Stax,
Tannoy, Target, T.D.L., Teac, Theta, Thorens, Transparent Cables,
Unison Research, van den Hut Videokron, Wilson.

Open Mon-Sat 10am-6pm
Oxford

Audi()

Consultants

Cantay House, Park End Street, Oxford OX1 1JE
Telephone: Oxford (01865) 790879
Facsimile: Oxford (01865) 791665
e mail: Oxford.Audio@btinternet.com

amplification
No.38

pre-amplifier.

£3,995.00

No.38s

pre-amplifier.

£6,495.00

No.331

dual mono 100w power amplifier. £4,495.00

No.332

dual mono 200w power amplifier £6,495.00

No.333

dual mono 300w power amplifier £8,495.00

No.33H monaural amplifiers £ 19,395.00
No.33

Reference Monaural amplifiers.

POA

authorised dealers for.
Mark Levinson • Proceed • Bow Technologies
Audio Alchemy • Apogee Acoustics • Avalon
Linn HiFi • Linn AV • Linn Knekt
Wilson Audio • Martin Logan • Sonus Faber
Runco home theatre • Stewart Filmscreens • DaLite
MIT cables • Stax electrostatic headphones
Mail order & overseas orders welcome
for further information contact.

Opal designs Ltd.
Rockware Business Centre
5 Rockware Avenue
Greenford
Middlesex UB6 OAA

Tel: 0181 930 7972

Fax: 0181 930 7976

e-mail. jas@opal.co.uk
web site. http://www.opal.co.uk
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CEDIA isn't
about sellouts or
death 10
hair-shirt
audiopiilia.
We can
celebrate
purist hi-fi
and the best
of remotecontr3Iled,
multiile
chancel AN
in the same
breath...
Can't we?

T

here isn't asingle audiophile in
the building! It was said not
with malice,. but almost with a
sense of relief. Here was aseemingly
typical hi-fi show in a convention
centre, alarge hall bursting with the
constituent parts of hi-fi systems, yet
hi-fi had little to do with the event.
And disconcertingly, the remark came
from a world-famous amplifier
manufacturer of adecidedly high-end
bent. But it gets worse. Or better,
depending on which side of the
Luddite barrier you reside.
`Two channel is dying,' he
continued, matter-of-factly. ' My
dealers tell me that nowadays they sell
way more multi-channel systems than
they do stereo-only. And anyone who
won't make the transition will
disappear in the shake-up. Multichannel is here, and Idon't mean just
for movies. Music, too.'
'Welcome to the future, she said,
awoman with ahigh-end pedigree so
pure that it was almost asurprise to
see her at CEDIA, given that the

CEDIA 'sstand at
the Ramada HiFi
Show

installation market is still considered
to be ' the enemy camp' by
audiophiles. But there she was, a
woman who is probably the closest
we've ever come to creating aTweak
Pin-Up Girl, strutting her stuff amidst
key-pads, gas-plasma TV screens and
speakers disguised as rocks. And she
showed not the slightest trace of
remorse or whatever else should be
evinced by what some would deem a
turncoat.
Neither
individual's
remarks
surprised me. It was almost as if I'd
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another, who has made a career of
been waiting to lose my A,'V cherry on
denial...
that
CD even exists.
my first visit to a CEDIA Expo,
Fortunately, these sad bastards won't be
undoubtedly the showcase event for the
deemed employable in the next century.
home
entertainment
installation
Why, then, aclarion call to sample
industry. After all, had Inot rented
the delights of multi-channel and
space for nearly adecade in the offices
multi-room? Has KK gone over to the
of one the UK's best-established
Other Side? Is HFNIRR about to steal
installers, learning about remote control
pages away from its pure audio
keypads and down-lighters and touchcoverage to suckle at the breasts of
screen controls just by being in the
Movie Mammon? Not quite. Ifeel no
same building? Was Inot primed for
more traitorous than awriter who, in
speakers hidden in walls, for systems
the mid- 1950s saw no evil in mono
bereft of vinyl replay, for people who
evolving into stereo, or that TV was
don't give atoss about cables?
simply an in-house, inexpensive, if less
But the most serious questions raised
enriching version of the cinema.
— especially for HFNIRR readers, some
But it's time to come out of the
of whom might be tempted to pull out
closet: Ihave cdways loved movies. I
the effigies at the mere mention of incar or VCR — are: can the high-end Ihave always enjoyed the liberating
effects of ahand-held remote control.
evolve to embrace what the rest of the
And yet Ihave always loved valves,
world has coveted for adecade? Or, to
shiny black records, open-reel tape
put it another way, are purists courting
(reel-to-reel — the least convenient,
an early demise by resisting multimost masochistic format in history!),
channel sound and convenience and
vintage equipment, monoblock amps
domestic acceptability?
and weird accessories and rice-paper
Or: are the days of the hard-core,
sleeves and dipole speakers and stylus
near-religious, fire-breathing purist
balances. But the CEDIA event made
nearly over?
it hit home that the world is changing
Amusingly, the answers are yes, yes
and that pure audio must change, too.
and no. But things are changing, and
Not disappear, Ihasten to add, but
LP lovers won't have to move
simply evolve.
underground or act like characters out
Think about it: Meridian, the most
of Orwell. Given that the CEDIA
digitised company in the universe,
show was trade-only, there wasn't
made provision for LP in its most
even the possibility that a hi-fi-lovin'
advanced pre-amp. Krell continues to
member of the public might start
manufacture aphono module. Our
some ludicrous argumeht about
October issue featured aturntable on
'selling oui', or 'the tragic loss of pure
music'.
Instead, there was
a the cover from acompany committed
to home automation. Speakers can still
heartwarming blend of the old and the
be purchased in pairs and tubes ain't
new, with only the tube sector poorly
goin' away. Blessedly, as I once
represented. So the writing was on the
overheard two oertophiles say in abar
wall for these guys...on a 100in screen
where Iworked: Red and White aren't
with images by Runco: get with it.
mutually exclusive.
With no shortage of names from the
If this has rattled you, relax. The
pure-audio sector, Ialmost felt at
home amidst familiar logos. But a very same individual who played Grim
Reaper to stereo also reassured me
reality check reaffirmed that these
that it can only get better for purists.
brands were the bravest of the old
Systems are improving, dynamic range
world, readying themselves for the
is increasing to accommodate sounds
Brave New World. Think of the
more demanding than large orchestral
significance of Krell and Martin-Logan
works and we're past arguing that you
sharing space with Stewart screens and
need two systems, one for music and
Runco projectors, of Linn exhibiting
enough Knekt fittings to control a one for home cinema.
CEDIA proved that arguing is
tower black alongside a CD player
pointless. ' Good' is still ' good',
prototype so ` audiophile' that it even
rubbish is rubbish and we're not likely
bore the name ` Sondek'. Proceed's
to be faced with that weird dilemma
main pedestal supported a home
along the lines of 'Jazz system vs.
cinema prcrcessor/pre-amp. 13&W's
Classical system vs. Rock system'. The
scary Nautilus stood mere feet away
high-end systems promoted at CEDIA
from three new powered sub-woofers.
work with whatever source you feed
NAD — Purveyors of Tweaky Amps
to the Impoverished — featured a 'em. And it's worth mentioning that
the award which received the most
digital room equaliser.
resounding applause at the recent HiIt went on and on, and Iamused
Fi News Awards dinner was that for
myself by imagining the expressions
CEDIA UK's efforts in promoting
of insufferable audio die-hards had
they awoken in the midst of the hall,
in what would have been their Living
Hell. Like one editor who berated me
for enjoying films, let alone daring to
admit that Ieven played laserdiscs. Or

home entertainment.
Now maybe we can focus our
energies on something far more useful,
like ridding the planet of Jamiroquoi.
Ken Kessler
69
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and Digital Audio Systems
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Meridian Digital Theatre
The heart of any system is it's processor.
The unique and highly acclaimed Meridian
565 DSP Surround Sound Controller is the
world's
only
completely
digital,
fully
upgradeable surround sound processor.
* THX Cinema

* Ambisonic
* AC- 3 option

* Pro Logic

Coupled with a full digital theatre set-up,
it's performance is unrivalled.
A Meridian Digital Home Theatre system from
Salisbury Hi Fi, brings you as close as ever
you can get to the action!

ow=

=

15 Catherine Street, Salisbury. SPI 2DF ( 01722 322169

(HiFi News and Record Review May 97)

Everything you hear through your AVI system is true. The
original recording is relayed to you in all its glory: crisply, cleanly
and as it sounded when first performed. And everything the
experts say about us is e
qually true. From Peter Comeau's praise
in

Hi- Fi

News and Record Review to Gramophone's accolades in
giving

AVI two

AVI

of their prestigious hi-fi awards.

systems - including the remarkable new

floor standing Positron speakers start from around
true reality, Call

£4000.

To hear

01453 752 656.

•
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A V INTERNATIONAL,

AV International Ltd, Unit F3C3, Bath Road Trading Est, Stroud, Gloucester GL5 3QF.

black box

In balanced
times: a
solution to
the minimal
pre-amp
volume
control
puzzle

1. Phone Home,
(PHONES01
DIY headphone
amp), HFNIRR
May '97: page 70,
Fig 2.
For speciallymatched dual pots,
and information
on the forthcoming
XGC-01
attenuator and on
Ben Duncan 's
HYEAD-02 — the
world's first
audiograde IC upamp — and the
DIY 'HYAP-02'
applications board,
matching
audiograde power
supply, kits,
ancillary parts, the
detailed builders
guide, contact:
Lynden Audio, PO
Box 5570,
Birmingham, B45
8NE. Tel/Fax
0121 445 5057,
6.30pm-9.00pm.

preamp's conventional gain control
[Fig 1] placed before the HYAP
board. This is the most obvious
connection, so the HYAP board
buffers the pot's high impedance,
after which long cables can be driven
without HF loss. The one problem
is that any hum will be increased
around the central settings — exactly
the ones most listeners will most use.
This is because the conventionally
connected, unbalanced pots inside
all passive pre-amps increase the
source impedance on one leg (hot)
but not the other (ground/cold), to
a maximum at a setting someway
down from max. In turn, the hum
rejection of the HYAP board (or any
other balanced input) is 'very
considerably' degraded. By way of
compensation, the amount of hum

II

n launching
the
versatile
applications ' HYAP-02' board
for DIY'ers to use the new
HYEAD-02 audiograde op-amp
[J-IFNIRR October],
the
Passive
puzzle of how best to

Failing the above, Fig 2 shows a
radically simple alternative — it may
be called ' passive balancing' —
which the HYEAD-02 IC is almost
alone amongst audiograde op-amps
in being capable of supporting, and
which only benefits balanced
destinations, ie, to use this scheme,
the HYAP board, crossover or power
amp, etc that you are driving must
have abalanced or 'differential' input
— of whatever particular kind.
Here [in Fig 2], the OV of the
HYAP board is passed through the
other half of the two-gang pot, with
this section U-wired so the low-side
leg destination sees the same
impedance as the hot side. This is

true excepting the HYEAD's very
small output source impedance, and
the pots' tracking variations — the
effects of which are reduced
by selection, careful scaling
Preamp difficulty
and swamping-out methods.
Passive Preemie
Buffer or POu.i
Amp
The next part of the
Wain
scheme is to make each pot
Anw
control
Balanced
Any
Input
section only 1k ohm in
signal
ITOurce
value, so the maximum
including
HYEAD —02/HYAP —02
output impedance is only
250 ohms per leg. This
Fig 1. Passive pee-amp difficulty
worst case condition is then
no more than many active
stages. It is also low enough

control volume or insert a
passive pre- amp, was left
dangling.
The HYEAD-02/HYAP
combination is atesiament
to the truth of the less is
best' philosophy, which
high-end audio has cightly
espoused over the past 20
or so years. In turn, fewer
to pass down most practical
parts allows ahigher budget
household cable lengths
per
part.
With
wise
without
excessive
HF
spending, the sonic gains
attenuation. At the same
can be
stunning and
time, the IC's output is
fearfully educative — as the
loaded by less than 1068
often poor production of
ohms at all times — but
modern
commercial
thankfully this condition is
recordings is rip-ruthlessly
`no problem at all' for the
exposed.
HYEAD-02. If ever this
With the high value of
loading condition is not a
each HYEAD-02 IC, the
problem for the signal
solution to not costing any
source(s), then mounting
more than necessary, and
the balanced pot before the
also the closest approach to
Signal Sources
HYAP-02 gain/buffer stage
transparency, is to have
HYAP-02
becomes avalid alternative
each
HYEAD-02-based
5W. 16
to try out. Meanwhile, Fig
stage do the most —
la
3 shows aHYAP-02-based
instead of having two or
To
potter
amp
pre-amp (demonstrated with
more IC stages. This is
input>
superbly low noise results at
made
easier
by
the
the 1997 HiFi Show at the
HYEAD's ability to drive
elloo side
Ramada
Hotel),
with
Signal Sources
loads (like pats) that are ten
ordinary unbalanced signal
HYRP - 02
to twenty times lower than
sources connected as if
51.1.1b
most IC op-amps can
SM. I.
balanced, and selected via a
manage —
both
on
o
balanced switch, feeding the
measured grounds and
(Union,
Input>
HYAP-02 board and on to
before sonic quality is
the balanced output pot,
emr.
beginning
to
become
and then out the power
unacceptably load-strained.
amplifier(s), just as in Fig
In
the
published Fig 3. HYAP-02 talent high end pre-amp core
2. As an alternative to pots
application,
the
single
(which have many of the limitations
and RF you suffer can be reduced
HYEAD-02
op-amp
is
used
of mass market ICs), builders can
by avoiding susceptibility. This
accordingly to provide gain and
use the forthcoming
buffering as required, and support a means placing the passive pre-amp
XGC-01, a specially
or volume control and the HYAP
balanced input and output: four
designed
board as close as possible to the
simultaneous jobs. The HYEAD's
matching
signal sources, and by taking care to
fifth task (to earn its keep) is to
switched
use shielded connections, ideally with
support a gain control. There are
attenuator.
the signal send and return passing
several approaches.
Ben Duncan
in atwisted pair inside'.
The simplest is to have apassive
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DVD holds out the promise of
a new, high- quality audio disc format,
but it may be quite a while coming.
Here is the story so far
by BARRY FOX

I

fyou are interested in the future
of music reproduction, and not
just home cinema as an exciting
experience, you ignore the current
debate concerning DVD Audjo at
your peril.
Yes, the quoted timescales for
getting product into the mass
market look like a nonsense. Too
many people are perfectly happy
with CD, or have only just bought
their first CD players, for the record
companies to jeapordise sales with
strong public support for any new
format. But the standards-setting
process is already well under way
and spin doctors are moving in to
try and influence the result, with
cotton wool hype and slick PR. Key
decisions are being made behind
closed doors by the record and
music industry trade bodies, those
wonderful people who were
previously working behind the same
closed doors to doctor music
recordings with the infamous
Copycode notch.
It is also as well to remember that
in the late 1970s Philips was hell
bent on creating a CD standard
based on 14-bit coding and a sub5in disc, with an hour or less
playing time, all so that aCD player
would fit more neatly into the DIN
standard slot in acar's dashboard. I
well remember upsetting Philips by
suggesting they shoot higher, and
being taunted by a self-appointed
spokesman for the hi-fi press with
the pronouncement ' Everyone
seems happy with CD as it is,
except Barry Fox...'. Fortunately,
Sony wasn't happy either, which is
how we got a 16-bit standard from
a5in disc with enough playing time

for Beethoven's longest symphony
to be played uninterupted.
The so-called Red Book standard
for CD says the disc should sample
analogue sound 44,100 times a
second and describe each sample
with a 16-bit digital word. At the

The music
industry does
not want
longer playing
times for
audio-only
discs, so the
time of the CD launch, this looked data rate can
like the ultimate hi-fi music carrier, be increased to
outstripping
the
quality of support higher
professional recording equipment. sampling rates,
So no leeway was left for future more bits or
development. And now, of course, more channels.
the CD standard is accepted as ft is simply a
inadequate, and worse still, question of
impossible to upgrade while how you cut
retaining compatibility with existing the cake

players. Witness the HDCD
sounds-better-with-a-modified-CDplayer diversion

BREAK WITH THE PAST
The new DVD ( Digital Versatile
Disc) format offers abreak with the
past and the chance to build anew
hierarchy of audio-only standards.
The long term rewards could be
enormous, which is why the
commercial axes are grinding and
the PR doctors áre busy spinning
their webs.
A DVD is made from two discs,
each 0.6mm thick, and glued
together to match the 1.2 mm
thickness of a CD. Using thinner
plastics makes it easier to focus the
player's laser onto the super-small
information pits which are needed
for high density recording. Gluing
two discs together, back to back,
provides both mechanical rigidity
and the possibility of compatibility
with CDs.
The DVD standards now cover a
wide variety of discs; singlesided,

with one half of the glued sandwich
left blank; double-sided, with each
disc
carrying
programme
information; or dual-layered, with
data tracks recorded at slightly
different depths in one or both of
the 0.6mm sides. The laser in the
player re- focuses to read at one
depth, while ignoring the other.
Storage capacity ranges from 4.7
GByte (single layer, single side) to
17 GByte ( dual layer, double
sided). The issue of how the disc
can be used for hi-fi audio
reproduction is far too important to
leave to the Hollywood movie
studios, the music industry and axegrinding electronics manufacturers,
or to owners of key patents who see
the launch of a new format as the
opportunity to earn royalties for the
next 20 years. They all now have
their snouts in the trough and it is
not apretty sight.
To give you a taste of the
problem and issues at stake, the
International Steering Committee
of the record industry, which
represents the three world trade
bodies the IFPI, RIAA and RIAJ,
holds monthly meetings to discuss
DVD-Audio. Usually these take
place in the Hollywood area, but in
mid-July this year, the ISC met in
London close by the IFPI's offices
in Regent Street. The ISC had
another meeting planned for midSeptember and has issued a formal
`Request for Proposals' with a
deadline of 31 October. The aim is
to set benchmarks for ' golden ear'
tests on the competing DVD audio
coding systems, to be completed by
the end of 1997. These tests will be
used
as
the
basis
of
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recommendations to the DVD
Forum, the consortium of ten
companies which has set the
standards for DVD Video, DVDROM and recordable DVD, and is
now setting the standard for the last
remaining format, DVD-Audio.
But there has been only minimal
publicity for this all-important
process.
There
was
no
announcement on the London
meeting and no press release on the
October deadline. Only those in the
know, know. Others read only the
garbled reports that leak into the
financial and music press. Getting
reliable first hand information is full
time detective work.
The national press garbles
followed the public announcement,
in June, that Philips and Sony had
been jointly developing a ' next
generation music format' which will
deliver six channels of sound with
'unprecedented quality'. There was
no press or trade conference to
discuss the matter or hear the
system working.
Is this really the way to fix the
vital statistics for a new audio
standard designed to carry the
music, recording and hi-fi industries
through into the next century and
the next 20 or 30 years?
The DVD Consortium now calls
itself the DVD Forum, and includes
also Hitachi, JVC, Mitsubishi,
Pioneer and Thomson. The
maximum data rate available from
DVD is 10.08MBit/second, but the
actual rate is much lower, to allow
longer playing time. Also the rate
continually changes to suit the
content of the pictures and sound.
For a 135 minute movie the picture
rate averages at 3.5 Mbits/s, and the
audio at 1.15MBit/s. The disc always
carries stereo sound and usually also
multichannel surround, along with
multilingual dialogue and subtitles.
Shorter playing times allow
higher averages, with better quality.
Using a dual layer disc neardoubles the capacity and thus either
doubles the playing time or the
average data rate. The music
industry does not want longer
playing times for audio-only discs,
so the data rate can be increased to

by proposing a lossless version of
AC- 3.
Philips
has
already
demonstrated aversion of MPEG-2
coding which varies the bit rate as
..
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lossiness would limit its potential as
(more accurately, data reduction)
processing, During the coding a high quality audio medium. The
process, some information is late Michael Gerzon phoned
permanently discarded on the me out of the blue one night,
and suggested that more people
assumption that the human ear will
not notice, especially when the eyes should be made aware of what
was happening. Compression
are watching amovie.
Here we can expect a re- run of may sound fine on a first
the bad old days of quadraphonics generation playback, he warned,
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response to discovery and criticism.
The same thing happened with the
The ARA also wanted to promote
Copycode
anti- copy
system the use of surround sound for hi-fi,
developed by CBS and backed by ideally with height as well as
the IFPI and RIAA. The goalposts width to create the illusion of
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a natural sound sphere. The
kept moving.
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Dolby is expected soon to ARA recommended the use of
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sound system that can deliver

support higher sampling rates, more
bits or more channels. It is simply a
question of how you cut the cake.
The practical limit is more likely to
be the speed at which the decoder
in the player can work, than the
10.08 MBit/s ceiling.
But one practical consideration
over- rides everything else. All
modern
movies
now
have
multichannel surround soundtracks,
and 384 kilobits/second is allocated
for this. So heavy data compression
is needed for five (or seven) channel
surround
sound
when
it
accompanies amovie.
The DVD Consortium/Forum
started out with aclear rule; Dolby
Digital AC- 3 for NTSC countries
(including the USA and Japan) and
MPEG-2 for PAL/Secam territories
(including Europe). This clear rule
has since been confused in the
interests of ' clarification', because
Japanese companies ( notably
Panasonic) want to use AC- 3
everywhere in the world.

HOW DVD WAS BORN

DVD was born out of manufacturing push, not market pull. Sony and Philips
collect aroyalty on every CD player and disc. The major Japanese electronics
companies have long resented this, so as Philips and Sony worked on anew
high density version of CD (MMCD), Toshiba, Time Warner and Panasonic
developed SD, the Super Density disc.
In December 1995 the rivals agreed to market asingle system, which they
called the Digital Video Disc, with astorage capacity of at least 4.7 Gigabytes
(compared with 650 Megabytes for aCD). This is enough for afeature length
movie, with surround sound. The name was soon broadened to Digital Versatile
Disc, to embrace DVD-ROM for PCs. One disc can store all the telephone
numbers or maps for Europe.
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Precision Audio Tubes

SALE OF EX-DEMONSTRATION EQUIPMENT
Due to arecent warehouse reorganisation and stock purchase the following mint ex-demonstration items are available at low cost compared
with normal retail prices. They are all in manufacturers' packaging and carry full warranties. They have enjoyed afew hours' use under ideal
conditions and can be auditioned at our premises if required.
Spark Valve Amplification
SC- 1preamp
850 power amps
921D power amps
Integrated amplifier
550 Integrated amplifier
800 power amps

(line level, sep power supply)
(4x300B p/p monoblocs)
(211 single ended monoblocs)
(300B SE)
(2x300B p/p)
(4x6N1 p/p monoblocs)

450.00
2500.00
1995.00
1850.00
1850.00
2250.00

Ensemble
Landmark Stands ( for Elysias or Ref Silver)
750.00
Elysias(90dB mini-monitor)
3550.00
Reference Silver (90dB mini-monitor)
2995.00
Dichrono Drive ( CD transport)
3950.00
corifeo power amp
2995.00
DAC/PRE ( combined DAC and pre- amp)
4500.00
Profundos (stereo sub-woofers for use with Elysias or Ref Silvers)
2250.00
Honeyplates ( isolation platform)
150.00
Equipment prices include VAT@17.5%.

P.M. COMPONENTS LTD., Springhead Enterprise
Sales Desk 01474 560521

KRELL SPEAKS
FOR ITSELF

ACOUSTIC

SPECIAL
KT88 Retro prices reduced by 20% for
all orders received before 31/12/97
NOW ONLY £63.87 per pair
(UK Carriage free)
(RRP)
(1150.00)
(6500.00)
(4500.00)
(7250.00)
(4250.00)
(7950.00)
(3950.00)
(250.00)

I
pr
I
pr
I
pr

I
pr
3

Park, Springhead Road, Gravesend, Kent DAll 8HD

Fax 01474 333762

ENERGY

ANGSTROM

ARCAM
Good advice and the best equipment - get
AUDIO
RESEARCH
it together at The Listening Rooms. We are the
AUDIO LAB oAURA
London specialists for systems' building. Our
B&W
35 years of combined experience let us get the
sou+ CELESTION
details right—down to the last plug and cable.
COPLAND
Our two fully equipped listening rooms
CYRUS
give you the chance to relax and listen to some DENoN •EPOS 0 KEF
of the world's finest hi-fi equipment. We offer
KRELL
LEXICON
home installation, full export and credit
LINN f MARANTZ
MARTIN LOGAN
facilities and can design and install quality
MERIDIAN f MICHELL
multi- room and home cinema surround systems.
mi
CROMEGA

MISSION

NEW AUDIO RESEARCH VALVES
We have recently taken delivery of the new
ARC LS15 fully balanced remote pre-amp and
the VT100 100W power amp. This combination
offers stunning sound at an affordable price.
Auditioning now.

1istening

MONITOR AUDIO
NAKAMICHI
NEAT Phillt
PINK TRIANGLE
PIONEER
QUAD
ROGERS

4* PROAC
0 REL
f SME
0 STAX

SONUS FABER

TRICHORD RESEARCH
TANNOY

f THETA

WILSON AUDIO
YAMAHA
161 Old Brompton Road London SW5 OU. Tel: 0171-244 7750/59 Fax 0171-370 0192
Monday-Saturday loam-6pm. Nearest tube South Kensington or Gloucester Road

KRELL FPB 300
Full power balanced. The new Krell F.P.B. series,
probably the best solid state amplifiers in the world.

DIGITAL AUDIO
compression. The patents on the
system are dead, or dying, so
exploitation would involve no
license hassles.
Said the ARA's founder member,
Bob Stuart, of British hi fi company
Meridian: ' Whereas the CD
standards were set mainly from
Europe, the DVD standards are
being set in Japan. Westerners don't
understand the Japanese decisionmaking process. But if we did nothing
there was arisk that anew generation
would grow up thinking that music is
video with compressed sound. We
wanted lossless compression.'
The ARA recommended that an
audio-only version of DVD should
deliver 8-discrete channels of sound,
sampled at much higher frequency
than CD, to widen recorded
bandwidth, and coded with more bits
than CD, to increase the dynamic
range. To stimulate debate, the ARA
proposed aHigh Quality Audio Disc
with asampling rate of 96 kHz, and
24 bit coding (compared with 44.1
kHz, 16-bit CD).
Two
years
ago,
ARA
representives went to Tokyo to meet
the Japan Audio Society, agroup of
hi-fi experts whom Japanese
manufacturers look to for advice.
The JAS was not much interested in
multi- channel surround, because
Japanese rooms are too small for
multiple loudspeakers. The ARA
reminded JAS that Japanese
manufacturers export to the West,
where rooms are larger. Then they

By early 1997 the ISC had drafted a
wish list of features which DVDAudio must boast if the record
industry is to support it.
One requirement is that DVDAudio must offer significant
advantages over CD which are selfevident to the consumer. Other
requirements concern copyright
control and compatibility with CDs.
The ISC expects to put final
recommendations to the DVD
Consortium by the end of this year,
to pave the way for asales launch by
the end of 1999. But this timescale
looks hopelessly over-optimistic.
All the major Japanese electronics
companies have developed their
own proposals for DVD-Audio
technology, and some follow the
general line proposed by the ARA.
Pioneer, a member of the DVD
Consortium, built a working 96
kHz system with claimed 24 bit
resolution and gave the first public
demonstrations at HFN/RR's
London HiFi Show in September

single bits instead of fixed length
PCM words. The bits steer the
signal up and down, in tiny steps.
The benefit to the electronics
industry is that the system
makes it easy to build a very
cheap portable,
perhaps
playing 8cm discs.
The ARA also argues that
because DSD samples at 64 times
the CD rate (44.1 kHz), the data
for each channel streams at over 2.8
megabits/second. This swallows up
too much land for even a high
density disc to store a meaningful
playing time of multichannel
surround. Sony counters that
the system can be scaled down
for consumer use, with reduced
sampling rates and lower bit
rates.
The ARA then posted aresearch
paper on the Internet by Professor
Malcolm Hawksford, of the Centre
for
Audio
Research
and
Engineering at the University of
Essex. This warned that bitstream
processing makes it impractical to
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the next century's hi-S. Samsung is
not a member of the DVD
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Consortium but wants a seat a the
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The Acoustic Renaissance for Audio was
negotiating table.
played aDecca recording of asinger
l
e- ''ç '-' -...- proposed in 1994 by Him Nigishi and now
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In
January,
Jaehoon
Heo,
on stage being heckled by the
has widespread industry support. The ARA
from Samsung's R&D Labs in
audience. In surround sound, the has actively campaigned for ahigh quality
Korea, asked British company
hecklers are clearly poistioned at the
audio disc format. Contact the ARA web site
om,..1A.r,.
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1996. Engineers had flown in from which prove the practicality o
the singer.
040
e
sampling
sound
at
192
kHz,
with
Japan
to
bring
an
8cm
disc
with
The JAS opened its ears and
0%10
.......w..fidelity
sound
and each sample coded in 24 bit words.
involved its Advanced Digital super
••• .e
.
Audio committee. The ADA talked accompanying still pictures. This Based near Cambridge, DCS has
Gléte4>eete
e
making
24
bit
to the DVD Consortium who new 8cm disc can run for as long as been
digital/analogue
converters
for
a
conventional
CD,
and
play
on
11%ereee.eire.ee.•---er.
agreed that there should be a
studio use since 1990, has
separate standard for DVD-Audio, vest-pocket portables.
ece.
But the ISC has since said that already developed a 24 bit
with multichannel surround and
lossless compression, and set up an DVD-Audio should use 12cm discs converter that works at 96 kHz
and has worked on 192 kHz
to capitalise on the public's
Audio Working Group.
The record companies got awareness of CD. The 8cm disc is sampling at lower resolution (as part
worried and got involved by making only successful in Japan. The ARA of adifferent project for the BBC).
Through June, DCS worked with
clear that if the hardware industry agrees that high density technology
iGet.
wanted software support, the should be used to capture more Kompas CD Multimedia of Holland,
e•e
standards-setting process had to be channels of higher quality sound, to make three demo recordings; a
jazz trio in Holland, a string
not reduce disc size.
ajoint effort.
Sony has developed acompletely quartet in Germany and choral
Said Nicholas Garnett, Director
General of the International different system, called Direct music in Queens College,
Federation for the Phonographic Stream Digital. Philips now Cambridge. Samsung hopes soon
Industry, `We do not want to be supports DSD. The two companies' to play the recordings to the ISC or
••••
Consortium in Tokyo in the hope of
faced with a fait accompli put joint announcement in June 1997
widened public awareness that stalling adecision in favour of DSD
together by the hardware industry'
e
r
;
or the ARA and Pioneer's 96 kHz
In mid 1996 the IFPI joined with DVD-Audio is coming and made
the Recording Industry Association the ISC's job of choosing a best approach.
Others would like to see the
of America and its Japanese system all the more difficult.
debate broadened, too. Next month
DSD
is
a
`
bitstream'
system
counterpart, the RIAJ, to form the
...--ee.
which uses a very rapid stream of we look at the reasons why.
..--.....International Steering Committee.
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cSOUND
JOLUTIONS
Our aim is to produce real, practical,

STATIC RUINS THE SOUND
FROM YOUR CDS

STA TM AT
STOPS THE STATIC

problem solving solutions for the dedicated
music lover and audiophile.
Analogue Solutions.

Another

Many vinyl enthusiasts are thinking in terms of

innovative

making their 'last ever' turntable purchase but are

product

understandably unsure of which model to choose.

from the
designers of

Only one player can combine all of the following
exceptional virtues;

Ringmat

Engineered to last aminimum of twenty years.
Minimal setup and very simple routine maintenance.
No expensive 'resets', does not go 'out of tune'.
Sounds superb on virtually any surface, expensive
equipment supports are not essential.
Minimal sonic signature or character, most neutral
sounding player under £10,000.
Extracts the best possible musical performance from
virtually any top cartridge.
Equally at home on any style of music.
In our view the SME Model 20.2A is the only choice

FIRST REVIEW & CUSTOMER COMMENTS
.listening extensively myself, and trying the Statmat
effect on others,....I now instinctively use the device all
the time... Indeed, the Statmat....makes the spoken word
more articulate and clearer in inflections (and therefore
instrumental sounds too), and gives phrasing and timing
in music amore natural, non-fatiguing character...."
Christopher Breunig
(Hi Fi News & Record Review, November 1997)
"Unbelievable how much difference a piece of plastic
film...can make. Stereo imagery, depth and solidity all
improved. Ican no longer play aCD without STATMAT!"

for the finest analogue reproduction and is complete
with Series V arm. It costs just £4,631.
Available for demonstration now.
We supply many of the top cartridges including the
Lyra Clavis DC and Parnassus DCt, Ortofon Rohmann
and MC7500 and the Koetsu Red Signature.
We are able to advise our customers on all aspects of
cartridge/pre-amp matching and can supply many of
the better solid state and valve phono stages.

Mr. A.C.

"I'm always alittle sceptical of so-called hi-fi tweaks, but
in this case both my wife and Iwere stunned! Your claims
are justified, voices particularly were affected, a more
natural sound and intonation. Instrument's are cleaner and
better sorted. Everything sounded more relaxed and
fluid. CD has just taken another step forward! ...Excellent
product!"
Mr. N.M.

London office monday to friday 9.30 to 5.30
Consultations, demonstrations and
installations at any time by appointment only.

Sleaford

"It works and betters 'mats' I've tried so far..."
Mr. R.E.

Milton Keynes

STOP THE STATIC WITH

TA TM AT

Phone for afree information pack.

07071 223327

Nottingham

IT'S NEW
IT'S ONLY £' 19.95
RINGMAT DEVELOPMENTS
P 0 BOX 200, BRENTWOOD, ESSEX, CM15 9FB GB
T +44 ( 0)1277 200 210
F +44 ( 0)1277 201 225
\Is° available on mail order. LK p&p £1.95
Outside UK: Total cost £25 incl. p&p

COMPACT DISC SERVICE

sidelines
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early everyone involved in
audio has come across those
diagrams which display the
links between frequency, loudness
and sound intensity, often with a
shaded area representing music's
position between the upper and
lower hearing thresholds, all set
against equal-loudness lines.
Iused just such adiagram in my
book HiFi in the Home, and
remarked in connection with its
scaling that ` each increase of 10dB
doubles the loudness'. This was
qualified as being applicable only at
lkHz, but abar-graph of ` loudness

echoed in loudness terms, such that
doubling the sound pressure (
le,
+6dB) raises the perceived level by
the same amount.
However, this is just a personal

rationalization, and in practice not
only is it difficult to know what we
actually mean by 'twice as loud', but
assessments vary with programmaterial. This casts further doubt
on the relevance of purely statistical
responses to non-musical sounds,
and incidentally makes superficially
extreme
reactions
perfectly
legitimate. Which brings me to my
central conjecture, offered in the
hope that there may be some proper
ratios' nevertheless supported what
was (and still is after 30 years) a research on the topic already set out
elsewhere in academic terms. My
convention that the 10dB rule
hunch is that the scatter of scorings
applies to loudness in general.
in this field might, if examined in
I now regard this as highly
detail, reveal biases relating to sonic
suspect, deriving as it does from
propensities intimately conected with
reactions to pure tones. But
music and its reproduction —
whatever the actual figure, the
possibly even linking some previously
loudness vs. decibels paradigm
overlooked factor with aspects of
parallels what happens with pitch vs.
musical taste.
frequency in illustrating that we
It is well known that musicians
respond primarily to proportional
have ahigher incidence of perfect
changes. Thus agiven ratio between
two frequencies is heard as a pitch than musical laymen, and it
could be that they join hands with
particular pitch interval, and between
those who become deeply involved
two intensities as a specific shift in
with recording or reproducing music
loudness, regardless of how many
in being influenced in their vocation
cycles or watts may be involved.
by an innately high sensitivity to
Doubling the frequency of the
dynamics as well as pitch.
note ` A' will register an octave
If that 10dB twice- as-loud rule
whether it involves aleap from 55Hz
really does apply to the general
to 110Hz or from 1.76kHz to
3.521tHz, despite the latter spanning
32 times as many cycles. Likewise
with ashift from 1W to 2W, which
has the same subjective effect as
moving from 100W to 200W, even
though one involves adding 100
times as much power as the other.
Now, while the overall logarithmic
nature of these relationships is
indisputable, the oft-quoted rise of
10dB needed to double the loudness
doesn't necessarily follow. Indeed,
for music playing at atypical mezzoforte level the figure for me is around
6dB. I've been aware of this for
many years, but was recently
brought up against it afresh while
pursuing a project involving the
judgement of just such effects. And
I'm not alone, as many hi-fi
acquaintances have agreed with me
when asked to check their own
responses, nearly always putting the
workaday figure well below 10dB.
Of course, what might be
experienced as twice or half as loud
is bound to be vague, as the datum
is an entirely unsignposted personal
impression. It certainly doesn't have
the precision possible when ascribing
major musical intervals to pairs of
tones; but although these are fixed
by the harmonic relationships, it
strikes me that the 2:1 ratio dictated
by the octave ought somehow to be
NMI NEWS I RECORD REVIEW
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populace, than anyone needing a
mere 6dB to produce the same
impression must live in a relatively
expanded and therefore more

Can't find the disc you want? The HFN/RR CD
Service can normally supply all titles reviewed in
the magazine, or indeed any CD or LP currently
available.
The price code for each record will be found at the foot of the
review. List the CDs/LPs you require, with the format and price
as indicated, then add 50p per disc for post and packing ( up
to a maximum of £ 1.50 for three or more discs). The CD
service can also supply discs reviewed in previous issues, if
still current, and on enquiry can usually supply any record
generally available in the UK. Vinyl LPs and Musicassettes can
also be supplied for titles where these formats are available.
Telephone (01234) 741152 for details and prices. Unless
listed here at a special price, mul-iples ( sets of 2 or more CDs)
are priced at the appropriate multiple of the single CD figure.
PRICE CATEGORIES
• FULL PRICE: £ 12.45 each • MID PRICE: £7.95 each
A BUDGET PRICE: £5.45 each • SPECIAL PRICE ( see below)
SPECIAL PRICE ITEMS
Classical reissues - all ' Doubles' £ 12.45
Rock/pop - Oasis, Chumbawamba, Elton John,
Ravi Shankar, Vanessa Williams £ 12.95
Box sets - New Electric Muse II £ 18.95;
Protect The Innocent £ 28.75; Pet Sounds Sessions £40.75
Rock reissues - Kentucky Colonels, Loi Coxhill £9.25;
Deep Purple £ 12.95
Audiophile - JVC XRCD £24.95; Mobile Fidelity £ 22.50;
Telarc £ 14.95

r•
-• -• -• -• -•
ORDER FORM

- • - • - • - • - • - • -1

Please supply the following items:
Catalogue number & title
CD/ LP

Price

stimulating aural world, wherein the
perceived
dynamic
range
of
everything is raised in proportion —
or at least stretched significantly in
the middle loudness regions.
To adopt formal terminology,
musicians and audiophiles might
include a psycho-acoustic subspecies
possessing
an
aural
transfer-characteristic
whose
compression law derives from an
exponential function employing an
abnormal arid/or level-dependent
base. In these terms, some of us
may be the genetic equivalents of
people brought up, say, to use ebased logarithms in a 10-based
world.
The more worldy logs happen to
be known to mathematicians as the
'common' variety, and if my
hypothesis is correct, it could be that
some high- end gurus dubiously
equipped with ultra-sensitive ears
really can appreciate dynamic
gradations not accessible to the
common herd. For the super-elite,
perhaps even 3dB doubles the
loudness, with every 1
/ dB step as
4
distinct as asemitone shift of pitch!
John Crabbe

Post and packing : £
(i) Cheque/postal order enclosed for £ ( pounds sterling)
Cheques should be made payable to HFN/RR CD Service
(ii) Please charge my Mastercard/Visa/Diners/Amex • Card
Number
Please indicate which

Expires

Signature

Mr/Mrs/Miss/Ms ( caps)
Address

Postcode:

Tel:

.
I

Cut out coupon or photocopy and send to: HFN/RR CD Service,
I PO Box 200, Bedford MK40 1YH.
• CD Service hotline
Tel: (01234) 741152.
I
Fax: (
01234) 742028.
Delivery subject to availability. Non-UK sales VAT-free but where
. applicable subject to additional carriage charges.
E8DE
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EXPENSIVE TUNER??

SOUND
CONNECTIONS

THEN HAVE THE AERIAL
IT DESERVES
You spend many hours and quite
a lot of money choosing that new
tuner, so don't ruin the whole effect
by fiddling with bits of wire or old
aerials. Have the full benefit of the
multipath-free, clean signal which
only awell designed and properly
installed unit can achieve. If D.X. is
your scene, then go for the ultimate
in rotating high gain narrow beam
systems like our G.23 with 19dB
forward gain, 38dB F. to B. and
Acc. Ang. down to 15 Degrees or
have a "one off' special built, up to
32 elements.

TEL / FAX : 01244 401280
E nil : sound i.or nection5eriiiial.pipex corn
MAIL ORDER SUPPLIERS OF QUALITY HI- F1 ACCESSORIES
The importance of
cables and accessories
is often overlooked when
purchasing 3 hi-fi system.
11 is very easy to be sceptiGALAXIE CIRCULAR 17- ELEMENT STEREO

cal about cables because of

GAIN 15 9dB F loB 33 7dB L 74"

their apparent nigh cost or

WE DESIGN, MANUFACTURE, SUPPLY AND FIT

insubstanl appearance,
but they

* FM arrays from 4to 23 Element. TV from 10 to 92 Element.
* British- built and designed to withstand our weather.
* Interested D I.Y. advice freely given, backed by our complete range of
masts, brackets, rotors, cables and aerials. Systems available for
chimney, loft, wall, or through roof mounting.
* Professional installation service available within a nominal 200- mile
radius of LUTON. Send a 9"x4" SAE with first class stamp to receive our
complete "Aerial Guide" which is more than just a list of our products
and prices, and carries details of all our services, including MAIL
ORDER and site surveys.

can play a major part in
achieving the full potential
from your system.
We offer a popular HOME TRIAL SERVICE which
enables you to evaluate cables in your own system,
therefore ensuring you purchase the right cable.

TELEPHONE US ON 01582 736561 FAX 01582 733686
r`i.E.YSE TEL

RON SMITH AERIALS
98, ASH RD, LUTON, BEDS, LU4 8A0

E \ I-111_ FOR OUR . 2,1E; PR,)00,

VAN DEN HUL • DNM RESON • SONICLINK • NORDOST • CHORD CO
XLO• AUDIO QUEST

Personal Callers: Shop Hours Mon- Sat 9.00 to 6.00 ( Phone First)
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Two
prototype
receivers
suggest
problems
of fatigue
and signal
compression
with DAB

John Nelson
may be contacted
via e-mail
hn_nelson@
compuserve.com
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or avariety of reasons Idid not
manage to attend this year's IFA
show in Berlin. However,
colleague Barry Fox did, and reports
in 'News' this month that 15 DAB
receiver prototypes were gathered
together on the DAB Forum stand.
And as he also says, the bottom line
is that `there are still no DAB radios
for consumers to buy'. Which might
be accounted apity, except that some
recent trials with two prototype in-car
DAB receivers have rather suggested
to me that this is no bad thing.
I don't propose to name the
manufacturers concerned — in one
case because the unit was loaned to
me on a 'well-we-shouldn't-really-butsince-it's-you' basis, and in the other
because Ihad adegree of professional
involvement with the design of the
front end — but both have an
impeccable
pedigree
and
are
something more than engineering
prototypes.
The first unit was awkward to use,
insensitive to aremarkable degree (it
turned out to need almost 200µV
applied to the antenna terminal to
produce any audio at all, whereas the
average Band II FM receiver would
be expected to be well into limiting
with that) and had no analogue
reversion. Consequently, driving round
the Midlands motorway system
produced audio about half the time
and silence for the rest.
Static testing in unsighted AJB
comparison against amodified Quad
FM4 was interesting and somewhat
disconcerting. For much of the time
it was quite impossible to decide
which unit was in use, but to aman
the listening panel found the DAB
unit subliminally fatiguing when
auditioned for longer periods.
Extended listening suggested that two
factors were involved. The first was
that we were aware every now and
then that the compression mechanism
seemed to cope rather less than
fluently with certain combinations of
musical sounds. The second followed
from the first, and amounted to a
kind of unconscious ' tensing-up'. It
was, for want of abetter word, much
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less easy to relax and let oneself
become caught up in the programme
material; some part of us all seemed
to be rather edgily waiting for the next
audible infelicity. Musical passages
identified as being most likely to make
themselves noticed included: dense
organ textures; soprano and alto
voices accompanied by single
woodwind or string instruments;
occasional upper registers of a
Bifisendorfer piano in combination
with violin; male speech with sound
effects such as birdsong or running
water well back in the mix; and
certain synthesiser textures. Two
panellists also felt that the DAB
receiver was noticeably unkind to one
particular female newsreader and
could reliably identify when the digital
unit was in use, although in fairness
Ishould report that Icould not.
It might have been easy to ascribe
these shortcomings to portions of the
receiver other than the DAB circuitry,
were it not for the fact that the second
receiver — with quite a different
architecture, and aDAB chipset from
the other side of the world — sounded
remarkably similar to the first! The
second unit was much better from the
point of view of sensitivity, and indeed
its front-end noise figure of about 4dB
represents about as much real-world
sensitivity as is usable in a vehicle
environment. Even so, it also had no
analogue reversion and was guilty of
an irritating amount of muting when
driving
around
topographically
unfriendly terrain. When it was
working, however, the complete
absence of multipath, flutter or any of
the usual noises-off associated with
mobile VHF reception was very
noticeable and quite remarkable.
As with GSM telephony, there
were occasions when the unit seemed
to run out of error correction in an
audibly rather unpleasant way — the
Zebedee-like
bedspring
noises
associated with digital cellular
telephones are even worse with DAB
receivers, or with this particular one
at any rate. In the listening room,
exactly the same reservations were
expressed in respect of the second
unit as had been raised about the first.
The combination of musical sounds
which caused comment amongst the
listeners appeared to be very similar,
and the degree to which the unit was
found fatiguing when auditioned for
long periods seemed also to be much
the same.
Ishould say that the tests were
single-blind insofar as Iwas doing the
changeover from analogue to digital
on request, but the panellists were
able to identify the DAB receivers
accurately in both cases within about
a minute of the commencement of
the test period. Listening levels were
matched to within 0.5dB and

considerable care was taken to
maintain all other factors constant as
far as possible.
It would be foolish to make
extensive deductions from tests
conducted on the basis of two radios
and taking about three days on and
off. Nevertheless, it is intriguing to
note that two quite different receivers
displayed very similar traits. Rationally
this raises apossible issue of audible
COFDM artefacts; but much more
work and testing will be required to
establish whether there is something
here worth investigating or whether
the two units concerned happened to
have displayed similar shortcomings
when tested. Lacking a suitable
encoder, Iregret that Iwas not able
to make formal measurements on
either unit. However, plans are afoot
to rectify this.

HP RECEPTION
Moving now from state-of-the-art
digital radio to HF broadcasting, many
correspondents have asked for
recommendations in respect of
portable units covering the short-wave
broadcast bands. In next month's
column Iwill be taking an in-depth
look at the Sony ICF-SW100, which
despite its astonishingly small size ( 111
x 24 x 74mm) offers very wide
coverage and is adelight to use once
the slightly unusual ergonomics have
been mastered.
Before we get to that, however, it
is worth considering the circumstances
under which an HF receiver has to
operate. As with medium- and longwave broadcasting, the short waves
are still the domain of amplitude
modulation. (Not, of course, that the
'amplitude' of anything at all is
'modulated' in an AM system; the
power in the carrier is absolutely
constant all the time, and the
programme content all resides in the
sidebands. Whoever invented this
wretched terminology condemned
generations of electronic-engineering
students, intending radio amateurs
and junior broadcasting engineers to
alife of confusion and despair).
Those who are still condemned to
MW listening for one reason or
another, or who enjoy BBC Radio 5,
will know that any AM system is very
much more vulnerable to noise and
interference than FM. So the old
adage that any radio receiving system
is only as good as its antenna becomes
afortiori true when you want to listen
to the HF bands. In this respect I
commend Sony for supplying asmall
spool of wire with ahandle and clip,
which can be unreeled and used as a
long-wire antenna. You would be
surprised by just how often using this
device made the difference between
astation not really being audible and
being 'loud and clear'. John Nelson
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Performance
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A:1
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Poor sound
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Stewart Brown
.,tands in front of
David himan

urs is the first century to be
recorded, both in sound and
• pictures. Future generations
will have direct knowledge of what
we were and did for the last 100
years. It is important, therefore, to
ensure that productions and
reproductions of our recorded legacy
are absolutely accurate.
The decline in new recording
activities of the larger companies
places even greater emphasis on
their back-catalogue and reissue
programmes. Recordings made in
the immediate post-war period,
when tape became the recording
medium and recording activity
gathered momentum, are now
beginning to come out of the 50years copyright and so quality is at
risk from opportunist reissue labels.
A large number of such labels
have come into being in recent years
devoted to remastering 'historical'
recordings. They serve both the
connoisseur market by intent and
the relatively undiscriminating
cheap-label-buyer market by default.

the automatic
press lines at
EMI's Hayes plant

Testnment
Stewart Brown's reissue label — vinyl

and

111

No original production overheads
need to be carried, merely the
leasing of the hardware necessary for
transfer and CD mastering.
Proliferation of labels, ease of
transfer, over-capacity in pressing
plant, inconsistencies in the laws
relating to copyright, have all led to
the market being swamped with
product at low prices, often poorly
Testament
and inaccurately documented,
frequently of dubious provenance
has earned
and transfer quality. Even the
cn enviable
appearance of the word 'digital' is
reputation
no guarantee of recording
cs much
authenticity, so much has the
SPARS code been misused and
flat the
abused. An already confused public
Quality of its
becomes even more confused about
presentation
what to buy.
cs for the
These considerations, particularly
with regard to standards of transfer
cuality of
and presentation, are of major
its repertoire
concern to Stewart Brown, founder,
cnd transfer
owner and sole proprietor of
standards
Testament, aprivately-owned label
dedicated exclusively to reissues of
recordings from the EMI backcatalogue.
Stewart Brown is aformer
professional musician, aclarinettist
who studied under Bernard Walton
HI-Fl NEWS & RECORD REVIEW
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as well as compact disc — is uniquely tailored
to the collector's demands
by David Inman

and Jack Brvraer. The needs of a
family business forced him to give
up full-time professional orchestral
playing. Former colleagues and
friends on the London orchestral
scene, particularly from the
Philharmonia Orchestra, suggested
he consider making accessible those
riches of the EMI catalogue which
the company, for various reasons,
was unable to exploit: this would
leave him time to look after the
business yet also allow him to make
use of his musician's training.
Thus in 1992 Brown signed an
agreement with the world's largest
recording company. The biggest
single difference between other
record labels and Testament is
obvious from aglance at its latest
catalogue, now well in excess of 100
discs. You will find, not an
alphabetical list of composers, but
an alphabetical list of artists, for the
Testament policy is artist-based and
not limited to any one particular
period in time, or category of
repertoire.
It's around-the-clock
preoccupation for Brown, and as it

grows, his experience as aworking
musician affects his decisions about
artist and repertoire more and more.
His company has achieved
considerable commercial and critical
success in more than two dozen
countries around the world. Brown
puts his success down to aclear
identification of objectives, and good
product well-presented and well
distributed, je, available.
Testament has earned an enviable
reputation as much for the quality of
its presentation as for the quality of
its repertoire and transfer standards:
careful use of graphic design to
create aconsistent visual corporate
image; accurate, well-researched
documentation. One factor is the
choice of illustrations used, involving
many hours, if not days, spent
searching through the huge EMI
photographic archive at Hayes. [
And
why not? Mus Ed.]
Right from the start, it was seen
as essential that the transfer and
handling of original recorded
material should be kept as far as
possible in EMI's hands — and that
means Abbey Road Studios. Most of
81
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the younger generation of engineers
and technicians working at Abbey
Road today are qualified and
practising musicians, with a respect
and 'feel' for the classical music
recorded legacy which exists there.
The Testament team at Abbey
Road includes producer and editor
Paul Bailey, who was apupil of the
pianist Dennis Matthews. Andrew
Walter, in charge of 78rpm and
metal part re-mastering, was an
organist. Nick Webb (who despite a
youthful appearance has been at
Abbey Road for nearly 30 years)
cuts the LP masters.
Testament's A&R [artists and
repertoire] policy is tightly
controlled. It would be only too easy
to allow spontaneous suggestions to
take charge and for the catalogue to
grow too large, too fast. The daily
mailbag bulges with requests and
suggestions from correspondents,
listeners, collectors, artists' friends
and representatives in many
countries for material to be reissued.
Decisions are made principally by
Brown after discussion with
colleagues both inside and outside
Abbey Road.
At the EMI Classics London
headquarters Brown liaises with a
repertoire committee to co-ordinate
the requirements of all the
company's international subsidiaries.
In order for arecording to qualify
for release a complex web of
considerations comes into play:
complicated contractual matters; the
artist's reputation; performance
worth; likely market (a lesser
priority); overseas considerations —
an artist may have avery different
standing in one country from
another by virtue of residence,
nationality, or for performance and
repertoire reasons.
Having decided on the repertoire
to be issued, the original recording
is located. If it was recorded after
1948 this is likely to be quarter-inch
tape, recorded at 15 or 30 ips.
Earlier recordings on 78s may be in
the form of either — and ideally —
the original metal parts used for
pressing, or if necessary the shellac
discs themselves. Equalisation and/or
Cedar noise reduction processing
will be used minimally as a last
resort when background noise is at
an unacceptable level. EMI has
maintained its priceless recorded
archive under controlled storage
conditions. Even so, metal parts can
corrode, and where this happens
careful transfers to tape are effected
before serious corrosion occurs.
Taking the bit between his teeth
One typical Brown story concerns
the Testament Gramophone Awardwinning issue of Ravel's L'Enfant et
les Sortilèges. After deciding on the
issue because of its direct links with
the French vocal tradition, a fine set
of metal positives was found to be in
existence. Unfortunately, the centre
HI-F1 NEWS 8. RECORD REVIEW
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spindle holes were too small to fit
on the presses. Brown found
himself, Black & Decker drill in
hand, and heart in mouth, carefully
enlarging the centre holes of apile
of priceless metal masters: unwilling
to trust the delicate task on the
irreplaceable metals to anyone else!
Testament's vinyl reissues
In the last couple of years, aswing
back to vinyl has largely been driven
by the audiophile market. Indeed,
probably more vinyl has been
pressed in the last 12 months than
in the previous five years. The EMI
factory at Hayes in Middlesex
currently has 16 automatic presses
working 24 hours a day.
In 1995 it was suggested that
Testament might offer one of the
most valuable collector LPs
(Gioconda de Vito playing concertos
by Bach and Mozart) in a special
limited pressing run to promote
interest at the launch of the ICRC
magazine. What started as a

cutting lathe models. Built in 1980,
it still has its original electronics but
was modified at Abbey Road to
include a lateral deepening facility,
allowing an increase in the lowfrequency amplitude to help
cartridge tracking of the bass (always
aproblem with low trackability
cartridges, viz, the notorious Telarc
Tchaikovsky 1812).
Sleeve artwork
LP sleeve art for Testament, as for
all serious LP reissue programmes,
means using the original. In the
general absence of original artworks,
mint sleeves are scanned by the
printer. Computer processing
removes the original printing screen,
coarser than those used today, and
sharpens up image and contrast.
The newer EMI logo has been
dropped in place of the original
HMV or Columbia symbols.
The record labels are replicated in
the same way, using original
examples, as is the early
Clockwise:
automatic
press lines
at EMI, Hayes;
electroplating
metal parts;
separating a
positive from
a stamper;
tape path
on the Studer
A80 tape
machine
showing loop
to allow
variable pitch
groove cutting.
White sections
on the
right-hand reel

promotional venture has created so
much demand that Testament now
has a ( 180gm) vinyl reissue
programme directed at the
audiophile market, where late
1950s—late 1970s EMI stereo
recordings have long been sought,
for both musical and technical
reasons.
Testament's LP catalogue now
numbers round 20, including anew
set of the Bach Violin Sonatas and
Partitas played by Ida Haendel,
recorded in analogue: this was the
first Abbey Road analogue session
(1995) for a decade. LPs already recut include the classic Michelangeli
Ravel G-major/Rachmaninov Fourth
Concerto disc, one of the greatest
couplings ever made; and other
concerto recordings by Christian
Ferras, Leonid Kogan and David
Oistrakh.
These were cut by Nick Webb on
aVMS80, the last of Neumann's

'Stereophonic Sound' sticker which
used to be found on the sleeves of
the early stereo LPs.
The most recent Testament issue
is a 4LP set of the complete
orchestral music of Ravel recorded
in the early 1960s by the Paris
Conservatoire Orchestra conducted
by André Cluytens.
'This is an important musical
document' says Brown. 'At this time
the orchestra was still playing with
French wind instruments, with their
unique tone colours. This was the
sound that Ravel wrote and
orchestrated for. With the
"internationalising" of music over
the last 30 years or so orchestras
have lost much of their individual
tonal flavouring. If we didn't take
care over issuing such material —
like L'enfant [
referred to earlier] —
such sounds would be gone, and a
piece of musical history lost forever
for future generations.'

are leader
tape inserted
to mark
movement
breaks.
(Below)
Neumann
VMS80 lathe
used for
cutting
Testament
LP reissues
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There's only one word for the SONUS FABER CONCERTO
GRAND PIANO: gorgeous. The deep gloss sides and black
leather of this magnificent floorstander will grace any living
room. And as for the sound - well, like all Sonus Fabers it's an
intensely musical experience. Lovely! But you need good
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amplification for best results. Naturally, we have it. The KRELL
KAV range of affordable heaven could be made for the Sonus
Faber Concert range. This is real world high end, so why not
telephone Brian Rivas for a discussion and demonstration
where you can listen in a civilised music room, talk things
through and take your time. Remember: Pinewood gives the
best demonstrations in the UK. Why? Because being an
exclusive Absolute Sounds dealer we know intimately and love
the beautiful things with which we deal.

FOR SALE
KRELL KP5-Z01 cd player - the one that set the absolute
standard. But this one's areal rarity as it has the incredible
Delta 09 processor board, so it's even better by quite a
margin, and with HDCD too. Absolutely mint, of course, still
under warranty and with all original packaging, manual and
superb handset. POA.

Bob Barnard
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Nothing to do with Absolute Sounds, but we've got to tell you
about it. After an absence of ten years the Hadcock GH228
tonearm is back in production. Bolt your Koetsu onto this and
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you will be shocked. This has to be the most significant
product in the art of vinyl replay for... well, ten years - and
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classical REVIEWS

Record of
the month

.15 BACH:
Motets BWV 225-230
Soloists/RIAS Chamber Choir/Berlin
Akademie Jitr Aire Musikljacobs
Harmonia Mundi HMC 901589

BRUCKNER:
Symphony 5
RSNOITintner
Naxos 8.553452

This new recording of the six motets
employs achoir of 35 voices
accompanied by 14 instrumentalists.
The RIAS Chamber Choir is a fine
ensemble, assured, full-toned and
remarkably accurate — in which
achievement it is of course aided by
the decision to provide the backing
now of a continuo group, now of a
skilful but appropriately reticent
small chamber orchestra. The
textures are further varied by the use
of a distinguished quintet of vocal
soloists in some of the motets. They
are performed in the BWV ordering,
which ensures a rousing conclusion
to an attractive issue. Rene Jacobs is
perhaps happier at securing precision
and rhythmic elan rather than
spiritual depth, but these are
thoroughly recommendable
performances, in a field that is full
of strong rivals. The unidentified
venue allows both warmth and
clarity in the all-important
polyphonic writing. The leaflet
contains a useful essay and full texts
in three languages

(76m 46s)

Georg Tintner's name will not be familiar to many music lovers, yet he sang
in Bruckner's Masses under the direction of the composer's pupil Franz
Schalk, studied with Weingartner and at 19 became assistant conductor at
the Vienna Volksoper. His subsequent career was in Australia, South Africa,
England ( at Sadlers Wells) and Canada.
His Bruckner Fifth (the first in a
complete symphonic series) is
revelatory. Ifound myself making
comparison with Karajan, Jochum,
Wand and Furtwângler, finding that
Tintner was bringing insights to the
music worthy of any of those great
names.
This is avery broad performance
evoking a steady, cumulative
strength and full of expressive
ardour. At first one might think that
in (i) Tintner's lucidity in the
climaxes cools the music's passion,
but the fierce central section and the
thrilling uproar of the coda make it
clear that the conductor was
patiently grading the tutti: his vision
is always longterm.
The beautifully flowing (ii)
contrasts with Jochum's who takes
its opening eccentrically slowly. In
(iii) only Wand points the detail
with greater deliberation — in fact,
Tintner's reading is often similar to
Wand's in terms of unhurried
momentum.
Momentum is certainly required
in (iv) which Tintner begins at the
identical speed of (i) — essential
because at this point it is the same
music. The final great chorale (bar
583) found Jochum following

Schalk's example and adding a
cricket team of extra brass (4 lins/3
tpts/3 tbns/tuba) and also cutting the
tempo back enormously. Tintner,
who regards Schalk as a ` misguided
admirer' leads into this passage with
such breadth that the chorale, whilst
still strictly in tempo, retains its
unhurried grandeur.
There are other ways of playing
Bruckner: as with Furtwângler's wild
(and, let it be said, thrilling) DG
performance in staggeringly good
1942 sound, but Tintner's is notable
Bruckner conducting.
The RSNO plays magnificently.
Minor imperfections are few, tiny,
and would be acceptable to all but
the most over-zealous of editors.
The orchestra sustains chords with
the utmost Brucknerian grandeur
and the recording has excellent
detail. Woodwind and string lines
sometimes emerge from amid
massive brass where, in the concert
hall, they may well be lost — but
such elucidation is the recording
engineer's privilege. Had the Henry
Wood Hall Glasgow been a little
more resonant this would have been
a fully ' starred' Bruckner sound.
Antony Hodgson

Peter Branscombe

Hyperion CPA 87201/2
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Bruckner:
Georg
Tintner's
Naxos cycle
will include
'Die Nullte'
and the
Fminor
Symphony;
the cycle will
be shared
between the
Royal Scottish
National,
Irish National
Orchestra
and the New
Zealand
Symphony
orchestras
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JS BACH:
Mass in b
RitterlMrasek1SchlodererlFraas1
Rolfe johnsonlGeorgelnlzer
KnabenchorlKing's Consort & Chi
King

Anton

HI-F1 NEWS 8 RECORD REVIEW

(72m 36s)

(
2CDs, 110m 20s)

One of the best things about this
version is the superb clarity of the
recording which defines Bach's
frequent strengthenings of
orchestration: for example the
chamber organ is clearly heard
joining or leaving the continuo
group. Similarly, oboes or cors
anglais light up the violin sound
admirably when infiltrating their
tone. These are important details in
Baroque music.
There is however aconsistent
finessing of choral phrases. This is
very evident in the second main
statement of Kyrie eleison [
2m 36s]
which is sung in abroken manner
and varying stresses on each note:
Ky-rie — elee-e-e..., with a swell of
tone in the middle and the '
on' of
eleison mostly lost in the diminuendo.
Ido suspect that this style might
have been influenced by the Tólzer
Choir since the upper voices make
these emphases far more strongly
than the King' Consort tenors and
basses. Iam also a little worried by
the slightly set-back nature of the
lower voices. It could be to do with
positioning or maybe it is the slightly
top-heavy numbers of the choirs
(14/9/6/6). Whatever the reason, in
powerful movements such as the
85

Iam left with
the curious
feeling that
Robert King
could also
provide a
very exciting
version of
the Mass in
B- minor
given the
Huddersfield
Choral
Society and
the Royal
Liverpool
Philharmoni:
Orchestra!

great Sanctus,
conducted at
an ideally
broad, grandsounding
tempo, the
basses seem to
lack weight.
Tenor and
bass soloists
provide the real
strength of the
vocal
interpretations
although
Michael
George has
only two solo
arias and
Anthony Rolfe
Johnson one;
otherwise solos
and duets are the prerogative of the
upper voices. Interestingly, the
soprano and alto soloists avoid the
over-refinement of their choral
counterparts but Ido find their style
consistently pallid. In particular, the
demanding soprano and alto duet
'Et in unum Deum' (4m into Part
2) is well in tune and beautifully
accompanied, but sounds mild and
reserved, with litle interpretative
character.
Ihave long admired Robert King's
convincing approach to Baroque
style yet the choral balancing here is
surprisingly different from, for
example, his readings of Handel's
Coronation Anthems. Iam left with
the curious feeling that this
conductor could also provide avery
exciting version of the Mass in Bminor given the Huddersfield Choral
Society and the Royal Liverpool
Philharmonic Orchestra!
Antony Hodgson

A:2-311

BAINES:
Piano Music
Eric Parkin (pno)
Priory PRCD 550

(
73m 13s)

A victim of tuberculosis at the
tender age of 23, Yorkshire-born
William Baines ( 1899-1922) has fair
claims to be ranked alongside the
likes of Ireland and Box as one of
the finest composers for piano these
islands have yet produced. As
annotator Roger Carpenter sagely
observes: ` It is perhaps in his ability
to fuse Scriabinesque impressionism
with elements of the English pastoral
and romantic traditions that the
secret of Baines's elusive
individuality can be seen to lie'.
Certainly, a creation like the fifth of
the Seven Preludes (1919), which
bears the subtitle ' Poppies gleaming
in the moonlight', withstands
comparison with, say, ` Moonglade'
(the second of John Ireland's
masterly Decorations from 1912) in
its breathtaking harmonic scope and
opalescent pianistic finesse. It's a
long way from the melodious
86

outpouring of the the blissful
Paradise Gardens (
still perhaps
Baines's best-known achievement) to
the improvisatory, tonally
indeterminate world of Pool-Lights
(his very last composition), yet they
are separated by aperiod of just
under three years. There are 26
tracks here, and nearly every one is
apearl. Try the bracing diptych
entitled Tides (`The Lone Wreck'
and ' Goodnight to Flamboro" magnificent seascapes, both), the
rough-hewn swagger of ' Purple
Heights' from Coloured Leaves, or
the gentle swell of 'Labyrinth (A
Deep Sea Cave)' and exquisite
descant traceries of Water-Pearls'
from Silvetpoints.
Devotees will doubtless still
possess Eric Parkin's Lyrita
anthology devoted to Baines (yet to
make it to CD). Suffice to report,
his second thoughts on this
repertoire prove no less rewarding,
evincing a rapt dedication and poetic
sensibility that betoken avery real
love for Baines's memorable
inspiration. A hugely rewarding and
enterprising issue, produced and
recorded with unobtrusive skill by
Neil Collier of Priory Records. Let's
hope that William Baines receives
the wider exposure his wonderful
music fully merits.
Andrew Achenbach

•

BEETHOVEN:
String Quartet in a, Op.132 _Iin F,
Op.135
Cleveland Quartet
Telarc CD-80427

(69m ¡ Ss)

There is an irony about the
disbandment of the Cleveland
Quartet after over 25 years; it
probably took them as long to
achieve an ensemble so integrated
yet individual: to wit, four
personalities each a star performer
but not standing out as such. Right
for the medium — and particularly
so here, where Beethoven's motifs,
divided between the instruments,
converse or discuss or argue. The
Cleveland recreate this musical
'socialising' with restrained power
and collective understanding that
leaves, no space for shouting at each
other (or shouting all together, as
some Quartets do). ` Restrained' is
the operative word. At their best in
both slow movments, the Cleveland
suggest in their sono voce openings
the inwardness that Beethoven
probably meant. Tempi are ideal
too; and in the ` Hymn of
Thanksgiving' of Op.132 the minims
that alternate with the crotchets in
the first part are nuanced and
coloured to suggest stillness rather
than stasis.
The technical expertise of this
group is formidable, so their caution
is puzzling. You do need to go for
broke in (
iv) and (
v), as you do in
Op.135(ü). But the Cleveland don't

live dangerously when they should;
and that ultimately becomes the
dissatisfying element in adisc of
many virtues — not least very good
sound, with Op.135 having a touch
more presence.
Na/en Anthoni

A:1 - 2

BERLIOZ:
Les Nuits d'été J arias from
Damnation of Faust _1Benvenuto
Cellini _1The Trojans Li Beatrice &
Benedict
Susan Graham (sop)IROH Orchl
Nelson
Sony Classical SR 62730

(61m 27s)

This recital echoes Kasarova's
Berlioz/Ravel/Chausson disc
[Oct ' 95] in providing a solo debut
for another burgeoning opera star.
But it is totally different in sonic
terms, as RCA set their singer back
with the orchestra in an enveloping
ambience and Sony have placed
Susan Graham up-front. So much so
that Nelson's and the ROH's wellpoised orchestral contribution is
almost relegated to mere background
accompaniment — notably in the
song cycle, where voice and
instruments should be on terms of
intimate equality. To be fair, the
singer's bold presence can seem
impressive, although Ifound that
this soon tires, and once the volume
has been adjusted for comfortable
accommodation of vocal fortissimos,
the orchestra has receded too far to
fulfil its proper role.
But if the recorded balance is
dubious, Susan Graham's
performance of Les Nuits d'été has a
polish and precision to be wondered
at. Sadly, though, her technical
mastery is paralleled by an aloof
detachment, a coolness of manner
that seems to inhibit those vital
inflections of phrase or tone which
join dynamics in conveying
emotional involvement. Iwish it
were otherwise, as Iusually fall easy
prey to these quintessentially
romantic songs. However, they
comprise only half the disc's
contents, and while Marguerite's
`Romance' from Faust suffers from
the same coolness, the lively
apprentice from Cellini, adespairing
Dido from The Trojans, and
Beatrice's delightful episode of selfdiscovery are much more alive,
almost as if the operatic associations
had released previously blocked
dramatic energies. The orchestral
contributions also have greater
impact here, although this may
simply be a matter of differing
studio balances at widely spaced
recording sessions.
A mixed response, then, but in
view of Graham's perceptive quoted
comments on Berlioz, perhaps she'll
be tackling him with amore tearjerking impetus in due course.
John Crabble
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DRAMAS:
Piano Sonata 3 J Ballades Op.10
Daniel Barenboim (pno)
Teldec 0630 14338 2

(
56m 59s)

The venue is Orchestra Hall
Chicago, during February 1996. It
suggests that Barenboim recorded
this recital in between his
committments with the CSO. Which
may account for the oddly uneven
quality of his playing, an instrument
not perfectly in tune, and even a
lack of artistry in the production. A
thunderous opening to the sonata (it
is only marked forte) presages an
enormous dynamic range. Not abit
of it. Four bars into the
development when Brahms first
introduces fortissimo, Barenboim
sweats and strains, stamps his foot
on the pedal, but the engineers take
fright and thwart his efforts by
cutting back. Regrettably,
throughout much of the work —
and much of the disc — there is
knob-twiddling that affects
perspectives and dynamics. No
twiddling, though, from Barenboim.
If there are no insights, there are no
irritating mannerisms either. The
downfall is (ii), a disappointingly
casual performance. Surprising,
when you hear how poetically he
plays the opening of the Second
Ballade and most of the Fourth.
Best of all is the Third, its acerbity
and beauty nicely balanced by
Barenboim — and captured without
obvious manipulation of the sound.

BERLIOZ:
Symphonie fantastique j Tristia
Cleveland OrchlBoulez
DC 453 432-2

(71m 39s)

This is the 114th CD version of the
symphony, the fourth to feature the
Cleveland Orchestra and the second
involving Pierre Boulez, whose LSO
recording was made 30 years ago.
The players break with Cleveland
tradition by not providing the
optional cornet part in (ii), and
Boulez departs from his 1967 pattern
by honouring the repeats in (i) and
(iv) while accepting the use of
octave-high bells in (v).
But the most striking change is in
the ` March to the Scaffold', where
Boulez set arecord for sheer
plodding slowness in his LSO
version but here adopts amore
nearly conventional pace — albeit
adding the repeat. Also, the March's
opening drum beats are now clearly
articulated.
So much for comparisons. As for
the performance as awhole, I
confess to being quite bowled over
by Boulez `Mk.2'. It is so full of life,
so responsive to the dreamy-cumfiery Berlioz, so well served by the
orchestra and by a splendidly
HI-F1 NEWS & RECORD REVIEW
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BRITTEN:
A Ceremony of Carols J A Hymn to
the Virgin -IRejoice in the Lamb
Hymn to St Cecilia J Missa Brevis
La Sacred and Profane
Choir of Trinity College,
Cambridge/Marlow
Conifer Classics 75605 51287 2 (
79m /
Os)
A Hymn to the Virgin J Hymn to
St Cecilia '3 Rejoice in the Lamb
Choral Dances from 'Gloriana'
AMDG J Hymn to St Peter J
A Hymn of St Columba
Finzi Singers/Spicer
Chandos CHAN 9511

(
67m 07s)

At no point
is Boulez
an outright
extremist

Two superior Britten collections,
both well worth anyone's money.
The youthful, exquisitely assured A
Hymn to the Virgin (
one of the three
overlapping items — the others are

in the

Rejoice in the Lamb and Hymn to St
Cecilia) offers ideal comparative
listening. Richard Marlow and his
admirable Choir of Trinity College,
Cambridge, serve up the purer,
more luminous sonority; Paul
Spicer's Finzi Singers inject just that
bit more personable warmth into
proceedings — due in no small
measure, Ifancy, to their
employment of 'cock and hen' altos.
The marvellous Rejoice in the Lamb
comes off finely on both CDs: if
Spicer's account benefits from solo
singing of marginally greater
character, Marlow's group creates
the more fervent impression in the
darkly intense ` For Iam under the
same accusation with my Saviour'.
Neither team disappoints in the

yet the

convincing recording, that Ihardly
need say more. At no point is he an
outright extremist in the matter of
pace or dynamics, yet the reveries
absorb one irresistibly, transitional
sections always promote tension, and
climaxes never fail to excite. Some
listeners may find the odd passage a
mite fast, but despite being well
qualified to become blasé about
recordings of this work, Ican't
remember ever being quite so excited
by play-throughs of anew version.
And for once avolume setting which
suits earlier movts allows the last two
to ring forth convincingly without
further tinkering.
The coupled Tristia comprises
choral pieces derived from Thomas
Moore in religious mood and
Shakespeare via Hamlet, where I
found the vocal contributions most
convincing in the all-female Death of
Ophelia. Unlike Gardiner's version
[Nov '96], Hamlet's Funeral March
doesn't resort to gunfire at the
climax, although the Cleveland
percussionists manage avery
competent racket in its place (at 5m
20s). But the symphony is the star
here — fantastic indeed.
John Crabbe

WA* 0

matter of
pace or
dynamics,
reveries
absorb one
irresistibly,
transitional
sections
always
promote
tension,
and
climaxes

glorious Hymn to St Cecilia.
A Ceremony of Carols (
the main
selling point of the Conifer disc, if
the cover is anything to go by)
receives rapt treatment in
Cambridge, and the performances of
the Missa Brevis, that miniature
masterpiece from 1959 dedicated to
George Malcolm and his
Westminster Cathedral Choir, and
Sacred and Profane, the 'Eight
Medieval Lyrics' written in 1975 for
Peter Pears's Wilbye Consort, are
also acutely sympathetic. Chandos
throw in — amongst other things —
lithe and heartfelt renderings of the
Gloriana '
Choral Dances' and Ad
majorem Dei gloriam (
or 'To the
greater glory of God'). The latter
comprises seven settings of poems
by Gerald Manley Hopkins but
remained unheard until 1984: war
scuppered the intended London
premiere in November 1939.
It all really depends on what you
are after: Conifer's superbly
engineered and extremely generous
programme is the more mainstream
(and very appealing into the
bargain); the Chandos CD is
labelled Volume 1, and if future
discs match it in artistic and
technical excellence, then it will be a
series surely worth pursuing.
Andrew Achenallifir

never fail
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to excite

CHOPIN:
Scherzos 2 & 3 J Bolero J
Nocturne Op.62:2 J Ballades 1 & 3
J Mazurkas Opp.17:4 & 33:4 J
Polonaise-Fantasie Op.61
Angela Lear (
pno)
Appian APR 5555

(
74m 38s)

The motives are honourable.
Performances are based on ' studies
of the original manuscripts' But we
are also told that Lear has tried to
87

lono Brown and ( below) Edvard Grieg
GRIEG:
Holberg Suite, etc/NIELSEN: Little
Suite, etc
Norwegian GO/Brown
Virgin VC 545 2420

(7/m 46s)

Superb playing from this Norwegian
group (and who better for Grieg?),
led with asure hand by Iona Brown,
and doubtless with her sure fingers
on the solo violin in the Holberg
Suite's Rigaudon'. The vivacious
playing combines delicacy and
emphasis in equal measure.
Sometimes Ifelt the music was
played for more than it was worth.
Plenty of twilit colour in the
'Sarabande', the 'Air' wistful and
withdrawn, with soulful cellos in
both movts, but in total perhaps
overmuch emotion bordering on the
mannered. Ifind the Nielsen Suite
occasionally rather weepy, though I
like the sense of mystery and
foreboding in the Praeludium.
However, for all my comments I
cannot withhold full marks for this
concert, for Brown's intentions are
beautifully realised, as is the
recording. A clutch of Grieg's
smaller works (pairs of Elegiac
Melodies, Melodies Op.53, Norwegian
Airs, etc) and Nielsen's affecting At
the Bier of a Young Artist makes up
the generous playing time, so if you
are of a romantic nature and have
the time and patience to write down
the disc number for your dealer you
will enjoy the programme. Why, I
wonder, do us Brits have to endure
bar-code numbers. The American
equivalent is far more down-toearth: CDC 45224, while the
French struggle by on PM 518.
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ascertain, `by close scrutiny of those
early documents, exactly what the
composer intended'. That's shaky
ground. Take, for instance, the
Second Scherzo. It has also been
recorded by Koczalski [ 1936: Pearl]
and Magaloff [ 1976: Philips].
Koczalski was taught by Mikuli, a
disciple of Chopin; and Magaloff
was taught by Philip who, in turn,
was taught by Mathias, another
disciple of the composer. The
artistic lineage of both pianists is
impeccable yet there are differences
in their approach. Lear's is different
too. Chopin may have approved of
all three because he is reputed never
to have had fixed ideas about his
music and changed his
interpretations regularly; moreover,
he frequently had fresh thoughts on
works already published, and
pencilled them into copies owned by
his pupils. Many revisions — as
many intentions? That said, it is a
pleasure to hear Chopin treated
with dignity and seriousness. Lear
hones in on the subliminal creator,
his melancholia and turmoil. She
isn't a transcendental virtuoso and
there are signs of strain. But her
sincerity is unimpeachable and the
engineering doesn't let her down.
But can we ever be certain of
knowing exactly what any composer
intended?
Na/en Anthoni

Ca/urn MacDonald
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HANDEL:
Samson
RandlelWyn-RogerIGeorgelBestl
Russell/The Sixteen/Symphony of
Harmony and InventionlChristophers
Collins Classics 70382

behind the notes.
Tempi seem a little on the staid
side, but the instrumental playing is
excellent. The choral contributions
are especially impressive, notably in
the elegiac ' Glorious hero!' after
Samson's death. Textually this may
well be the most complete Samson
on disc, restoring the full original
version of 1743 and also
incorporating arecently-discovered
choral setting of 'Let the bright
Seraphim' as a link between the solo
aria and ' Let their celestial concerts'.
But despite its many virtues — and
it's beautifully recorded, impeccably
authentic, and pleasingly intimate in
expression — Idon't think Iwould
choose this version in preference to
Harnoncourt [Teldec] or even the
slightly blowsy Leppard [Erato].

(
3CDs, 204m 43s)

This is ahighly musical, but for
most of its length not very dramatic
Samson. Playing the work very much
as a straight concert piece, for its
undoubted riches of substance,
Harry Christophers produces a
statuesque (dare one say oldfashioned?) performance that
somewhat neglects the great truth
about Handelian oratorio. This was
not, after all, a form sanctified and
ritualized by long tradition but a
new and seductive creation: religious
music for the theatre. Newburgh
Hamilton's text adapts Milton in the
direction of contemporary
sentimental drama, and for the first
performances Handel — in direct
competition with Lord Middlesex's
Italian opera company — chose
singers of proven acting ability.
Christophers's apparent lack of
interest in this theatrical dimension
tends to be reflected in his soloists.
Thomas Randle is a strong-voiced,
rather petulant, and uninvolving
Samson, and the action really comes
to life only in his exchanges with
Lynda Russell's lyrically feminine
Dalila and Jonathan Best's blustering
Harapha. These two are the only
singers to give much sense of people

HAYDN:
Missa in tempore belli
'Paukenmesse'/MICHAEL HAYDN:
Requiem'
Ruth Ziesak (sop)IIngeborg Danz
(con)IChristoph Prégardien (ten)/
Michel Brodard (bass)/'Pamela
Coburn (sop)l'Ingeborg Danz (con)/
'Andreas Schmidt (bass)IGachinger
KantoreilStuttgart COI ' Bach
Collegium Stuttgart/Riling
Messier CD 98.144
(51m 33s) part ® dist. Select
This recording of Haydn's Mass in
Time of War impresses me just as
much now as when Ifirst heard it as
a coupling for Cherubini's Mass 2 in
a 2CD Hânssler set [CD 98.981]. It
is an exceptionally beautiful and
sensitive performance, superbly
sung. Within the spacious sound the
implied warlike threats are imparted
with the utmost subtlety. The
Stadthalle Leonberg has aideally
church-like acoustic, and Helmuth
Rilling's great skill as a choral
director together with his innate
sense of 18th-century style combine
to make this a memorable
experience. Michael Haydn's
incomplete Requiem is areal gem,
full of lovely melodies. Its
composition commenced in 1805
but the composer died having
completed only Requiem aeternam,
Kyrie, Dies irae and Liber scriptus
(this last being unfinished). The
DECUIMER 1157
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venue (Kaiserdom, Speyer) is
immensely resonant, but Rflling's
careful pacing ensures that the
hugely spacious acoustic enhances
the music — Michael Haydn's
trombones sound magnificent. There
is a little less detail but the
difference in acoustic compared with This
the Paukenmesse is not in any way
beautifully
disturbing. It is a pity however that
played disc
the chorus is laid out differently.
offers
A:1*, attractive
music which,

HUNUVIEL:
Piano Trios 1, 5 & 7
Borodin Trio

photo: Clive Barda/Chandos Records

Chaudes CHAN 9529

Ifeel, is less
intellectually
(67m 07s)

demanding

than the
This beautifully played disc offers
Borodin Trio
attractive music which, Ifeel, is less
would have
intellectually demanding than the
Borodin Trio would have us believe. us believe
Isuspect the artists
took the dates of the
music (respectively
1803, 1819 and
1822, embracing
momentous years in
music history) as the
guiding principle
dictating their
approach. Trio 1is
as much late Mozart
as early Beethoven in
its language and
form, but the
Borodins add gravity
to its Andante — not
wholly to its
disadvantage perhaps
but not what
Hummel would have
intended.
Trio 5 continues
this trend with a
'meaningful' Andante
and a finale more
weighty than playful.
The shadow of
Hurnmel's friend
Beethoven must have
affected him in Trio
7: the Rondo is based
on a Russian theme
(an important source for some of
Beethoven's inspirations) and its
treatment is Beethovenian, if less
unpredictable. Important repeats are
made in all three Trios.
Ihope these comments will not
discourage lovers of early
Romanticism because the playing is
of outstanding skill, and if Isuggest
that the interpretations are too
weighty it is probably because
modern instruments are involved. In
orchestral terms, this is ' Otto
Klemperer' rather than ' Carlos
1Geiber' Hummel. A slightly veiled,
dark quality affects the piano tone
but not the strings. It adds to the
warm atmosphere of the whole.
Final quibble: Trios 1, 5 and 7 are
actually the third, fifth and eighth of
Hummel's cycle of eight.
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KOECHLIN:
Les Chants de Nectaire,
Opp.198-200
Alexa Still (fit)
Koch 37394 2

(73m 53s)

Nectaire, an old, bearded gardener
who conjures amazing music from a
rough wooden flute, is acharacter in
Anatole France's novel La revolte des
anges, in which some of the angels,
tired of heaven, descend to Earth
and live as ordinary folk in Paris.
(This is more information than
you'll discover in Alexa Still's notes.
Koch's listing of tracks and title is a
mare's nest of typos and
mistranslations, too.) In 1944,
Koechlin wrote a cycle of no fewer
than 96 pieces for solo flute, in three
books, the first more or less directly
inspired by the novel and the others
more generally by classical antiquity,

like the flute pieces by Debussy and
Roussel. Just over half of them
remain unpublished; Alexa Still
plays all but two of the published
ones, 45 pieces in all.
Koechlin's oeuvre spans the gamut
from vastly complex orchestral
scores to simple monodies for voices
or solo instruments, and this
extraordinary late collection is a
summit of his melodic art. Most of
the pieces are very short, of course,
but they have awide expressive
range, are always graceful,
melodically and rhythmically free,
always taking unexpected turns, and
instil the kind of pantheistic
meditation that seems the spiritual
core of many of his chamber and
orchestral works. Still programmes
the books in the order 2, 3, 1, which
allows her to finish with by far the
longest item, the 6m Méditation sur

la douleur humaine, awork with as
much claim on the 20th-century
repertoire as Syrinx or Density 21.5.
She plays intelligently and
sympathetically, and is well
recorded.
•
KORNOOLD:
Symphony in F-sharp
Suite ' Much Ado About Nothing'
LSO/Previn
DG 453 434-2

(63m 25s)

Korngold wanted (iii) to last 14m.
Previn takes over 2m longer, but
that in itself is unimportant because
clock time is not an indication of
pace. Rhythm is, and Previn's sense
of rhythm slips during the course of
the piece. He allows the line to sag
and the pulse to stagnate — as he
also does in the development of (i),
where slack control weakens the
force of the musical argument. Too
often throughout both movements,
Previn gives the impression that he
is matching a film score to
lugubrious action on the screen,
rather than conducting a tightly
organised symphony. Not
unexpectedly, perhaps, he finds
better form in (ii) but he is at his
best in (iv), thoroughly at home in
its incisively processional nature.
Artistry continues to remain at a
high level in the suite for chamber
orchestra, inexplicably shorn of its
first movement. Shame if the score
is lost but the remainder is
handsomely evocative. And DG's
sound here is cleaner and better
ventilated than it is in the symphony
where inner murkiness clouds the
picture.

LISZT
Organ Works - Excelsior J Am
Grabe Richard Wagners LI
Funerailles J Trauerode J Orpheus
J Fantasy & Fugue on 'Ad Nos, Ad
Salutarem Undam'
Nicholas Kynaston (org)
Carton Classics 30366 00032

(
75m 26s)

There was a time, back in the
1950s, when Liszt's organ works
were acomparative rarity. Organists
shied off them because they were
very tiring to play, and the only
complete output was a 5LP set by
the American Richard Elsasser on
the imported MGM label. Then,
Hungaroton came out with their
version, tied in closely with a new
edition of the complete scores, and a
revival of interest was suddenly set
in motion.
Nicholas Kynaston's recital
comprises arrangements and the
original masterpiece found in the
final three tracks. Excelsior and Am
Grabe Richard Wagners are both
based on apiece for baritone solo,
chorus and orchestra, Die Glocken
89

MOZART:
Arias
Thomas Quasthoff (bass-bar)/
Wurttemberg CO HeilbronnIFaerber

des Strasburg Munsters; and Trauerode
was written in the memory of Liszt's
son Daniel who had died at 20.
Funerailles, of course, is far better
known as a stirring piano piece.
Kynaston's style and immaculate
sense of musical taste pays dividends
throughout. Not only is this all
wonderful playing, but the organ
and acoustic properties at Münster
make for very exciting listening.
Producer Jonathan Weam has come
up with a stunner of a CD, but he
would be the first to point out that
its success is mainly due to his then
young Chief of Production JMario
Palmeros Ramirez, who died all too
soon.

RCA 09(126 61428 2

Bill
MEDTNER:
Sonata Triad U Russian Round
Dance J Knight Errant U
Quintet for piano & strings
Veniamin Korobov, Lyudmila
Kuznetsova (pnos)IState
Prokofiev Qt
Carlton Classics 30366 00582

It would
appear that
serious
liturgical

(
69m 47s)

Despite alternative versions
elsewhere, this is playing in the
highest class. But who are these
artists, and why aren't their
biographies included in the linernotes? Korobov, who has the
Sonata Triad to himself (the
two middle works are for
two pianos) and is the main
protagonist in Medtner's late
quintet, has a deep
understanding of Medmer's
elusive, analytical style of
writing. There is a
wonderful lucidity to his
playing that places him in
the same league as
Demidenko, Hamelin or Hamish
Milne, and he realizes the
constructive element and changes of
mood perfectly in the opening work.
Russian Round Dance and Knight
Errant are both great fun to listen
to. Here we have two pianists in fine
accord with expert timing, even if
one harks back to Moiseiwitsch and
the composer's 78rpm record
(reissued by Pearl) for the real thing.
The piano quintet has strong
feelings of Rachmaninov about it —
the long lines are couched in
melancholic vein — and perhaps
Medmer (then living in isolation in
Golder's Green) enjoyed re-living his
student days with his fellowcountrymen when they came to visit.
Icannot recall as good a
performance as this one, although
recordings have been few and far
between.
Pyotr Kondrashin's (an offspring
of the the great Kyrill?) recording is
somewhat recessed in level, but
admirably balanced so that one
hears Medtner's fascinating inner
colours and harmonies.
•
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music is
thriving
as the
20th- century
draws to
its close

(
56m 19s)

There is glorious singing here, but
some stridency too, with hollow
bottom notes, and occasionally less
than ideally smooth runs. Quasthoff
makes little attempt to evoke the
differing moods of the concert arias
or embody the disparate operatic
roles, being content to sing each of
the eleven numbers as beautifully as
he can (if without enough dynamic
contrast). His singing of Guilelmo's
big aria from Cosi is anotable
exception, being neatly
characterized; and Leporello's
`Madamina' is put across with
particular relish. Quasthoff switches
roles within Die Zaubeete and Don
Giovanni, and sings the arias out of
order. Admirers of this fine artist
will relish some grandly incisive
singing, and the orchestral
accotnpàniments under Jorg Faerber
are neat and attractive. It is a nicely
varied programme, and the
recording is neatly focused if overresonant. Full texts and translations
are provided.
Peter Branscombe

"ME

RUTTER:
Requiem J Hymn to the Creator of
Light J God be in my Head —1A
Gaelic Blessing J Cantate Domino
_I Open thou mine eyes a A Prayer
of Saint Patrick J A Choral Fanfare
J Draw on sweet night 3 My true
love hath my heart U The Lord
bless you and keep you
Polyphony/B ournemouth Sinfoniettal
Layton
Hyperion CM 66947

(
69m Ws)

The 36m Requiem is the principal
work here and its very opening
typifies Rutter's perceptive approach
as the words ' Requiem aeternam'
impinge on the ear with the utmost
gentility. Rutter does not however
adhere to the set liturgical form: he
adds settings of two Psalms and
omits some standard movements;

this Requiem has no Dies Irae and
sometimes switches into English,
two factors which for me reduce its
impact, despite awealth of fine
melodies.
Other pieces also incorporate
changes between Latin and English
and this does not enhance textual
unity: for example, Cantate Domino
starts with aLatin flourish, goes into
English, but ends in Latin. Rutter's
great gifts are nevertheless amply
evident and he is able to re-set wellknown texts such as ' God be in my
head' or the ` Prayer of Saint Patrick'
and still bear comparison with the
originals.
There are only two secular pieces,
one of which, Sir Philip Sydney's
dull 'My true Love', does little more
than cleverly challenge the singers
with interesting harmonies. On the
other hand, Rutter's setting of' The
Lord Bless you' is exquisite.
Orchestral accompaniments are
lucidly scored and skilfully
performed. The 25-strong
Polyphony sings with lightness of
touch and has notably accurate
sopranos. The recording benefits
from the warm but suitably neutral
acoustic.
Very recently Iwas able to study
two other discs of modern liturgical
music for chorus and soloists by
living composers and found that
they and John Rutter, despite
differing styles, all achieve asense of
timelessness in their sensitive
settings of familiar ancient words. It
would appear that serious liturgical
music is thriving as the 20th-century
draws to its close.
•
SCHUBERT:
Hyperion Schubert Edition Vol.28
John Mark Ainsley (ten)IMaarten
Koningsberger (bar) et allLondon
Schubert Chorale/Graham Johnson
(Pno)
Itypedon CO1 33028

(74m las)

This volume is entitled 'An 1822
Schubertiad', the programme
consisting of solo songs, partsongs
and choral numbers composed that
year. Apart from
the two featured
soloists there are
eight further
distinguished
participants, most
of whom have
taken a more
prominent part in
previous issues in
this inexhaustibly
rewarding series.
The role of
Stephen Layton
and the London
Schubert Chorale
is here restricted to
areal rarity, the
Maarten Koningsberger.and .John Mark Ainsley
setting for solo
tenor and chorus
DECEMBER 1997
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SHOSTAKOVICH:
Symphony 5 J Chamber Symphony
(arr. Barshai)
VPOljansons
EMI CDC 556 4422

(71m 23s)

Although this isn't the first time
these two works have appeared
together on CD, the Vienna strings
make an especially compelling case
for both. As it happens this Fifth,
recorded live in the Musikvereinsaal,
needs no added attraction. The
opening of the finale is about as
much clear-profiled excitement as
anyone can take in the three or so
minutes' span, and Idefy you to
resist the goosebumps as Jansons,
assisted by EMI sound of searing
presence, drives abristling Vienna
Philharmonic into the final, fierce
parade. The start of the first movt
and the whole of the Adagio are
beautifully paced, finely observed in
detail — areturn to the form of
Jansons's Philadelphia Tenth — and
all solos have the right degree of
intimacy (the rather bald Vienna
oboe sound is put to good use).
Some may prefer amore darkly
sinister, less mobile and exultant
first-movt development, but the
scherzo is trenchant indeed and
raises shades of Bemstein's VPO
Mahler recordings
This is recognisably the same
string section, too, that Bernstein
drove to the hilt in Beethoven
quartet transcriptions. The Chamber
Symphony might have benefited
from the same live impetus that
unmistakably informs the
performance of the symphony, but
its sorrow is scrupulously observed
with aspecial discretion for the solo
cello's Lady Macbeth reminiscence,
and firmly underpinned by a
resonant bass when necessary. David
Fanning's excellent note puts across
afew more interesting details while
summarising the familiar background
in afresh, cliché-free fashion.
lce

lop
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of Goethe's ' Im Gegenwartigen
Vergangenes'. The selection skilfully
intertwines such familiar songs as
`Geheimes', 'Der Wachtelschlag',
'Sei mir gegrusst', Willkommen und
Abschied' and 'Der Musensolue
with ones that need Reinhard Van
Hoorickx's skilfully completing
hand, or adedicated ensemble, to
bring them to vivid life. Almost half
the 22 songs are to texts by Goethe;
there are three by friend Schober,
two by Platen, and asprinkling of
single settings by other poets with
whom Schubert was at this time
occupied. The performances are, as
always in Graham Johnson's
inspiring hands, equally happy in the
seemingly most simple
accompaniments and in the
occasional more weighty challenges.
Some of the solo singing has atouch
of the homeliness that was probably
afeature of the early performances,
but that is hardly acriticism. The
recording, never less than pleasing,
once or twice suggests achange of
acoustic that would not have come
about in an original Schubertiad.

AàÏf1110
SCHUBERT:
Piano music for four hands ( Vol.4)
- 3 Fantasies J Overture in g J
Deutscher with 2 Trios & 2 Landler
J 4 Lándler J March in G J
Allegro moderato & Andante J
Fugue in e
Tal & Groethuysen (pno)
Sony Classical CD 68243

(
74m 27s)

Piano Duets (Vol.4) - 3 Marches
Militaires J Variations on an
original theme, D813/968SA J
Allegro: Lebensstürme
Bracha Eden & Alexander Tamir
(Pnos)
(MD CRI) 3482

(
65m 13s)

Tal & Groethuysen's final instalment
is in the same superb class as their
previous three volumes. What is so
revealing is the quality of Schubert's
earliest pieces for piano/four hands
in comparison with music written
shortly before his untimely death.
The three Fantasies (
21m, 6m and
14m respectively) belie the
composer's teen-age years. They are
sparkling works which all show the
inventiveness of Schubert's early
perception of opera as adiverse
entertainment in the way each
conjures up the true essence and
comedy in all its charming asides
that turn into tragedy with sudden
minor key outbursts. Why aren't
they ever performed live?
The late Overture in six sections
(interesting that Bruckner wrote one
for orchestra in the same key) and
the Fugue, from Schubert's final
year, somehow extend the harmonic
patterns in other diverse directions,
while the remaining music
(including the tiny March for
children) all tingle with yet more

fresh ideas. Andreas Groethuysen's
subtle pedalling and flexible,
rhythmic control on the 6-foot
Fazioli add marvellous colorations
for Yaara Tal's singing tone higher
up.
Iam afraid that in comparison
Bracha Eden and Alexander Tarnir
sound rather past their best. Their
distinguished career certainly
brought forth the right amount of
praise on the right occasions, but
some of the playing here is too
strident, with loose rhythms and
those small 'hesitancies' where the
music modulates denote tiredness.
Bob Auger's balancing in St Paul's
Church, New Southgate, London is
fine, but doesn't compare with
Stephan Schellmann's at Schloss
Grafenegg, Rietschule (Austria) on
Sony.
A*:1 B:2C1
SHOSTAKOVICH:
Symphony 7, ' Leningrad' J
Shostakovich's 1941 broadcast
from Leningrad
Sr MIei % burg POIAshkenazy
Decca 448 814-2

(
70m 37s)

Only aweek before this disc arrived
for review Iwas reading Boris
Schwarz's excellent Music and
Musical Life in Soviet Russia 1917-70
[Barrie and
SH.0`,TAKOVICH
Jenkins] and,
'I PHONY No 7
noting the
transcript of
Shostakovich's
isesex
short but
VLADIMIR A
significant
broadcast from
besieged
Leningrad in
which he
speaks of work-in-progress on his
latest symphony, Iwondered why no
record company had so far used it
as apreface to aperformance. Well,
here it is, loud and clear, and at first
the interpretation that follows —
preceding a50th anniversary concert
in St Petersburg to commemorate
the end of World War Two —
doesn't seem to rise to the occasion.
Ashkenazy, characteristically lithe,
prefers alean, determined opening,
aslightly impatient pastoral and an
almost jaunty start to the famous
'juggernaut of war' sequence, which
reaches, surely too soon, aclimax
that the recording can't help turning
into apercussion spectacular. It's no
match for the gravity and the
patience of Wigglesworth [BIS], or
the feeling for what's behind the
notes which Temirkanov shows with
the same orchestra [RCA]; and both
were backed up by sound that was
painstakingly truthful to the point of
reticence.
Ashkenazy's scherzo is surely too
buoyant, the St Petersburg wind
solos less self-effacingly lonely than
those of Wigglesworth's Welsh
players, though the flutes tongue
91
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their later support for a creaky bass
clarinet solo with paradoxically
atmospheric precision.
It's in the most difficult
movements, the Adagio and finale,
that Ashkenazy's no-nonsense
forward momentum — he's about
4m shorter than Wiggleswordi or
Temirkanov in the slow movt —
fuses with Petersburg depth and
commitment (incidentally, this
always sounds like agreat
orchestra). There's no hint of
overblown rhetoric about the
Adagio's central conflict, and the
final build from whispered lament to
equivocal victory is dramaticaly welljudged. Indeed, it's almost as
exhilarating as the end of Jansons'
live Fifth [see above], or perhaps
I'm just more accepting these days
of Shostakovich's most extrovert
finales. If you have difficulty with
the symphony's level of invention,
then Ashkenazy and his spectacular
production team cater well for any
impatience.

and it is difficult to know whether to
attribute this sonic equability to
players or engineers. Above all, this
disc demonstrates that an orchestra
does not need to have afamous .
name to play with outstanding skill
— in particular, the Lahti brass can
compare with any in Europe.
Antony Hodgson

A:1 ti

SOLER:
Harpsichord Sonatas ( Vol.2)
Gilbert Rowland (hpd)
Naxos 8.553443

(
78m 13s)

STRAVINSKY:
Song of the Nightingale _IFirebird
Suite (1919) J Rite of Spring
Minnesota OrchlOue
Reference Recordings RR-70CD
(7 int '
ï7s) HDCD
All three works are great showpieces
for orchestra, as well as showcasing
the art of the recording engineer.
But Reference Recordings have
aimed for natural balances in this,
Eiji Oue's first commercial recording
with the Minnesota orchestra of
which he is now music director. It's
abaptism of fire, but on the whole
orchestra and conductor emerge
with credit. There are many subtle
and imaginative touches in Firebird,
and the finale is suitably powerful.
In Song of the Nightingale Imiss
some of the rhythmic dexterity
others bring to the score (notably
Boulez), though there is some
atmospheric playing especially in the
later stages. Oue is ashade foursquare at times, and fails to inflect
the music: the opening should
almost lift you out of your chair, but
here it sounds abit limp. The Rite of
Spring is enthusiastic but awee bit
breathless, lacking in power and real
savagery.
Heard live, it would doubtless
entertain and excite, but recorded
competition is severe. Nor does the
recording help. Though the dynamic
range is impressively wide, clarity
(especially in the Rite) is not helped
by a slightly backward balance.
There's also asuspicion of the
extreme treble and bass having been
boosted slightly — noticeable in the
heavy over-rich double-basses at the
start of Firebird. The brass tend to
sound edgy and tonally thin, which
gives climaxes abrashness at odds
with the overall spaciousness and
refinement of the sound. I've
noticed this brightness/thinness in
some earlier recordings on this label,
but thought the problem had been
overcome. Bass drum is weighty and
powerful, while the terracing of
dynamics is natural and correct: a
disc for big, powerful systems that
can play loudly without flinching. I
did not use an HDCD decoder, by
the way, so perhaps some of the
areas criticised would improve. Even
so, despite impressive moments, I'd
not class this disc among Reference
Recordings' finest.

This is the second instalment of
Gilbert Rowland's complete survey
of Soler's harpsichord sonatas. It
retains the virtues of Vol. 1 [Naxos
8553462]: strong and reliable
playing of stimulating music and
outstanding value for money. Most
of Soler's sonatas (about 150 of
them) are one-movement works.
Soler studied with Domenico
Scarlatti until the latter's death in
1757, then carried on the tradition
of the two-part proto-sonata form
with the clear influence of
SIBELIUS:
Spanish music invading
Symphonies 1 & 4
the monastery in which
Lahti SOIVânskii
Soler worked and prayed.
Both composers
BIS CD-861
(
75m 32s)
occasionally expanded
Vânskâ's tempi often differ widely
into multi-movement
from those found in more
sonatas, and one of
conventional performances, but all
Soler's examples, R92 in
have innate logic. For example, in 4
D, is included on this
an exceptionally rapid (ii) is set in
disc. It is a substantial
the context of an expansive overall
four-movt piece from
performance ( 39m 27s — compare
This disc
1779, boldly symphonic in
Ormandy who once took only one
demonstrates character. The strutting opening
side of a Philips LP). In (i) Vânskâ's
movement is played a little fast for
that an
breadth is entirely convincing, and
the Andante con moto marking but it
orchestra
the cello solo is as expressive as any
works well, and the jig finale
that come to mind. He imbues (iü)
does not
(marked Allegro pastoril) is full of
with ashadowy, threatening warmth need to
life: a kind of tribute to Soler's
rather than the more usual bleak
teacher. Rowland's bouncy rhythms
have a
coldness. In (iv) the music is moved
in the quicker sonatas are a joy.
famous
name
purposefully forward, achieving an
Sonata R106 in E-minor shows
ideally mysterious ending by keeping to play with
unexpected tension in its
the final quiet bars strictly in tempo, outstanding
syncopations and there is controlled
so that the symphony flows
— perhaps a little too controlled —
skill - in
inevitably into silence.
emotion in the slow Sonata R87 in
particular,
Symphony 1is given apowerful
G-minor.
reading. The romantic themes in
the Lahti
The sound from the 1976 Rubio
(i) and (iv) are subtly fashioned but
2-manual harpsichord is bright and
brass can
always remain part of the overall
robust, an effect enhanced by the
compare
structure. A firmly proportioned
forward recording. A rather bass(ii) is the epitome of lyricism and a with any
heavy left-hand sound may be due
fierce, remarkably swift Scherzo
in Europe
to the acoustic of the Epsom
finds conductor and orchestra at
College Concert Hall.
their most powerful.
Recently Ihad to complain that a
Any reservations are to do with
Naxos disc had wrongly identified
the consistent warmth of the
two of Beck's symphonies (in fact by
gorgeous, brass-favoured sound.
Gossec); this disc, too, has an
Three fine versions from the past:
identification problem. The Sonata
Collins/LSO, MaazeINPO and the
given as R42 in G-minor (R stands
rare but magnificent Garaguly/
for Rubio, not the harpsichordDresden all have moments where
maker but the Spanish priest who
powerful instruments leap from thé
catalogued and edited the sonatas) is
texture and climaxes really erupt,
nothing of the sort. For one thing,
whereas with Vânskâ forte passages
R42 is in E-flat; this Sonata is 38 in
are often merely a matter of the
Marvin's rival edition. Now, who
whole orchestra becoming
checks these things — and why not?
simultaneously louder: especially in
•
1(i). The effect is slightly oppressive

This enterprising CPO release — the
first in aToch cycle, one hopes —
collects together the last three
symphonies by this remarkable,
entirely self-taught figure. Born in
Vienna, Ernst Toch ( 1887-1964)
was at the vanguard of new music in
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•
TOCH:
Symphonies 5-7
Berlin RSOIFrancis
CPO 999 389-2

(68m 58s)
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Germany before the rise of the
Nazis. Gieseking premiered his First
Piano Concerto, Feuermann his
Cello Concerto; other champions
included Furtwângler, Klemperer,
Scherchen and Erich Kleiber.
In April 1933, only three months
after Hitler rose to power, he fled to
Paris, thence to Los Angeles via
London and New York. Surviving
on adiet of teaching and occasional
forays into the world of film music,
Toch became an American citizen in
1940. After a heart-attack in 1948,
Toch embarked on an astonishing
late burst of prodigal creativity:
seven symphonies and numerous
other orchestral and chamber works.
Less than 18 months separate the
composition of his three final
symphonies. The deeply-felt Fifth
2(
1963) is cast in the form of a
single-movt ` rhapsodic poem'. It
P. grew out of an intended opera based
LLI
- on the biblical legend of Jephta, and
is a most eloquent, powerfully
s argued essay, by turns anguished
ê' and restrained. By contrast, the
e'Sixth wears an altogether more
ri serene, delicately playful
countenance, the mood one almost
') of nostalgic reverie in the lyrical
secondary material of the Allegro
energico finale. A similar spirit of
heart-easing grace informs the
e. Seventh, awork of rare luminosity

and charm, yet not in the least bit
complacent (annotator Lawrence
Weschler, Toch's grandson, aptly
describes the atmosphere as ` almost
Arcadian'). Ishould add that all
three symphonies betoken avery real
mastery of the orchestra: Toch
evidently possessed an extremely
precise ear for texture and his expert
use of percussion is particularly
distinctive.
Alun Francis and his excellent
Berlin band do Toch absolutely
proud, and the sound (a
co-production with DeutschlandRadio Berlin) is outstandingly
truthful to match. This rewarding
issue comes strongly recommended.

VAUGHAN WILLIAMS:
On Wenlock Edge U Five Mystical
Songs -I12 Songs
Johnson (ten)IKeenlyside
(bar) /Johnson (pno)IDuke Qt

commission, heard here in its voice
and piano guise) are entrusted to
that exceptionally mellifluous
baritone, Simon Keenlyside. Again,
a rare perception informs the whole
performance. Sample 'Love bade me
welcome' (Johnson at his
concentrated, keenly poetic best)
and ` Antiphon' (such thrillingly firm,
ringing tone from Keenlyside).
Elsewhere, we are treated to
memorable renderings of two
Whitman settings from 1925,
'Nocturne' and `Joy, Shipmate, Joy!'
(Keenlyside again) as well as the
Two English Folk Songs of 1925
('Searching for Lambs' and the wrily
amusing 'The Lawyer', both with
violin accompaniment).
Other jewels include the early
Tennyson setting The Splendour falls,
the exquisite ` Silent Noon' from The
House of Life, '
The Water Mill' from
Four Poems by Fredegond Shove
(1922) and `Tired' from the
posthumously-published Four Last
Songs (to apoem by VW's second
wife, Ursula).
Two enchanting Shakespeare
vocal duets, ' It was a lover and his
lass' and ' Dirge for Fidele', frame
the whole enterprise, one which
reflects great credit on all involved.
Beautiful sound, ideal balances
and full texts. Heartily
recommended.

•
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Collins Classics 14882

(
78m 05s)

Here's the first volume in Collins
Classics' ambitious ' English Song
Series', and an enjoyable,
uncommonly generous selection it
comprises too. On Wenlock Edge
receives a most sensitive reading
from Anthony Rolfe Johnson,
partnered by Graham Johnson and
the youthful Duke Quartet. This
new account seems to me to occupy
a nearideal middle ground between
the ravishing liquidity of the famous
Ian Partridge/Music Group of
London performance (now restored
on mid-price EMI 'British
Composers') and the more daringly
intense Philip Langridge/Howard
Shelley/Britten Qt version (also on
EMI). Certainly, in ' Is my team
ploughing?' Johnson successfully
avoids the occasional mannerisms
that beset Langridge's interpretation,
whilst displaying a no less
imaginatively varied tonal canvas
along the way. Ialso warmed to the
radiantly gentle portrait of ' Clun',
whose closing measures are handled
with exceptional poignancy by these
gifted artists.
The glorious Five Mystical Songs
(a 1911 Worcester Festival
HI-FI NEWS & RECORD REVIEW
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WAGNER:
Scenes and arias from Tannhauser,
Lohengrin, Der fliegende Hollander,
Parsifal, Die Walkiire, Tristan und
isolde & Gütterdammerung
Waltraud Meier (mez-sop)IBavarian
RSOIMaazel
RCA 09026 68766 2

Waltraud
Meters
Wagner
recital on RCA
is conducted
by Lorin
Maazel

(
72m IIs)

A compelling stage animal whose
Kundry (in Parsifal) has had over a
decade and several recordings to
sink into the memory, Meier makes
some daring choices here in a
Wagnerfest that is more narrative
than display of lustrous strength.
The problem isn't one of what this
singer, who still bills herself as
`mezzo-soprano', can and can't
manage, for any one of these
assumptions would pass muster on
stage; it's simply that tonal variety is
badly lacking. Conviction sometimes
overrides the nature of the
instrument, not often very centred
and with avibrato that becomes
shrill under pressure. Sometimes it
is put to good use:
Meier, for instance, is no
natural candidate for
Elisabeth or Elsa, and yet
she makes these ladies'
anxieties very real. The
heft of Senta's verses is
uncommonly striking,
too; but in the prayer-like
refrains here, the shrill
upper reaches of Isolde's
curse and the final, redemptive
soaring of Brunnhilde's immolation
scene, there's no chance of the
phrases taking wing.
Just before this stressful final
flourish, though, Meier comes across
as a powerful Brumihilde, reminding
us that she was vengeful and has
only just become wise — an
intelligent alternative to the stately
and impeturbable farewells of more
monolithic heroines.
The sinner who laughed at Christ
and the sister Valkyrie bringing news
of the gods' declining hours are
known quantities, though how much
narrower their scenes become out of
context: it makes you appreciate just
how strategically Waltraute's plea is
located in Gâtterdiimmening Act One.
After his orchestral Tannhauser
and ' Ring without words' Maazel's
handsome way with Wagner is no
longer ` music minus one' (except for
the Dutchman's ladies' chorus and
Hagen going under — Meier
supplies Brangane's responses
herself, though the text attributes
them to Isolde). Nothing that he,
the Bavarians and the RCA engineer
do quite matches up to the brilliant
promise of the Tannhauser opening,
but horns and trumpet underline
Sieglinde's narrative very
handsomely and the final hope of
Gâtterdiimmerung is portentously (too
portentously?) underlined by a
master hand.

•
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classical REVIEWS
DANISH MUSIC FOR OBOE
AND PIANO
NIELSEN: Two Fantasy Pieces/
BENTZON: Two Pieces/MORTENSEN:
Sonata/HOLMBOE: Sonatina/
NORGARD: Images of Arreso
Ala.\ Anz•cd (ob)IPer Salo (pno)
Marco Polo 8.224043

(
55m 21s)

Carl Nielsen's elegant and witty
diptych dates from 1889 (the only
item here not of our century) and is
succeeded by afurther pair of twomovt offerings: the Two Pieces
(1946) by Niels Viggo Benrzon are
stylish and inventive (were they, I
wonder, consciously inspired by
Nielsen's example of 57 years
previously?), while Otto Mortensen's
clean-cut Sonata ( 1947) is a fluent,
melodious deight — it sets out abit
like Finzi in soothing, neo-Bachian
mode.
We then jump — after apause of
barely three seconds! — over four
decades to Vagn Holmboe's 1990
Sonatina. A most rewarding
discovery it proves: the central,
gently purposeful Andante tranquillo
in particular radiates aprofound
serenity that resonates long in the
mind afterwards. Finally, there's Per
Norgárd's Images of Arrese (1995-6):
four highly imaginative and richly
varied tone-pictures inspired by the
sights and sounds in and around the
composer's lake-side home.
The booklet informs us that Max
Armed is currently principal oboist
with the Danish National RSO.
Sensitively though he responds, I
have to report that his toneproduction is perhaps not the most
ingratiating Ihave encountered;
pianist Per Salo, too, at times seems
hindered by the use of a less than
first-class instrument. Admittedly,
they are ill-served by the actual
recording, which is severely wanting
in bloom and space. Ishould also
point out that, on two copies I
tried, there was a strange
disturbance (abit like a momentary
loss of radio signal) some 2m 50s
into the final track on the CD. All
of which is a crying shame, for there
is some very decent music to be
found here.
•
SURE ON THIS SHINING
NIGHT
20th-century romantic songs of
America
Robert White (ten)ISamuel Sanders
(pno)
Hyperion CDA 66920

(62m 44s)

A delightful, imaginatively wideranging anthology, featuring no
fewer than 25 composers. We get 28
songs in all, spanning the entire
century thus far, from Amy Beach's
joyous `The Year's at the Spring'
(1900) to Marc Marder's 'To a
Stranger' which the composer
penned for Robert White afew
HI-11 NEWS aRECORD BMW
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Cod Nielsen the two
Fantasy Fleeces for oboe and piano
are recorcbc by Max Arived and
Pea Salo, br Marco 'Polo

weeks before these very July 1996
sessions. Favourites? Well, William
Schuman's haunting Orpheus with
his lute' ( 1945) strikes me as a
miniature masterpiece by any
standards ('spellbinding' is how
White rightly describes it in his
personable, highly informative
booklet-notes). Another
Shakespearean setting, Korngold's
`Come away, death' ( 1943), proves
similarly enchanting, as do William
Bolcom's exquisite Never more will
the wind' ( 1990) and Ned Rorem's
'Little Elegy' ( 1949). Older
American readers will doubtless
recognize such indestructible radio
favourites as Idabelle Firestone's ' If
Icould tell you' ( 1940), Ernest
Charles's 'When Ihave sung my
songs' ( 1934) and Albert Hay
Malotte's 1935 setting of The Lord's
Prayer. Other forgotten gems include
two songs by Boulanger—pupil
Theodore Chanler ( 1902-1961),
`The Children' t1945) and the
nervy, polytonal 'These, my Ophelia'
(1935) — the latter constitutes a
real find, in my opinion — and
George Whitefield Chadwick's lovely
'When stars are in the quiet skies'
(1910).
So ardent and infectiously
communicative are White's
performances that one readily
avedooks any occasional signs of
strain. Samuel Sanders accompanies
beautifully, and Hyperion's
production- values are immaculate. A
most enjoyable entertainment as well
as a true voyage of discovery.
Andrew AcIenbach

A:1 1

SHAKESPEARE'S 'MUSICK
Songs and Dances from
Shakespeare's Plays
Álluicians
Ike Glob/Pickett
Philils 446 687-2
.(6k ,), 21s) with bonus disc
The main CD is accompanied by a
pleasing sampler introducing
excerpts from what will, when
complete, be a series of seven CDs.

What one is actually paying for is a
recording of 28 tracks. After four
instrumental pieces for broken
consort there are settings of lyrics
from the plays by avariety of
composers, interspersed with dances
and other instrumental pieces; the
composers include Morley, John
Wilson, Famaby, Robert Jones,
Dowland, Robert Johnson, Byrd,
and various anon. Seven excellent
singers share the solo work with
Jacob Heringman (lute) and Gary
Cooper (harpsichord and virginal).
The musicianship is throughout of a
very high order, with fresh-voiced
and expressive singing, and sensitive
and evocative playing. The
juxtaposition of the well-loved and
the quite unfamiliar, as well as the
pairing of versions inspired by the
same text, is nicely judged, and the
recording (like the provision of full
texts and notes in four languages) is
exemplary.
Peter Branscombe

A:1 u

ITALIAN STRING QUARTETS
RESPIGHI: String Quartet in D/
MALIPIERO: String Quartet 3 —
Canted alla madrigalesca/ROTA:
String Quartet
Nuovo Quartetto Italiano
Claves CD 50-9617

(
61m 06s)

An interesting and enjoyable
programme of string quartets from
the first half of the century, when
the form, in the wake of Verdi,
began to absorb Italian composers'
attentions. The Respighi is not his
one mature essay in the medium,
the exquisite Quartetto Dorico (
which
cries out for agood CD version),
but an early work from 1907, last of
no fewer than six quartets he wrote
while developing the craft of
composition. By this time it was
fairly thoroughly mastered, and the
result is a well- made piece of some
stature. Brahms, Debussy, Ravel and
Tchaikovsky are all palpable
influences: Brahms mostly in the
middle movements (a theme and
variations, and an intermezzo), but a
pronouncedly Italianate personality
is clearly in control.
Malipiero's Third Quartet ( 1931)
is one of those quirky and capricious
single-movt designs, a stimulating
mosaic of song and dance. But
perhaps the gem of the disc is Nino
Rota's subtle, shapely quartet,
beautifully written for the medium,
civilised to its fingertips in its irony
and tender sentiment.
The young players of the Nuovo
Quartetto Italiano are clearly
conscious of the great name they
bear. They play superbly, and bring
as much care to this music as their
predecessors might have lavished on
masterpieces of the Classical era.
The recording is warm and
comfortably balanced.
Calum MacDonald

A:I C.)
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ELGAR:
Sea Pictures J Falstaff J Imperial
March
Yvonne Minton ('nez-sop)ILPOI
Barenboim

recording, though close, has
considerable presence as well as
warmth. In the Oboe Quartet Jaap
Stotijn is appropriately set forward
from his companions; he plays
expressively, if with insufficient
dynamic contrast.

Sony Classsical CD 63020
(63m 09s) 01973-76
A Falstaff to reckon with. Not
perhaps acomprehensive portrayal of
the fat knight — for that turn to
Elgar or Barbirolli [both EMI] —
but aremarkably sympathetic one
with heightened moments like the
first 'Dream Interlude' and the battle
which uses 'the scarecrow army of
Wart. Mouldy and the forcible
Feeble'. This interpretation didn't
stand much of achance on the
scrawny CBS LP, but here the
sound is immeasurably finer. To a
lesser degree the same applies to Sea g
Pictures, where Minton's astute
characterisation (though not perfect
t
diction) gets an equally astute
response from Barenboim. And
there's agood performance of the
Imperial March to round off amost
desirable ` Essential Classics' bargain.
1111F7r17iiho '
nlIllIlr"'1111111111:11
ELGAR:
Songs from The Starlight Express J
Dream Children J Sea Pictures/
LAMBERT: The Rio Grande'
Hagley (sop)1Terfel (bar)/Jones (msop)1Welsh Nat Op Orchl
RPOIMackerrasl'Stott (pno)IBBC
Singers & Concert OrchlWordsworth

11111RMINNZ

Bryn Terfel: in
'lustrous form'
in Elgar's
Starlight Express
MAHLER:
Symphony 2 ' Resurrection'
Mimi Coertse (sop)1Lucretia West
(con)/Vienna Academy Chi Vienna
State Op OrchlScherchen
MilImam Classics MCD 80353
(2CDs, 94m 19s) rec.1958

For all its

First issued here by World Record
Club — someone grasped its merits
— this was never 'competitive'
however,
against the Walter/CBS,
this budget
Klemperer/Columbia or Solti/Decca
Second
stereo recordings. Some of the
production is spectacularly modern,
should
some of it is oddly balanced. There's
Decca 452 324-2
(
72m 40s) ® various certainly be
avery well sung ' Urfiche (
starts
heard: nearly CD2), the voice very `Mahlerian';
Sir Charles Mackerras's sequence
from The Starlight Express (
with Bryn every bar is
but Scherchen draws out the finale
Terfel in his most lustrous form)
over some 37 1
/rn and there are
2
uniquely
and Dream Children were originally
some disastrous brass entries
illuminated
coupled to apair of Wand of Youth
(erratically pitched or not on cue)
by
suites on Argo. Glowingly praised
which detract from the seriousness
Scherchen's
by DN [' Record of the Month',
of purpose. For all its faults,
Nov '92], here are delightful
extraordinary however, this budget Second should
performances indeed, consistently
certainly be heard: nearly every bar
imagination
imaginative and brimful of nostalgic
is uniquely illuminated by
and
fantasy. Only the somewhat
Scherchen's extraordinary
convictions
cramped, comparatively bloom-free
imagination and convictions. A safer
Brangwyn Hall acoustic gives any
Vienna recommendation, it must be
cause for concern.
admitted, with sophisticated
Both remaining items were set
engineering and much starrier cast,
down at Walthamstow. Mackerras
is the Mehta Decca 'Double', c/w
and mezzo-soprano Della Jones form
Schmidt's Fourth Symphony.
avividly dramatic partnership in the
Sea Pictures, vibrantly effective in the
foaming grandeur of ' Sabbath
morning' and 'The Swimmer'. On
MOZART:
String Quartets in D, K499 0 in Bthe debit side, the winsome
flat, KS89 J Oboe Qt in F, K370
simplicity of `Where corals lie' and
'In haven' is not fully conveyed and
Netherlands String Qt/Jaap Stotijn
(01')
there's adistinct lack of charm. (Try
instead Felicity Palmer's more
Globe GLO 6037
commanding version with Richard
(65m 20s) mono 01954/56
Hickox on mid-price EMI.) That
most intrepid of pianists, Kathryn
A finely mastered reissue of two
Stott, contributes eloquently in The
famous old recordings from the midRio Grande, but Barry Wordsworth's
1950s — the Netherlands Quartet
vigorous direction is alittle too
was asplendid team (Jaap Scheider
bluff, too literal, for my own tastes.
was then its second violinist), and
In all, abit of amixed bag.
this CD will revive happy memories
for older collectors. There is a
welcome bite to the playing, and the

1111111111111genbacM1111111113
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faults,
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NIELSEN:
Violin Concerto —IFlute Concerto _1
Clarinet Concerto U Symphonic
Rhapsody U Helios Overture
Saga-drom U Pan and Syrinx
An
Imaginary Journey to the Faeroe
Islands
Arve Tellefsen (v1n)1Frantz Lemmser
(fit) iKiell-Inge Stevensson
(c1t)1Danish RSO1Blomstedt
EMI CZ5 589 758-2
(2CDs, 130m 58s)

evarious

With Herbert Blomstedt's excellent
Danish RSO accounts of Nielsen's
six symphonies already reissued on
EMI ` Matrix', here's the remainder
of that commendable mid- 1970s
survey. I've always held Arve
Tellefsen's account of the Violin
Concerto in particularly high esteem,
and its unaffected eloquence still
impresses, though we've since had
performances of even greater
technical security from the likes of
ChoLiang Lin and Kim Sjogren
(the latter especially perceptive,
partnered by Michael Schonwandt
on Chandos). Likewise, Stevensson
and Lernmser are imperious
advocates of the concertos for
clarinet and flute.
Elsewhere, the very early ( 1889)
and endearing Symphonic Rhapsody
is all that remains of aprojected
Symphony in F — and the
resemblances to the opening
movement of Beethoven's Pastoral
aren't just confined to the key
signature. Blomstedt's noble Helios
Overture comes as ablessed relief
after the recent hasty Jârvi [DG] and
impossibly protracted
Rozhdestvensky [Chandos] versions.
Perhaps one has heard more subtlyvoiced interpretations of Pan and
Syrinx — Rattle's, for example —
but generally, such affectionate and
idiomatic music-making gives little
cause for complaint.

7111.10
SCHUBERT:
The Songmakers' Almanac
Schubertiade
Felicity Lott (sop)/Ann Murray
(mez-sop)IAnthony Rolfe Johnson
(ten)IRichard Jackson (bar)/
Graham Johnson (pno)
Hypedoe COO 22010
(2CDs, 125m 35s) 81985
First issued on two LPs, this recital
is not part of the Complete Schubert
Edition but is nonetheless welcome
on CD for its imaginatively chosen
programme. The four sections are
DECEMBER 1997
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headed 'The Romantic Struggle',
`Serenades and Lullabies', 'Nature
and Love', and `At home with the
Schubertians'. Each offers familiar
treasures, and undervalued — just
occasionally (dare one say it?)
undistinguished — items. The
performances are somewhat uneven
too: all four artists have songs in
which they give much pleasure, yet
too often Ifelt a lack of distinction
in the singing. Archness is difficult
to avoid at times, as is overemphatic caressing of aword or
phrase; tonal beauty and long,
vividly phrased lines are less in
evidence than one could wish.
Graham Johnson is above these
carpings, both for his evocative
notes, his attentiveness as
accompanist and, especially, for his
realization of ahost of musical
moods. The recording is clear and
suitably intimate.

A:2d1111111

Peter Branscombe

SCHUMANN:
Das Paradies und die Peri
SweetlKaufmannISchmiegelSubratal
SchimilBüchner1PlantélTitusl
SchopperlBamberg SO & Ch/Kuhn
RCA 74321 34173-2

(
2CDs, 99m) 01990

Beautifully recorded and lovingly
performed, Gustav Kuhn's 1990
version of Schumann's

I remember being impressed, in the
late 1950s, by the youthful
virtuosity of Jean Casadesus, son
of the famous Robert, and by his
refusal to be stereotyped, given his
father's famous reputation. Jean
Casadesus has the lion's share on a
two-disc set containing both Ravel
Piano Concertos and JS Bach's Dminor Concerto BWV1052 (Paris
Conservatoire Orch/Dervaux/
Vandernoot), and shows his gift for
clear articulation and sparkling
musicality in these works and earlier
pieces by Rameau and Couperin.
CD2 contains pieces by Poulenc,
Françaix, Tailleferre and Robert
Casadesus (who also contributes 11
Scarlatti Sonatas) all played with an
aplomb that present-day artists
might envy [EMI CZS 569 4672,
2CDs, 137m 09s, rec.1937/54-7
mono]. B: 1 0
Jacques Février was a close
colleague of Ravel and he befriended
other French composers like
Milhaud and Poulenc (of Les Six).
His is adrier, more brittle account
of Ravel's Concerto for the Left Hand,
with Tzipine and the RDF
Orchestra going along with the
typically French approach, full of
subtlety and wit. Debussy's Fantasy
for piano and orchestra (the same

9141 NEWS & RECORD REVIEW
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unaccountably neglected semioratorio Paradise and the Peri [
a
benign spirit — Persian mythology]
should win this enchanting work
many new friends. The only serious
competition comes at full price from
Sinopoli/Dresden Staatskapelle
[DG]: superbly played and sung,
and delivered with extraordinary
conviction, but arguably lacking the
inner glow which is the hallmark of
this RCA venture. Sinopoli
admittedly has a generous ` filler' in
the form of the captivating Overture,
Scherzo and Finale, although there
his decidedly inflexible style barely
holds a candle to Karajan's exalted
BP0 classic [also DG].
Kuhn has a fine Peri in Sharon
Sweet — unfailingly musical,
sounding rather like a mezzo-ish
Edith Mathis — while the principal
tenor, Eberhard Büchner, has just
the right kind of lightweight clarity
to sustain Schumann's longbreathed melodic lines. Choir and
orchestra acquit themselves
admirably (if without the incisive
precision of their Dresden
counterparts), but it is Kuhn's
warmly affectionate way with this
charming score which leaves the
lasting impression here — a
Eusebius to counterpoint Sinopoli's
Florestan.

SIBELIUS:
Luonnotar J Pohjola's Daughter -I
En Saga -IKing Christian Il Suite
J The Bard 7..) Spring Song Li Swan
of Tuonela J Lemminkâinen's
Return J Pelléas et Mélisande
Kuolema J Swanwhite
Taru Valjakka (sop)IBournemouth
SO/Berglund
EMI C25 569 773-2
(2CDs, 143m 37s) 01970-8
An admirable collection, by and
large, crowned by what remains
surely the finest Luonnotar

Paavo
Berglund:
a Sibelius
anthology

Julian Haylocier

forces) is like abalmy summer day,
full of iridescent colourings in this
performance; but Iparticularly liked
Février's snazzy account of
Milhaud's Saudades do Brazil, seven
movements that conjure up the
sultry atmosphere of native folkdance, and Printemps, six miniatures
brimful of sophistication and sensual
feeling. Poulenc's Les Soirées de
NazeUes and five Improvisations are
all to the manner born [CZS 569
4652, 2CDs, 143m Ils, rec.1957-70,
part mono]. B:1-2
Throughout amagnificent set by
the much admired Brazilian pianist
Magda Tagliaferro, that embraces
Falla (
Danse espagnole, Danse du
meunier), Granados (
Le jeune Fille et
le rossignol, Andaluza, Oriental),
Albeniz (five pieces), VillaLabos
(Impressoes seresteiras, Momoprecoce),
Mompou, Debussy and Chopin, and
Schumann's tremendously difficult
Sonata 1, she shows exquisite touch
and constructive power. Idoubt if
you will hear finer renderings of
'The Lover and the Nightingale' or
'Clair de lune' — Dame Mourn
Lympany's excepted [CZS 569
4762, 153m 38s, rec.1951-60/72 part
inonol B: 1 *
Bill Newman

-#

.
1

committed to disc. Finnish soprano
Tarn Valjakka is a miraculously
pure-toned soloist, while Berglund
and the Bournemouth orchestra lend
powerful, atmospheric backing.
(EMI's booklet prints the
text/translation.) The Bard, too,
receives a magical rendering, though
'The Swan of Tuonela' glides along
in ever-so-slightly complacent
fashion. Both Pohjola's Daughter and
En Saga are undoubtedly compelling
in their ruggedly straightforward,
clear-sighted way, but
`Lemminlainen's Return', arrestingly
though it sets out, could do with
greater edge-of-seat exhilaration.
The early, unashamedly luscious
Spring Song is given with genuine
conviction.
As for the four incidental-music
offerings, well, Pelléas is distinctive
in its cool restraint and
uncompromising formality. By
contrast, King Christian II has stacks
of fresh-faced charm and real
affection (more so than one would
might have expected from this
conductor). The haunting Kuolema
and Swanwhite excerpts originally
shared a 2LP set with Berglund's
pioneering Bournemouth account of
Kullervo, the reappearance of which
would be more than welcome — not
everyone necessarily shares my
preference for his Helsinki digital remake, now a single EMI ` Matrix'
CD.
A good Sibelius anthology, then,
superbly engineered by Stuart
Eltham over an eight-year period
(1970-8) and finely remastered by
Allan Ramsay at Abbey Road.
Andrew Achenbach

A-A•:1*97

— from the Hugh Masekela band —
adds in conga exotics. This is an
event-stuffed record, full of cunning
passages where instruments tangle in
seemingly impossible knots, then
emerge in wild unison melodies.
Fiddle has a folkish aura; Cooke
touches on homespun pleasures
without reneging on the mighty
momentum of jazz. Myles Boisen's
recording has the up-front clarity
needed for such effervescence.

NIGEL COOMBES & STEVE
BERESFORD
TWO TO TANGLE

Jazz reviews by Ben Watson

EMANEM 4017
VARIOUS
JAZZ IN SAINT LOUIS 1924-1927
TIMELESS CI3C 1-036

Sweet and
3entimental
or wild
and
hopping,
this St
Louis jazz
has a riproaring
quality
-hat shouts
down the
decades

(
71m 57,)

Twenty-three 78rpm
recordings from Chris
Barber's collection.
Through the swish and
swirl of the old technology
come the stirring, crackercrazy sounds of Chas
Cheath's Jazz-O-Maniacs,
Phil Baxter and his Texas
Tommies, Bennie
Washington's Six Aces and
Dewey Jackson's Peacock Orchestra.
You can tell from the very names
these bands are going to be hot. The
big names are there: Zutty Singleton
(pictured above), Lonnie Johnson
(playing violin on 'Market Street
Stomp') and Jelly Roll Morton.
Sweet and sentimental or wild and
hopping, this St Louis jazz has a riproaring quality that shouts down the
decades. When drummer Floyd
Campbell launches into the vocal of
'Every Man That Wears BellBottom Britches Ain't No MonkeyMan', you have to conclude that
music has just got too goddamn selfserious these days.

11,1"1"
1
".""111111113
INDIA COOKE
REDHANDED
MUSIC á ARTS CD9S1

(60m 53s)

India Cooke plays violin. Initially
inspired by Michael White, she's
been active in the San Franciscan
Bay Area since the early 1980s. She
was on board for one of Sun Ra's
last tours (see the magnificent Leo
two-disk set Pleiades). She has some
of Leroy Jenkins's spiky dazzle and
Billy Bang's pentatonic prettiness,
but her own voice emerges. The
band includes Chicagoist George
.Lewis on trombone and ROVA
Quartet's Larry Ochs on sax. Lisle
Ellis (bass) and Donald Robinson
(drums) are excellent, swinging
briskly when required but also
letting Cooke's compositions break
into the multicoloured free-fests that
are her trademark. Percussionist Lee
98

(
75m 115)

Free-improvised violin and piano
engage in spritely fantasias. The
vocabulary derives from Bartok and
Stravinsky — clownish folk rhytlun
and classical harmony to the fore —
with the odd moment of climactic
chaos thrown in for fun. Beresford's
trumpet is arelief, but is restricted
to one track: limited musical
concepts are ultimately a dampener
on proceedings.

"'"'"-1111111111111MI

(
51m 54s)

Trumpeter Franz Hautzinger and
saxophonist Helge Hinteregger have
cleverly poached one of British
music's great assets: the rhythm
team of Oren Marshall
(electronically-enhanced tuba) and
Steve Noble (drums). Playing on the
cusp of audibility, the quartet use
buzzes and scrapes to develop a
music of surprising power. Omitting
the physical core of the music has
allowed the development anew
ensemble language. In the end, the
quartet flows and gratifies: industrial
ambient played by listening
musicians with chops to spare.
Haunting.

1111•1111116}...e. 11131
JOE McPHEE QUARTET
LEGEND STREET TWO
CIMP # 132

JOE MORRIS QUARTET
YOU BE ME
SOUL NOTE 121304

(
65m 59s)

Free-floating, yet stinging and
lyrical, Joe Morris's exceptional
guitar launches into heady swirls of
bluesy abstraction. Matt Maneri's
concise and gritty violin offsets the
leader's astonishing fleetness. This
Quartet adheres to the kind of
zinging precision that made
Thelonious Monk so celebrated.
Artful dazzlement.
•
PRAXIS
TRANSMUTATION LIVE
DOUGLAS MUSIC ADCS

FRANZ HAUTZINGER
QUARTETT
BENT
EXTRAPLATTE EX296

tenor has aslow-breathing weight
and majesty. Squirrelling through all
this is the tonic of David Prentice's
vocalised violin. Charles Tyler's
'There Was A Flower Near Napoli'
is played with such grace the heart
sings. Far from the barrel's
scrapings, Legend Street Two is an
inspiring message from musicians
whose every lick is juiced with
history.

(
62m 58s)

Logically enough, this is the rest of
the session that produced Legend
Street One. Unfortunately, identical
sleevenotes cause confusion: whilst
reference to Eric Dolphy's
`Something Sweet' — absent on
Vol.1 — now makes sense, the song
'More About Relationships' appears
on neither. This slip (by ausually
conscientious label) can be forgiven
because the music is great. Joe
McPhee plays tender and melodic
on all his horns, and is excellently
supported on drums by the late,
great Charles Moffet. Frank Lowe's

(60m 3s)

Bill Laswell's troupe do themselves
few favours by including atirade by
critic Bill Murphy: anyone less than
a hundred per cent enthusiastic
about the music is accused of stifling
the next stage in the evolution of
homo sapiens (
Murphy would be
more convincing if had a modicum
of originality himself: we await the
day when copywriters can come up
with something other than
`eradicating boundaries' as a
recommendation). Hype aside, this
is a loose rock jam recorded live in
Zurich in June 1996. Laswell's
slunky punk-funk bass provides a
familiar setting for the soloists.
Tumtablist DXT and the Invisible
Scratch Pickles (four DJs from San
Francisco) scritch-scratch sonic
zigzags like cartoon beboppers.
Drummer Brain from the
Limbomaniacs works hard and keeps
everything mobile. Bloated, clichéridden metal guitar from Buckethead
is the downside. All in all,
Transmutation Live isn't so much
alchemical as workaday; lacking Last
Exit's free-jazz brimstone, Praxis
fails to transmute its musical
materials.

MilIMF MU
BILLY JENKINS
STILL... SOUNDS LIKE BROMLEY
BABEL INIV9717

(
44m)

In its search for respect, jazz
frequently develops ahigh-art
seriousness that is both tedious and
limiting. Guitarist Billy Jenkins will
have none of it. Paradoxically, by
DEMMER
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bringing the music down to
earth (specifically down to
Bromley in south London,
with titles like ' High
Street/Part Pedestrianised'
and `The Rust On The
Screws Of The Churchill
Theatre'), Jenkins makes it
more multi-coloured,
inventive, subtle and
moving than all the dreary attempts
at transcendental status. He needs
the best musicians and he's got
them: Lain Ballamy (sax), Claude
Deppa (trumpet), Mike Mondesir
(bass). Leading lights of the 1
.
980s
Jazz Revival find themselves thrust
into contexts of Zappaesque
ambivalence. Forced to play from
the seat of their pants, the musicians
are purged of jazz snootiness. There
are absurdist smooches, cartoon
calypsos, preposterous funk-outs and
hippie motifs trashed with punkist
fury. Django Bates contributes a
wonderful synth solo that recalls
1970s George Duke. David Vine's
steel pans make everything rattle and
spin. The closer — 'We Don't Live
There (Anymore)' — is ahaunting

A

sa solo bass record, Dominic
Duval's Nightbird Inventions
[Cadence Jazz Records CJR1072,
49m 16s] is impressive: he can swing
as well as scrub up aplethora of
striking effects. However, quality
improvising doesn't really add up to
an album: what results is a showcase
of instrumental skills rather than a
musical statement. A:1 0
Although a sincere tribute to the
underrated compositions of pianist
Herbie Nichols (who died in 1963),
Roswell Rudd's The Unheard Herbie
Nichols Vol.' [
GIMP # 133, 54m 19s]
doesn't quite come off: the
trombonist's intentions come
unravelled due to the coarseness of
his instrument. Rudd's brass bluster
just doesn't talk to the straightahead bop guitar of Greg Millar,
while John Bacon's sensitive
percussion seems wasted. Didn't
anyone tape the gigs Rudd and
Nichols performed in the early
1960s? They might tell the story this
1990s return visit fails to capture.
A:2 0
The Bobby Zankel Quintet's
Prayer And Action [
CIMP # 131,
69m 49s] continues a tradition
suggested by Zappa's Grand Wazoo
and Billy Bang's Fire From Within,
where funky chops and zany
harmonies are folded into a smooth
lite flow: intricate contrapuntal jazz
with aboppy flavour and an exotic
flare. A:1 0
Bladik [
Cuneiform RUNE 92,
61m 08s] is delightful Free Jazz
recorded in a London studio in
1996. Saxophonists Elton Dean and
Paul Dunmall engage in heated yet
spacious interplay with Paul Rogers
(bass) and Tony Levin (drums). Big
HI-FI NEWS 8, RECORD REVIEW
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Jazz

expression of insecurity and
nostalgia. It concludes in some
astonishing soundscaping. The
comedy kicks away all the usual
props for sentiment, yet leaves the
listener genuinely affected: a return
to form after the ill-advised SAD (an
attempt to be funny about the blues
that merely raised hackles). Billy
Jenkins: truly a unique force in
England's emotionally-challenged
musical landscape.

frequently

A:1 0

develops
a high-art
seriousness
that is
both tedious
and limiting.
Guitarist
Billy Jenkins
will have
none of it

ORNETTE COLEMAN/
JOACHIM KUHN
COLORS ( LIVE FROM LEIPZIG)

Omette rejects. However, Kühn has
been deeply affected by both twelvetone and Ornette's revolutionary
music. To listen to these duets —
fantastic demonstrations of modern
music's ability to achieve
independence and dialogue at once
— is to hear European methodology
evolve to apoint of creative contact
with Ornette's harmolodics. Omette
plays alto, trumpet and violin,
communications from the part of the
brain that refuses the oppression of
official logic. Kühn and Omette
sketch out anew ethic, one that
refuses to reduce musical gesture to
abstract law. Joyous testimony to a
global dialectic of musical liberation.

HARMOLODIC/POLYGRAM 537789 (
65m 36s)
Omette Coleman has had a life-long
antipathy towards pianos and the
tempered system they embody, yet
here he is in duet with pianist
Joachim Kühn. Born in 1944 in
Leipzig, Kühn studied with Arthur
Elsey and performed classical recitals
until 1961, when he moved to
Prague and began playing jazz. Thus
he is a product of the very tradition

names Roswell Rudd (trombone)
and Keith Tippett (piano) are also
aboard, the latter making his axe
sound like aharpsichord. A
fractured, modernist aesthetic allows 1173
the soloists to breathe. A:1 0 In
contrast, on a suite recorded live at
the Arnolfini in Bristol — Desire And
Liberation [
Slam CD 225, 42m 41s]
— the Paul Dunmall Octet sound
like they are pushing too hard; albeit
of cordon-bleu standard individually,
too many cooks make a murky broth
of Dtmmall's charts. A:1 0
Hugh Hopper and Mark Hewins
hail from the Canterbury scene:
Adreamos [
Impetus IMP19423,
68m 15s] consists of electronic
washes improvised by electric bass
and guitar. As the musicians explain
in the notes, they may wish to play
abstractly, but they are basically
rock'n'roll hooligans. This makes
their improvisations heavy with
meaning. One can't imagine anyone
else making something so satisfying
out of ambient meandering:
testimony to the continuing relevance
of the Canterbury Scene's refusal of
the rock/jazz divide. A:1 0
Environment for Sextet [
New Tone
RDC5026, 48m 27s] is free
improvisation recorded for NYC
radio broadcast in 1978, with
Eugene Chadbourne (guitar), John
Zorn (sax), Toshinori Kondo
(trumpet), Polly Bradfield (violin),
Tom Cora (cello) and Andrea
Centazzo (percussion). Reissued on
Centazzo's label, it is premium stuff:
jagged and wilful, yet informed by a
sense of drama and continuity that
one almost dare call swing. Anyone
who knows these musicians will seek
out this gem. A:1 0

Ad•
FRANÇOIS TUSQUES
F JARDIN DES DEUCES, 1992
IN SITU/BASTA 590139

(70m 23s)

Though aveteran of the Parisian
jazz scene, pianist François Tusques
seems ready to incorporate the latest
developments into his
lithe, spirited musical
concept. Here he
emulates the surreal
merger of solo-ing,
spoken word, song and
effects pioneered by
Butch Morris. Things
start well with Noël
McGhie's dramatic
drum solo; everything
has a magical sweetness. Isabel
Juanpera's voice is affecting,
recalling both Piafs chanson and
nouvelle vague film. Burlesque tunes,
thoughtful Monkish improvisations,
moody lulls, Bernard Vitet's
evocative trumpet-squalls: an eclectic
sound-poem that allows humble
virtues to shine. Compared to the
pompous, hectoring spectacles
staged by Mark Anthony Turnage
and Wynton Marsalis, Tusques's
playful approach is highly seductive.
A:1 .)
VARIOUS
DIGGIN' DEEPER 2: THE ROOTS OF
ACID JAZZ
Sony 487478

(74m 54s)

A text by Guido Halfman points out
that 'Acid Jazz' is a tag invented by
DJs to give their dodgy 1970s funk
and Latin records some post-rave
credibility. Not that this prevents
Sony from using the term to flog a
disc. Still, an enjoyable selection,
with personalities like Esther Philips,
Freddie Hubbard and Ramsey Lewis
coming over true and blue. Eric
Gale's guitar has afinger-on-string
poise that is uncanny. This late-nite
funk may sound dated, but there is
much pleasure to be had from a
period when jazzers dipped in the
commercial mainstream and won.
A:1 D
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RECORD OF THE MONTH
Joan Armatrading: Self-Titled.
An album that has truly stood the test of time.
Armatrading's debut recording on A&M
is now available again on vinyl.
Utilising the original session tapes and mastered
by Geoff Sykes at A&M's headquarters
in Hollywood, speakers corner has produced
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rock/pop REVIEWS

OASIS
BE HERE NOW

Stars in Their Eyes wainabees though here, only the

Creation CRE219

(71m 38s)

The new Beatles? Bollocks. Fl- eoriginal Foos' :Abums didn't
sound exactly like their predecessors, anc he tracks didn't
sound just like one another. Maybe it's Liam's anicr,,ing
whine, which has stopped be ng interesting, and makes Axl

lovely but leermg ' S'end By Me', the failed hi- ' D'You
Know What IMean?',, an undeniably tuneful " Girl In The
Dir-y Shirt' and -he
singalorg 'All Around
The World' are i<ely -o end

UD

on the inevitable Best Of

Okay, so there are no surprises. Even so, the 1990s will

Rose ( the previous champ) sound like Me. Tom-é. Maybe it's

be remembered his way. Matthew, I'm going to be an
Oasis reviewe-.

thie -edious recycling of Beotle licks, done with even less style

Fred Dellar

cr wi- than did the Rutles, or the relentless wall/waiil of
cuitars. Yes, Be Here Now has moments a, sheer majesty.
No, i• is not filled with a dozen or so insTant classics, like,
say, Rubber Soul. Yes, it's sold enough copies -obreak all
previous records. No, it's not as worthy as the sales suggest.
Giver the hype, the anticipation and the Galloghers' egos,
trni

sinould have been

But it ain't.

Ken Kessler

A:1-2 \:'

d-he Bootleg Beatles are seeking to add a t-ind portion
to 'their act - they usually dc. the early Fcbs followed by a
sons of Sgt Pepper segmert - they might beef up itheir
sound and emerge as an Oasis facsimile. Ohi, Iforgot,
No Ss Way have already latched onto tthat.
Lcnn and Noel continue to crank out materieli for use by

So,. have we put you off buying it as a Chrissie prezzie
yet? Here's my tuppence worth. Oasis are competent MOR
rockers of limitec imagination, out they got lucxy. Rarely ir
the histcry of recordirip_ have so many did- es been strung
together so efficiently in the pursuit of money. -hat fearless.
and per:eptive nnoni-or of all things rock'n'roll,. The News
Of The World,. httiled it as 'an epic production' with 12
explosive numbers' wilich must tell you sonnething. Their
own mum said ' Engle.bert's more my scene.' wnile Channel
Five celebrity ( su-ely.a 'contradiction in terrms) Mariella
Frostrup reckoms it's '-cntastically good' and Radio One
guru Jo While' nave:: Bingo! Oasis have done it again.'
Spot on, Jo.

1Ui NE
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anonymous/bland enough to sound
like the competent wallpaper-music
makers you'd expect to find in any
of a few hundred bars in the
American Southwest.

(16m I2s)

There is hope. The Blazers' latest
sounds less like Los Lobos
vrannabees and more like a weird
cross between early Capt Beefheart
and Xavier Cugat. But it's a mix of
styles which works only in part, and
the net effect is pleasant if
unexceptional. No matter how
many names are dropped —
Dwight Yoakum's producer
twiddled the knobs, there's input
from the Tower of Power horn
section — the band is still
DECEMBE4 1997

A:2 C

Johnny Black

THE BLAZERS
1
,
1S1 FOR YOU
Rounder CD 9063

A-B:1

e
F.en Kessler

A:2 •

CHINA DRUM
SELF MADE MANIAC
Mantra MNTCD 1009

(48m

49s)

The Blazers omi

o styles, competent but bland

That ' difficult seeond album' proves
no problem for China Drum, who
follow up last year's excellent debut
Goosefair with an equally robust
lop

offering, which judiciously distils
explosions of bottled-up frustration
into ahighly palatable blend of
strong songlines and finely focused
power. At times, all the relentless
rage becomes abit too much to
take, but then, on songs like ' Guilty
Deafness' and ' Stop It All Adding
Up', China Drum inject an
unexpected touch of pathos into the
lyrics that suddenly takes them to a
whole new level, and underscores
their position as one of Britain's
more promising up and coming
hands.

samples swelling up from the depths
of atender ballad like ' Safe Within
Your Arms', or who doesn't feel a
shiver in the spine on hearing the
hypnotic groove of ' Say What You
Mean' sung in avoice as emotional
as (and more in tune than) Gram
Parsons, deserves Garth Brooks.

ELTON JOHN
THE BIG PICTURE
Rocket BIG 536 2662
China Drum:

CHUMBAWAMBA
TUBTHUMPER
EMI CD EMC 3773

(55m 09s)

'I thought music mattered, but does
it bollocks — not compared to how
people matter', is the
uncompromising sampled statement
at the begining of Tubthumper. And
indeed, every track here contains a
'message', whether it be about
racism (` Scapegoat'), homelessness
(The Big Issue') or striking
Liverpool dockers (` One By One'),
underlined by the extensive
sleevenotes. But although
Chumbawamba's punch is
seductively wrapped in avelvet
fistful of tuneful melodies and silky
female vocals, there is nothing here
to challenge the instant catchability
of the summer hit from which the
album derives its name and thereby
place them more permanently in the
public consciousness.
Valerie Potter

one of

FOREST FOR THE TREES
FOREST FOR THE TREES

Britain's rro ,- e

Dreamworks

promising uo

Geographically, Carl Stephenson
hails from Houston, Texas but his
mind has been awol for many along
moon. Up ' til now, he's been best
known as the producer/co-writer and
general collaborator for Beck, but
it's obvious that he's saved all his
best ideas for himself, because this
makes Beck sound about as
contemporary as AI Jolson. Even if
his BMWS didn't boast great melodic
hooks (which they do) it would be
entirely possible to get ayear's
worth of kicks just from his
production panache. There's several
weeks of fun sorting out the
influences, and another month
working out where he steals his
samples. Or you can just sit back
and let the whole thing wash over
you like aglorious acid trip with no
side effects, concocted by someone
who was listening to ' Strawberry
Fields Forever' in his cot. Oh, and
watch out for the Flamenco guitars.
They come right before the
thunderstorm on the lagoon.

and coming
bands

:
2 •

PATSY CLINE
LIVE AT THE CIMARRON BALLROOM
MCA MCD 11579

Fred Dellar
102

Iguess we're beyond the point
where we expect Elton to offer us
anything new. Actually, Igot beyond
that point in 1970, but even Ihave
to admit that, over the years with
collaborator Bernie Taupin, he's
knocked off afair share of
memorable standards. Sadly, there's
not alot on his forty-somethingth
album that will excite the hearts of
anyone who isn't at least fiftysomething. Overblown ballads are
the order of the day, and spotting
the difference soon becomes the
name of the game. There's one
about ariver winding to the sea, one
about the shadow of the night falling
and, well, you begin to feel that if
you wait long enough, he'll rhyme
moon with June, dance with
romance, and illusion with confusion
just one more time. Still, it does no
harm to anybody and he seems like
anice bloke. He's welcome round
my place for dinner any night, just
so long as he doesn't bring his
piano.
Johnny Black

A:2 •

Johnny Black

(
41m 03s)

Live Cline material, mainly from
radio shows, has turned up before,
but this is the first officially released
recording of afull gig by the illfated Opry star. Taped at Tulsa's
Cimarron Ballroom in July 1961,
where she was appearing with a
band headed by ex-Bob Wills
guitarist Leon McAuliffe, the album
not only features re-runs of such
CIMe favourites as `Walkin' After
Midnight' and ' IFall To Pieces',
along with spirited versions of
'Come On In' and ' Bill Bailey,
Won't You Please Come Home'
and others that formed aregular
part of her roadshow, but also
versions of ' Shake Rattle And Roll',
`Stupid Cupid' and 'When My
Dreamboat Comes Home': three
songs never recorded by
the singer. The sound may be
variable but the record is high on
atmosphere and historically, rates
way up on the western swingometer.

(49m 13s)

(
52m 15s)

OREO OARING
ALONE
Revolution 224676

Patsy Cline:
her Cimarron
full gig,
recorded live,
rates high on
the 'western
swingometee

(39m 50s)

Something really is going on in
country music at last. Not since The
Byrds and The Burritos kicked it
back to life in the late 1960s have so
many young and vibrant minds
applied their prodigious, irreverent
gifts to the genre. Now, m add to
the wayward excursions of Magnetic
Fields, Tarnation and others (and to
help us forget all those Nashville
cats in hats) we have
Greg Garing from
Erie, Pennsylvania.
This man combines
the lyrical and
melodic directness of
Hank Williams with
the eclectic diversity
of the best 1990s
sound-samplers, and
the mixture is
devastating. Anyone
who doesn't swoon to
the huge orchestral

The Big Picture: Elton's
forty-somethingth album
KITARO
CIRQUE INGENIEUX
Domo 710222

(69m 42s)

This is the first new music released
by acclaimed world music composer
Kitaro in four years; it was written
for an American modern dance
theatrical production based on the
DECEMBER 1997
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story of agirl who falls in love with
circus life. Soothing, and
immaculately conceived, produced
and played, this largely instrumental
album no doubt fits that brief
perfectly. However, it was also
apparently intended to be a standalone piece — and on that score, it
falls down. It is too long and
formless to take seriously as a
modern classical piece, although it
works as a superior type of New
Age backEround music.

Atrimmankmeged.
—
NILS LOFGREN
ACOUSTIC LIJE
Demon FIEND CD 934

(73m 53s)

Alas, the tam ' unplugged' now
belongs to MTV if used in a live
recording context, so one tiny but
important selling point has been
denied Lofgren, a true rock'n'roll
worthy whose career never seems to
kick into overdrive. If history only
remembers him as aprotege of Neil
Young and Bruce, he won't fare
badly, but this intimate set reminds
us why we bought Grin albums 25
years ago. Lofgren blends
troubadour values with street edge
— imagine Springsteen without
verbal diarrhoea — yet he's retained
the sense of innocence which
initially characterised him as,
literally, the new kid in town.
Seventeen tracks, including five new
ones and a stunning ' Keith Don't
Go' make this a must-have for the
faithful.

Ken Keefer

A:1

BOX SETS
In the mod dash before Christmas, some gift
solutions crossing enough popular music
borders to satisfy a trio of relatives: New
Elect-ic Muse II [
Essential ESB CD 517 *) is
the follow-up to the box set- which did for
British folk music what Nuggets did for US
garage bands. Three CDs, a 48-page booklet
by Dave Laing, 60 tracks and everyone from
the Watersons to June Tabor to the
Thorupsons: it's another definitive. A-C:1 -2
At the other extreme is Motorhead's (above) Protect The Innocent [
Essential ESE
CD 562 *], a four-disc, 66track wander through this heawy metal outfit's caree-,
from 1976-92. If you aFeady own the complete works, then there's nothing
unreleased to entice beyond a stupendous 60-page bookie', a poster anc slurring
packaging - but that mcy be enough. A-B:1
Last is the long-overdue release of the 4CD The Pet Sourds Sessions from
Capol/EMI [CD 583 76e-2 *). It's been delayed again and again, bet we
should see this in-depth study of the Beach Boys' classic LP- outtakes, abernates,
mono and stereo - in tine ;or the festive season. And ever without hearing or
seeing it Ijust know it's gonna rate AM*
Ken Kessler

Claire Lynch
crystal-clear,

ism than Krauss, so there's never a
hint of stylistic plagiarism. And as
much as this Vet is afeast of wizard
hillbilly pluckery (especially
rewarding if you love to hear fingers
sliding along wire-wound strings) so
is it also the banquet of crystal-clear,
soaring, liquid harmonies you'd
expect of avocalist who does a
damned fine Emmylou Harris
impression eonsciously or otherwise.
A delight.

soaring liquid

V1 N

harmonies

•

ABRA MOORE
STRANGEST PLACES
Arista Austin 07822 18839 2

Lofgren:

blends
troubadour
values with
street edge.
{Below)
Vanessa
Williams's
Next: another
whole set of
.changes

CLAIRE LYNCH
SILVER AND GOLD
Rounder CD 0415

(40m 13s)

Not that there's abluegrass revival
going on, but here's aveteran of the
genre who — in this country at least
— could benefit from the
trailblazing aspect of Alison Krauss's
success. Lynch is more laid-back,
traditional and less of the Nanci
Griffith School of Girl-Next-DoorHI- F1 NEWS & RECORD REVIEW
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(
49m 19s)

Continuing her collaboration with
multi-instrumentalist producer Mitch
Watkins, Austin's quirkiest songwriter
Abra Moore sounds more focused on
her second album. If that means
she's snapping just a little at the heels
of more mainstream rockbabe turns
as Meredith Brooks or Alanis
Morissette, maybe that's no bad
thing. They could do with being
associated with someone as gifted as
this, and it makes sound commercial
sense given her new major-label
status. Fortunately she hasn't
compromised the craft and the
emotional content of the sublime
songwriting at the core of it all, so
the ironically-titled ' Happiness'
will rip out your heart, and the
lovely 'Your Faithful Friend'
will put it back in place again.

joihniïy '
Mac,
VANESSA WILLIAMS
NEXT
Mercury 536-0602

(53m I4s)

One minute she's grabbing
Big Arnie in Eraser, next she's
holding a mike in front of

Jam and Lewis. Confusing for a girl.
Next is another whole set of
changes, expensively pieced together
by a slew of producers. The
material inchides a number of
variable ballads along with some
superior dancefloor chartinvaders
— the most potent being
'Happiness', which utilises the bassfuelled instrumental track of NuShooz's 'ICan't Wait' as abasis on
which to groove. Additionally,
there's even a smooth re-working of
Van Morrison's ' Someone Like
You' that's just sitting up and
begging for use as a film theme.
Probably it'll appear at a cinema
near you shortly.

RAVI SHASEKAR
CHANTS OF INDIC
AngeVEMI CMCD 340

(63m 34s)

Indian music, like any undiluted
ethnic music, is ostensibly accessible
only to its native audience. Ravi
Shankar's output, on the other
hand, has had extra appeal to
Westerners over other ' world music'
efforts through association with exBeatle George Harrison. George
produced this new album and
performs on it, so a load of copies
will end up with Beatles ( and Kula
Shaker tcompletists who might
never even give it a spin. Which
would be apity, because this disc is
utterly hypnotic... as music based
on prayers and ancient chants
should be. And my wife, who
normally leaves the room when I'm
reviewing, stayed and listened
because she's hooked on Tire Jewel
In The Crown. Is it time for another
post-Byrds/ Beatles/Coltrane raga
revival?

Ken Kesske
1D3

J. M. Lab

Hi Fi Choice "The ECU- 1
is one of the more
important intergrated
amplifers out there in
hi fi land." Alan Sircom

by FOCAL
Grande Utopia

'OM PAN Jg

-

Hi Fi Choice
"Electrocompaniet's

"for me this is

cheapest amp is the
one to beat." Alvin Gold

truly the ultimate
dessert island
loudspeaker"

Hi Fi News & Record

Jack England

combined with the
EC- 4 preamplifer is

Review "AW100DMB

Stereophi le

recommended for
amplifer combinations

19 No. 5

over £ 2000" Alvin Gold

Pnces from £ 500 ECP-1 phono stage through
EC13 ontergrated at £995 to the AW 250 DMB
@ £3995

Sound Image UK Ltd
52 Milton Road London SW14 8JR

Sound Image UK Ltd
52 Milton RoadoLondon SW14 8JR
Tel 0181 255 6868 Fax 0181 255 6869

Tel 0181 255 6868 - Fax 0181 255 6869

Valves versus solid-state?
Our January 1998 issue will be also be an amplifier special,
looking closely at arange of different valve and
solid-state design approaches. Will the ponderous
Cary 805, with its pair of massive 845 output
tubes, finally win MC over to the single- ended
triode camp? Or can the French Siemel company,
which offers alternative tube and transistor pre-amps,
prove that both technologies have their merits? Or can
Audio Analogue's Bellini and Donizetti really bring
you the Italian valve sound, in all its operatic glory, for
little more than agrand? Read the January issue to find
out! Also in the January is our complete systems roundup
review feature, putting together winning combinations of CD players,
amps and speakers to make up the best £ 1000 separates system
you can buy. Also reviewed are the Cadence electrostatic hybrid
speakers, plus Ruark's new baby model, the Genesis Link CD jittereliminator and much more. Ben Duncan will be explaining how you can
really get clean mains power ( forget all those half-hearted 'mains cleaners'
that restrict the power available) with his Pure Power project. As usual,
the music section will be packed with reviews of the latest CDs and, finally,
there will be another exciting free-entry competition with more than £2000
of hi-fi to be won! Don't miss Hi -Fi News & Record Review, January '98
issue, on sale Friday, 5 December
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FAMILY
FEARLESS

BAND
THE BAND
Capitol COP 746493 2

(43m 58s)

Essential ESM CD567
BANDSTAND

LEVON HELM
.%1WERICAN SC N

Essential ESM CD565

Edsel EDCD 626

(
35m 35s)

Coinciding with BBC! ' s
Classic Albums series, a midpriced reissue of the Band's
nest. ` Up On Cripple Creek',
'Rag Mama Rag', ` The Night
They Drove Okl Dixie Down':
the finest (Canadian)
Americana ever. And there's
never been abetter time to
reissue Helm's third solo,
from 1980. Hickory-flavoured
and sounding like a regular
Band album, given Helm's
distinctive voice. A:1 • •
A: 1 •

BG0 BGOCD357

Essential ESM CD566

(
45m 21s)

The last three albums from a
major but too-oftenoverlooked band of the late
1960s/early 1970s. Exquisite
musicianship and Roger
Chapman's trademark vocals
make this the acceptable side
of progressive, theatrical rock,
le, no tracks which lasted an
LP side. Each CD is
remastered and equipped with

M
NEW YORK- LONDON- PARISMUNICH
Westsille WESM 501

(
74m 35s)

THE OFFICIAL SECRETS ACT
Westside WESM502

(
58m 04s)

Helluva way to launch a new
label: both of M's albums
remastered and pumped up
with 19 bonus tracks between

ROLAND and CLARENCE WHITE

BYRO PI BERLINE
EA )' S :AL/ORI1 ES
(
39m 12s)

Byrds-related bluegrass, a
fiddlin' feast from fellowtraveller Berline in 1977 and a
young Clarence White in a
purist confederation back in
1964. Amusingly, it sounds
newer than Eierline's
unadulterated work, but not
even Ms Krauss can
modernise this genre too
radically. The Colonels' set
features ' IAm A Pilgrim',
which the Byrds would later
record for Sweetheart of the
Roder. A:I-2 • A:1 •

His 1972 album plusa-bonustrack, a decidedly odd but very
British showcase for one of the
UK's most unusual
saxophonists. Loose enough to
fall under either progressive or
psychedelic umbrellas, best left
m those who fmd Sun Ra
conventional. A:1 -2 •
DEEP PURPLE
FIACHI NE HEAD
(
2CDs, 96m 48s)

Gorgeous doubleCD 25th
Anniversary version of the
original LP, which also
contains the entire album
remixed by Roger Glover, with
alternate guitar solos (check
out ' Smoke On the Water'),
plus a couple of vintage
quadraphonic 1) mixes. A
fine companion to the special
edition of Deep Purple In Rock.
A-A*:1 •
1114I NEWS e RECORD REVIEW

THE PERSUASIONS
MAN, OH MAN
EMI CTMCD 328

Colonels:

(
63m 3,
$)

Southbound/Ace CDSEWD 102
(75m 46s)

Byrds-relatea
bluegrass.
Family: a
major but
too often
overlooked

bonus tracks, while the
highlights include ' Burlesque',
'Sweet Desiree' and other
treasures. A:1 II
CLAIRE HAMILL
ONE HOUSE LEFT STANDING
(
31m 39s,,

Hamill's debut, originally
issued on Island in 15,71 when
she was but 17. Long before
she developed her current New
Age schtick, she was making
sweet, quasi-folk music which
paved the way for the likes of
Kate Bush. Quality sniff.
A: 1 •
GREG KIHN BAND
KIHNSPIRACY
Wooded Hill HILLCD19 (
54m 41s)
Of the ten albums Kihn
recorded for Beserkley, this
1983 release was his biggest,
kicking off as it does with the

DECEMBER 1997

(
40m Ds)

GREATEST HITS, THE SPRING
YEAR5 1970-1977

Kentucky

Blueprint BP239CD

(
71m 44s)

Unusual Anglo/Dutch hybrid
from 1971, mixing players
from Spencer Davis' and Elton
John's bands, Golden Earring,
the Tee Set, Shocking Blue
and more. A supersession it's
not, but the strange mix of
originals and covers of
numerous Elvis tunes, some
blues, some C&W, and more
is irresistible. A/B:2 •

Ace CDCHD 663

band

(
60m 37s)

Angel Air S1PCD 010

JOE SIMON
MR SHOUT

with
Billy Ray Latham Roger Bush.
Bobby Slone & . roy Mack

LOL COXHILL
lOVERBIL SW ELT— PLUS
See For Miles SEECD 480

MUSICIANS UNION
BAND
MUSICIANS UNION BAND

Put this in your ' sonic
spectaculars' pile: 14 tracks
representing the best of their
Capitol period, beautifullyrecorded a capella which used
to be a mainstay of Apogee
demos. Features awonderful
Temptations ' jam', some
righteous gospel and a lush
version of the Impressions'
'Gypsy Woman'. As:I• •

KENTUCKY
COLONILS

(
31m 50s)

Rounder CD0100

(41m 18s)

IT'S ONLY A MOVIE

KENTUC:KY COLONELS
E.1711CKY COLCNELS

EMI CB DEEP3

(44m Oh)

Steve Miller-ish `Jeopardy'.
This is the Kihnd of rock/pop
at which Yanks excel. If you're
cool enough to admit that
Huey Lewis made great
singles, then you'll love Kihn
— and this is the best place to
start. A:1-1* •

'ern. Influential techno-pop,
on the eve of the first wave of
robots circa 1979-80, and
worthy enough to be
scavenged by U2 for its new
tour. Unlike the New
Romantic crap of similar
vintage, this doesn't sound too
dated at all. A•:1 A:1-2 •

JOHNNY THUNDERS
IN COD BLOOD
Essenti.al ESM CD589

(
39m 44s)

A 1977 solo from the Henry
Cow-Slapp Happy member
and Pink Floyd lyricist
Anthony Moore. This wasn't
actually released before, so it's
acase of another one rescued
from the ' Great Missing
Album' pool. Seventies
progressive, featuring the usual
plethora of guests, this time
Kevin Ayers, Peter Blegvad
and ex-Police guitarist Andy
Summers. A:1-2 •

(
42m 21s)

HURT ME
Essential ESM CD588

ANTHONY MOORE
OUT
Voiceprint VP165 CD

A wonderful pairing from a
soul baritone to rival the best.
The first offers 24 tracks from
his early years, including all his
work for Hush and Vee-Jay,
the second containing 23 gems
from the flares/Afro/disco
cars, including 'Drowning In
the Sea of Love' and — for
soundtrack anoraks — 'Theme
From Cleopatra Jones'.
A-C:1 A- B:1 •

(37m 44s)

For those who haven't heard
these in years, or not at all,
revelatory work from the late
New York Doll. His second
and third albums in their
definitive forms — mixing live
and studio work — show just
how much more he was than a
snotty glamster. Like, uh, a
cover of ' Eve of Destruction'?
Time, perhaps, for a reassessment of the punks who could
actually play. A- B:1-1•
A- B:1 - 2 II
Ken Kessler
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audiophile REVIEWS
WOE BE111keD
11,1C JVCXR 0025 2
(55m 16s) XRCD mastering
Sub-titled ' Featuring Ronnie
Earl and the Broadcasters' —
which is as good an insurance
policy you can get. Recorded
direct to two-track, this is one
of those state-of-the-artssonics-married-to-raw-blue ,
sets which provides the neate,t
juxtaposition in all of
audiophilia. But who cares
about the sound? Electric blues
fans will swoon. A': 1 •

mien' u=31e1YMIMI
JVC JVCXR 0029 2
(46m 403) XRCD mastering

to be cherished, combining as
it does his two sessions for
Nautilus, Secret of the Andes
and Soft Shoulder — now
serious collector's items. This
is mainstream jazz ideal for hifi show demos, but so lush and
melodic that it's hard to resist.
A': 1

Mobile Fidelity UDCD699
(53m 42c) Gold CD
Is it really ten years since this
scorcher first entered the hard
rock lexicon? An essential
purchase; a rnilesmne in the
development of over-the-edge
HM. A:1 •

Fcmily, this was • Ian ssi
album. Half produced by
Nagle/Matthews, half by Nick
Lowe, so there's a slight
change in vibe midway
through, but this is still
gutbucket rock from start to
finish and regarded as one of

one

hi; best.

delicious.

A .:1

readers of poll- taking mags.
Mainly standards, but all
A":1

DCC LPZ-2033
Telarc CD- 80437
(76m 05s) DTS-enft
DCC LPZ-2036

180g vinyl LP

Eight years separate the
ATplane's second LP ( and first
vinth Grace Slick), and the

This stunner earned an IV:1
rating when it first appeared
18 months ago as an original
for Chad Kassem's Analogue
Productions. We said that
Bryan had ' a gorgeous voice,
writes beautiful if painful
songs, and has a backing outfit
to die for'. And it sounds even
better here. A*: 1

One of the most enjoyable
DTS music-only packages yet.
fresh recordings of recent
themes (
Speed, Apollo 13,
Twister and the like) with
suitable amounts of bombast.
The use of surround is fairly
restrained, but you can't help
thinking you're in a cinema,
waiting for the lights to dim.
A-A•:1-2

JVC JVCXR 0024 2
(43m 55s) XRCD mastering

mule( %Vetere
pa.mi5em mobtm

This AudioQuest release
proved that original audiophile
discs didn't have to suck. It
was Chicago-styled blues so
hot, so immediate that it could
have been on Sonet or
Alligator. Then it dawned on
you that the sound quality was
nothing short of awesome.
XRCD has made it
`awesomer'. A*: 1- 1

Wes
Montgomery:

Mobile Fidelity UDCD696
(75m 34 .
)Gold C

recorded on a
portable
Ampex by the
great Wary
Heider. Ar d
over-the-edge
Guns 11' Roses,
a heavy metal
milestone

Pleasant, easily-digestible
trumpet/sax session from 1976
— sounding like 1956 meets
1996. Easy-going and mellow,
but even the laid-back aspect
allows for a still-interesting
slant on stuff like Septem
Song'. A*: 1 - 2

DCC GZS 1109 (
64m 56s) Gold CD
Sublime live-in-the-studio set

UUL Le/Z4Mie5 'il'11:10(.e.9
kS
NC KVCXR 0020-2
(49m 28s) XRCD mastering
As the notes say, he'd just
spent time with Miles through
most of 1958; aided here by
Philly Joe Jones on drums and
Sam Jones on bass, Evans
showed why he was one of the
pianists of the era. Then again,
neither of the Jonese is a
slouch, and PhiIly Joe all but
dominates the opener. A
stupendous set, its value
enhanced with the addition of
a unreleased track.
A•:1 •

n)4Degitiffli
r
Mobile Fidelity UDCD 705
ft's, Gold CD
Henley's second ,olo proved
that an Eagle could soar alone:
it kicks off with his exquisite
hit single, ' The Buys of
Summer'. Released in 1984,
this encapsulates the decade,
or at least its self-indulgent,
more decadent side: it sounds
like an episode of Miami Vice.
Glossy to a limit, and as
disturbing as Haul California.
A:1-1'

wiletece
NC JVCXR-0016-2
(65m 44s) XRCD mastering

Mobile Fidelity UDCD 704
42o, 25s) Gold CD

One of the few British jazz
musicians at whom the Yanks
didn't sneer. This disc is one

First released in 19:33, just
before his career kic ked into
high gear thanks to Bring the

NM NEWS 41, RCM MEW

of the fe
reside on the same page as
Wes Montgomery, while
bassist Brown and drummer
Manne were held in similar
esteem... at least by the

DECEMBER 11117

represent
tp shigh
seconir
points.
yet As the
Airplane, they were at the top
of the San Francisco/
psychedelic tree; as the
Starship, they presaged the ' big
hair' bands of the 1980s and
delivered a chart-topper.
Purists still hate the move
from propeller to solid fuel,
but both deserve a listen.
A:1' A-A':1 - 2

WC JVCXR-0019-2
(40m 39s) XRCD mastering
If ever there was proof that
eictreme UR stereo can work,
and that silky sounds are
enough to make you forget any
hole in the middle, it's this
glorious jazz session from —
no kidding — 1957. Kessel is

from Riverside in 1962,
unbelievably recorded on a
portable Ampex by the great
Wally Heider. More smooth
guitar work from my fave jazz
axemaster, and with two bonus
alternate takes. A:1 • ,

estealeaL
Mobile Fidelity UDCD703
/42m 27i) Gold CD
A 1962 Storyville LP, with
pianist Bud Powell in
Copenhagen with a trio
including bassist Niels
Pederson and drummer
William Shiopffe. Magnificent
bop, nearly all of it fast
enough to leave you breathless,
with just ' IRemember
Clifford' giving p
.Simply
ance
magnificent: —
and sound. A •
Ken Kessler
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HI-FI NEWS & RECORD REVIEW

RECOMMENDED SYSTEMS

Answers to that oft-posed question
what do the HFNIRR reviewers use in their own
systems and what do they recommend as
their best hi-fi buys?
This regular HFNIRR series assembles
and updates current listening systems and
key recommendations from HFNIRR's
reviewing team.
The reviewers' choice of components
for personal listening systems ( on this
page) will be of great interest to all
who follow equipment reviews. Note,
though, that the writer's inclusion of a

Eric Braithwaite

Dave Berriman

DAVE BERRIMAN
CD PLAYER
TEAC VRDS JOSE,
Audio Alchemy DDE (version 3.0)
TURNTABLE
Acoustic Research Legend (modified)
ARM
Rega RB300
CARTRIDGE
Dynavector Karat 170
PRE- AMPLIFIER
Bryston BP5 (with LW MCI phono stage)
POWER AMPLIFIER
Bryston 3BNRB
LOUDSPEAKERS
various, including his own designs

ERIC BRAITHWAITE
CD PLAYER
Sugden SDDI/SDA-1
TURNTABLE
Michell Gyrodec/QC power supply
ARM
SME IV
CARTRIDGE
Ortofon MC7500
PRE-AMPLIFIER
Michell Argo/Michell ¡so phono
stage/Hera power supply unit
POWER AMPLIFIER
Michell Alecto
LOUDSPEAKERS
Quad ESL63, Harbeth HL Compact 7's

MARTIN COLLOMS
CD PLAYER
Krell KPS20i/L
TURNTABLE
Linn Lingo LPI2
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given product here does not
necessarily constitute ageneral
recommendation.
Turn the page for the reviewers'
recommendations proper. For this feature
we have asked each reviewer to list
components that they could personally
recommend to consumers on the basis of
all-round performance and value. ( In the

Martin Collons

ARM
Naim Aro
CARTRIDGE
van den Huí Grasshopper IV GLA
PRE-AMPLIFIER
Audio Research LS22
POWER AMPLIFIER
Audio Research VT150 or
Krell KAS 2 or Conrad-Johnson
Premier Eight-A
LOUDSPEAKERS
Quad 63 or Wilson Audio System V

PETER J COMEAU
CD PLAYER
AVI S2000MC
TURNTABLE
Linn Sondek LP12
ARM
Linn Ittok
CARTRIDGE
Goldring Excel
PRE-AMPLIFIER
AVI 2000
POWER AMPLIFIER
AVI 2000
LOUDSPEAKERS
ATC SCM2OT

ALVIN GOLD
CD PLAYER
Theta Data Basic
Transport/
Theta DS Pro Basic III DAC
TURNTABLE
Roksan Xerxes
ARM
Roksan Artaxerxes
CARTRIDGE
Roksan Shiraz

case of speakers, where separately
purchased stands may be needed, the
price of these is not taken into account.)
It must be stressed that the models
listed under each recommended heading
are not necessarily the only ones worth
buying, but each one here does carry a
personal stamp of approval from an
experienced audio critic.

Rrer

j.

Comeau

Ken Kessler

PRE-AMPLIFIER
Krell KRC-2
POWER AMPLIFIER
Krell KSA-50S
LOUDSPEAKERS
Martin Logan SL3

KEN KESSLER
CD PLAYER
Marantz CD12KI
Marantz DA12K1
TURNTABLE
Thorens TD124
ARM
Ortofon 12
CARTRIDGE
Ortofon SPU-A
PRE-AMPLIFIER
Graaf WFB Two
POWER AMPLIFIER
Quad Reissues
LOUDSPEAKERS
Quad KSL 57

PAUL MILLER
CD PLAYER
Sony CDP-715E
TURNTABLE
Pink Triangle PT TOO
ARM
SME Series V
CARTRIDGE
van den Huí MC Two
PRE-AMPLIFIER
DPA DSP-100S
POWER AMPLIFIER
DPA DPA-100S
LOUDSPEAKERS
Audio Note AN- E, REL Stentor
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Here are our reviewers' recommendations, with
amaximum of three products in each price bracket of each
category. Note that the order of listing does
not denote an order of merit!

1?crri mall

Erie Braithwaite

Manin CoIloms

Perer J. Comeau

Ken Kessler

DAVE BERRIMAN
RECOMMENDED SPEAKERS
UP TO £ 200 JPW Sonata, Mordaunt Short MS20, KEF Coda 7
£200-£350 Sequence 30
£350-1:500 ProAc Tablette 3
£500-£1000 Keswick Audio Figaro, Ruark Talisman,
Totem Model 1,
£1000- £2000 Ruark Crusader II, SDA SD5
OVER £ 2000 Quad ESL-63, PosseIt Albatross
RECOMMENDED CD PLAYERS
UP TO £ 200 NAD 514
£200-£350 Marantz CD63SE
£350-£500 Arcam Alpha 5 Plus, °retie CD- 100

£500-£1000 TEAC VRDS-7, OreIle CD-100/DPA Little Bit 3,
Meridian 506, Trichord Genesis
1:1000- 1:2000 XTC CDT-1LE/DAC-1
OVER £ 2000 no recommendations
RECOMMENDED AMPLIFIERS
UP TO £ 200 NAD 310, Harman Kardon 610
£200-£350 Arcam Alpha 5, Musical Fidelity Al,
Alchemist Maxim
£350-£500 Cyrus III, Naim Nait, LFD Integrated Zero
£500-£1000 Exposure EXP XV
£1000-£2000 Densen DM- 10
OVER £ 2000 Michelle Alecto/Argo, Bryston BP-5/3BNRB

ERIC BRAITHWAITE
RECOMMENDED SPEAKERS
UP TO £ 200 Celestion 3Modaunt Short MS 10i, Tannoy 6315E
£200-£350 Rogers LS33, Castle Durham
£350-£500 Epos ESI1, Harbeth HL P3, Rogers Studio 3
£500-£1000 Mission 753, Tannoy 0300,
UKD Opera Callas Gold
£1000-L2000 BBC LS5/12a, Jamo Concert 8,
Harbeth HL Compact 7
OVER £ 2000 Quad ESL- 63, Sound Lab A3, Tannoy
Westminster Royal
RECOMMENDED CD PLAYERS
UP TO £ 200 Denon DCD-315
£200-£350 Denon DCD825, Marantz CD-675E,
Denon DCD-1015
£350-£500 Kenwood DP- 7060, Pioneer PD-5901,

Marantz CD- 631I KI Signature
1:500-1:1000 Marantz CD17, Quad 77, Rotel RDD980/RDP980
£1000-£2000 Denon DCDS10, Meridian 500/563,
Sugden SDD-1/SDA-1
OVER £ 2000 Counterpoint DA-11/DA-10, Ensemble Dichrono
Drive/DAC, McIntosh CDM 7009
RECOMMENDED AMPLIFIERS
UP TO £ 200 Ratel RA- 931
£200-£350 NAD 304, Kenwood 3020SE, Aura VA80
£350-L500 Sugden A21 a, Sonneteer Campion,
Sheame Phase 2
£500-£1000 Quad 77, Soneteer Alabaster, Sugden Stemfoort SF60
£1000-£2000 Copland CSA-14, Quad 77Pre/707Power
OVER £ 2000 Cary SLP90/300SE, Michell Argo HR/Alecto,
Chord CPA2200/SPM600

PETER J COMEAU
RECOMMENDED SPEAKERS
UP TO £ 200 KEF Coda 7, KEF Coda 8, Rogers LS1
£200-£350 Revolver Purdey, Rogers LS2a/II, Sequence 400
£350-£500 B&W DM603, Epos ES/I, Tannoy 636,
£500-£1000 ATC SCMIO, Castle Hartech, Rogers Studio 7
£1000-£2000 ATC SCM20T, Epos E522
OVER £ 2000 ATC SCM200A, Monitor Audio Studio 20SE
RECOMMENDED CD PLAYERS
UP TO £ 200 no recommendations
£200-L350 Denon DCD-825, Sony CDP-516E,
Technics SL-PS770A
£350-£500 Marantz C063-SE, °retie CD480

II

£500-£1000 AV! S2000MC, Naim CD3, Teac T-1/DT-1
£1000-£2000 Meridian 508
OVER £ 2000 Naim CDS
RECOMMENDED AMPLIFIERS
UP TO £ 200 Denon PMA250 Ill, Technics SUA600
£200-£350 Denon PMA450SE, Technics SUA700,
Musical Fidelity El 0
£350-£500 Harman Kardon HK620, NVA AP30
£500-£1000 Sheame Phase 2, AV1 S2000MI, Myryad MI- 120
£1000-£2000 Exposure XVII/XVIII, Musical Fidelity A1000
OVER £ 2000 AVI 52000A/MP, Naim NAC82/NAP180
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MARTIN COLLOMS
RECOMMENDED SPEAKERS
UP TO £200 Tannoy 631, Mordaunt Short MS 10i,
KEF Coda 7
£200-£350 Mordaunt Short MS20i, Mission 733
£350-£500 Epos ES! I, B&W DM620i, Mordaunt Short MS40i
£500-£1000 Spendor SP2-3, Mission 752
£1000-£2000 Naim SBL, Tannoy 0700, Mordaunt Short
Performance 860
OVER £ 2000 Wilson System V, Monitor Audio Studio 20SE,
Wilson Grand SLAMM XI, Wilson WITT
RECOMMENDED CD PLAYERS
UP TO £200 no recommendations
£200-£350 Marantz CD63
£350-£500 Marantz CD63SE, OreIle CD1OOSE
£500-£1000 OreIle DA188

£1000-£2000 Micromega TDrive/Orelle DA180
OVER £ 2000 Krell KPS20i, PS Audio Lambda/Audio Synthesis
DAX II, Wadia 16
RECOMMENDED AMPLIFIERS
UP TO £200 No recommendations
£200-£350 Rotel RA 935 BX, Musical Fidelity E10,
£350-£500 OreIle SA- 100, Naim Nait iii
£500-£1000 Exposure XX, Nairn NAC82/NAP 180,
Audiolab 8000S
£1000-£2000 Musical Fidelity A1000, Naim NAP 250,
YBA Integre, Conrad Johnson PVIO-AL,
Audio Research LS7
OVER £ 2000 Krell KAS2, Conrad Johnson Premier 8A,
Conrad Johnson 11A, Audio Research VT150

ALVIN GOLD
RECOMMENDED SPEAKERS
UP TO £200 Mission 731 LE, GLL Imagio 100i,
Tannoy Mercury 2
£200-£350 Castle Isis, Castle Durham
£350-£500 Opera Duetto, Mission 752, Castle Severn
£500-£1000 B&W CDM1, Naim Intro, Mission 753 Freedom
£1000-£2000 Sonus Faber Concertino
OVER £2000 Sonus Faber Concerto, Definitive Technology BP2002,
Martin Logan SL3, Martin Logan CLS11z11
RECOMMENDED
UP TO £200 Cambridge Audio
Teac 34505E
£200-£350 Cambridge Audio
£350-£500 Marantz CD67SE,

CD PLAYERS
CD4SE, Philips C072 I,
CD6, Sony CDP-XE900E
Pioneer PD- S505 Precision

RECOMMENDED SPEAKERS
UP TO £200 Tandy Genexxa LX5 Pro
£200-£350 Ruark Icon
£350-£500 TDL 0.5, Opera Duetto
£500-£1000 Sonus Faber Concertino, Quad 77-10L,
Rogers LS3/5A
£1000-£2000 Sonus Faber Concerto, Rogers LS3/5A plus AB!
subwoofer, Bolero Kompakt
OVER £ 2000 Wilson WAIT System 5.1, Sonus Faber Guarneri,
Quad ESL 63
RECOMMENDED CD PLAYERS
UP TO £200 no recommendations
£200-£350 Arcam Alpha One, Marantz CD63, NAD 502
£350-£500 Marantz CD63SE, Marantz CD63SE & Musical
Fidelity X- 10-D

£500-£1000 Marantz CD17, Acurus ACD11, Quad 77,
OreIle CD100SE, Roksan Caspain
£1000-£2000 Naim Audio CD2, Meridian 508
OVER £2000 Copland CDA288, Meridian 500/563
RECOMMENDED AMPLIFIERS
UP TO £200 NAD310, Cambridge Audio A3i,
Denon PMA-2505E
£200-£350 Denon PMA-4505E, Harman Kardon HK620
£350-£500 Marantz PM66 Ki Signature, Pioneer A- 300R
Precision, Musical Fidelity A2
£500-£1000 Audiolab 80005, Nairn Nait 3, Quad 77
£1000-£2000 Copland CSA 14
OVER £2000 None

£500-£ WOO Marantz CD63SEKi, Roksan Caspian,
Musical Fidelity E600
£1000-£2000 Copland CDA 277, Theta Chroma DAC,
Marantz CD16
OVER £2000 Krell KAV 300-CD, Theta Data III/Progena,
Mark Levinson No.31/39
RECOMMENDED AMPLIFIERS
UP TO £- 200 NVA Personal, Musical Fidelity X- Pre
£200-£350 Marantz PM54SE, Rotel RA960, Pioneer A400
£350-£500 Mission Cyrus Ill, Musical Fidelity Al Final Edition
£500-£1000 Roksan Caspian, Densen Beat
£1000-£2000 Unison Research Simply Two, EAR 859 Kit,
Graaf Venticinque
OVER £2000 Graaf GM200/WB13.5, Graaf WB Two/50.50,
Switzerland 2000 pre-/power

PAUL MILLER
RECOMMENDED SPEAKERS
UP TO £200 JPW ML510, Rogers LS!, Tannoy 631SE
£200-£350 B&W DM602, Heybrook Heylios, Rogers LS33
£350-£500 Mordaunt Short MS40i, SD Acoustics 3R,
Tannoy Profile 635
£500-£1000 Audio Note AN-J/D, Castle Harlech,
Mission 753F
£1000-£2000 Audio Note AN-E/D, Rogers C6/28, Sonus
Faber Concerto
OVER £ 2000 Magneplanar MG2.7SE, Martin Logan CLSIlz,
Quad ESL63
RECOMMENDED CD PLAYERS
UP TO £200 Cambridge Audio CD4SE, Kenwood DP3080,
Sony CDP'-XE300£200-£350Arcam Alpha 7,
Cambridge Audio COO, Sony CDP-XE900E
£350-£500 Denon DCD-1015, Kenwood DP7090, Rotel
RDCD970BX
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£500-£1000 Arcam Alpha 8, Quad 77, Marantz CD17
£1000-£2000 Denon DCD 3000, Nairn Audio CD2,
Teac VRDS 25
OVER £2000 PS Audio Lambda/Ultralink II, Theta DATA Basic II,
Theta DSPro Progeny
RECOMMENDED AMPLIFIERS
UP TO £200 Harman Kardon HK610, Rotel RA920AX
£200-£350 Harman Kardon HK620, Magnum IA170,
Pioneer A400X
£350-£500 Audiolab 8000A, Arcam Alpha 9, Pioneer
A30OR Precision
£500-£1000 AVI 52000, Magnum Class A, Mission Cyrus Illi
£1000-£2000 Aura CA200/PA100, Quad 77 pre-/power,
Musical Fidelity A1000
OVER £2000 Rotel Michi RHA-10/RHB-10, Krell KSL-2/KSA-505
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Make this a very special audiophile Christmas. For this superb seasonal special offer, we've selected 12 essential
books, and there's enough here to keep every audiophile happy through the festive season and the whole of the year to
come. While everyone else dozes in front of the goggle box after a surfeit of turkey, you'll be enjoying the wit and
wisdom of the world's most authoritative authors. And whether it's a good read, a tonic for the (audio) system or just
some state-of-the-art software for Christmas listening... the Accessories Club can solve all your present problems!

Audio Amateur Loudspeaker Projects
Publisher: Marshall-Jones Co £ 18.00
Culled from the pages of Audio Amateur
magazine in the 1970s, the 25 designs range
from the late Peter Baxendall's LC/HQ, a
modern classicto electrostatics by David P
Hermeyer and Roger RSanders.
Audio & HiFi Handbook
Second Edition Edited by Ian RSinclair
Publisher: Newnes £30.00
CONTAINING chapters by experts in every
conceivable field of audio. Contributors include
HFN/R1' sAlvin Gold, the late Donald Aldous,
and David Berriman; Stanley Kelly on
loudspeaker design; John Borwick on
microphones; Peter Mapp on studio and control
room acoustics; and there are appraisals of
various aspects of amplification, in-car audio,
public address and sound reinforcement. Clear
diagrams, accessible text and bibliographies.
Bassi« 5.1 Low-Frequency
Loudspeaker Enclosure Design
Programme for Microsoft Windows
Publisher: Harris Technologies Inc £99.00
TWO floppy discs and aweighty manual
together provide adefinitive computer guide to
low frequency loudspeaker enclosures. Ideal for
computer- literate designers, this well conceived,
impressive piece of software is not beyond the
scope of enthusiasts new to this inter-active
virtual design world.
Beginner's Guide to Tube Audio Design
by Bruce Rozenblit
Publisher: Audio Amateur Press £24.95
STARTING with an incisive appraisal of design
basics, this refreshingly open-minded guide
takes readers through all the essentials, from
Single- Stage Basics to Simple Gain Circuits and
Negative Feedback. Circuit diagrams. With
resumés of classic Designs such as the
Williamson, Leak RC/PA/U, Dynaco MkII,
McIntosh MC- 60, and Marantz Model 5are
featured in Chapter 11.

Bullock on Boxes
by Robert M Bullock Ill assisted by Robert
White
Publisher: Audio Amateur Press £ 10.00
VENTED- BOX loudspeaker designers grappling
with Thiele and Small parameters should get to
grips with this classic book, compiled from
Speaker Builder articles. It looks in detail at
computer modelling as demonstrated by the
author's BOXRESPONSE and BOXMODEL
programmes.
The Coupled Cavity Handbook
by David Purton ( 4th Edition)
Publisher: Obsession Loudspeaker Co £5.00
A DEFINITIVE guide from an experienced
practical speaker builder, this concise booklet
tabulates drive- unit specifications and all critical
data to customise your project. Guidance on
how to tackle response spikes, testing, filters
and active solutions and much more.
Home Theatre for Everyone
by Robert Harley
Publisher: Acope/la Publishing £ 18.00
INTRODUCED in last month's Accessories Club
feature, Robert Harley's comprehensive and
painstaking guide covers all aspects of buying,
matching and connecting up.
MiniDisc
by Jan Maes (Sony Service Centre, Europe) in
association with Sony
Publisher: Focal Press £ 15.00
THIS illuminating introduction to MiniDisc
technology owes its origins to aseries of Sony
training courses. Its clear concise introduction
makes the case for MD.
Modern Recording Techniques
by Huber and Runstein ( 4th Edition)
Publisher: Focal Press £22.50
EXPLAINING the latest studio technology for
pop and rock recording, this 500-page book

also covers signal processors, MIDI interfacing,
noise reduction and digital audio technology,
and looks beyond the studio environment to
mastering and manufacture.
Speaker Builder's Loudspeaker Projects # 1
19 Top Quality Designs You Can Build
Publisher: Audio Amateur Corp £6.95
AMBITIOUS up-to-the-minute designs, a
concrete enclosure, atall electrostatic hybrid, a
subwoofer, value-for- money models, and go- forbroke floorstanders... plus aresources listing
that gives dealers, manufacturers and
publishers. Liberally illustrated.
Studio Monitoring Design
by Philip Newell
Publisher: Butterworth-Heinemann £50.00
SERIOUS students of studio monitoring will not
want to be without this authoritative reference
work. The author addresses questions central to
an understanding monitoring equipment. There
are many insights into human factors, studio
control room and mixing console requirements,
differing priorities, and the enormous range of
monitor loudspeakers. His authoritative text is
leavened with wryness, viz 'Newell's Law:
Monitor Problems must be fixed in the monitors,
room problems must be fixed in the room!' A
thorough, hard-nosed, objective analysis of
horn and direct- radiating loudspeakers includes
one long chapter headed, 'Do all mid- range
horns have arecognisable characteristic
sound?' Hardback, 391- pages.
The Williamson Amplifier
by DTN Williamson
Articles reprinted from Wireless World £5.00
THIS unique and important publication contains
the famous Wireless World articles which first
appeared between 1947 and 1952, covering
basic amplifier design requirements, circuit
details, query replies and much else besides.
The Williamson valve amplifier, grand-daddy to
the whole swathe of modern, push-pull triode
designs, occupies asignificant position in hi-fi
history. This is the definitive account. Other
designs detailed include the Williamson Radio
Feeder Unit and Modifications for Highimpedance Pickups and
Long-playing Records.

-•-•-•-•-•-•-•-•

Order Form

CHRISTMAS SPECIAL OFFER
.
Audio Amateur Loudspeaker Projects

£ 18.00

'
Audio & Hi-Fi Handbook
!Second Edition Edited by Ian R Sinclair £30.00
BassBox 5.1Low-Frequency Loudspeaker
!
Enclosure Design Programme for
Microsoft Windows
£99.00
!Beginner's Guide to Tube Audio Design
I
by Bruce Rozenblit
£24.95

Home Theatre for Everyone
by Robert Harley

£18 . 00

MiniDisc
by Jan Maes (Sony Service Centre, Europe)
in association with Sony
£ 15.00
Modern Recording Techniques
by Huber and Runstein (Fourth Edition) £22.50
Speaker Builder's Loudspeaker Projects # 1
19 Top-Qualtiy DESIGNS You Can Build £6.95

!Bullock on Boxes
I
by Robert M Bullock HI assisted by Robert White
•£ 10.00

Studio Monitoring Design
by Philip Newell

I
The Coupled Cavity Handbook
•
by David Purton (4th Edition)

The Williamson Amplifier
by DTN Williamson

;HFNIRR 001 Fluxdumper: The ' magic brick'
in ablack-ash box
£22.95 [11
HFNIRR 004 Blackhead II moving-coil step!up transformer:
£69.95 LI
IHFNIRR 005 Spikes: timber E steel 0
set of 8, inc fixing kit £10.25 D
•
IHFNIRR 007 Carrydisc: holds 14 CDs
•in a40mm travel pack
£8.9510
HFNIRR 012 Software Storage System:
'stackable, satin black Medite (knock-down)
£5.00 D
ILP unit ( 120 capacity)
£44.00 El
CD/cassette unit (40/25)
£49.00
Isingles unit (200)
£86.00
4-high CD unit
£96.0010
▪CD 4base unit
Dividers: 25 at 01.25 LP El CD El Singlefl
•HFNIRR 017 WallNut II: wall mounting twoIlevel turntable support
£59.95 I]
•HFNIRR 020 Test CD III 74 tracks £12.95 E
IHFNIRR022 Sorbothane damping sheet:
•150x 150 x3mm
£12.95 El
IMoth Record Cleaning Machine
¡kit £ 199 0 ready built machine
£369
Ringmat: 3mm XLR
£47.50 D
▪HFNIRR023 LP inner sleeves: 50, £9.95 El
100, £18.95
500 £86.95
PVC heavy-duty LP outer sleeves:
!
50, £ 19.95 0 100, £3811 500, £ 18011
12in poly bags for LPs: Ziptop sealable;
•
50, £5LI 100, £9E 500, £40
ICD Jewel Cases:
•standard, 5in complete (packs of 10) £. 50
5m outer
D slimline 5m £. 50
; double jewel case, complete (each) £1.75
slim double (pack of 5) £.45
5in clear protective sleeve (each) 75p E
!Harmonix CD Foils: 8per pack £ 7.95
Bib automatic CD cleaner: £ 14.95
!Chesky's Ultimate Demo CD £ 12.95 El
XLO/Reference Rec. Test CD £24.95 D
£10
.Densen DeMagic CD
IMichell Tenderfeet: original 'alloy' isolators
(set of 3) small £5.95 0 large £. 95
IIsopod ceramic cones (3)
£ 2.95
•Insert Audio banana plugs (
pair) £.95 0
IMichell Banana plugs gold on brass
;4-way plugs; 2pairs
5
£9.
9
IFerrite Noise Absorbers: small (4.5mm dia
11.95pr
large ( 12mm) £12.95prLI
"
I max) £
!Shure Stylus Balance: £12.95 each C1
yphon Exorcist: demagnetiser £ 9.00 '

e•
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£ 5.00

£ 50.00

f5.00

Electrostatic Loudspeaker Design
Cookbook by Roger Sander £24.95 0!
Gold Aero Tube Library Vol 1
£49.95 El I
Audio! Audio! by Jonathan Hill £ 12.50.
Power Amp Projects
£19.950 I
Radiotron Handbook CD ROM £69.95 E •
Recommended LP & CD titles/
Accessories Club library: send for full lists •
Musical Fidelity X10-D line buffer £ 129.00
I
Hi-Fi News Test LP
£ 14.95;
Kontak contact cleaner £ 14.950 I
Rockbase Plus V2
£39.95
DACon D/A converter kit £ 180.00
X-Can valve headphone amp £ 129.00
Ben Duncan's PHONES-01: headphone !
amplifier kit.
PCB with all components and I
front panel controls £'79.90 E batteries/AC .
charger, extra £64.90 E aluminium case extra I
£54.900 Ready built (w. charger) £ 75.00 E •
Pure Henry (
inductor) £27.50 (pair) D I
Radio Exterminator earth wire
(5 metres) £20.00 CI I
RATA Reved: CD treatment, sachet £9.95 D;
HFNIRR024 ToolBox: with tools £99.95
ProGold spray £ 13.95 i DeoxIT £ 13.95 E i
High Performance Loudspeakers
by Martin Colloms (softback) £24.95 E I
(hardback) £50.00
Home Theater for Everyone
by Robert Harley (softback) £ 17.50 D•

Sovtek Valves: EL84 £2.60
6L6 £4.50
6SN7GT £2.60 0 ECC83 £4.35 E ECC88
£5.350 EL84M £6.500 EF86 £7.95
GZ34 £ 10.60
6550 £ 15.400 KT66
equivalent £6.7011 300B triode £89.95 E
Pearl Coolers: All types, output valves,
£7.75 each E pre-amp valves OM each E
G Kaye Audio Labs Tube Checker £525 Li
CLEAR phono pre-amp kit £299 LI
Decca London tone arm
£99 [ Ii
Griffin Black Exorcist cart demag £84.95
NVA transistor amp kit £ 179.95
Decca Mk 3Brush
£ 12.95
BOOKS: Acoustical Engineering
by Harry FOlson
£40.00
Audio Power Amplifier Design
Handbook by Douglas Self £25.00 0
High Performance Audio Power
Amplifiers by Ben Duncan £40.00
Audio Anthology Vols 1-6 £16.95 each E
GEC Amplifier Design
£19.95
Electrostatic Speakers Wagner £ 6.95
Loudspeaker Design Cookbook £24.95
Audio Glossary by JGordon Holt £9.95 0
Tube circuits for Audio Amplifiers
Mullard
£ 7.95
The Complete Guide to High-End
Audio by Bob Harley £24.95
Search For Musical Ecstasy
by Harvey Rosenberg £24.95 li
Principles of Electron Tubes
by Herbert JReich
£29.95 LI
Valve Amplifiers by M Jones £24.95 E

«evt#

to all our readers

Mr/Mrs/Miss/Ms (caps)
Address

Postcode
Tel:
- Cheque/postal order enclosed for L
(pounds sterling) made payable to
HFN/RR Accessories Club
Please charge my Mastercard/Visa/Diners/Amex'
My card number is

ri

Expiry date

1L]
-

IL-]

H
II H 1I
Signature

Please send orders to HFN/R1? Accessories Club, PO Box 200, Bedford, MK40 IYH. Delivery subject to availability. All
prices include postage. Non- UK sales are subject to additional postage. Non-EEC sales arc VAT-free. Accessories Club
Tel: (01234) 741 152 Fax: (01234) 742 028. Photocopies of this form are acceptable. Please Mae as necessaey.
E&OE
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ADVERTISEMENT FEATURE

Golden Dragon
KT66

R

Golden Dragon ,
Specifications: KT 66-R
ultralinear, 40% taps, Class AB!, cathode
bias (typical operating conditions)
Heater voltage

6.3V
1.3A

Heater current
Anode voltage (DC)
Screen Voltage (DC)
Negative dc grid voltage
DC cathode current
Anode dissipation
Screen dissipation

450V
425V
-15 to -40V
65mA
22W
3.5W

*Anode+ screen dissipation

26W(max)

*Triode or ultralinear operation
The specifications conform exactly to the
original GEC/M-0 valve and can be reproduced on any new Golden Dragon KT66-R.
Newly available this month, Golden Dragon launches the classic KT66-Rs from the 'Retro'
range of tubes. This valve combines the same shape and style of the original GEC and MO valve designs with modern materials and manufacturing techniques. These are audio
tubes of unsurpassed quality and reliability, not to mention their musical abilities.
Manufactured using the finest materials, these tubes not only look the part in vintage and
modern amplifiers, this valve will perform at least as well (if not better) than the original
designs from GEC, or M-0 in all important areas, and can be expected to last at least as
long as the originals.
The tube's measured electrical performance matches the original GEC and M-0 data
exactly, and they have been specially branded in the style of the originals.
The KT66 was widely regarded as the best valve of its type. Famous designers to have
used it include Peter Walker (of Quad fame) in the revered Quad II, Williamson and HJ
Leak. Since GEC ceased production of the KT66 prices for original examples have rocketed. Golden Dragon now brings the original performance back at an affordable price.

Join the élite today, and fit tubes from the Golden Dragon '-R' series.
For full specifications, performance curves and prices contact:
P M Components Ltd, Springhead Enterprise Park, Springhead Road, Gravesend, Kent DA! 18HD
Sales Desk: 01474 560521 Fax: 01474 333762; e-mail 101650.2424@compuserve.com
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CHESHIRE

BUCKINGHAMSHIRE

NORTH WOOD
AUDI

EXPOSURE MARANTZ

HEYBROOK, KEF, KLIPSCH, MICHELL, MONITOR AUDIO, REL,

OF

MICROMEGA MOTH

MUSIC

MUSICAL TECHNOLOGY NAD

HI-FI / AUDIOVISUAL
SPECIALISTS & REPAIRS
HARBETH,

SOUND

ARION DENON DPA

(i)

B & W, CABLE TALK, CASTLE, CELESTION, EPOS,

CAN YOU HEAR IT?

ALCHEMIST AURA

NAKAMICHI NEAT PROAC ROSE

RETAILERS OF FINE HI-FI

ROTEL TEAC THORENS WOODSIDE

95 NANTWICH ROAD
CREWE, CHESHIRE
CW2 6BA
TEL: 01270 214143

Open: 10am. 6pm. Monday to Saturday
98 Cambridge Street, Aylesbury, Bucks HP20 IBA

PHONE: 01296 28790

ROYD, RUARK, TANNOY, TUBE TECHNOLOGY.

EIRE
DEVON & CORNWALL

Hearing is Believing

I% re ant
138.W

CLOW

Aug:Milan

(,1111(/S
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Castle

Pe r

Meridian
Ciasse

Cornwalls most exclusive Audio Retailer
Home Demonstrations
Demonstration Facilities by APP
Tel/Fax 01326 221372 Mobile 0468 754353

Flew%
Marantz
Epos

30 years of Excellence

Technics

55 Main Street, Blackrock, Dublin.

Sony

Tel: (0I ) 2889449/2888477
Open: Tues - Sat 10 am to 6pm. Thur -Fri 10 am to 9 pm

Nairn

LONDON

tei/o'
n

GREATER MANCHESTER

SERIOUS KIT
•NEAT
•HARBETH
•SYSTEM SPEAKERS
ETC.

•SUGDEN
•AUDIONOTE
•PRO-AC
•SYSTEM DECK

SERIOUS KITS
273 BURY NEW RO, WHITEFIELD, MANCHESTER, M45 SOP

OkPH<V5 G\VDI
estat aeeite

Authorised Dealers for: kw* Pita« • al] keenly • Ado hider • Adam, • Ado
thra, • Balkier • likonsur • rdtate • CorudAirrai•frolt•DPA•Eldt •
•Fersel•FAashrie•Gurrrokark•Gddinithe•Gari•Kipsth•liOnVore•Iatter
vey •trayarn•hiercas•001•Ouck•Oieh•Onelro•Pqmor6•Pora•Proott•Pastrixrd•Prà
brae • OW • Satare • hot • lea • hush ' ,brad Rosati • bon • Urian Rand,* bran«
Oudil•YRA adobes
Ir..
rr, eroiallat •• hirt r, lame la,
Call for list of purl . 1/change bargain,
De,nerancot by omongemem AStrdisb U7 oii he M61

0161-793-6742
'SIMPLY THE BEST' NAMES IN HI-FI

•Naim Audio • Audiolab • ,
Rega • Quad • Arcam • Epos
vir

0161 633 2602

your cum home wAbco epee,-

Juicy fruit from London's newest,
freshest hi-fi/home cinema retailer.
Telephone demonstrations or just pop
in. All the usual, i.e. friendly and
efficient service, free home installation
+ credit cards.

WELCOME

GREATER LONDON

EL
.
--trr ears

•Audio Research • Sonus Faber • etc ... etc ... etc
AUDIO COUNSEL
12-14 Shaw Road,
OLDHAM

ORANGES
6z LEMONS

01257 473175
EVENING CALLS

•Ruark • Bang & Olufsen •
TDL • Mission • Copland •

,,,

,

I

AUDIO COUNSEL
14 Stockport Road,
CHEADLE
0161 428 7887

Open Tues.- Sat. 10 -5. 30 ( 8.00 Thursdays)

HEREFORDSHIRE

ENGLISH

audio
****CYRUS CENTRE****
Arcam, A.T.C., Audiolab, B&W. Castle,
Denon. Exposure. Harman Kardon, Kef.
Marantz. Micromega. Mission, Nairn.
Pink Triangle. Pioneer. Proac. Quad. Rd,

THE INNOVATIVE AUDIO/VISUAL
HI-H RETAILER
ARCAM, CABLETALK, CHORD CO. DENON,
EPOS, MARANTZ, NAD, NAIM, REGA,
ROKSAN, ROTEL, ROYD, RUARK,
SOUNDSTYLE, STANDS UNIQUE, YAMAHA

27 BOND STREET, EALING WS
IT 0181-567 8703
AUDIOLAB, AURA, B&O, B&W, POSTON, CABLE TALK, CASTLE,
CHORD CO., DENON, EPO:L, HARMON KARDON, JPW, KEF,
MARANTZ, MISSION, MUSICAL FIDELffY, NAD, NORDOST,
CINKYO, ORELLE, QUAD, PEI, ROGERS, ROKSAN, ROTEL,

SOUNDSTYLE, TEAC, TALK ELECTRONICS, TARGET, THORENS,
VAN DEN HUI, & OTHERS
Two demonstration rooms. Free local delivery &

Now in our third tangy year

0171-924 2040

installation. Repairs & service.
Closed Wednesday.

61/63 WEBBS ROAD, SW11

studio

cnc

NORFOLK

The Old School

m-4‘4

ACOUSTIC ENERGY ARCAM AURA
BANG 8 OLUFSEN CYRUS EPOS KEF
MERIDIAN MISSIONINAD NAIM AUDIO
NAKAMICHI QUAD REGA ROYD

Mon-Sat 9.30 — 5.30
\\

Iniecro, Road. IkreToril 1111-132, 3551181
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BADA BONDED DEALER
81 FAIRFAX ROAD SWISS COTTAGE LONDON NW6 4DY
TEL:0171 624 8855
FAX: 0171 624 7317

School Road, Bracon Ash
Near Norwich, Norfolk
Tel: (01508) 570829

Basically Sound of Norfolk

BONUS FABER YAMAHA

Rotel, Ruark. John Shearne. Siax. Teac. Yamaha
Lice lasiullalions Credit facilities; Service Dept

.%

INSTANT
FINANCE
AVAILABLE
SERVING LONDON
FROM BATTERSEA

I

Arcam, Audio Alchemy, Naim, Denon,
Creek, Epos, AudioLab, U.K.D., Heybrook, Rotel,
Soundstyle, Micromega, Royd, Chord Co, Cable Talk.
Opera Loudspeakers, T.D.L. Reference, Stax, Teac.
Unison Research and others
115
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Best place in
town for Hi Fi and
Home Cinema

UNMET

Sound & Vision

*
*
*
*
*

Three demonstration rooms
All leading brands
Interest Free Credit
Good parking facilities
Open 10-4 every Sunday

UNILET SOUND & VISION
24-26 UNION STREET, MAIDSTONE ME14 1ED
Tel: 01622 676703

Fax: 01622 676723

NOTTINGHAMSHIRE

z .:•••

•efe.tde

SPECIALISTS IN PROVIDING MUSIC IN THE HOME
,WHATEVER YOUR BUDGET - WE OFFER THE VERY BEST SERVICE & ADVICE
x—
o
•SYMMS FROM f300 1100IC • VALVE AND VINYL SPECIALISTS
Z
•OVER 30 YEARS EXPERIENCE IN HI-FI • THE BEST PRICES AND DEALS

r

•
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No ordinary HiFi Dealer"

—

s

'Une of the live best
hi-fi shops in the world"

3Demo Rooms inc. Home Cinema
(rell, Theta, Epos, Copeland, Hi Q. Pink A, Audio Research. Micromego,
SME, Meridian, Audion, CR Developments, Akhemist, Rotel/Michi, NVA,
Ruark, Martin Logan, Monitor Audio, SD, Michell, Lumley, Creek,

FREE PARKING

16-18A Eldon Street, Tuxford, Nr. Newark, Notts NG22 0111
Telephone (
01777) 870372 For , irmile ( 017771 870437

GRAHAMS HI-FI

New hifi & home theatre outlet now
open in the centre of Nottingham.

and much, much more.
Castle Sound & Vision
48 - 50 Maid Marian Way,
Nottingham, NCI 6CF

&VISION

Tel: 0115 958 4404

NORTHERN IRELAND
TURNTABLES

Audio Note. Michell, Nottingham Analogue. Roksan

Wilson Benesch, Auchomeca.
TONEARMS/CARTRIDGES

DIGITAL PRODUCTS • Rotel, Maranta, Harman Kardon. Orelle, Thchord.
Roksan. Audiomeca, Phmare. Moons, BOW Technology. Audio Alchemy.
Meracus. Audio Note.
AMPLIFICATION - Rotel. Maranta. Harman Kardon, Aura, Monrio, Orelle.
LFD, Campion, Densen. Roksan. Meracus, Michell, Adyton, YBA.
Primare. BOW Technology. Electrocompaniet, Anon (valve). Audio Note
(valve). Unison Research (valve), Graal (valve).
LOUDSPEAKERS - Audio Physics, Audio Gem, Apogee. Audio Note.
Band W, OLN, Triangle. Jamo. JBL, Ruark, Impulse. Wilson Benesch.
REL, Totem, Tannoy, Yamamura, Klipsch. Homing, Bravura. Lowther,
Living Voice.
HOME CINEMA - Rotel. Harman Kardon. Proceed. Lexicon, JBL REL.
Triangle. Jamo, Synthesis.
CABLES/ACCESSORIES - OED, Flatline, Kimber,
Silver Sounds. Precious Metals, ART, Yamamura,
Sonic Link. Frameworks. Partington, Stands Unique.
Soundstyle.

•

(e
Choose from

the .
fincst
•Hi Fi
•Home Cinema
•TV & Video

efrie s

—0171 226 5500 —
190a New North Road, London NI MS
Tel: 0171 226 5500 Fax: 0171 359 7620
E-mail: news@grahams.co.uk
Web site: http://www.grahams.co.uk

BRIGHTON 69 London Rd (
01273) 609431
EASTBOURNE Green St (
01323) 731336
PORTSMOUTH 29 London Rd (
01705) 663604

Excellent Listening Facilities
Closed Mondays Free Parking

studio

82

HI-FI & TV
82 The High Street
Harpenden Herts AL5 2SP
Tel: 01582 764246

SUFFOLK
2

î fit te

Bang & Olufsen Centre
ARCAM, ATC. AUDIOLAB, AURA, AVI, B8.0,
BOSE, 13&W, CASTLE, CHORD, DENON,
HARBETH, KEF, MARANTZ, MUSICAL FIDELITY,
MUSICAL TECHNOLOGY, MYRYAD, NAD, NAIM,
PANASONIC, PHILIPS, QUAD, ROBERTS, SENNHEISER,
TANNOY, TARGET AUDIO, TEAC. TDL ETC

itMlstele

`
,,eedele

SI Q1aJ
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Analog 51iidio
(Him Specialists)

hi-fi for grown-Ups
tel / fax ipswich 01473 622866
mobile
0 8 0 2
1 7 6 3 1 9

tf.49 Iligh R,,acl, London N I.?
Iel. 11181 445 1267

SURREY

SALE NOW ON

LEADING STOCKISTS OF
ROHL, lAMAHA AND MARANIZ
Slur kid of full range of speakers and
ski troili(N lot all men-inanuta( turer,
Please plume tut

SOUTH EAST LONDON

Stufkists

% KC kkl• DF:\SF,N • F.POS • LINN • I01111:

•NIICKM11..l; k • N5151 511110 • N.F. 51' • REG • 1101II.
•KO1 I) • SII%111\1 \ •

Tel. 01868 - 748632

Fax 748281. Mobile 0410 136130. Belfast Office 01232 - 653861

Credit (Including Interest Free) Available

For Specialist Guide

Front End Problems?

"enu 3u r,i;

Open Tues - Fri 10.30am - 7.00pm/Sat 10am - 6pm

"The Cartridge Man"

rates call Dave on

to get the best — listen to my Koetsu-and-

0181 686 2599

Fladcock. E.A.R. and others.

Decca-eater. Also agents for Croft, Moth.

plus cartridge re- tipping service

0181-688 6565

510111:

indecently good hi-fi

then contact:

It doesn't have to cost an arm and a leg

TE \ c•)5515115 &

n iaeiityY

35 Farlough Road, Newmills, Dungannon,

Ext 318

e

SOUTH COAST

Rega, SME, Wilson Benesch, Nott

Analogue, Lyra. Sumiko, Goldring, Audio Note. Grado, Roksan,

N. Ireland BT71 4DU.

x

TEL: 01892 547003
FAX: 01892 547004

Offering all the major brands...

CASTLE
SOUND

•
fi
- (O
f—

2
•-•

Hi Fi• Home Cinema- Multi- Room Installations

Grahams Hi Fi, Canonbury Yard,

< 17-

<
S

much more.

First- Time Buyer to High End Enthusiasts.
INTEREST FREE FINANCE

cj co
L)
=
ln

—

Friendly service and advice in relaxed surroundings.
EASY ACCESS

"

10 - 12 CHAPEL PLACE
TUNBRIDGE WELLS, KENT

A fresh approach to the World of Specialist Hi Fi

Sonus Faber, Denon, Celestion, dpa Jonio, Ortolan, tote

>,0

u,.17'

NORTH LONDON

Chantry Audio

<

• MOST MAKES AVAILABLE

'tzmp

UNMET

Sound 8c Vision
*

*
*
*
*

Best place in
town for Hi Fi and
Home Cinema

Six demonstration rooms
All leading brands
Interest Free Credit
Free Parking
Open 10-4 every Sunday

UNILET SOUND & VISION

35 HIGH STREET, NEW MALDEN,
SURREY, KT34BY
Tel: 0181 942 9567
Fax: 0181 336 0820
DECEMBER 1997
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URREY HIFI
"Home Cinema on Demonstration"

Over the years we have carefidly chosen acomprehenv,
range of audio equipment to offer the discerning music Mr, ,
components of unparalled performance.

ARCAM
ATACAMA STANDS
MUSICAL FIDELITY

13ANSTEAO

AUDIOLAB
YAMAHA
TOE

REF REFERENCE.

DENON
RATERS
OUDOS

CATEREWEI

J8

M25

YORKSHIRE

YORKSHIRE

SURREY

W outci

For friendly advice or to arrange your demonstration of some
of the World's finest audio equipment contact JOHN
BLEAKLEY on LEEDS (0113) 252 8850 (
evening calls
welcome). Generous part exchange allowance always
available. Agencies include ATC, Ay!, BRIS TON,
CASTLE, CHORD, HARBETH, MARAN77, PRIMARE
SYSTEMS, SPENDOR, SUMO, TEAC, and many more.

DORKING

MIT CABLES
PARTINGTON STANDS
TRORENS
TARGET
MARANTZ
MICHELL

you Li.ke to hear more')

PROJ ECTS

HEAO,N.,Ev

0 11 3

, ANE

, SEOS

2 3 0

loe

4 5 6 5

SENNHEISER
SEVER HEADPHONES

CABLE TALK .ASSE

MILLER & KREISEL SUB WOOFERS
STANDS UNIGUE. ALPHASON
CRAWLEY

GODSTONE 01883 744755

li

AàojiCFIORe
So

primaraterne

ceiE

ACOUST GINO mteRS

45 High Street, Godstone, Surrey RH9 8LS
Djanfilij

Stockists of Audio Synthesis. Mirage, Chord Company. Classe,
Cable Talk, EAD, Expcsure, Kora, Harbeth, Myiyad, D.P.A.,

Phone/Fax LEEDS ( 0113) 2528850

Orelle, Trichord, Sbnic Link, Orelle, Stands Unique,

SCOTLAND

XTC 8 many Others.

THE HI-FI

Music Mill
r ,PRO- AC • ABSOLUTE
DPA •

MARANTZ •

MAIM

AVI •

AUDIO •

ALCHEMIST
72

Newhaken

Road

Edinburgh

0 131 - 555

EH,

Demonstration Facilities. Home Demonstrations & Free Installation
By Appointment Tel Wakefield (01924) 255045. (Anytime).
Serving the Yorkshire Area

Pro-Ac, Ruark, Densen, Audiolab, Castle, Impulse ( horns).
Alchemist, TEAC, Michell ( Full Range), Stax, Audio Physic.
Audio-Note, Nottingham Analogue, SME, T&A, O.L.N., T.D.L.,
Opera, Aurum, Etalon, Monitor Audio, Electrocompaniet,
Pro-jekt, Sequence, Trichord Research, Unison (valves), Living
Voice, Exposure, Blueprint, Harbeth, Celestion (A-series only),
Audioquest. Lynwood. Klipsch & Yamaha Home Cinema.

Specialist hi fi and advice
SOUNDS •

PREMIER AUDIO

STUDIOS

SO,

SUNNYFIELD, DONCASTER
Tel: ( 01302) 781387

3963

WEST SUSSEX

Open Tue -Thur 10-8 Fri 8 Sat 10-6 Closed all day Monday

PROBABLY THE BEST SELECTION

Ze«eit Hi- Fi
Maim - rega - roksan - alchemist

trichord

epoiewe/eaft7

OF QUALITY HI-FI ON

ProAc

THE EAST COAST!

Sclecied agen,le, Include Nairn. Rega. Rok.an. Alchemist. Kef. Trichord, Maree.
QLN. Teno). OTelle. Rotel. Tea'. Triangle, Inlinily. Densen. Musical Fidelity, Neat,
Resox. Apogee. Audlorneca. Celle. Opera. Onofon. Pin-jeer Tunaables, Ruark. ProAc.
Marston. Sennheiser. Sic. Gard°. Primare.leff Rowland. Soundstyle. Nordost.
Stands Unique, Atacama. Van den Hui. Chord Company. MIT. etc

BRIGHTON'S LEADING HI-FI SHOP
Cyrus, Roksan, Micromega, Audionote, Audiolab, Rega,
Arcam, Exposure, Aura, Epos, Thiel, Ruark, Rotel, ATC,

•Showroom and 2Listening Rooms
•Appointments and honk. demonstrations available.

ZEN AUDIO

Marantz and other fine equipment.

35 GEORGE STREET HULL

66 Upper North Street, Brighton
Telephone 01273 775978

TEL: 01482 587397

WEST MIDLANDS
CEI196

Cla Vrr." Irtn

•

For The Midlands
152a High Street,

Bloxwich,

Walsall

01922 493499/473499
wacax

w. rs, urà

clown

mogœn

RESESESCE
RIEFOOD
NIULANII
NICIIELL
SOW
SUMS°
EISISSIDEK
TARGET
TEL

grâmex

NAom

MEDALS.
TUBE

recanahoerr

A. T.

AUDIO

ALCHEMY

AUDIO

QUEST

RPM

BOSE

BEYER

CAWS

Caxperk
Off High Street, Ricaorich,
Res/ALI, Neat midlands

• Interest Free Credit
TALK

CROAD

MERIDIAN
MICRONESIA . SSION
10IE
MUSICAL FIDELITY
NARAMICIII
MOMS.
PROJECT
VAN DUI KUL
YANA.
TO A VCR FRON: SONY
MASSA
PANASONIC
AAAI
PIONEER

COWAN,

QUAD

etonervin

CYRUS

CILASTION

DPA

EPOS

IMP

open 6 Die , 9,
0

_

Cru

Late !net Friday

mum
MOGARS
ROTEL
SENNREISEA
UNITS PAM: SANTO
SALEM

Li
si

111\/1 IL_JO S.
II\/a

LlireeJti
351 HAGLEY ROAD,
EDGBASTON, BIRMINGHAM 817 8DL
Tel: 0121-429 2811
Fax: 0121-434 3298
93-95 HOBS MOAT ROAD,
SOLIHULL, WEST MIDLANDS B92 8JL
Tel: 0121-742 0254
Fax: 0121-742 3471
HI-FI NEWS 8 RECORD REVIEW
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aged,

DOLBY ACE CMGOAL

• 3 Hi -Fi Studios
• Free Demonstrations
• lime Cinema Theatre
• 2 Year Guarantee
• Trihouse Service Department
• Mail order available

Hi-fi For Those With An Eye For Quality

THE AUDIO SPECIALISTS

for the most exciting range of equipment available in the
Midlands which includes:

Apollo, Arcam, Audio Alchemy, Audiolab, Audioquest, Audio- Research, Audio-Technica, B&W, Beyer.
Canon, Celestion, Chord, Cyrus, Denon, DPA, Dual, Dynaudio, Epos, Exposure, Harman Kardon,
Heybrook, Jamo, KEF, Krell, Marantz, Martin Logan, Meridian, Michell, Micromega, Mission, Monitor
Audio, Mordaunt-Short, Musical Fidelity, NAD, Nakamichi, Panasonic TV + Video, Pioneer, Pink Triangle,
Polk Audio, Pro-Ac, Quad, REL, Rogers, Roksan, Rotel, Royd, Ruark, Sennheiser, Shure, SME,
Sonos Faber, Systemdek, Tannoy, Target, Technics, Theta, Thorens, Wharfdale, Wilson, Yamaha etc.
Wide range of classical CDs in stock. Full servicing facilities available

DECEMBER 1997

156-157 LOWER HIGH STREET
STOURBRIDGE, WEST MIDLANDS
Tel: 01384-444184 Fax: 01384-444968
OPENING MMES:
Beset Serdeneeday Own 114.30 Tlweley111-7.11
Salwily11-5111 Dawastratioes bp AME
INTEREST FREE
(tor United Pence) APR IPA. Writes bleb
oe revert. brewed trait kW«.
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FOR SALE - PRIVATE
Bargain, Interconnects Clearout, Cardas Heinlink IM £225 (8sets) 1/2 m £ 125 (2
sets) Transparent Super 15m £425 (2sets) Mandrake Im £295 Siltech MC424
£250 1m various single endedWBT too for details, 0181 882 4287 (110815)
EAR 859 Valve amplifier, integrated, factory assembled, £ 1,000 tel: 0181 653 5057
evenings (H0819)
One Pair 15" four pillar M.A.F heavy duty (filled) speaker stands (black), dedicated for Audionote
or similar size speaker ( 22"-24") high £90 tel: 01483 271669
(140826)
Krell ICAV 300i int. amp, 6months old, boxed as new, £ 1,795 tel: 0181 845 0283
(1-10825)
Castle Chester Speakers new ((600) £200, very good condition, demonstrate tel:
0181 352 1066 (140824)
Krell KPS 301 CD player, 9months old, cost £5,500 accept (4,000ono reason sale
upgrading, tel: 0161 370 0322 ( H0823)
Lumley ST70 Triode switchable, mint, boxed, bargain (875; Grant G100 AMO 100
watt valve mono blocks, boxed (695; Audio Innovations first audio, new 2A3 valves,
mint, boxed, £675 swap or exchange for interesting equipment tel: 0121 784 8765
(110822)
Lyra Pamassis Cartridge £ 700 (moving up to Moving Magnet),Tim De Paravicini's
'The Head Transforrner ( 300; Five Target stands ( 3floor, 2wall) (250; Audio
Innovations L2 Valve Preamp £400 tel: 01247 461603 (H0821)
Krell MDI Transporter, mint condition, ( 1,250; KPA PDM-2 silver wired, as new
condition (650; Martin Lo66,. Aerius speakers, light oak, 12 months old, as new
condition, ( 1,400; tel: 01784 244944 ( 140820)
TDL Floor Standing studio two's teak spiked stands, perfect, (250; Serious buyer
may audition here and collect Bexhill-on-Sea, East Sussex tel: 01424 210719 after
7pm ( 140827)
Unison Research Smart 845, 3weeks use, new, " Sound from heaven" ((2,650);
Sovetek 300B valves, matched pair, 20 hours use, (( 150) better treble and bass, wonderful mid-range, all genuine reasons for sale, all boxed, great value assured, tel: 0131
668 3389 anytime (140838)
Nakamichi DR- 3cassette deck, 6months old, mint condition, was £450 only £ 349,
be aproud owner of any excellent cassette deck tel: 0956 802561 ( 140837)
Linn Keilidh Speakers with Kustone stands, under two years old, excellent condition, £475ono tel: Dave, 01634 717673 (eves only) (140839)
Infinity Renaissance speakers, excellent condition, £ 1,000 telfax: 0032 27356316
(Brussels, Belgium) (140836)
Conrad Johnson 2300, two years old, mint, ( 1,800; Conrad Johnson PV12 with
phono, same condition £ 1,600, telfax: 0032 2 7356316 (Brussels, Belgium)
(H0835)
Quad 405 MK2 power amp, mint condition, boxed with instructions, accessories,
Michell Banana Plugs, Oxford area, £ 185, please write to: Box No, 0784, HiFi
News Classified Advertisements, Link House Magazines, Link House, Dingwall
Avenue, Croydon, CR9 2TA (H0834)
A HiFi Classic for ( 600; Pink Triangle PT Two (Serviced by Pink) in black plinth
with Helios Orion arm (silver wired) and PSU, tel: 01252 715031 (Surrey)
(H0833)
Micromep Stage 2Upgradeable CD (new (699) ( 350; Shearne Phase 2/2 amp
((689) £ 375 Rogers STudio IA speakers, black ((800) (400; NEC AV271 16 bit
processor £ 100 tel: 01225 790620 (H0831)
Alphason AV47S Hi-fi and TV display unit, width 160cms, with 3tiers, also included, two additional half width shelves, all black, in mint condition, £ 195 tel: Danny,
work 0171 629 0641, home 0181 444 3064 (H0830)
Quad II Valve amplifier, spare output valves, ( 120; Coral 777E3( moving coil caruidge, £ 10 tel: 0181 686 0660 work, 0181 761 6787 home ask for Trevor Martin
(110829)
Sony ST-3A3ES FM-AM tuner, the top sony tuner, all facilities plus superb sound,
waiting list for new, 6months old, £ 185 tel: 0161 762 9685 1(40849)
Roark Talisman II upgraded mark ones, ( 250; Exposure XV, £250 tel: 0181 332
7355 ( H0848)
Audio Synthesis DAXII ( 1,295; Passion 85 (895; 2x Desire power amplifier
£795, all in good condition, excellent sound, also Isoplion Ontario loudspeakers in
oak, £ 595 tel: 01420 542060 (H0847)
Zeta Tonearm VDH, siwired (650; Gold Bug Briar M.0 cartridge £450 both items
recently rebuilt by The Cartridge Man and still need to be run in perfect condition
tel: 0181 688 6565 (H0846)
Logic Tempo Electronic titable with datum arm, little used, boxed, instructions
(100 swap for cassette deck, assorted records, mainly pop, late 70s early 70s tel:
01634 365631 ( Kent) (140845)

nects (80;Valve M/C step up unit ( 100 tel: 01242 231766 (Cheltenham) (140863)

(Sussex) (H0788)

Chord CPA2200 SPM600 new, boxed, (2,900; V&H First, second (balanced) the
Winds, new £450 tel: Dave, 0171 209 1468 (140862)

Technics SL- PI 200 The ultimate CD player for clubs, raves, discos, mixing, in lovely condition, comes with remote control (495 tel: 01787 310043 (H0795)
Mission 752 Freedom speakers, primavera finish, boxed in mint condition (500ono

Michell Orbe SME V, Van Den Hul MCIO special, mint £2,750 (84,300); Cardas
AESIEBU Digital Iconnect, Imetre, the smoothest £ 100 (E190); Apogee Centaur
minors, stands £ 500 (( 1,500) tel: 01442 877853 (I-10861)
Ensemble PA1 Audiophile loudspeakers, piano black in mint condition, ( 1,100;
Quad 66 preamp, remote (495; Meridian 203 DAC £220 tel: 0I7M 432629
(H0860)
Soma Faber Extrema Spurs with Target stands ( 3,300ono Perfect condition,
boxed; Mana Tables vanous, tel: 01923 823112 eves, weekends (H0859)
Audio Synthesis DAX-2 ( 1,565; Pro-Passion Vishay preamp, 3months old, full
warranty ( 325; both boxed and mint condition, price to include postage, tel: 01960
372845 anytime ( H0858)
Townshend Glastonbury II speakers, offers above (600 considered, tel: 01297
33167 (E. Devon) (H0856)
Krell KSL Balanced/Normal pre-amp (995; Krell KSA1OOMK2 pure Class A
power amp, ( 1,495, both boxed and mint, tel: 01387 267048 day, 016444 20710
eves (H0735)

tel: 0191 242 1968 eves (Newcastle) (140794)
OCAI 500 power amp ( 1,300; OCM 55 line control pre-amp (650; both boxed in
excellent condition tel: 0162 6334068 (H0799)
Nairn Audio, CDS (2,000; NAP 250-NAC-72-Hicap ( 1,600; SBL oak finish
(1,000; all as new, boxed, 3years old tel: 01392 423895 ( Exeter) (140798)
Apogee Stage Ribbon speakers, excellent sound, anthracite colour, cost (4,100 sell
(995ono; Krell KSL line level preamp (995ono; boxes and manuals; Bel Stentor
subwoofer £750 tel: Maz, 0161 873 5020 or 0161 330 7912 eves (H0803)
VPI TNT2 turntable, mint, ring, Musical Fidelity 370/2 amplifier, mint, boxed,
(1,250; MVX/1 preamp mint, boxed, (895; McIntosh MR74 tuner (595; McIntosh
C28 preamp, (595; Meridian 207 CD Phono, mint, (4425 tel: 01747 853372
(Dorset) (140802)
Cyrus Ilh plus PSX cost over (900 new, yours for (600; Heybrook 1433 speakers
(200ono tel: 0171 923 3285 work: 0171 545 0733 (148806)

DA Capo Pink Triangle DAC ( 575ono bargain 1307 (Analoguey) filter, superb

Active
Naim
DBL
systems,
CDs/52/6X135/01ISNAX0
2xSCAP/LP12/AROILingo/Parnassos/prefix/Hicap/CR7E, live experience, awe-

sounding, flexible DAC, very good condition, boxed, telimessage: John, 01865
862745 anytime ( Oxon)
Audio Synthesis DSMX 2 - box DAX very carefully used, Audio Path silver sol-

some, serious offers only please tel: 0171 801 0905 or 0385 575643 (H0812)
Apogee Diva The classic magnetic planar, ship cartons and full documentation,
moving back US, ( 1,400 tel: 01442 828 023 (H0811)

dered as DAX 2for discerning owner ( taking usual upgrade to DAX II) £550 tel:
01323 895559 ( H0871)

Maranta CD23 gold CD player SC22 preamp MA24 Class A monoblocks, mandrake leads target midi stand(3,850;Theta Data Basic Transport DAC TLC £ 1,750
tel: 01525 378776 ( 140808)

Audio Research IS7 preamp, line stage, latest specification, less than ayear old,
reference quality full valve sound, still under 3year warranty, manual, boxed and as
new, rarely available £ 1,250 (cost ( 1,750) tel: 01733 310819 day, 01733 892228
eves ( 110870)
Mesa Engineering Baron - just hilly serviced, latest UK specification transformers,
revalved throughout, with unused spares, 150W switchable pentode. triodenegative
feedback, manual and box, superb and rare £2,495 (cost (4,000) tel: 01733 310819
day, 01733 892228 eves ( 140869)
Alagneplanar MG 0.6 beige panel, teak sides, mint condition (875; Audio
Synthesis DAX-2 mint ( 1,565; Pro- Passion three months old, mint £ 325 prices
include postage, tel: 01960 372845 anytime (H0868)
KEF 104/2 loudspeakers, vgc, reference sound, (450 tel: John, 0131 478 1090
(H0867)
Meridian CD-R excellent condition, little used £ 1,500 Tel: 01895 810827
(H0748)
Linn LK100 power amplifier, mint, boxed (400; Audio Research preamp, mint,
superb SP5 (400; Linn K400 speaker cables, best offer; Thorens TDI60 (95 Tel:
Andrea, 0171 431 3771 (110750)
ATC SCM 20.S black, boxed, (895; Meridian 605 amplifiers (850ono; Foundation
designer stands ( 180; NAD 302 boxed (90; Acoustic foam tiles £6each, about 15
in no. ten: 0181 948 5568 ( 140766)
Tall, dark and handsome) Pair IBL Black Ash L.X66 speakers, size I70x38x35 dw
target stands, good condition, £225ono tel: 01582 665665 (Beds.) (140777)
Hailer DH220 power amp plus DH100 pre amp, can demo £225 the pair, tel: 0181
851 9621 (S.E London) ( H0778)
Linn Nexus Speakers, bi-wireable, black with stands, good condition (225ono tel:
01753 621050 (140780)

Krell KPS2Ott integrated CD player, digital volume control, optical and electrical
I/O, linestage, remote, reference performance mint, boxed„ rare opportunity, bargain
(5,995 (,( 11,000 new) may consider p/ex tel: 0860 850786 (110813)
Cande York Speakers in yew, ( 110; LFD power stage PA2 (600; Audio Technica
Tone arm, ATI 1
30 not used, (70 all boxed in excellent condition tel: 0162 6334068
(H0816)
Look! Free International holiday vouchers. value ( 500+ when you buy quality hifi, lino LPI 2SME AT. Arcam Alpha 3Kef Corinas + Gold plug cables (750 or
Sony CD101Technics SLY45A amp Genexxa Linaeum speakers plus cables (295
Also Deltec LBII DAC ((450) ( 150 Naim NAC 42 pre ( 100 Stair SR34/SRD4
(120 Denon PMA920 amp modern all excellent condition WANTED: Quality
CD/Transpon Audiolab, Quad etc, equipment, exchange? tel: Jim, 01206 510392
(Colchester) H0818)

FOR SALE - TRADE
Miracle Bi Polar Speakers at ex-demo prices M5si rep ( 1,995 (( 1,395) M10901 rip
(1,295 (,(995) BPs 150 rrp (799 ((599) MBS2 rep (599 C(399) MC2 rrp (499
((349) tel: 01628 440637 (Marlow) (H0832)
Electrocompaniet EdI-1 integrated amplifier ( 1,700; Electrocompaniet 'Cube'
speakers (850; Audio Alchemy Digital Decoding Engine III (600; Quad ELS 63
speakers ( 1,700 (previously owned - mint in rosewood); all ex-demo products,
boxed with warranty tel: 0121 445 5057 evenings (110783)

Accuphase DP70 CD ( 120V version 50 transformer supplied) £ 1,400
((6,000); Krell KSP7B pre £ 1,000 (( 3,200); Sumo Nine and power class A (500
((1,200); Apogee Centaur speakers, £700 ((2,300), the lot ( 3,500 inc. free cable,
all mint, boxed tel: 0181 523 1134 (140781)
Theta Data Basic II Transport ( 1,495; Haim 92 per (275; 90 Power (275; 523/inc
boards (25; 7metres A5 cable (20; Tecnics SLI50 SME MKII offers, Soundstyle
black Tripod stand £ 120 tel: 01243 545213 after 9pm (I-10785)
Linn 1212 Valhalla, Cirkus, black plinth, no arm or cartridge, ITTOK armboard
(450ono tel: 01705 293646 email BILLINGED dSIS.PORT.AC.UK ( 140784)
Linn 1212 walnut fluted EKOS V.D.H MC. 2H.O. new unused, boxed ( 1,400;
Apogee Cal.Sig ( 1,800 new boxed ex. Audio Sculpture Equilibre Paraphrase
Audionote KY silver tel: 01656 862385 ( 140790)
Omni Audio model SAI2.3 speakers, mint condition, boxed, genuine reason for
sale (450 tel: 01243 811448 ( H0789)
Rebuilt Quad 22 pre-amp and amps: all new parts and superior phono scokets,
KT66 originals, spare valves, manual (560 cash, buyer collects; Kenwood D.P 7090
CD player, mint, 7months old, HiFi Choice 5Star review, manual, boxed (275;
Musical Fidelity Missing Link X. 10D, mint, boxed, manual £80 tel: 01903 247779

Linn Isobariks Passive ex Naim test monitor 10 yeas old, the business! BNC
Connector, will demo, custom made Spike stands, teak finish, brown front, £900 tel:
01296 435907 home 01753 891891 work (Aylesbury) ( H0844)
Musical Fidelity FI9 poweramp, 2s 300 watts cost new (4,000 asking (2,400;

WANTED
VPI Record Cleaning Machine, fati price for good condition unit, tel: Tom, 01920
877093 (140828)
Sony ST88 and Sony AT88 Tuner and Amp, upright solid state hi-fi from 1970s,
also any matching items pre-amp etc. tel: 0181 688 4602 or email sbksteveïaolcom
(H0854)
Non-wanting or faulty Quad 405.405-2 or 606 amplifier, tel: 01357 520049
(140857)
Wanted, I.A.S 811 I wave boro speakers, demo essential, mill collect, tel: John,
0181 452 0053 (140855)
HiFi Yearbooks 1960-1970, any condition, good pnce tel: 01580 830558 or fax:
01580 830997 (H0797)

PRIVATE ADVERTISEMENT ORDER FORM
Rates: £8.00 ( incl. VAT) pEr 30-ucittl inmacticn fcr cre issue.

Ruark Accolade Speakers, Dpiaudio low high and mid drivers, cost new £2,700 asking £ 1,700 tel: 01296 437314 (Ay)esbury) (H0843)

Ftr bap rrcnths £14.00; three rrcnths £17.00. Pacliticnal Incecls
50p each (per secticn). 13::Dc natters £3.00 unction.

HiFi News January 1977 to December 1992, yours for te cost of this advert, buyer
must collect, tel: 01904 702882 after 6pm (140842)

PT...EASE

Ruait Equinoxes (990; Crusader II (895; consider p/ex for ATCIO or AVI
Neutrons; AVI 2000mm 150w phonoblock power amps, (750 tel: 01892 536919
(West Kent) (H0841)
Wadia 8CD Transport, remote control, mint, boxed £ 1,495 ((3,300 new); Wadia
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15 DAC, remote, digital volume control, mint, boxed, £ 1,695 ((4,300 new) deal on
both, may pee tel: 01449 676335 (110840)
Omni Audio SAI2.3 106DB Sensirity 200W 80FIMS Tweeter 13mm midrange
51 4" woofer 12" as new (795ono tel: 01903 203601 (140853)
Monarchy Audio - DeuxDa Convertor and D.I.P boxed, mint condition, hardly
used, mill accept ( 500ono the lot, can seperate, tel: 0181 592 3340 anytime
(140852)
Pioneer SJD3 Transport • Trichord clock with own power and ' Dec in the box'
upgrade-digital interconnect (420; AADTI plus (Jitter) £ 100 all as new, tel. 01908
566392 ( 140851)
Interconnects: Audio Alchemy Datastrearn Transceiver, active digital with P.S.0
(95; M.I.T. MI- 330 plus Im ( 115; Cabletalk Monitor 212m (25; Audioquest
video 2, digital, 1m (35 tel: 0181 449 8639 (Barnet) ( H0850)
Audio Synthesis Passion all Vishay Passive per amplifier, June 1996 manufacture,
controls finished in gold, as new, superb sound, list price £695, offers £295 onwards,
tel: 0181 440 9110 (after 7pm) ( 140866)
Myryad MC100 CD ( 525; 341120 amp phono fined (475ono, few hours use, only
boxe as new also Quilos cables and plugs details on 01702 558 557 (140865)
Audio Research Classic 30 (950; Audio Synthesis Pro Passion, all Vishay passive
amp £ 250; Passion all Vishay ( 350 (mint) Oracle Delphi MKI Kdetsh arm, ( 390
WANTED: LS35A tel: 0181 455 0689 (H0864)
Audionote M2 RIAA phonostage (650; Pair . 6m Van Den Hul the first intercon-
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SLATE AUDIO
Linking The Past, Present & Future
ITIE SPEAKERSTAND e
The best speaker supports in the world.
State of the art in performance and design, custom made to suit any loudspeaker. Solid slate, supremely
rigid and totally neutral' (* Slate was chosen after extensive testing on all other Stones)
SPEAKER PLATFORMS

ISOLATION PLATFORMS

TURNTABLE PLATFORMS

SHELVING SYSTEMS

"Immaculately finished, sublimely rigid, on apar with the best stands I've used." Ken Kessler, Hi Fi
News R/R. "
An astonishing degree of instrumental separation, stable and holographic, with great
precision and remarkable poise. The ultimate in high fidelity supports." David Prakel, HI-FI Answers.
"Superbly finished, the sound quality was considered to be first rate." Marlin Colloms, HI-FI News R/R.
"The sound quality when using the Slate Audio stands proved to be arevelation, something special."
Paul Messenger, Hi Fi Choice.
finish is excellent, the sound quality magnificent and
breathtaking." Tom Bryant, The Telegraph. "
The Slate stand is unusual and expensive, but if you are
after an exceedingly neutral stand ifs the leading contender. This stand offers an exceptionally neutral
platform for speakers; highly transparent sound leads to musical performances with real insight."
SOUND QUALITY: Manna Malcolm Steward Hi Fi Choice.
SLATE AUDIO GARRARD 301 and 401
The best & most musical record players in the world.
Our researched Solid Marble Plinth System® advances the state of the art and brings the
Garrards into the 21st sentury. All wooden plinths produce unacceptable levels of coloration,
microphony and feedback, with poor signal to noise ratios. When dealing with a
thoroughbred you must respond with afirm hand, as anybody who has heard the
transformation will testify.
No other plinth system can claim to improve the performance of these superb players.
Dear Mr. Soper.
Thanks for sending rae the plinth for my Garrard 401. Imust confess, that Iwas a
bit sceptical about it. when Iordered one - after all, Ibought it. without the
possibility of listening to it first. But the results Iget are really unbelievable. There is
no rumbling, instead deep, deep bass and an authority, Inever heard before from
my records. And believe me, Itried some of the hest turntables around ( Linn LP 12,
Roksan Xerxes). Now I'm waiting for the forthcoming power-supply. The day Iplace
my order for it, 1vill do so without being a bit sceptical. Thanks again for a
marvellous piece of art.
MR TEILINGER - AUSTRIA

Ifeede«9 de«.94like a dietsceed

THE GLASSMAT ®
The finest platter mat in the world.
The Glassmat 0 was developed to improve the performance of the Garrard 301 and 401 record players.
However it also gives astonishing results when used on other turntables. So effective is its performance,
we have now made it available as auniversal replacement mat. In all cases other mats introduce
colorations of their own, robbing the music of large amounts of detail and ambience. In order to achieve
maximum information retrieval with optimum damping, ahard and unyielding material is required. Glass
is ideal in every respect, damping is complete, the playing surface being quite simply sublime. In terms
of detail resolution and sheer three dimensional ability, no other mat comes close. But then you still have
to consider the absolute clarity, precision and solidity of the presentation. This is the ultimate platter mat.
THE POWERHOUSE OUR QUARTZ REFERENCED GARRARD 301/401 7D124 AND UNIVERSAL POWER SUPPLY "
KILLER" K.K.
THE TABLESTROBE QUARTZ REFERENCED STROBE GUN DESIGNED SPECIFICALLY FOR THE GARRARD 301 AND 401.
THE HANDSTROBE QUARTZ REFERENCED HAND HELD STROBE SUITABLE FOR ANY TURNTABLE WITH SPEED ADJUSTMENT
STORMFORCE )
EVASTATING SOLID MARBLE ENCLOSURES® FOR ALLTANNOY DUAL CONCENTRICS BEWARE.... STRUCTURAL DAMAGE MAY OCCUR!
HUMDINGER ELEVATE YOUR EARLYSME 3009S2 TO 1997 STATUS. BREATHS NEW LIFE INTO A GREAT CLASSIC
BACKLASH

PERB SME 3009 & 3012 GOLD PHONO SOCKET CONVERSION INCLUDING OFC LEADS; BRILLIANT? YES.

BRAZEN I ?GRADE YOUR V15111 WITH OUR ALLOY RE-BODY AND MICRO RIDGE STYLUS; INSANE? NO.
SOLID MARBLE PLINTH SYSTEMS® .11SO FOR EMT ANDTHORENS TD124.
SLATE AUDIO GARRARD 301 AND 401 ARE AVAILABLE COMPLETE OR MARBLE PLINTH SYSTEM® ONLY.
SME CELEBRATION ARMS WITH SPECIAL GRAPHICS " SLATE AUDIO 301 OR 401 CELEBRATION" AND "
SLATE AUDIO TD124 CELEBRATION" 309 • 312 • IV • V
THE TONEARM OUR SPECIAL VERSION OF THE FAMOUS REGA RB300, FITTED WITH GOLD PHONOS.
SME 3009S2 (
1997 VERSION; APERFECT MATCH FOR OUR V1511I BRAZEN AND THE NEW SHURE V15VXMR. -STILL CRAZY AFTER ALL THESE YEARS".
THE SPIKEKIT SPECIALLY DEVLOPED TO FIT DIRECTLY TO FLOOR STANDING LOUDSPEAKERS OR ANY WOODEN SUPPORT ADJUSTABLE AND VERY SIMPLE TO FIT
BE BRAVE

FACE YOUR

FEARS

LIVE YOUR

DREAMS

SHURE STYLUS PRESSURE GAUGE • GARRARD 301 SWITCH SUPPRESSOR • TURNTABLE SERVICING • GARRARD 301 LEVER SET • GARRARD 301 FIXING BOLT SET
STROBE DISC • GARRARD 401 CONTROL PANEL SET • GARRARD 301 MOTOR PULLEY • FULL RESTORATION OF GARRARDS TO ORIGINAL CONDITION
ALWAYS WANTED, GARRARD 401, GARRARD 301 AND THORENS TD1 24 RECORD PLAYERS, PLEASE PHONE.

47 GEMINI CLOSE, LEIGHTON BUZZARD, BEDS, LU7 8UD.
a TEL/FAX: 01525 384174 MOBILE: 0421 624429 E
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GREAT REASONS FOR YOU TO VISIT THE MOST
EXCITING NEW & USED HI-FI SPECIALISTS
111,

We Make

DREAM
SYSTEMS

a
FINANCIAL
REALITY!
SERIOUS MICRO
Micro's and Mini's are one way to go
will
q
you
call in, speak to Ian about his choice.

these days but we doubt you
hear one uite like this! When

Cyrus Straight Line Amp £398
Cyrus dal) 3CD Player £598
Cyrus 750 Loudspeakers £ 248
Total: £ 1244
Trade- In /Deposit ( Example) £284
Interest Free Payments 12 x£80

AV EXPERTISE
Matt is aself-confessed fanatic
about film, an avid collector of
Laserdiscs and keen to share his
love of home cinema with fellow
enthusiasts. This is his 'value' system!
Pioneer CLD925 £599
Denon AV50 £ 1090
Yamaha DDP2 £ 598
Yamaha ADP1 £ 99
KEF 055 Speakers £499
KEF 095 Centre £ 199
KEF 60S Rears £ 199
KEF 30B Sub £499
Total: £3142
Trade- In /Deposit ( Example) £ 502
Interest Free Payments 12 x£220

I

THE 'CLASSIC' SYSTEM
this new system and because we
usually have awaitin glist for items
of carefully used Quad e
quipment
we can allow 75% (or more) when
Quad owners choose to up-grade.
Steve W. will gladly demonstrate
Quad's best ever - and with the
incomparable ESL-63's if you wish!
Quad has taken agiant step up with

Come and hear any of ' our own'

systems for yourself, set up in our
Four Demonstration Areas, and
when you do, always remember:
WE DO WANT YOUR OLD HI-Fl.
When you trade-in we usually
offer around 50% (
often much
more) of what you ori ginally paid
for your hi-fi equipment, as well as
12 months INTEREST FREE TERMS
on the balance. Or there's our
uni que CASH BACK facility - all
desi gned to make it even easier
for you choose and enjoy your
own Dream System!'
MUSCLE MAKES MUSIC
Chat with our Stevie B. if you're into
the real heavyweights of the hi-fi

world. He's agreat listener, a
serious tweaker and virtually able to
'tune' a room by ear. This is what
he's listening to right now.

Krell KAV300CD CD Plyr £ 3549
Krell KAV250P Pre £ 1999
Krell KAV250A Pwr £3195
Martin Logan CLSII
Electrostatic Speakers £4555
Total: £ 13298
Trade- In /Deposit (Example) £
4298
Interest Free Payments 12 x£750

VINYL STILL KING?
still enjoy, perhaps more
now, our treasured LP's. The best
sounds can be expensive thou gh, so
here's Malcolm's 'starter' system.
Some of us
so

Pink Triangle Tarantella
With RB 300/Grado £795
Copland CSA14 Amp £ 1199
Sonus Faber Concertino £599
Sonus Faber Iron Stands £ 290
Total: £2883
Trade- In /Deposit ( Example) £663
Interest Free Payments 12 x £ 185
Quad
Quad
Quad
Quad

77 Control Amp
77 CD Player
77 Tuner
10L Speakers

£849
£699
£699
£599

Total: £2349
Trade-In /Deposit ( Example) £729
Interest Free Payments 12 x£135

ASELECTION OF CAREFULLY USED HI-FI
IN STOCK - AND ALL FULLY GUARANTEED
TURNTABLES / ARMS
Akai APB21(By Rega)
c/w RB200 arm
£ 169 £99
Linn Axis / K9
£425 £298
Linn LP12 (Afr)
Zeta/Koetsu Silver Onyx £2500 £995
Logic Tempo / RB300
£198
Manticore Mantra / Magician
+ MBP6 pwr sup / Ort MC3000 £1198
Michell Gyro ( Bronze) c/w
Fidelity FR64FX arm £ 1150 £748
Rega Planet / Acos Lustre £120
Rega Planar 3
£268
Technics SL150 / Sme 3009 £249
The Head MC Transformer £500 £295
Thorens TD160 S + Mission Arm £ 120
The Voyd Turntable ( Ind Reference
external power supply £2800 £1298
Voyd 0.5 c/w SMEV
(Silver wired) £5300 £3250
QUALITY TURNTABLES ALWAYS WANTED
TAPE DECKS / TUNERS
Akai GX747 14 track 33, 4 & 71, 2 £575
Creek T40
£ 199 £125
Cyrus Tuner
£399 £268
Naim 101 (inc SNAPS) £ 1095 £595
Nakamichi CR2
£495 £298
Quad 66 Tuner £575 £395
Revox A77 1/
4 track 3
3/
4 & 71/
2
£495
Teac / Tascam 3220
1 2)- 71/
2
15 ips
£595
1M AMPLIFIERS - SOLID STATE
Arcam Alpha 6 Plus £ 349 £248
Arcam Delta 60 lint) £349 £175
Audiolab 8000M (
X2)
Ex-show stock
£1600 £ 1125
Audiolab PPA
stage) £1100 £798
Audio Research SP1luk 2
£2298
Classe Audio 3D Pre £ 1320 £695
Conrad Johnson Sonographe
FET ( Pre)
£1250 £495
Counterpoint Solid 1Pwr £1495 £795
Counterpoint SA20 Pwr £3000 £ 1398
Cyrus 111
£499 £375
Cyrus Straight Line £398 £298
Denon PMA860 ( Int) £350 £245
Finestra EC (
Inc mains filter) £795
Jeff Rowland
Consumate Pre
£5500 £2798
Lecson AC1/AP1 (Circa 1975) £295
Lentek (Design Award) £784 £398
LFD LSB + PA2 (Pre/Pwr)£3800 £ 1198
Meridian 551 ( Integrated) £899 £595
Musical Fidelity A200 £800 £425
Musical Fidelity F18 ( Pwr) £4000 £2558
Nairn 32.5 With K & CD boards £ 8
32 5
5
Naim 250 (Old Style - 1987)9
Nairn 72 / 180 Pre/Power £ 1780 £ 1248
Naim 135x2 (Monoblocks) £3310 £2200
Naim Flat Cap (
Pwr supply) £340 £225
OCM 500 Power amp
£2750 £ 1698
Pioneer A910 (
Reference) £1250 £595
PS Audio IV/HCPS ( Pre) £295
QED C300/P300 £675 £378
Quad 66 Pre lin Control Uni0£750 £550
Quad 606 (Power) £650 £440
Quad 405Selection From just £ 2
19 5
5
Rappaport Pre 2 ( Pre)9
Rega Elex
£398 £248

ThE RYMM METHOD
that
toe-tappin', hand-clappin', fin ger
poppin', hi-fi shoppin' experience!
Please talk to Ken if you're after

Naim make their own rules when it
comes to reproducin gmusic and, if
you want a
personal endorsement of
their success, we can tell you that
some of our people'have chosen to
spend their own 'hard-earned' on
complete Naim systems!

Talk Electronics
Tornado/Hurricane (As new) £995
£828
Threshold S300 (
pwr) £5500 £1950
YBA 2 (
Pre)
£ 1700
£878
VALVE AMPLIFIERS
Anon Electra Integrated
Excellent reviews! £ 1400 £875
Audio Innovations 1st Audio
(7.5watt heated triode)
£1700 £695
Audio Research SP11 Mk1
(Revalved & Serviced) £4995 £1998
Grant G100
(3 box MC / Pre / Pwr) £2200
£998
Papworth Audio TVA50 £ 1950 £998
Sonic Frontiers
SFM160 ( Mono's) £5495 £2498
Melos MA 333 Pre/PSU £3000 £ 1195
CD PLAYERS
Arcam Alpha 1
£320 £ 195
Arcam Alpha 5
£419
£268
Arcam Delta 70 /Black Box 3
£675
Audiolab 8000 ( Ex show stock)
Transport & DAC
£2200 £1500
DPA Renaissance DAC £569 £395
Marantz CD11 (Gold) £2000 £998
Meridian 602 / 606
Transport & DAC
£3350 £1498
Parasound DAC-1000 £795 £528
Pink Triangle Ordinal DAC £995 £578
Proceed PDT1 Transport £ 1795 £895
Proceed PDP1 DAC £ 1695 £795
Quad 66 CD Player £678 £475
Sony CDP2700 (balanced) £995 £395
LOUDSPEAKERS
Acoustat Spectra H ( Hybrid) - £ 548
Acoustic Energy AE1 £799 £549
Alon V Mk2
£4995 £2498
Apogee Caliper Signature
(Marked) £4000 £1508
B&W DM570
£380 £215
Celestion 300 (Rosewood)C1095 £695
DCM Time Windows£ 495
Gale 301 ( Black)
£165
P3
£799 £598
Harbeth HLImpulse H6 (
Homs)£
878
KEF 103/4
KEF 104/2 (Teak) £ 1195 £595
K
£ 1495 £795
KEF 105/4
£398
KEF 70s (Surrounds) £299 £ 195
Linn Kan II ( Inc stands) £ 0
0 £395
Linn Kelidh (Walnut)5
£598
Linn Isobarik (Active) £1250
Martin Logan Aerius (
Blk) £2200 £ 1650
Mission 751 (
Rosewood) £330 £ 195
Monitor Audio R352 (Teak) £395 £248
Monitor Audio AAA800 (
Rose) £795 £395
Naim IBL ( Up-dated) £800 £395
Neat Mystique £575 £395
Quad ESL63 ( Brown) £3500 £1695
Quad ESL57 + Stands £428
Rogers Studio 3 (Black) £495 £348
Rogers LS2/A Mk2 £279 £ 145
Roksan Otan 3(
Rosewood) £995 £598
Royd Coniston £249 £ 120
Royd Minstrel (Black) £260 £ 185
Ruark Templar 2
£559 £395
Tannoy 637 Profile £575 £450
Tannoy Devon (
12" drivers) £795 £348
Thiel CS1.2
£ 1100 £645

Nairn
Naim
Nairn
Nairn

CD2 CD Player
102 Pre-amp
180 Power amp
Credo Speakers

£2000
£1050
£1060
£1060

Total: £5170
Trade- In Example* £ 1990
Interest Free Payments 12 x£265
'We always require carefully used
Nairn equipment - Cash or Trade-in.

THE HI-FI COMPANY
35-42 COWGATE
PETERBOROUGH PEI 1LZ

STOCK

NEW
Phone; ( 01733) 341755

USED ITEMS
(BUYING OR SELLING)

Phone: ( 01733) 555514

classifie

MAKE US
AN OFFER

Lintone Audio
SELECTED USED EQUIPNIENT .1ND SPECI.11. OFFERS

Following the success of our first
POSTAL AUCTION two months
ago, we've decided to do it again!

With 0% FINANCE available
on all NEW and USED hi-fi

Many enthusaists took up our
suggestion to write in with their
bids for some truly excellent hi-fi
that had simply remained in stock
far too long. There are now some
very happy customers out there
who bought the hi-fi they wanted at
the price they wanted to pay - can't
say fairer than that!

So, let's do it again. The list below
shows stock that, despite it's
quality and value, hasn't yet found
its new owner - and that could be
you! All you have to do is write in
before Friday 28th November with
your bid for any item you want.

All used hi-fi equipment
welcome in part exchange. or
ask about aCASH BACK!

INSTANT CASH offers for
all your carefully used
hi-fi equipment

-

•

LEATHERHEAD
01372 456921
£248
£498
£80
£299
£675
£495
£375
£275
£695
£395
£328
£3995
£4995
£195
£128
£995

£375
£295
£2998
£100
£195
£195
£90
£250
£125
£648
£598

£1498
£495
£398
£148
£400
£498
£578
£1198
£295
£185
11%195

DECEMBER 1997

•Service & Repairs
•Valve & transistor
amplifiers
•Vintage Valve
radios
• HiFi VCR's
.Valves tested

M ADISOUND PROVIDES
SPEAKER BUILDERS WITH THE HIGHEST QUALITY PARTS AND ADVICE.
Pd..../1014

Get the BEST PRICE for your
hi-fi when we sell it for you
on aCOMMISSION BASIS

'mum, mg» mom •••
au
'

C

S

Solen Inductors
L-7 Chateaurouxpoly

seas
ECLIPSE'

Skaaning
Loudspeakers

£125
£125
£75
£150
£100
£95
£698
£125

DO NOT SEND PAYMENT
WITH YOUR POSTAL BIDS
HI-Fl NEWS & RECORD REVIEW

atv
ATV SERVICES

AUCTION STOCK
TURNTABLES / ARMS
Heybrook TT2 / Linn LVX / Grado MT.
Grado Tone Arm
Dual 505
Revolver / Helius Scorpion / P77
Michell Gyrodec ( Bronze) c/w Basikt.
Roksan Xerxes ( Black) No arm
AMPLIFIERS
Arcam Delta 290 ( Int)
BOW 202 ( Control/Pre)
Burmester 846 Line Stage
Cyrus II / PSX
Dynaco ST120 ( Power circa 1976)
Krell KMA100 ( Monoblocks)
Krell Ref KRS BP (6 comp bal pre)
Naim 42 Pre
Sugden A48 ( Circa 1976)
Sumo Athena ( Pre) & 9 ( Pwr)
TAPE DECKS / TUNERS
Arcam Alpha 5 Tuner
Braun 301 Tuner
Marantz SD 35 CD Player
Pioneer CT7OR 3 head (
Silver)
Rotel RT850L tuner
Sugden T48 tuner (
Circa 1976)
Uher 4200 / PSU / Service Manual
Yamaha KX530
CD PLAYERS / DACS
Arcam Delta 170.3 Transport
Arcam Black Box 5 DAC
Krell SBP64X DAC ( 1991)
Marantz CD65 Mk11
Mission daD 7000
Musical Fidelity Diglog
NAD 5220
Pioneer PDS901 ( Silver)
Rotel RCD 945
Sugden SDT1 Transport
Sugden SDA 1 DAC
LOUDSPEAKERS
Acoustat Model X (
Including
valve power amps)
KEF LS5/1a ( BBC Monitors - 1960's)
KEF 105/4 ( Circa 1978)
Leak Sandwich (Originals)
Lentek Monitors
Magnaplanar SMG-A
Meridian M30 ( Active)
Mission 754 ( Oak) Ex-demo only
Musical Fidelity MC2
Rogers LS- 4 ( Black)
Spendor BCD' ( Teak)

Linn Kaim Pre- Amplifier
( used) £950.00
Linn Majik-I Amplifier
( used) £495.00
Lumley PP70 Passive Pre Amplifier ( ex dom)
£200.00
Meridian 563 Delta Sigma DAC
( ex dom)
£
59540)
Meridian 101 Pre- amplifier
( used) £95.03
Meridian 551 Ampifier
( used) £495.0)
Micromega Stage One CD player
( ex dom)
£329.00
Musical Fidelity Al Amplifier
( used) £ 120.00
Nakamichi CR2 Cassette deck
( used) £ 295.00
Naint Nait/2 Amplifier
( used) £ 295.00
Maim Nait/3 Amplifier
( used) £425.00
Nairn MAC 62 Pre- Amplifier
( used) £295.00
Maim MAC 72 Pre- Amplifier
( used) £495.00
Maim MAC 12 Pre- Amplifier
( used) £95.03
Maim MAC 92 Pre- Amplifier
( used) £320.03
Quantum Minstel Amplifier ( ex dem) £599.(X)
Quad 66 Pre Amplifier
( used) £595.(X)
Ruark Crusader/2 Speaker,
( ex demi £ 1099.95
Rena XEL Loudspeaker
(
ex ‘
km) £6101.00
Status 500 Pre- Power Amplifier
( used) £600.00
Teat: Teascam 32 Open Reel Recorder ( used) £800.00
Yamaha DSP-2070 Pro Logic Amplifier ( used) £700.00

Visit our web site at http://www.lintone.co.uk
e-mail on. Lintone.audio@virgin.net
7-11 Park Lane. ( latehead,
Tyne & Wear NE8 3.1W.
Tel 0191 477 4167
Fax 0191 477 2771

Winning bidders will be contacted
for payment which can be made by
any of the normal methods, and
we'll even talk about part exchange!
The prices shown in italics are the
previous selling prices in store and
all items are currently available for
viewing or demonstration. A Three
Month Warranty will be included.

Alchemist Fometti Amplifier
icr denfi
£699.00
Arcam Delta 110 Pre Amplifier ( SSP 749) ( new) £299.95
Arcam Alpha 6Plus Amplifier ( used) £250.00
Arcam Alpha 6CD Player
lewd) £295.00
Arcam 5CD Player
( used) £220.00
Arcam Delta 90 Amplifier
( used) £295.110
Audio Innovations 700 Amplifier
len dom)
£699.00
Audio Alchemy DDS3 Transport
( ex dom)
1399(0)
Audio Alchemy DDE V/3 Power Station 4
( ex dem) £599.00
Audiolah 8010M Mono Amplifiers ( ex dom) £ 1200.00
Audiolah 8000C/P Amplifiers ( used) £750.00
Infinity Emit K Speakers inc. stands ( white)
I
used) £450.00
KEF 107/2 Speaker'.
( used). £ 1900.03
Linn Sara Speakers/Stands ( used) .....£250.00

AUDIO

PIWELIM
ACOUSTIC PANELS

FUGutl.

SLEDGEHAMMER

• :Z

From Al, A47, MS A605 to
PETERBOROUGH CITY CENTRE
(Lots of Parking!)
We're close to the Station
(Kings Cross -50 minut9s!)
And MAIL ORDER - both
U.
1
(. and EXPORT
TUES - SAT: 9.30 - 5.30
(Closed Mondays)

more

E3

LEAP
SEND $ 5 FOR SPECIFICATIONS AND
PRICING OR ACCESS OUR WEB PAGE.
O RDER WITH V ISA OR M ASTERCARD
AND WE'LL SEND IT THE SAME DAY.
MAD1SOUND SPEAKER COMPONENTS
8608 UNIVERSITY GREEN
P.O. BOX 44283
MADISON, WI 53744-4283 U.S.A.
TEL 608-831-3433 FAX: 608-831-3771
e-mail: madisoundOitis.com
Web Page: http:/vnveitis.com/madisound
121

Ker sale trade.
RIVERSIDE HIFI
Ex Demonstration + part
exchange equipment to clear

AUDIO M ATTERS

LIST

SALE

AUDIO RESEARCH LS15

3399

2700

KRELL KRC 3

3250

2795

BOSE 301

380

299

Alchemist Kraken Anniversary (class A)

B+W Minipod

399

339

Audio Innovations 2nd monoblocks

7400

5500

SONUS FABER Extrema + stands
MARANTZ PM 66 se K1 SIG
ANGSTROM 200 DTS

400

350

3950

3350

960

815

1390
895
2200

1995

MICHELL GYRODEC ex arm
SME V
ISO HER
COPLAND CDA 288
THETA Data basic II silver

2400

THETA Progeny silver
DWIN HD 500 projector

Audio Innovations 12 pre

m'IV £595

ele

£579 ....

£995

PO.A

Une KaneNumenc CD/SAC latest

mmt £ 1695

48

0572

£1350
£450
PO.A.

Micromega 21 CD • Duo Pro 2DAC test
Audolab 8000 CDM transpon . 8000 DAC

mint £2500
mint £ 1695

sA £4000

£2500 ...

£750 ....

Audion Black Shadows 845 (new)

£4000

.

Accuphase 80811 trans/DAC delta vol. ere

vgc £3995
vgc £ 1895

SW £ 10000.
SP
esox

Audion Silvernight 3008 monoblocks . £2250 ...

PO.A.
30% off

sal £ 1665
•

£ 1699 ... £ 1199

Cal Tempest 2CD player valve
Oracle Deen MC turntatileSurnko The Arre

nunt £ 1295
inri £ 1595

e

£4250 ... £2250

Oxford Crystal Reference norte* wall neunt rare
Alphason Syneleny turntable . arm opisupply

mi £ 1495
mint £995
mint £ 1295

Krell KSL 6812 preane balanced

mint £ 1295

£2700
£2300

Krell Pan, 1dual mono Inane suPerb

as new £995

£1996

Gryphon Leed Editen orean, No 1

mrnt £3500
mrnt £2395

£8000

Aude Research LS313 preamp remote black
/kurdo Research LSO preamp elver

mInt

f1895

£3025

rnmt £1295

£1698

Aude Research SP8 MIS preamp sdver
Aude Research SP14 preamp silver

mint £995
mint £ 1495

£2180

Clements PT 7 piano lacquer, black

975
12,000
4,400
1145

AUDIO RESEARCH LS9

2250

1850

AUDIO RESEARCH CD2

3400

2950

£2818 ... £1795

Impulse H2 spks

£24CCI ... £ 1250

Jadis JA80's Monoblocks
Jadis JA30's (KT88) amp

£9912 ... £4450
£5980 ... £2750

Krell Kav 300i int. amp

£2500 . . £ 1800

Linn Isobariks spkrs (inc stands)

£
i550

Macintosh 712 pre (e/d) (r/c)

PO.A.
PO.A.

Macintosh MC7100 power

(
e/d) (r/c)

Musical Fidelity 3A pre
FAX ( 0181) 892 7749

MIDDLESEX, TW1 2EB

Quad 34 pre + 606

£ 180

power

£550

Tandberg 3001 tuner (raye)

£750

Tannoy Cheviots

Lockwood Audio
THE

£350

NEW RANGE OF AUDION AMPS ON DEM - BLACK
SHADOWS TO GOLDEN DREAMS - Listen T be persuaded
MOST EQUIPMENT OFFERED INCLUDES FULL WARRANTY
Stockist for. Alchermst. Auchomeca. Audion Valve Amas.
Codence Speakers. OPA., Kronos. Monarchy. Ortolon, Pink he:neta,
Prolect T.T Sonic Frontiers.Triande Speakers. Trilogy Valve Arree. Van der Hol

SPECIALIST

Music Mill

SPARES AND REPAIRS
DEALERS IN VINTAGE AND USED
EQUIPMENT AND RECORDS
ollers welcome by appointment

Hi Fi advice die> ah, ays worth listening to.

0131 - 555 3963

Imperial Studios Maxwell Road
Borehamwood Herts WD6 I
WE

PRO- AC RESP 25 ( CHERRY)
MF MASO X4 TWO PAIRS

£ 1500
£330

Phone: +44(0) 181-207 4472
Fax: +44(0) 181-207 5283

MARK LEVINSON N° 27
MUSICAL FIDELITY E200 + E300 x2
NAIM CD2 ( EX DEM)

£ 1350
£850
£ 1650

AUDIOQUEST LAPIZ 1/2M PAIR

£ 140

AUDIO RESEARCH 151 PRE
TANNOY M20
LINN KAIRN PRE- AMP
LINN KEILIDY

£600
£ 100
£550
£380

£ 1100
APOGEE STAGE
SMGI C
£400
lOom-6pm • MONSAT • 72 NEWHAVEN

ROAD EDINBURGH EH6

ded O'Brien Hi-Fi

Well tempered Clase lumtable silver mea arre

Gryphon XT preamp

cable

choices

can

back from thousands of US home cable
trials, can tell you what cables will work
best in your system.
IR FREE SHIPPING on purchases
la 48 brands,

238

Over

cable products

• FREE of all US taxes

$50.

ARCAM, AUDIOQUEST, AUDIO
IECHNICA, BEYER, CABLETALK,
7.HORD,
COPLAND,
DENON,
)ENSEN, IXOS, JECKLIN, KRELL,
MARTIN LOGAN, MAXELL, MICHELL,
VIOTH, MUSICAL FIDEUTY, NAD,
YAIM, OPERA, ORTOFON, QED,
1A LABS, ROGERS, ROYD, RUARK,
1ENNHEISER, SME, SONY, TEAC,
(HORENS,

UNISON

0000
£3400
0500
0500

£5500

£3298

vgc

f995

0400

Threshold FET 10E phoneine balancea
Threshold FET 10 phenol/ne Esupplres

mint £2395

£4920

mare £ 1895
'no £ 1295

£4250
£3250

Cary CAD 5500 CD preamp analogue pro
Krell KSA 200S power ene balanced

ma

£595

£1200

minl

f4795

£7987

Krell KSA 100S power arre balanced

minl £3500
miM £3295
mInt £ 1195

£5843

Krell KSA 250 power arre balancea
Audiolab 8000 mono power enes latest
Rowland Model 5power amp balanced
Golmund Afindms 3power arre balanced

vçc £2295
mint £ 1995

Burmerster 8315840 phenol/on chrome bal

£6600
£1600
£5250

ser

£595

£5150
£1200

Leyesen ML3 Dual mono power amp The Best'

ve

£3500

£8500

Cary 2A3 More slereo power arre enrome
Aedo Research 570 power are balancea

mint
£
890
mint £ 1995

£1495

Aude Research VT60 power arre
Lumley ST70 valve power amp chrome

vgc £ 1495
new £ 1485

£2645

Densen Beat rnt arre

mol

£450

ceso

Beard P100 MC power arre KT88 calves

vgc £595
rnone £ 95

£1430

Counterpont SA12 power amp black

Tandberg 83009/MC power aire monobboks
Sones Faber Guamen Lid Ed speakers ostands

£4403
0300

£2195

mol

£4495

mol

£3895

£6890

vgc £5500
as new £2550

£10000

Ensemble nema Donna speakers superb
Prow Response 35 Bun Oak latest

vgc £3500
mmt £3500

£10000

Monden Aedo 20SE speakers . s'Anee Roseveed

mmt £ 1695
mmt £ 1995

£2403

mnt £ 1495

£3450

mmt £ 1689

£3800

reel £ 1995
in« £ 1495
mint £4500
mint £695

£5350

mInt

£000
£1010

Sanes Faber Extrema speakers • stands
B.W 800 Matra speakers Blackash rare
Menean OSP 5000 dedal active speakers

Marte Logan CLS 22 speakers • stands
Apogee Stage speakers
Alon 4speakers Black

stands

Burmester 850 nene power amps rare
Burmeister 838/846 phonolme gold plated
Krell KRC HR rerrete orean laleel
TDL Studo 1M speakers stands ¡ Rosewood)
TNT Mix2 rumrableArr Tangent 2E auto ann • stand
Linn Achwe cannage
Snell 82 loudspeakers Walnut
Apogee Mrni Grand speakers stand subwoofers

£200

£3460
£5003
£4550

£3500
£6949
£1000

0995

vgc £495
mire
0295

£4995

mmt £2995

£13595
£4400

Apogee DAS Wever

mint £ 1095

Hales Signature 2speakers Rosewood superb

nnt £2500

Muse 18 active subwooler Walnut

vcic £ 1595
nunt £5995

£13800

Pnmare 201P1202 preponer erres esteel rare
Sota Cosmos Vacuum turntable SME armboard
Aueoplan Koncert speakers Black

£6600
f4000

me £ 1595
mint £ 595

£4400
£1750

Carrencee CD1 CD player 5511 greall

vgc £500

£1500

Rock orenal table Vare/

vgc £500

pe?

Whadedale Opten 1actwe speakers leery rare)

vgc £ 1500

loads

Spender SP2 2speakers • Sale stands

vgc
f395
mall £3295

£6995

miel

£995

£21;03

mint £ 1895
mane £395

£3398

mint £ 1195

£2600

Arcam 170 CD Transport

vgc £250

Arcam 1703 CD Transpon

gc £395
vgc £250

£620
£700

Atan GFA565 nsono poner amps balanced
Aude Research LS2B MkIlpreane bel

strangle

your excellent system. The Cable
Company database, based on feçd-

£1660

s.41 £3290

Levrnson 126 prearnp • pisupply MATMC

Orlen 03 loudspeakers Walnul istunrangi

Careless

£
2300

age £795

Chario Academy 2 - solid walnut

Counter Point SA 100 power

s/h

vgc £795
mird £ 1795

749

Counter Point SA 1000 pre (e/d)

Accuphase DP70 CD player bat/AT • T
Menden 208 CO preamp peono board MRS

siti £4450

Meneen 200203 CD/SAC Tnchord
Arde Research CDT 1tranreon

1150

1145

vyway

Menean 506 Mk2 CO Player

£ 1349 ... £999

1750

AUTHORISED

sh £7990
WO £ 1685

£2228 ... PO.A.

ma

LIST

Menden 508 20 bd CD player latee

MLE

Charlo Academy 1 - solid walnut

14,950

422 RICHMOND ROAD
EAST TWICKENHAM

Alchemist Forseti pre + power

EXCHANGED
SALE

(mi MDIO CD lumlable est versen
Knee Studio DAC balancea AT • Tect

£3995

£3500 ...

AUDIO RESEARCH LS7

TEL 0181¡ 892 7613

UI

BOUGHT/SOLD

met £1995
miel £ 1295

Cadence ES spks (e/d) 5 year waif

1995

M. AUDIO Studio 50 Wood

amic

New, Ex Dem + Part ex. equipment FOR SALE

0181 255 0572 / 0973 436135

HIGH END AUDIO

PS Arete 46emane MWMC
Keel KSA 50 Power Arre

Arcarn Black Box 5DAC
Arcane Delta 110 Preve DAC Black Box 50 Chrpset
Arcam Delta 120 Power Arre

£450

095

£750
£520
£21360

mint £ 1495
mrnt £2295

Nakameh 700 20E 3head cassette deck
Krell KAV 300 rntegrated amp remote

miel

Jade 3830 value nene enes KT88

RESEARCH

£900

gc £250

Osad ESL 63 Electrostadc Speakers Walnut
Aude Research LS2B me remote mame

Proac tablee 50 speakers Chenweed 8weeks old
Wilson Will speakers

£850

£3973

£895

£1600

mmt £ 1895

£2550

mnt £21195
£395

£5980

flirt £4995

£8888

£600

NEW IN THIS MONTH
SME 345 am

4..11.11~1116.
;
Il /PI AND

Demonstration Room - Installation Service Major Credit Cards -Mail Order - Repair facilities
5mins walk from Raynes Park BR - Free car parking
60 Durham Rd, West Wimbledon, London SW20 OTW

Te1.101811946-1528

I
22

Fax M1811946-0331

Ispeaaly for Oracie by SME black 8gola boxesi
OREO ann mint neweh boxea

mint
mint

£995

Audrolab 80000 preamp remete

m'U

£695

e

£1000

Menden 502 balanced preamp

mint
n'a

£1000

Mendran 557 power amp balanced

£1195

cid
aid

£1295
£1400

Meneen 565 AC • 3surround sound

, rnt

£2200

ed

£2700

£595

£1000.
£1461

ALL MAJOR CREDIT CARDS ACCEPTED
RING FOR DETAILS AND DEMONSTRATION

01438 714038
10.00am - 7.00pm MON - SAT 10.00am - 1.00pm SUN
NOTE: ALL ITEMS IN STOCK AT TIME OF PRESS WE ARE NOT AGENTS ,

DECEMBER 1997

Fil F1 NEWS 8 RECORD REVIEW

for sale trade
HEATHERDALE PRE- OWNED
GUARANTEED EQUIPMENT
EXPORT FACILITIES AVAILABLE
FORSELL Limited edition Air Reference Turntable and Air
Bearing Tonearm
£4995

ION SYSTEMS Nexus SP1 pre 8X-PAK 2psu

FORSELL Air Reference CD transport and BAC only 3

STUDER A807 Pro tape recorder Mint

months old £15.650 new.Offered for £8995

HEYBROOK Quartets 8stands Ex Den (£840) £595

MARK LEVINSON No 26S Pre-amp

AUDIO RESEARCH LS2b Hyrid Line Pre (£3398) £1995

£2995

£3750

SOLSTICE ADD speakers with stands

KRELL KRC3 Remote pre-amp Ex Bern

TRANSPARENT Ref. interconnect 15' st pair £1595

£495

ELECTROCOMPANIET 2Channel Audio Power Amp _1295

GENESIS Model Ill speakers Mint

£2495

MARK LEVINSON No 39 CD Player Mint

JADIS Defy 7stereo amp. mint

£3695

VOYD Standard Turntable Mint
88W Matrix 802 Series Ils

£4495
£1495
£1595

MARK LEVINSON 282 box pre-amp with phono

£
2495

HELIUS Silver wired tonearm

£995

LUXMAN MO 3600 0180 stereo power amplifier £1295
SPENDOR SPI Loudspeakers

£250

Q.E.D. Digit Dac 8Position PSU
PIONEER PD-A4000 Integrated Amplifier

£125
£ 150

ACCUPHASE T-109 Tuner Mint/Boxed £2250

LUMLEY 120 Valve Mono Power Amps (NEW) £2495

SONUS FABER Fixed Stone/Wood Stands £250

LUMLEY Promenade SPI Loudspeakers (NEW) £250

MARK LEVINSON ML3 200 Wan Dual Mono Amp

TECHNICS SL030 Turntable

KRELL KRS Reference six box pre-amp

£3195
£3995

PIONEER PD-77 CD Player Mint/Boxed £695
AUDIO NOTE 10 Limited cartridge 8PSU

£
2750

£125

KISEKI Blackheart Unused/Boxed (0995)
Special Offer
£1500
APOGEE Stage speakers with stands £1495

LUXMAN 0-500Xs CD Player Mint/Boxed (£3495) £1795

B&W John Bowers Active 1Speakers

NAKAMICHI ZXL1000 Tape Deck • B&W Serviced £2195

MARK LEVINSON 38s pre-amp ex-demo
4850

£

AUDIO NOTE ANS 7Step-up Transformer £3000

ROTEL RC0965BX CD player
195

£

ARCAM Alpha 3Integrated Amp with phono

MAGNAPLANAR 2a Panel Speakers

£
165

RUARK Swordsman Plus Loudspeakers £175
CAMBRIDGE P50 Integrated Amplifier £75
PRO-AC 2Loudspeakers 2-way Teak
AUDIO NOTE Kassai Silver Amplifier
MISSION 782 Loudspeakers with stands

£395
£19,995
£250

KEF 104 Loudspeakers

£ t50

AUDIO NOTE M7 Silver Signature pre-amp

£7000

LUXMAN T-4 Accutouch CLL AM/FM Tuner £450
MARANTZ £052 Mk II CD Player

£125

ARCA/A Delta Black Box II BAC Boxed

£175

AUDIO NOTE ANE/SE Loudspeakers silvenvired £3995
AUDIO NOTE BAC 4Mint/Boxed

VISA

£3995

£895

£950

JUST AVAILABLE FULL CELLO SYSTEM
PLEASE ASK FOR DETAILS
EX-OEM EXPOSURE EQUIPMENT AVAILABLE
PLEASE TELEPHONE FOR LIST
MAIN UK DEALERS FOR THIEL SPEAKERS
FOR AN-UP-TO-THE-MINUTE LIST VISIT OUR NEW WEB
SITE:http://www.hifi-stereo.com
ALL USED CARTRIDGES ARE CHECKED UNDER
AMICROSCOPE BEFORE BEING OFFERED FOR SALE

AVI MAIN DEALERS
VISA - SWITCH - MASTER CARD - DINERS CLUB WELCOME
WE TAKE PART EXCHANGE ON NEW AND USED STOCK AND BUY IN FOR CASH
e-mail:heatherdale@hifi-stereo.com
202 FINDON ROAD, WORTHING, SUSSEX BN14 OEJ
TEL 01903 872288. AFTER HOURS NUMBER 0860 660001. FAX 01903 872234

(LonDon)

with

ION SYSTEMS Nexos SAM 40 Stereo Power Amp £595

CONRAD JOHNSON Premier 8a mono-blocks £8995
£2750

SELECT AUDIO
WIITTER SALE BARCIAWIS
NOW
Audio Research LS2B (Black)
£ 1,500
B&W 801 Matrix
£950
Musical Fidelity MVX
£750
Quad FM4 (Grey)
£250
Musical Fidelity P3A/P140 £300
Audio Research V140 Mono Valve. . £3,000
Lumley ST70 (New)
£ 1,000
Quad 44 Pre
£200
Meridian 551, Phono, System Remote . . £550
DNM 3B Twin Supply, PA1 Power Amp. £ 1,500
Pink Triangle Tarantella, RB250 £450
Bryston 12B, Phono, Balanced. £550
Jeff Rowland Consonance (Phono).. . £ 1,500
Gryphon Limited Edition, Pre-Amp .... £3,300
Air Tangent 2B
£ 1,600
VP1 HW19, RB300, Walnut £400
Audio Physics Steps and Stands
£650
Monitor Audio 903 Rosewood £750
Exposure 11 Pre, 12 Supply £450
Gyrodeck, RB300, MC5000, Late St.. . . . £ 1,250

WAS
£3,500
£2,500
£2,500
£450
£800
£8,800
£2,200
£400
£ 1,000
£5,000
£700
£ 1,700
£3,500
£7,800
£4,600
£650
£ 1,300
£ 1,600
£ 1,100
£2,500

TEL: 0181 986 8788
opEn

10AM TO

7pm

(
CLOSED WED)

Want to hear a £ 150 interconnect working in your system for 10 days and keep it for only £42 plus post?
Jack Lawson, who founded the Music Room in 1979, offers unequalled expertise on HiFi and Home Cinema products. Now
specialising in mail order cables and interconnects Ican offer you music quality cables at cheap-and-cheerful-cable prices.
How? Ihave no axe to grind, no fancy packages, no marketing costs.
Ihaven't (yet) found any remarkable speaker cables, but my big success is the Petros Blue interconnects. Negotiations are taking place
with amajor British name. Iforsee official distribution at least doubling the current prices to pay for marketing through retailers, reps,
packaging, advertising, etc.
"Simply the best..."
"A big improvement upon..." — from the mail bag!
The Petros Blue really does approach my reference cables (Audio Note, Audio Research, Gryphon and Mandrake) and audibly beat the
competition at up to £ 159 price points — and now it's even better. Why? I've found abetter solder without silver content and new way of
forming aquick weld to avoid heat distress. The price has risen slightly to £42 per metre interconnect plus £ 16 per additional metre stereo
pair (ahalf- metre interconnect costs £36). It is triple shielded for maximum rejection of magnetic and RF fields. Although the packaging
is plain, the Petros Blue cables are handsome metallic blue finish, plugs and cables. The plugs are machined products. The cable is very
compliant (soft to the feel) 91 x0.08mm OFC rubber insulation with teflon outer — adesign resulting from subjective testing.
We now introduce Petros Blue Plus — asemi- balanced configuration, two mono cables using the braiding as an earth drain connect to
source only, the red/white inners carrying signal and return or +/-. Please add £8to Petros prices for make-up charge and £6per further
metre per stereo pair. Thus Petros Blus Plus Interconnects cost £50 per metre ( plus £22 for additonal metre) and half- metre PB+ costs
£46. As an INTRODUCTORY OFFER strictly until 31 December 1997, or while stocks last. PB+ is offered post-free to UK and with an
application of Tweek proprietory contact cleaner and enhancer (this is said to last 6months; the immediate difference is certainly quite
surprising).
Our most praised video cables are AC-3RF Flylead <laserdisc to NV amp> 1/2m=£25, 1m=£32.50 and our 75 Ohm Composite
Video Lead RCA phono to professional SCART plug or RCA phono costs £ 18 plus £3.50 per metre <VCR or AV Processor to TV
monitor or projector>. We also supply low loss S-VHS Cables 1-10m. Most surprising improvement is our Videophile Quality 75 ohm
Aerial Cable <use between WALL BOX/TVNCR> using cast brass non-magnetic coax male and female connectors, not the cheap
and nasty pressed aluminium. The picture noise is visibly reduced, yet the cost is only £8per metre plus £2.25 additional metre.

Phone Jack Lawson for full details 0141-339 2432; fax 0141-339 9762.
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Tel: 01732 848268 ( 7 Lines)
Fax: 01732 848289
• Quality Audio Visual Products

• Evening Appointments.

• 4 Evaluation Suites.

• Ample FREE On- Site Parking.

• 0% Finance up to 36 Months.

• Easy Access M20/M25/M28A2

• Suggested Systems.

• World Wide Mail Order.

• Home Evaluation

• 8.30am to 6.30pm Mon - Fri.

• FREE Installation Service.

• 10.00am to 4.00pm Sat.

Please note that Saturday demonstrations after 4pm

range of 25 MI' loudspeaker kits from £140 - f3800 on demonstration

are available by pre-booking

• Crossover design and supply
• Large range of accessories including Capacitors, Inductors,

SOME OF THE PRODUCTS NOW
AVAILABLE FOR DEMONSTRATION:

• Resistors, Binding posts, Grille cloths and foams.
• Ports, Spikes, Cable and much, much more.

Wilmslow Audio Ltd

Phone for your free catalogue
Musical Fidelity X-Series: Whole range. from the X10-Dto the absolutely brilliant PIEWX-A50 mono power amps stocked and on demonstration in our dedicated X-Suite. These products have taken the industry by storm and rightly so
Stunning looks and sound to match. You can now own afull Musical Fidelity
system, based around the X-Series with your choice of CD transport 8. speakers.
Whether you are looking for acost effective upgrade to your existing system, or
to purchase acomplete new set of upgradable electronics, you owe it to yourself
to seriously consider these superb products Enthused about by the press, even
outside of the normal HI-FI publications, these are real objects of desire. You have
probably gathered by now that we rate the X-Series more than abit !!

50 Main Street
Boughton Astley

Tel: 01455 286603

Leicester

Fax: 01455 286605

LE9 6RD

Contact

BOSE : Another of our favourite products. Lifestyle 12 Home Cinema
System and Lifestyle 20 multiplay, dual zone high quality audio systems on
permanent demonstration in our dedicated BOSE Theatre. Superb sound
and vision from these stylish, virtually invisible, user friendly works of art.
Full range of BOSE products available including the other Lifestyle systems
and the Acoustimass loudspeakers. The performance and pure lifestyle orientated ease of use of these products make them out and out winners. We
currently have some very special offers on all BOSE products, giving you
anything up to aFREE PC system and 0% finance !!. Call for details and to
book the BOSE Theatre.

COMMUNICATIONS

PR
marketing
design

IPR Award Winners 1997

01732 780 364
contactPR@btinternet.com

dio Analogue : Puccini & Puccini SE Integrated amps. Bellini pre and Donizetti
ewer amps. You should be familiar with these very, and we mean very classy
talon products by now. The Puccini SE recently had astorming review in HI-FI
orld, the Bellini and Donizetti will be equally as well received. Available in both
lver and high gloss black finishes, these products are destined to become future
lassics. We strongly urge you to book your demonstration now. Priced from only
450.00 for the Puccini integrated, the range represents unbelievable value in the
ound per pound stakes. Another Italian import heading for the Premier League!!.
artington : Speaker stands or works of modern art ?. How about both. After
5years in the audio industry Partington have come up with what can only
edescribed as atruly brilliant and revolutionary NEW loudspeaker support
nthe A7-60. Will sell by the bucket load on looks alone, but the sound
nhancement properties of this support make for something bordering on the
pectacular. The A7-60 should be deemed as an essential purchase for anyne wishing to extract the maximum performance from stand mountable
oudspeakers. Forms an incredible sonic and visual statement with the
ownshend SSS. We have been waiting for aspeaker stand like this for ages.
ice one Partington !!

OEE

ii

dlise in the supply of quality audio visual products that offer stunning sonic and visual appeal Call for our full price

— STOP PRESS — Sonic Frontiers Anthem CO Multiplayer Finally available & well worth the wait.

7e Pfrzeote Scuetee
Anthem, Audio Gem. Audio Analogue. Audiocarpet, Bose, CAD.. Ergo, Graaf, Jecklin Float,
JBL, LFD. LG Electronics, Mistral. Monno. Musical Fidelity, Neolith, Partington,

Po Box 117 Sevenoaks Kent England TN15 6ZY

Precious Metals, Sequence. Sonic Frontiers, Sonic Link, Sonneteer. Stas, Totem,
Townshend, UKD, Unison Research... & other quality audio visual products from around the

Premium

Discs,

Audio

Equipment

8(

Accessories

NEW FROM ABSOLUTE ANALOGUE
AA005 STE VIE RAY VAUGHAN,
COULDN'T STAND THE WEATHER.
AA 006 ARGENTA BOX SET from ALTO
Six records in original sleeves+bonus45, book and
super quality presentation box.
Rodrigo, Folio, Breto, De Falla etc. f160
MCA JIMI HENDRIX (US Imports)
First Rays of the New Rising Sun (2LP) £22.50
(2LP) f22.50
Electric Lady/and
£17.50
Axis- Bold As Love
(2LP) f22.50
Are You Experienced
f17.50
Band of Gypsies
We stock ahuge range of audiophile vinyl, including the excellent NEW releases from Absolute Analogue!
ANALOGUE PRODUCTIONS REVIVALS AUDIOQUEST • UK BLUE NOTE • CARDAS RECORDS - 180 gm
HQ • CLASSIC RECORDS - RCA LIVING STEREO * DCC ' DECCA SXL / LONDON CS - 180 gm HQ
MI CLASSICAL - 180 GM HQ • FONE - 180 gm HQ - 2LP BOX SETS ' GRAPEVINE • IMPLUSE JAZZ - 180 gm
HQ NEW RELEASEKING SUPER ANALOGUE • LINN RECORDS - JAZZ / ROCK • MCA - 1809m HQ
MOBILE FIDELITY SOUND LABS • PROPRIUS • RCA• SHEFFIELD LABS

HELIOS CD PLAYERS
New to the UK, The Revolutionary CD players from Helios.
These machines look and feel totally different to the opposition.
They sound better too.
On the outside a Metacrylite front panel and Stainless Steel
controls combine with aheavily damped chassis to produce
areassuring sense of solidity.
Inside, you'll find amassively rebuilt transport system
(Model 1 & 2) with extensive use of Carbon Fibre, and proprietry
digital electronics, all upgradable between models.
The results speak for themselves. Effortless bass dynamics and
a wide open sound stage give music atremendous sense
of presence and involvement.
Impressive beyond their price.
Experience the Helios Solution to CD's problems.
From f650 to f1250

VPI HW 19 Jr / R8300 f599
A top quality US record player, the I-IW 19 Jr offers unbelievable
performance for the money. Fully suspended and featuring a solid acrylic
platter, the ir represents unprecedented value - even more so because it

VPI HW 16.5
Record cleaning machine f399
The HW16.5 has been the benchmark
record cleaner since its introduction.

can be fully upgraded into the Legendary HW19 MK IV, the top selling

Stereophile's Analogue accessory of the year

analogue front end in the US.

for more years than ican remember,

This turntable combination used to cost £850, but we sell it direct
to you for £599.
HW 19 Jr Available in Black Oak,Light Oak, or Piano Black lacquer at extra cost

the 16.5 is much more than a luxury - it is
essential to protect your valuable investment
in vinyl. It also opens huge vistas of gloriously
cheap second hand records !
Nobody with a serious interest in vinyl
record replay can afford to be without one.
We stock a full compliment of spares
and accessories, as well as the professional
grade 11W 17F, intended for archival and
serious audiophile use.

Vinyl Demand import and distribute ahuge range of audiophile vinyl as well as analogue replay systems
and accessories from VPI, Rockport Technologies and Audioplan.
Please pnone for further information and catalogue of Records (VOL) and Analogue Equipment and Accessories (VOL2)

***** What Hi Fi July 1997

VINYL DEMAND PO Box 1532 Fordingbridge SP6 158 Tel 01425 654545 Fax 01425 654400

for sale trade
MANTICORE AUDIO VISUAL
RENOWNED MANUFACTURER OF HIGH
CLASS AUDIO
Beautiful real wood finish record players from £525 to £3,990.
Fine tonearms from £425 to £1,600.
Loudspeakers from £580 to £1,390.
Power supplies from £320 to £670.
Excellent with Linn LP12 and Logic DM101.
STOP PRESS: Telephone for details of our System Integrity wired
phono pre-amp. This is the most remarkable piece of electronics to
come onto the market for adecade. The Manticore Mistral is
designed for the highest resolution systems and will be priced at
about £1,450 when it is officially launched later in the year but
there are asmall number of Beta field-testing units still available
at less than half price. Highly recommened.

e

BLUEPRINT LOUDSPEAKERS: First in anew range of speakers from an established UK
manufacturer is the Point One at £ 1000. It is atall floorstander, very easy to drive with
big, open soundstage.

Amplifier repair of all makes, transistor and valve, special
expertise on Quad, Crimson, Myst, Incatech, Mission,
Musical Fidelity, Sony, Quantum, Nytech, Legend.

HEYBROOK: The new Heylette and Heylios loudspeakers are now in stock along with
the established Quartet, agreat speaker for value or lower powered solid state amplifiers.

CD upgrades from Trichord Research.
Amplifier upgrades from Russ Andrews.
Write or telephone for more details: 01767 318437 Fax: 01767 318462
Access, Visa, Mastercard taken.
email: manticore@dial.pipex.com
Web site: http://dialspace.dial.pipex.com/manticore/

KESWICK AUDIO: The floorstanding Volante and miniature Figaro have been upgraded and now sound even better than before. Both are available in White Ash, Cherry or
"Purpleheart".
LFD: We now have the new entry-level Mistral CD (£999) and integrated amplifier
(£499) on demonstration. The Mistral range is attractively finished in stainless steel
and gold, and brings LFD's sound quality to amore affordable level. At the other end
of the scale, the DAC 3is still our reference digital to analogue convertor and at £3000
is actually is actually good value! The LS1/PA1 amplifier combination (£1999) sounds
very open and refined and is astrong alternative to, say, Naim or Audiolab and the
MC1 phone stage (£949) is amust for those serious about vinyl replay.

MAV Shareholders Ltd The Old Tinsmith's, Shortmead Street,
Biggleswade, Beds. SG18 OAP

TO

NEAT ACOUSTICS: The Critique and Mystique loudspeakers are very good value and
the miniature Petite can sound like avery big speaker, given the right partnering equipment.

ADVERTISE IN
THIS SECTION

ORTOFON: We can supply ant cartridge from their extensive range. Exchange prices
are available for either Ortofon or other makes of moving coil cartridges. Please phone
for details. We also have the Henley phono stage which has enough gain for most
MC's.

PLEASE
CONTACT
DAVE WALSH

BANDOR DRIVERS
All ALUMINIUM ANODISED CONES
Exceproonal TRANSIENT RESPONSE
Any one loudspeaker covers 'lids of musical spectrum
Power handling - 35 watts/100 watts (
RMS)
HUMIDITY PROOF • PASSIVE & ACTIVE CROSSOVER,
AUDIO VISUAL DRIVERS NOW AVAILABLE (Shielded)
35 YEARS EXPERIENCE • INC £1.00 STAMP

PINK TRIANGLE: The stylish Tarantella turntable and the Ventrical speakers: the
Ventricals are avery smooth and transparent design with lots of detail and terrific
soundstaging. We can also service any Pink Triangle turntable of any age.

TEL 0181 686 2599
EXT 318
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28 QUEENSWAY, HORSHAM, WEST SUSSEX. TEL/FAX 01403 251587.
E-MAIL: hi-fi@paynter.demon.co.uk, WEB SITE: www.paynter.demon.co.uk ,
•SIRIUS AMPLIFIERS
•
•B.K.S. HYBRID RIBBON SPEAKERS •
•dCS ELGAR 24 BIT/96KHZ DAC
•
•BASIS TURNTABLES
•
•AIR TANGENT ARMS
•
•FANFARE FM TUNERS
•

TICE CABLES & MAINS PRODUCTS
MICHELL PRODUCTS
UNISON RESEARCH
OPERA SPEAKERS
MAGNEPAN RIBBON SPEAKERS
TEAC VRDS PRODUCTS

LOUDSPEAKER REPAIRS/TESTING/UPGRADES A SPECIALITY
MAGNEPLANAR SMGC (NEW)

£695 AUDIO SYNTHESIS ULTRA

MAGNEPLANAR MG 2.7 (NEW) £ 1995
MAGNEPLANAR MG 1.5 ( NEW) £ 1195
MICHELL ARGO HR PRE AMP (S/H) £695
QUAD ESL 63 (20 HRS USE) )X/O) £ 1995
LOVVTHER ACOUSTAS (S/H)
£295
VTL 30/30 VALVE AMP (S/H) £495
MICHELL MYCRO (NEW) R8300 £495
PERREAUX mow POWER AMP
£895
AUDIO INNOVATIONS 1ST AUDIOS
f495

126

ANALOGUE 20 BIT D.A.C. (S/H) £695
MERIDIAN 602 TRANSPORT (S/H).. .£695
NAIM 250 POWER AMP (X/D) £995
MARK LEVINSON 27 PWR (S/H) £ 1995
MARK LEVINSON 28 PRE (S/H) £ 1795
APOGEE DUETTA SIGNATURES '
o DAX III ACTIVE CROSS OS/ERS £2495
LEVINSON ML12 PRE AMP (S/H) £895
SD ACOUSTICS SID3 SPEAKERS £295

email: replayOdial.pipex.com

AVI: the full range of AVI electronics is on permanent demonstration. The Reference
CD player (£ 1399) is superb and the S2000MI integrated is exceptional value for
money: it sounds clean and smooth with an output of 100 watts in avery compact
case. the new Positron loudspeakers are excellent and work well in most rooms and
systems. (see review Nov. 97). THE NEW MID- PRICED CD PLAYER IS NOW AVAILABLE AT £899.

Tonearm rewiring, turntable power supplies.

•
•
•
•
•
•
•

(01244) 401290

AUDIO ANALOGUE PUCCINI SE: Abeautifully made integrated amplifier from Italy. It
has twin power supplies ( unique at this price level as far as ( know) and an excellent
MM/MC phono stage and costs only £595.
The sound quality is outstanding: very smooth and lucid with deep, solid base. A
pre/power amplifier will be with us soon at acost of £1050.

Turntable service of all makes, special expertise on Mantra,
Logic, Thorens, Ariston, Townsend Rock, AR, Rega, Oracle,
Revolver, Source, Input Design, JBE.

Afre,4rereiamodpmxiks

consultants

We have arange of high quality products including:

REPAIR, SERVICE AND UPGRADE
of all HI-FI products

DESIGN &
DEVELOPMENT STUDIO
11 PENFOLD COTTAGES
PENFOLD LANE HOLMER
SHEEN BUCKS HP15 501
(01494)7140589 FAX

dit)

CHESTER

Replay is an independent specialist dealer based in Chester.
Our high standard of service includes home demonstrations throughout the North
West with genuine help and advice in choosing or upgrading your hi-fi system.
All our customers are seen individually by appointment, and our demonstrations are
relaxed and informal with no sales pitch or pressure.

MANTICORE AUDIO VISUAL

MA/One

replay

TEL/FAX

ROKSAN CASPIAN: The integrated amplifier deservedly won the Hi Fi News " Best
Amplifier Component up to £1000". It is stylish, well-built and performs brilliantly in a
wide range of systems, as well as being the perfect partner for the Caspian CD player
and RokOne loudspeakers.
SONNETEER ALABASTER: This is one of the most musical and involving integrated
amplifiers with awarm and detailed presentation. We should also have the new Byron
CD player soon at around £800.
TARGET: All Target products are usually available within aweek of order.
TRICHORD: The recently improved Genesis (£569) and Revelation (£819) CD players
are exceptional value for money with adegree of smoothness and transparency not
usually found in players under £1000. We can also upgrade your existing player with
Trichord's "Clock" modifications. The new Clock 3and Power Supply upgrade at £221
is very strongly recommended. Also new from Trichord is the Remote Volume
Controller module for use with any motorised pot.
TRILOGY: Excellent range of British valve equipment which includes the bargain 900
preamp (£499 including MM phono stage) to the 918/958 pre/power combination at
just over £6000.
UNISON RESEARCH: Detailed and spacious sounding single-ended valve amplifiers
from Italy. The Simply Four (£1554) can drive most medium- high efficiency speakers.
We also have arange of ex-dem and second hand equipment: please phone, fax or email for more details.

dassifieg
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TEL/FAX 0181 450 7384
LEGENDARY PERFORMANCE
EXQUISITE CRAFTSMANSHIP
JADIS AMPLIFIERS are recognised worldwide for their functional
elegance and unmatched standards of musicality. The latest member to
the family is the Orchestra integrated amplifier, with the use of innovative
circuit design it is able to offer 40 watts of musical joy. Partnered with the
Sonus Faber Concertino or Concerto it represents real high end
performance, at arealistic price of £ 1099. For more information on the
complete line of Jadis products contact us, and we shall be happy to
share the Jadis experience with you.

At Unique Audio we have put together a large range of analogue
playback equipment, as we still believe in spinning those 12" vinyl discs.
We have turntables from Michell, Pink Triangle, Rockport, S.M.E. and VPI.
• We now also have the Wheaton Triplanar, one of the finest tonearms
available. It also has to be one of the rarest due to limited production.
For digital lovers we have the new DM DECADE by Audio Synthesis to celebrate their tenth anniversary. This superb digi:al to analogue converter features Digital Attenuation together with ahost of other features. All functions are controlled by acomprehensive remote handset.
Agencies include:
Absolute Sounds, Audio Physic, Audio Synthesis, Jadis, LFD, Mitchell, Pink Triangle, QLN, SME, Sonus Faber, VPI, Wilson Audio,
XL°, Wheaton Triplanar plus many more. Many brands of cartridges stocked.

conrad
johnson
it
just

sounds

right

PV10A pre- amplifier
MV55 power amplifier

from entry level to the high end

to the state of the art

Anniversary
Reference
Triode
Pre-amplifier

For details on any of the eonrad - johnson range contact:

Sevenoaks sound

o

47 Churchgate Street
tel

0 12 8 4

Bury St Edmunds

7 5 377 6

Suffolk

fa x C 1284

0% and low rate finance, subject to status

&vision
IP33 1RG

7 24 337

Opening hours 9.30 - 5.30 Monday - Saturday

for sale trade
Absolute Tune-ups

SALE OF EX-DEMO/REVIEW PRODUCTS

Absolute Sounds qualified engineers can
repair
modify or re- align any high- end equipment 1te
undertake rebuilds with selected audiophile grail.
components and can also otter d valve
matching sen WV. tweet only the best
Absolute Sounds

RARE OPPORTUNITY TO OBTAIN

Tel 0181/947 5047 Fax 0181-879 7962

This photo of one of our beautiful pieces
of furniture was taken at midnight and
has not come out too well.
But for a clearer view of our wide range -

QUASAR turntable at very special prices!
RRP

the

BEES KNEES

in storage units

SALE
CDs

QUASAR Limited Edition £ 1930 £ 1400

Books
Hi -Fis

The above item comes complete with our
(manufacturers) warranty.
Price includes UK mainland carriage.

for

Videotapes
Music
TVs

Les

Cassettes

Video

Etc

Etc

- Send for the Brochure from
The 05 Chapel 282 Slupton Road
Ian Edwards

Write or telephone for more details and for our

H
9
iDi 31-I8
Telephone: 01423 500442
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new products Arc loudspeaker, EA Platforms,

Records at Cost
NOW YOU CAN BUY YOUR CDs

AT DEALER'S COST PRICE
As a member of the WSL Records at
Cost Service you can buy any brand

SBD Interconnect cables. Poron damping material. SME tonearms. Phono Stages etc

sound by design
hand crafted audio products and turntable specialist

Bored by the sound of your

Siddeley House, 50 Canbury Park Road,
Kingston-upon-Thames, Surrey FCT2 6LX
Tel 8. Fax 0181 288 4343

current Loudspeakers?
The Russ Andrews Solution

new CD at trade price + postage and a
small handling charge from only 50p.
Write, phone, fax or e-mail us now and

Don't change it - upgrade it!
By improving the quality of crucial components and
wiring in your loudspeaker you can achieve results that
will astound you..And for a fraction of the cost of buying

we'll send you full details of the Records
at Cost Service and how to join.
WSL P.O. BOX32 ST. LEONARDS EAST SUSSEX 78380UZ
TEL:(01424) 718254 (
24 Hours) FAX: (01424) 718262
E-MAIL: WILSONSTEREOLIBRARYOCOMPUSERVE.COM
PWS! WE INVITE YOU TO CASH IN ON A

MASSIVE CD WAREHOUSE

Clearance Sale!

our component

Price List contains the definitive
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Give them a new lease of life!
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To receive our latest information - just mail, phone or fax
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Tel/fax: 0I895 833099
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Russ Andrews Accessories Ltd., Edge Bank House, Kendal,
Cumbria, LAS SAS England
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ACADEMY SOUNDS

SOUND CHECK 2
The World's Rest Selling l'est & Demo Cl)

SPECIALISTS

Mastered at Abbey Road Studios
• Ag Tracks of test times including sub bass active speaker
set-up & frequency response c licsi:
• Dry Vocal tracks including uncompressed solo Ity Pavangti
• Dry Instrument tracks including Steinway Conceit Grand
Piano & complete drum kit solo
• Iligh dynamics music tracks from

Cathedral Organ to

L
AW

Itirs - the ultimate bass test

Bank House, Churchtown,
St. Agnes, Cornwall TR5 OQW

OVER 20 YEARS
EXPERIENCE

Academy Sound have had over 20 years experience with Quad
professional equipment enabling you to achieve the best possible
results from your system.
CONVERSION - A re-designed rear panel incorporating gold phono
sockets and up-dated pick-up and tape boards plus adesignated C.D. input
installed into your Quad 33. Also available in kit form for the D.I.Y.

• Sound Effects tracks including the inmous Chieftain Tank
wog-ding

customer at only £ 158.00 inc. p+p.

• Also available with built in analyser meter fig instant
frequency response analysis

"...this rebuild represents a significant step forward in enhancing
musical performance and satisfaction from this venerable design, and

In all - 99 tracks of essential listening

Special readers price

QUAD

£25 inc vat &

aflawless finish to boot." - Chris Beeching. HiFi News. April 1997.

post

With Analyser £ 59 inc vat & post

RESTORATION - Your Quad equipment can be carefully restored to

Trade Enquines invited

Phone

411) DZE

of

g

fax S(:A with your credit card details
for same-day despatch
Tel: 01271 858580
01271 858587 à

Fax:

JCB

ALPHASON
OVERSEAS DISTRIBUTORS required
for the UK's leading specialist hi-fi and
home entertainment furniture manufacturer.
For further details contact John B. Reddington
ALPHASON DESIGNS LIMITED
Tel: +44 1189 833523 Fax: +44 1189 833567

original condition. Quad II's and Leak equipment can be rebuilt by our
engineers to original specification.
NOW AVAILABLE! - D.C. Power Supply Unit for Quad 33 - unit will
run for 20 hours before recharging becomes necessary, finished in Quad
colours. This is the ultimate upgrade! Suitable for Academy Sound
converted pre- amps only.
ALSO new to our stable is aMains Purifying Unit with separate digital
and analogue outputs for use with C.D. players and turntables ( 301,401),
finished in Quad colours.
LOWTHER - Replacement drive units available at very competitive
prices.
Other speeialited work carried out to valvi. equipment.
Telephone our workshop to discuss requirements st ith our engineers.
For further details send S.A.E. to - Academy Sound
or telephone:- Information 01872 553317 Workshop 01209 711612

E-mail john reddington.@virgin.net
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POWER AMPLIFIERS
Mark Levinson 20.5 monoblocks
mint s/h
Audio Research D125 balanced
mint s/h
Audio Research M300 monoblocks
mint s/h
Jadis JA 500 monoblocks
mint s/h
Jeff Rowland Model 3monoblocks
mint eh
Lumley Ref 120 monoblocks
mint s/h
Conrad Johnson MF 2300
mint s/h
Audio Research VT 60
mint sill
Jadis DA30 integrated
mint s/h
mint sit'
Art Audio Quintet
Albarry PP1
mint s/h
Conrad Johnson Prem 8a
mint s/h
mint s/h
Boulder 500 AE
Melos 402 Monoblocks
as new
LFD PA1/LS1
mint s/h
mint s/h
Audio Research D79/SP10 mk11
Krell KSA 50 S
mint s/h
Mark Levinson No 27
mint s/h
Audio Research D400
mint en
Jadis JA30 (6550) Monoblocks
mint s/h
Musical Fidelity F15
mint s/h
mint en
Beard P35
mint eh
Krell KSA 3005
Alchemist Kraken Monos & Pre-amp
mint s/h
NVA A80 Monoblocks & P50 Pre-amp
mint s/h
Audiolab 8000P
mint sib
Bryston 4
good cond
Krell KSA250
mint s/h
4xChameleon Ruby Power Amps
mint s/h
Musical Fidelity P180 & CRPS
mint s/h
PRE AMPLIFIERS
McCormack TLC- 1
Tesserac Tala
Jeff Rowland Consumate & Phono
DNM 3A & Twin Pack
Boulder L5AE
Audio Research LS7
Naim 42.5 Avondale
Conrad Johnson Prem 78
Exposure IX professional power supply
Exposure VActive xover
Nairn Nac 52/Supercap
Musical Fidelity F22
McCormack Micro Line Drive
YBA 2Pre-amp
Mod Squad Line Drive

£5500
£1995
£4995
£7995
£2395
£1695
£1995
£1695
£2295
£995
£295
£7995
£3295
£4950
£895
£P0A
£2495
£2250
£2500
£2995
£1095
£595
£5995
£895
£995
£495
£395
£3195
£595 each
or £995 pair
£895

as new
mint s/h
mint s/h
mint s/h
x-dem
mint s/h
mint s/h
mint s/h
mint s/h
mint s/h
mint s/h
mint s/h
as new
mint s/h
mint s/h

£695
£795
£4995
£850
£2250
£1395
£250
£5995
£795
£495
£3495
595
£395
£495
£250

mint s/h
mint s/h
as new
mint s/11
mint s/h
mint s/h
mint s/h
mint s/h
mint s/h
mint s/h
mint s/h

£4995
£895
£1995
£1795
£1995
£3995
£795
£2495
£295
£395
£11995

SPEAKERS
Infinity IRS Beta
Apogee Scintila
Ensemble PAI Silver- hi wire
Quad ESL 63 ( Rosewood) & Stands
Duntech Crown Princes
B&W Silver sig & stands
Apogee Caliper
Alon IV mk11
Ruark Icon & Stands
Musical Fidelity MC5
Wilson System V

M.A.F AUDIO
MIRAGE
CLASSÉ
PRINIARE

Snell JII's
Sonus Minima Amators & Ironwood Stds
Martin Logan CLS IIZ & Kinergetic

mint s/11
mint s/h
mint s/h

£695
£1395
£5995

Magneplanar SMG 3
AMC B1-20 Subwoofer
Dalquist D012
Sonus Faber Extrema + Stands
Magneplanar SMG CSE
Marlin Logan Aerius
Spendor SP2/2
EPOS ES 11 + Stands
Ruark Brodsword
Monitor Audio 700 PMC
Martin Logan Sequel It
Royd Saphire
Tannoy D300
Westlake HR1 ( Retail £20.000)
Alon Phalanx
B&W P6
Acoustic Energy AE1 & Stands
Monitor Audio Studio 20SE & Plinth

mint s/h
mint s/h
mint s/h
mint eh
as new
mint s/11
mint sib
mint s/h
new
mint s/h
mint s/11
mint s/h
as new
mint s/h
mint s/h
mint eh
mint s/h
mint sib

£895
£350
£595
£4250
£695
£1095
£395
£395
£650
£450
£1595
£195
£695
£6995
£12,000
£695
£695
£1495

Subwocier

£4750
£1795
£595
£3500
£895
£695
£P.O.A
£4500
£2250
£9950
£14995
£8995

Basis Ovation
as new
Piere Lurne JI/SL5
mint s/h
Koetsu Urushi
mint s/h
Kuzma Stabi/Stogi reference
mint s/h
Lino Tuner
mint s/h
VPI TNT Wheaton Ill
mint s/h
Piere Lurne JI/Sowther mk Ill
mint s/h
Musical Fidelity T1 Tuner
mint s/h
Sony Tuner STS 261
mint s/h
Musical Fidelity FT Tuner
mint s/h
Audio Technica ART 1
mint s/h
TNT mk Ill & Lid
mint s/h
Clear Audio Gamma 24 CT Gold Coil
as new
Stax SR Gamma Pro & SRMX Pro Energiser mint s/h

£3495
£2250
£1295
£1495
£295
£1995
£2250
£195
£150
£495
£595
£3995
£495
£595

ATC, CHORD ELECTRONICS,
ACOUSITC ENERGY, BRYSTON,
ALON, BOULDER, FORSELL, SME,
VPI, LUMLEY, ROCKPORT, GAMMA,
TRILOGY, Van den Hut, XLO,

Cap 1(10 integrated Amp with mie balanced circuity and WC the killer from Canada

Acoustic Arts

All new D20 CD player and A20 amplifier WC Sonic Relief with abuild

Acoustic Energy

CD player and amplifiers up to 250 WPC.

TARGET, TOTEM, GRAHAM, C.A.T.,
TRICHORD and many more.
We offer:-

Generous part exchange
Your equipment purchased
Showroom Idem room
Single speakers dem room
Long term trade in policy
All credit cards incl Amex.
Mail order facilities
Export service
and the Hi Fi exchange

FINANCE AVAILABLE
CHOICE

Tel: 0181 392 1959

10am to 8pm

0181 392 1963

7days by appt.

Fax: 0181 392 1994

E-Mail: Choice-HiFi@msn.com

Advertisers Index
Absolute Sounds

Digital lens before you change your transport or DAC. Try shoving one of

STRAIGHT WIRE, SOUNDSTYLE,

A & R Cambridge

Bipolar speakers, hear why you don't see them in the for sale columns.

these in between them.

ACURUS
KORA
DENSEN

AGENTS FOR:

£1895
£1995
£14995
£1595
£1795
£1500
£395
£250
£95
£995

Mobile Phone no.

0498 613233

quality that would be the envy of aBentley owner and pleasantly affordable

GENESIS

CHOICE

CD PLAYERS & DACS
Wadia 16
as new
Krell Studio 2
mint s/h
Mission Cyrus Discmaster
mint s/h
Krell SBP 64X
mint s/h
P.S. Audio Ultralink
mint s/h
McCormack DAC-1
mint s/h
Wadia 22/26
as new
EAD 9000 Series III HDCD Balanced Gold
mint s/h
Acuphase DP70
mint s/h
Acuphase DP90/91
mint s/11
Mark Levinson 30.5/31.5
mint s/h
Forsell Air Ref Transport mk II
mint s/h
Forsell Air Ref dac
Wadia 8Transport
mint s/h
Wadia x64.4 dac
mint s/h
Mark Levinson no 31.5 + 30.5
mint s/h
Pink Triangle da Capo 1307 + Batery psu
mint s/h
Linn Karik/Numeric & Remote
mint/sh
EAD 1000 Transport
mint s/h
Maratnz CD80
mint sib
Rotel 965 BX
mint eh
Theta TLC
mint s/h
DPA PDM 2Silver Wired
as new
TURNTABLES ANALOGUE VARIOUS

more

• • • • •

36
6
66
23,25,27

OEE Europe

124

Opal Design

68

Oxford Audio

68

P.M. Components

Audible Elegance

94

Audio Consultants

24

Pinewood Music

64

Prime Design

52
60

Audio Freaks

Valve amplifiers effortless, unforced sound with emotion.

Audio Illusion

60

Radlett Audio

DM 10 amplifier, still impressed as ever.

Audio Kits

82

Replay

Audio Synthesis

66

AVI

70

M.A.F STANDS: For all your speaker and equipment support needs.
Take your Quad 63 speakers to alevel of performance you would not
think possible with the all new M.A.F Quad Ultimate Stand.
High end sound nt sensible prices. Other brands available. Please ring.

Phone Mike on Burton-on-Trent Staffs on 01283 538882 anytime.

B & W Speakers
Celestion

100

Contact Communications

124

Heatherdale Audio
Henley Audio
Hi Fi Company The
UNE Systems
KEF

94
64
78,82
120/121
100
18

Ringmat Developments

IFC
84

126
76

Riverside Hi-fi

26

Salisbury Audio

70

Select Audio

123

Sevenoaks HiFi

127

Slate Audio

119

Smith Aerials. Ron
Sony UK
Sound Connections
Sound Images

78
43,45
78
104

Sound of Music

94

Sound Organisation . The

76

Spectra Dynamic

9

Lawson Jack

123

Linn Records

84

Tube Teclnology

12

Loricraft Audio

82

U.K. Distribution

58

Mantivore Audio Visual
Meridian
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8
16,29,31
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74

Path Group

126
40

Midland Radio

100

Monitor Audio

OBC

Technics

Unique Audio
Vickers

10,11

127
94

Vinyl Demand

125

Vivante London

100

Musical Images

22

Wilmslow Audio

124

Naim Audio

34

Wilson Benesch

IBC

finale

How a
humble jazz
cornet
player
reached
the allembracing
musical
heights of
'conduction':
the story
of Butch
Morris

130

B

ack in the 19th-century, the
way to make aname in music
was to go for excess.
Composers swamped the orchestra
in banks of strings never dreamed of
by Haydn or Mozart. Bigger and
bigger still was the only way to go.
Until the atonalists undermined him
with their threadbare orchestration,
Richard Wagner surely represented
the pinnacle of excess: kettle-drums
on the side, extra trombones, fourday opera cycles, you got 'em.
Which brings us to the age of
mechanical reproduction. When
record-breaking sales have become a
sign of business- as-usual, how do
you achieve something excessive?
Butch
Morris
started out as a
humble
jazz
cornet-player, but
his discography
now includes a
10CD box set
Testament:
A
Conduction
Collection [
New
World Records
80478]. Retailing
at amere £ 140 —
the discs are also
available
separately — it is
an
astonishing
project. Few 20thcentury Classical
composers can boast arelease of this
nature, and the only precedent for a
jazz avantgardiste is Cecil Taylor's
1988 box- set ( 10CDs issued by
FMP in Berlin).
Butch Morris's music is played by
local ensembles in cities as diverse
as San Francisco, New York,
Bologna, Istanbul and Tokyo. He
relies on what he calls Conduction.
Musicians are rehearsed to realise
'instant composition' by interpreting
Morris's hand signals. The method
allows him to control dynamics and
stipulate interruptions, prolongations, repeats and memorization of
musical passages for subsequent
use. He signals arequest for, say, a

violin and two trombones to echo a
particular figure, then brings these
in on a concerted downstroke. He
pans across the orchestra with his
baton and achieves textures Iannis
Xenakis would die for. The
orchestra swirls and groans like a
beast alive.
Conduction relies on the
international community of free-jazz
and free-improvising musicians that
has arisen in the last two decades.
Yet Morris is not presiding over hitand-miss
experiments.
Each
conduction is very much a suite,
with a dramatic sweep reminiscent
of a film- score. His leadership
internalises the musical forces,
achieving agestural coherence many
people miss in the conflictual
excitements of Free Improvisation.
As symphonic poems, they
measure up to the work of James
Dillon (high praise). Those who
look to the avantgarde to voice
social antagonism will demur, but
music-lovers are in for atreat.
Morris's coup has parallels with
the
way
Ennio
Morricone
popularised sonic effects pioneered
by the Italian avantgarde. Again,
like Morricone, this is not simply a
matter of dilution: Butch Morris
has
broached
a distinctive
soundworld, lulling yet bristling
with events. His procedures are
appropriate for the times. The
combination of digital recording
and his conductor's ear — it is
realtime, one place ensemble sound
he's chasing — makes for CDs that
sound mouth-wateringly fresh. The
ambition may be Wagnerian, but
the results are global- friendly,
open-eared, bluster-free.
It is difficult to impart the
simultaneous variety and coherence
of Testament. Readers hip to the best
musicians in modern jazz will gawp
at the names. Morris arrives in New
York, and he's got the stunningly
vivacious Arthur Blythe on alto and
Zeena Parkins on harp [
Conduction
15: 80480]. He flies to San
Francisco, and ROVA Sax Quartet
are there, with ' heavy friends' like
drummer
William
Winant
[Conduction 11: 80479]. He visits
Tokyo, and he's got bassist supremo
Yoshizawa
Motoharu
and
turntablist Otomo Yoshihide
[Conduction 50: 80488]. He turns up
in Istanbul, and the extraordinary
Suleyman Erguner plays the ney (an
Arabic reed instrument) with such
vocalised
immediacy
you're
mesmerised, while American-import
Hugh Ragin plays state-of-the-day
trumpet [
Conduction 25: 80483]. In
Antwerp he's got the Maarten
Altena Ensemble [
Conduction 35:
80485]; in Bologna he's got bassist
Peter Kowald and Han Bennink

(Eric Dolphy's best drummer —
after Tony Williams), while even
Steve Beresford can be made to play
a decent — nay, brilliant — piano
solo [
Conduction 31: 80484/ 80485,
2CDs]!
In the 43-page booklet that comes
with the box, poet Allan Graubard
claims that Morris's music evokes a
waking dream-state. To describe it,
he unrolls surrealist accounts of
exotic rain-forests, looming cloud
formations and bizarre fauna.
Unusually enough for liner- note
lyricism, these liberties are apt.
Morris's unique method allows one
to hear the sheer strangeness of, say,
Jemeel Moondoc's flute or Hikaru
Sawai's koto, but without trampling
the musicians' personalities under
the iron heel of organisation
(whether that's score-based or rockcommercial). Coherence without
oppression: the alchemy of jazzband
leadership.
Unlike many composers in New
Music, Butch Morris will not
interpret that last remark as a putdown. Interviewed in Vibe magazine
by Greg Tate, he said: `Whether my
music is considered jazz or not, I
still consider myself ajazz musician,
and whether you think my music
swings or not, it still contains the
things that make swing happen,
which are combustion, ignition, and
propulsion. What I'm talking about
is how you get up under there, how
you heat an orchestra up, how you
ignite that shit and set it on fire.
That's what I'm talking about'.
If jazz is about combining risk and
improvisation with ensemble
warmth and purpose, then Morris's
claims make sense. However, what
about the ` dance' function Duke
Ellington famously supplied?
Though Morris did have Butoh
dancers involved in one of the
Tokyo conductions [
Conduction 28:
80484], this was something for a
seated arts- audience to watch. It
was hardly an R&B ball. But then,
come to think of it, whoever
managed to dance to Jimi Hendrix?
Black music is surely too vital and
extraordinary to be limited to the
neodisco strictures of today's ' E
Generation'. In asleevenote, Morris
mentions watching Sun Ra and
Frank Zappa in concert. Like those
much missed leaders, Morris also
proposes anew relationship between
composer, musicians and audience.
A symphonic version of Roni Size
Reprazent, Morris uses hot, realtime
performance to shape a 1990s,
anything- goes
eclecticism.
Testament's 10CD set is not only a
welcome burst of excess; it is also an
outbreak of conceptual vitality in a
scene long compromised by
conservatism.
Ben Watson
DECEMBER 1997
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1994
GERMANY
Stereoplay Reference
WILSON BENESCH TURNTABLE
& ACT ONE TONEARM

1995
GERMANY ,
Stereoplay Reference
WILSON BENESCH TURNTABLE
& ACT TWO TONEARM

1996
GERMANY
Audio & Stereoplay Best of Test Award
WILSON BENESCH TURNTABLE
& ACT ONE TONEARM
GERMANY
Audio & Stereoplay Best of Test Award
ACT ONE LOUDSPEAKER
GERMANY
Stereoplay Golden Hi Fi Award 96
WILSON BENESCH TURNTABLE
& ACT TWO TONEARM
GERMANY
Stereoplay Golden Hi Fi Award 96
ACT ONE LOUDSPEAKER
GERMANY
Stereoplay Reference
ACT ONE LOUDSPEAKER
USA
Golden Note Award Nomination
WILSON BENESCH TURNTABLE
& ACT TWO TONEARM
USA
Golden Note Award Nomination
ACT ONE LOUDSPEAKER
GERMANY
Stereoplay High End Award '96
CATEGORY : TURNTABLE
GERMANY
Stereoplay High End Award ' 96
CATEGORY : LOUDSPEAKER
ENGLAND
HI- Fl NEWS Best Analogue Source
WILSON BENESCH TURNTABLE
& ACT ONE TONEARM
JAPAN

DOUG BRADY

CHESHIRE

0192 5828009

MOORGATE ACOUSTICS

SHEFFIELD

0114 2756048

CASTLE SOUND & VISION

NOTTINGHAM

0115 9584404

THE AUDIO FILE

CAMBRIDGE

0122 3368305

KJ WEST ONE

LONDON

0171 4868262

AUDITORIUM

LONDON

0171 247 5000

ORANGES & LEMONS

LONDON

0171 924 2040

RAYLEIGH

SOUTH EAST

Stereosound Best Buy
WILSON BENESCH TURNTABLE
& ACT ONE TONEARM
JAPAN
Stereosound Component of the Year
ACT ONE LOUDSPEAKER
ENGLAND
GRAMOPHONE Component Award
WILSON BENESCH TURNTABLE
& ACT TWO TONEARM
KOREA
AUDIO Years Best Hi Fi Award
ACT ONE LOUDSPEAKER

1997
USA

0126 8779762

Winner CES Design and Engineering
Showcase Award
ACT ONE LOUDSPEAKER
Golden Note Award Nomination
WILSON BENESCH ANALOG SYSTEM

USA

SOUNDS OF MUSIC

SOUTH

0189 2547003

MUSIC MILL

EDINBURGH

0131 5553963

KRONOS

IRELAND

0186 8748632

e-mail info@wilson-benesch.com
http://www wilson-benesch.com.

NATURE'S

GREATEST

SOUND EFFECT

eauty is in the ear of the listener . . .
soft afeet, loud and glorious.
Nothing sounds as good — or looks better than
STUDIO SERIES

MONITOR AUDIO
it 34 Clifton Road, Cambridge CBI 4Z11 England Phone:

